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Preface

The 45th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics, Posters and
Demonstrations session was held between the 25th to 27th June 2007 in Prague. This year we had
113 submissions out of which 61 were selected for presentation, resulting in a 54% acceptance rate.

The criteria for acceptance of posters were to describe original work in progress, and to present
innovative methodologies used to solve problems in computational linguistics or NLP. 48 posters were
accepted.

For demonstrations the criterion for acceptance was the implementation of mature systems or prototypes
in which computational linguistics or NLP technologies are used to solve practically important
problems. 13 demonstrations were accepted.

I would like to thank the General Conference Chair of ACL 2007, John Carroll, for his insightful
suggestions in formulating the call for papers. My gratitude to the members of the Program Committee
for their promptness, professionalism and willingness in reviewing more papers than anticipated.

I would like to extend my thanks to the local organisers who accommodated a number of requests
speedily making sure that the scheduling and the physical facilities were in place for this event. Last
but not least, my special thanks to Scott Piao and Yutaka Sasaki for their help in the preparation of the
camera-ready copy of the proceedings.

Sophia Ananiadou
Chair
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Abstract

This paper describes MIMUS, a multimodal
and multilingual dialogue system for the in–
home scenario, which allows users to con-
trol some home devices by voice and/or
clicks. Its design relies on Wizard of Oz ex-
periments and is targeted at disabled users.
MIMUS follows the Information State Up-
date approach to dialogue management, and
supports English, German and Spanish, with
the possibility of changing language on–the–
fly. MIMUS includes a gestures–enabled
talking head which endows the system with
a human–like personality.

1 Introduction

This paper describes MIMUS, a multimodal and
multilingual dialogue system for the in–home sce-
nario, which allows users to control some home de-
vices by voice and/or clicks. The architecture of
MIMUS was first described in (Pérez et al., 2006c).
This work updates the description and includes a
life demo. MIMUS follows the Information State
Update approach to dialogue management, and has
been developed under the EU–funded TALK project
(Talk Project, 2004). Its architecture consists of a
set of OAA agents (Cheyer and Martin, 1972) linked
through a central Facilitator, as shown in figure 1:

The main agents in MIMUS are briefly described
hereafter:

• The system core is the Dialogue Manager,
which processes the information coming from
the different input modality agents by means of
a natural language understanding module and
provides output in the appropriate modality.

• The main input modality agent is the ASR
Manager, which is obtained through an OAA

Figure 1: MIMUS Architecture

wrapper for Nuance. Currently, the system sup-
ports English, Spanish and German, with the
possibility of changing languages on–the–fly
without affecting the dialogue history.

• The HomeSetup agent displays the house lay-
out, with all the devices and their state. When-
ever a device changes its state, the HomeSetup
is notified and the graphical layout is updated.

• The Device Manager controls the physical de-
vices. When a command is sent, the Device
Manager notifies it to the HomeSetup and the
Knowledge Manager, guaranteeing coherence
in all the elements in MIMUS.

• The GUI Agents control each of the device–
specific GUIs. Thus, clicking on the telephone
icon, a telephone GUI will be displayed, and so
on for each type of service.

• The Knowledge Manager connects all the
agents to the common knowledge resource by
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means of an OWL Ontology.

• The Talking Head. MIMUS virtual charac-
ter is synchronized with Loquendo’s TTS, and
has the ability to express emotions and play
some animations such as nodding or shaking
the head.

2 WoZ Experiments

MIMUS has been developed taking into account
wheel–chair bound users. In order to collect first–
hand information about the users’ natural behavior
in this scenario, several WoZ experiments were first
conducted. A rather sophisticated multilingual WoZ
experimental platform was built for this purpose.

The set of WoZ experiments conducted was de-
signed in order to collect data. In turn, these
data helped determine the relevant factors to con-
figure multimodal dialogue systems in general, and
MIMUS in particular.

A detailed description of the results obtained after
the analysis of the experiments and their impact on
the overall design of the system may be found in
(Manchón et al., 2007).

3 ISU–based Dialogue Management in
MIMUS

As pointed out above, MIMUS follows the ISU
approach to dialogue management (Larsson and
Traum, 2000). The main element of the ISU ap-
proach in MIMUS is the dialogue history, repre-
sented formally as a list of dialogue states. Dia-
logue rules update this information structure either
by producing new dialogue states or by supplying
arguments to existing ones.

3.1 Multimodal DTAC structure

The information state in MIMUS is represented as a
feature structure with four main attributes: Dialogue
Move, Type, Arguments and Contents.

• DMOVE: Identifies the kind of dialogue move.

• TYPE: This feature identifies the specific dia-
logue move in the particular domain at hand.

• ARGS: The ARGS feature specifies the argu-
ment structure of the DMOVE/TYPE pair.

Modality and Time features have been added in
order to implement fusion strategies at dialogue
level.

3.2 Updating the Information State in MIMUS

This section provides an example of how the In-
formation State Update approach is implemented
in MIMUS. Update rules are triggered by dialogue
moves (any dialogue move whose DTAC structure
unifies with the Attribute–Value pairs defined in the
TriggeringCondition field) and may require addi-
tional information, defined as dialogue expectations
(again, those dialogue moves whose DTAC structure
unify with the Attribute–Value pairs defined in the
DeclareExpectations field).

Consider the following DTAC, which represents
the information state returned by the NLU module
for the sentence switch on:



DMOVE specifyCommand
TYPE SwitchOn

ARGS
[

Location, DeviceType
]

META INFO



MODALITY VOICE

TIME INIT 00:00:00

TIME END 00:00:30

CONFIDENCE 700







Consider now the (simplified) dialogue rule
“ON”, defined as follows:

RuleID: ON;
TriggeringCondition:
(DMOVE:specifyCommand,
TYPE:SwitchOn);

DeclareExpectations: {
Location,
DeviceType }

ActionsExpectations: {
[DeviceType] =>

{NLG(DeviceType);} }
PostActions: {

ExecuteAction(@is-ON); }

The DTAC obtained for switch on triggers the
dialogue rule ON. However, since two declared
expectations are still missing (Location and De-
viceType), the dialogue manager will activate the
ActionExpectations and prompt the user for the
kind of device she wants to switch on, by means
of a call to the natural language generation mod-
ule NLG(DeviceType). Once all expectations have
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been fulfilled, the PostActions can be executed over
the desired device(s).

4 Integrating OWL in MIMUS

Initially, OWL Ontologies were integrated in
MIMUS in order to improve its knowledge manage-
ment module. This functionality implied the imple-
mentation of a new OAA wrapper capable of query-
ing OWL ontologies, see (Pérez et al., 2006b) for
details.

4.1 From Ontologies to Grammars: OWL2Gra

OWL ontologies play a central role in MIMUS. This
role is limited, though, to the input side of the sys-
tem. The domain–dependent part of multimodal and
multilingual production rules for context–free gram-
mars is semi–automatically generated from an OWL
ontology.

This approach has achieved several goals: it lever-
ages the manual work of the linguist, and ensures
coherence and completeness between the Domain
Knowledge (Knowledge Manager Module) and the
Linguistic Knowledge (Natural Language Under-
standing Module) in the application. A detailed ex-
planation of the algorithm and the results obtained
can be found in (Pérez et al., 2006a)

4.2 From OWL to the House Layout

MIMUS home layout does not consist of a pre–
defined static structure only usable for demonstra-
tion purposes. Instead, it is dynamically loaded at
execution time from the OWL ontology where all
the domain knowledge is stored, assuring the coher-
ence of the layout with the rest of the system.

This is achieved by means of an OWL–RDQL
wrapper. It is through this agent that the Home Setup
enquires for the location of the walls, the label of the
rooms, the location and type of devices per room and
so forth, building the 3D graphical image from these
data.

5 Multimodal Fusion Strategies

MIMUS approach to multimodal fusion involves
combining inputs coming from different multimodal
channels at dialogue level (Pérez et al., 2005). The
idea is to check the multimodal input pool before
launching the actions expectations while waiting for

an “inter–modality” time. This strategy assumes
that each individual input can be considered as an
independent dialogue move. In this approach, the
multimodal input pool receives and stores all in-
puts including information such as time and modal-
ity. The Dialogue Manager checks the input pool
regularly to retrieve the corresponding input. If
more than one input is received during a certain time
frame, they are considered simultaneous or pseudo–
simultaneous. In this case, further analysis is needed
in order to determine whether those independent
multimodal inputs are truly related or not. Another,
improved strategy has been proposed at (Manchón
et al., 2006), which combines the advantages of this
one, and those proposed for unification–based gram-
mars (Johnston et al., 1997; Johnston, 1998).

6 Multimodal Presentation in MIMUS

MIMUS offers graphical and voice output to the
users through an elaborate architecture composed of
a TTS Manager, a HomeSetup and GUI agents. The
multimodal presentation architecture in MIMUS
consists of three sequential modules. The current
version is a simple implementation that may be ex-
tended to allow for more complex theoretical issues
hereby proposed. The main three modules are:

• Content Planner (CP): This module decides
on the information to be provided to the user.
As pointed out by (Wahlster et al., 1993), the
CP cannot determine the content independently
from the presentation planner (PP). In MIMUS,
the CP generates a set of possibilities, from
which the PP will select one, depending on
their feasibility.

• Presentation Planner (PP): The PP receives the
set of possible content representations and se-
lects the “best” one.

• Realization Module (RM): This module takes
the presentation generated and selected by
the CP–PP, divides the final DTAC structure
and sends each substructure to the appropriate
agent for rendering.

7 The MIMUS Talking Head

MIMUS virtual character is known as Ambrosio.
Endowing the character with a name results in per-
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sonalization, personification, and voice activation.
Ambrosio will remain inactive until called for duty
(voice activation); each user may name their per-
sonal assistant as they wish (Personalization); and
they will address the system at personal level, re-
inforcing the sense of human–like communication
(Personification). The virtual head has been imple-
mented in 3D to allow for more natural and realis-
tic gestures and movements. The graphical engine
used is OGRE (OGRE, 2006), a powerful, free and
easy to use tool. The current talking head is inte-
grated with Loquendo, a high quality commercial
synthesizer that launches the information about the
phonemes as asynchronous events, which allows for
lip synchronization. The dialogue manager controls
the talking head, and sends the appropriate com-
mands depending of the dialogue needs. Through-
out the dialogue, the dialogue manager may see it
fit to reinforce the communication channel with ges-
tures and expressions, which may or may not imply
synthesized utterances. For instance, the head may
just nod to acknowledge a command, without utter-
ing words.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, an overall description of the MIMUS
system has been provided.

MIMUS is a fully multimodal and multilingual di-
alogue system within the Information State Update
approach. A number of theoretical and practical is-
sues have been addressed successfully, resulting in a
user–friendly, collaborative and humanized system.

We concluded from the experiments that a
human–like talking head would have a significant
positive impact on the subjects’ perception and will-
ingness to use the system.

Although no formal evaluation of the system has
taken place, MIMUS has already been presented
successfully in different forums, and as expected,
“Ambrosio” has always made quite an impression,
making the system more appealing to use and ap-
proachable.
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Abstract

We are currently developing a translation
aid system specially designed for English-
to-Japanese volunteer translators working
mainly online. In this paper we introduce
the stratified reference lookup interface that
has been incorporated into the source text
area of the system, which distinguishes three
user awareness levels depending on the type
and nature of the reference unit. The dif-
ferent awareness levels are assigned to ref-
erence units from a variety of reference
sources, according to the criteria of “com-
position”, “difficulty”, “speciality” and “re-
source type”.

1 Introduction

A number of translation aid systems have been de-
veloped so far (Bowker, 2002; Gow, 2003). Some
systems such as TRADOS have proved useful for
some translators and translation companies1. How-
ever, volunteer (and in some case freelance) trans-
lators do not tend to use these systems (Fulford and
Zafra, 2004; Fulford, 2001; Kageura et al., 2006),
for a variety of reasons: most of them are too expen-
sive for volunteer translators2; the available func-
tions do not match the translators’ needs and work
style; volunteer translators are under no pressure
from clients to use the system, etc. This does not
mean, however, that volunteer translators are satis-
fied with their working environment.

Against this backdrop, we are developing a trans-
lation aid system specially designed for English-to-
Japanese volunteer translators working mainly on-
line. This paper introduces the stratified reference

1http://www.trados.com/
2Omega-T, http://www.omegat.org/

lookup/notification interface that has been incorpo-
rated into the source text area of the system, which
distinguishes three user awareness levels depending
on the type and nature of the reference unit. We
show how awareness scores are given to the refer-
ence units and how these scores are reflected in the
way the reference units are displayed.

2 Background

2.1 Characteristics of target translators

Volunteer translators involved in translating English
online documents into Japanese have a variety of
backgrounds. Some are professional translators,
some are interested in the topic, some translate as a
part of their NGO activities, etc3. They nevertheless
share a few basic characteristics: (i) they are native
speakers of Japanese (the target language: TL); (ii)
most of them do not have a native-level command in
English (the source language: SL); (iii) they do not
use a translation aid system or MT; (iv) they want to
reduce the burden involved in the process of transla-
tion; (v) they spend a huge amount of time looking
up reference sources; (vi) the smallest basic unit of
translation is the paragraph and “at a glance” read-
ability of the SL text is very important. A translation
aid system for these translators should provide en-
hanced and easy-to-use reference lookup functions
with quality reference sources. An important point
expressed by some translators is that they do not
want a system that makes decisions on their behalf;
they want the system to help them make decisions
by making it easier for them to access references.
Decision-making by translations in fact constitutes
an essential part of the translation process (Munday,
2001; Venuti, 2004).

3We carried out a questionnaire survey of 15 volunteer trans-
lators and interviewed 5 translators.
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Some of these characteristics contrast with those
of professional translators, for instance, in Canada
or in the EU. They have native command in both
the source and target languages; they went through
university-level training in translation; many of them
have a speciality domain; they work on the principle
that “time is money” 4. For this type of translator,
facilitating target text input can be important, as is
shown in the TransType system (Foster et al., 2002;
Macklovitch, 2006).

2.2 Reference units and lookup patterns

The major types of reference unit can be sum-
marised as follows (Kageura et al., 2006).
Ordinary words: Translators are mostly satisfied
with the information provided in existing dictionar-
ies. Looking up these references is not a huge bur-
den, though reducing it would be preferable.
Idioms and phrases: Translators are mostly sat-
isfied with the information provided in dictionaries.
However, the lookup process is onerous and many
translators worry about failing to recognise idioms
in SL texts (as they can often be interpreted liter-
ally), which may lead to mistranslations.
Technical terms: Translators are not satisfied
with the available reference resources 5; they tend
to search the Internet directly. Translators tend to be
concerned with failing to recognise technical terms.
Proper names: Translators are not satisfied with
the available reference resources. They worry more
about misidentifying the referent. For the identifica-
tion of the referent, they rely on the Internet.

3 The translation aid system: QRedit

3.1 System overview

The system we are developing, QRedit, has been de-
signed with the following policies: making it less
onerous for translators to do what they are currently
doing; providing information efficiently to facilitate
decision-making by translators; providing functions
in a manner that matches translators’ behaviour.

QRedit operates on the client server model. It is
implemented by Java and run on Tomcat. Users ac-

4Personal communication with Professor Elliott
Macklovitch at the University of Montreal, Canada.

5With the advent of Wikipedia, this problem is gradually
becoming less important.

cess the system through Web browsers. The inte-
grated editor interface is divided into two main ar-
eas: the SL text area and the TL editing area. These
scroll synchronically. To enable translators to main-
tain their work rhythm, the keyboard cursor is al-
ways bound to the TL editing area (Abekawa and
Kageura, 2007).

3.2 Reference lookup functions

Reference lookup functions are activated when an
SL text is loaded. Relevant information (translation
candidates and related information) is displayed in
response to the user’s mouse action. In addition to
simple dictionary lookup, the system also provides
flexible multi-word unit lookup mechanisms. For
instance, it can automatically look up the dictionary
entry “with one’s tongue in one’s cheek” for the ex-
pression “He said that with his big fat tongue in his
big fat cheek” or “head screwed on right” for “head
screwed on wrong” (Kanehira et al., 2006).

The reference information can be displayed in two
ways: a simplified display in a small popup window
that shows only the translation candidates, and a full
display in a large window that shows the full refer-
ence information. The former is for quick reference
and the latter for in-depth examination.

Currently, Sanseido’s Grand Concise English-
Japanese Dictionary, Eijiro6, List of technical terms
in 23 domains, and Wikipedia are provided as refer-
ence sources.

4 Stratified reference lookup interface

In relation to reference lookup functions, the follow-
ing points are of utmost importance:

1. In the process of translation, translators often
check multiple reference resources and exam-
ine several meanings in SL and expressions in
TL. We define the provision of “good informa-
tion” for the translator by the system as infor-
mation that the translator can use to make his
or her own decisions.

2. The system should show the range of avail-
able information in a manner that corresponds
to the translator’s reference lookup needs and
behaviour.

6http://www.eijiro.jp/
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The reference lookup functions can be divided
into two kinds: (i) those that notify the user of the
existence of the reference unit, and (ii) those that
provide reference information. Even if a linguistic
unit is registered in reference sources, if the transla-
tor is unaware of its existence, (s)he will not look
up the reference, which may result in mistransla-
tion. It is therefore preferable for the system to no-
tify the user of the possible reference units. On the
other hand, the richer the reference sources become,
the greater the number of candidates for notification,
which would reduce the readability of SL texts dra-
matically. It was necessary to resolve this conflict
by striking an appropriate balance between the no-
tification function and user needs in both reference
lookup and the readability of the SL text.

4.1 Awareness levels
To resolve this conflict, we introduced three transla-
tor “awareness levels”:

• Awareness level -2: Linguistic units that the
translator may not notice, which will lead to
mistranslation. The system always actively no-
tifies translators of the existence of this type of
unit, by underlining it. Idioms and complex
technical terms are natural candidates for this
awareness level.

• Awareness level -1: Linguistic units that trans-
lators may be vaguely aware of or may suspect
exist and would like to check. To enable the
user to check their existence easily, the rele-
vant units are displayed in bold when the user
moves the cursor over the relevant unit or its
constituent parts with the mouse. Compounds,
easy idioms and fixed expressions are candi-
dates for this level.

• Awareness level 0: Linguistic units that the
user can always identify. Single words and easy
compounds are candidates for this level.

In all these cases, the system displays reference in-
formation when the user clicks on the relevant unit
with the mouse.

4.2 Assignment of awareness levels
The awareness levels defined above are assigned to
the reference units on the basis of the following four
characteristics:

C(unit): The compositional nature of the unit.
Single words can always be identified in texts, so
the score 0 is assigned to them. The score -1 is as-
signed to compound units. The score -2 is assigned
to idioms and compound units with gaps.

D(unit): The difficulty of the linguistic unit for a
standard volunteer translator. For units in the list of
elementary expressions7, the score 1 is given. The
score 0 is assigned to words, phrases and idioms
listed in general dictionaries. The score -1 is as-
signed to units registered only in technical term lists.

S(unit): The degree of domain dependency of the
unit. The score -1 is assigned to units that belong to
the domain which is specified by the user. The score
0 is assigned to all the other units. The domain infor-
mation is extracted from the domain tags in ordinary
dictionaries and technical term lists. For Wikipedia
entries the category information is used.

R(unit): The type of reference source to which the
unit belongs. We distinguish between dictionaries
and encyclopaedia, corresponding to the user’s in-
formation search behaviour. The score -1 is assigned
to units which are registered in the encyclopaedia
(currently Wikipedia8 ), because the fact that fac-
tual information is registered in existing reference
sources implies that there is additional information
relating to these units which the translator might
benefit from knowing. The score 0 is assigned to
units in dictionaries and technical term lists.

The overall score A(unit) for the awareness level
of a linguistic unit is calculated by:

A(unit) = C(unit)+D(unit)+S(unit)+R(unit).

Table 1 shows the summary of awareness levels
and the scores of each characteristic. For instance, in
an the SL sentence “The airplane took right off.”, the
C(take off) = −2, D(take off) = 1, S(take off) =
0 and R(take off) = 0; hence A(take off) = −1.

A score lower than -2 is normalised to -2, and a
score higher than 0 is normalised to 0, because we
assume three awareness levels are convenient for re-
alising the corresponding notification interface and

7This list consists of 1,654 idioms and phrases taken from
multiple sources for junior high school and high school level
English reference sources published in Japan.

8As the English Wikipedia has entries for a majority of or-
dinary words, we only assign the score -1 to proper names.
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A(unit) : awareness level <= -2 -1 >= 0
Mode of alert always emphasis by mouse-over none
Score -2 -1 0 1
C(unit) : composition compound unit with gap compound unit single word
D(unit) : difficulty technical term general term elementary term
S(unit) : speciality specified domain general domain
R(unit) : resource type encyclopaedia dictionary

Table 1: Awareness levels and the scores of each characteristic

are optimal from the point of view of the user’s
search behaviour. We are currently examining user
customisation functions.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a stratified reference
lookup interface within a translation aid environ-
ment specially designed for English-to-Japanese on-
line volunteer translators. We described the incorpo-
ration into the system of different “awareness levels”
for linguistic units registered in multiple reference
sources in order to optimise the reference lookup in-
terface. The incorporation of these levels stemmed
from the basic understanding we arrived at after con-
sulting with actual translators that functions should
fit translators’ actual behaviour. Although the effec-
tiveness of this interface is yet to be fully examined
in real-world situations, the basic concept should be
useful as the idea of awareness level comes from
feedback by monitors who used the first version of
the system.

Although in this paper we focused on the use
of established reference resources, we are currently
developing (i) a mechanism for recycling relevant
existing documents, (ii) dynamic lookup of proper
name transliteration on the Internet, and (iii) dy-
namic detection of translation candidates for com-
plex technical terms. How to fully integrate these
functions into the system is our next challenge.
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Abstract 

A multimedia blog creation system is de-
scribed that uses Japanese dialogue with an 
intelligent robot. Although multimedia 
blogs are increasing in popularity, creating 
blogs is not easy for users who lack high-
level information literacy skills. Even 
skilled users have to waste time creating 
and assigning text descriptions to their 
blogs and searching related multimedia 
such as images, music, and illustrations. To 
enable effortless and enjoyable creation of 
multimedia blogs, we developed the system 
on a prototype robot called PaPeRo. Video 
messages are recorded and converted into 
text descriptions by PaPeRo using continu-
ous speech recognition. PaPeRo then 
searches for suitable multimedia contents 
on the internet and databases, and then, 
based on the search results, chooses appro-
priate sympathetic comments by using 
natural language text retrieval. The re-
trieved contents, PaPeRo's comments, and 
the video recording on the user's blog is 
automatically uploaded and edited. The 
system was evaluated by 10 users for creat-
ing travel blogs and proved to be helpful 
for both inexperienced and experienced us-
ers. The system enabled easy multimedia-
rich blog creation and even provided users 
the pleasure of chatting with PaPeRo. 

1 Introduction 

Blogs have become popular and are used in a vari-
ety of settings not only for personal use, but are 
also used in the internal communications of or-

ganizations. A multimedia blog, which contains 
videos, music, and illustrations, is increasing in 
popularity because it enables users to express their 
thoughts creatively. However, users are unsatisfied 
with the current multimedia blog creation methods. 
Users have three requirements. First, they need 
easier methods to create blogs. Most multimedia 
blogs are created in one of two ways: 1) A user 
creates audio-visual contents by cameras and or 
some other recording devices, and then assigns a 
text description to the contents as indexes. 2) A 
user creates a text blog, and then searches for mul-
timedia contents on the internet and databases to 
attach them to his blog. Both methods require 
high-level information literacy skills. Second, they 
would like to reduce their blog-creation time. Even 
skilled users have to waste time assigning text de-
scription and searching related multimedia con-
tents. Third, they like to be encouraged by other 
peoples’ comments on their blogs. Although some 
users utilize pet-type agents making automatic 
comments to their blogs, the agents do not always 
satisfy them because the comments do not consider 
users' moods. To meet the three requirements, we 
developed a multimedia blog creation system using 
Japanese dialogue with an intelligent robot. The 
system was developed on a prototype robot called 
PaPeRo (Fujita, 2002), which has the same CPU 
and memory as a mobile PC. In this paper, we de-
scribe the multimedia blog creation method and 
the evaluation results in a practical setting. 

2 Multimedia Blog Creation 

2.1 Outline of system processes 

The system has four sequential processes: video 
message recording, continuous speech recognition, 
natural language text retrieval, and blog coordina-
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tion. The first process is activated when a user be-
gins a conversation with PaPeRo. The process 
stores a video message recorded on PaPeRo's mi-
crophones and CCD cameras, and the second 
process converts the speech contents of the video 
message into a text description to extract important 
keywords. Then, the third process searches for 
suitable multimedia contents on pre-specified web 
sites and databases based on the text description. 
The first three processes can simplify multimedia 
blog creation and reduce creation costs. The last 
process detects a user’s mood, such as delight, an-
ger, sorrow, and pleasure, by extracting typical 
expressions from the text description, and then 
chooses appropriate sympathetic comments to en-
courage the user. Finally, the last process coordi-
nates uploading the recorded video message, the 
text description, the extracted keywords, the 
searched contents, and the sympathetic comments 
on the user's blog. 

2.2 Continuous Speech Recognition 

The system converts the speech content of the 
video message into text descriptions and extracts 
important keywords based on their lexical infor-
mation. The system should, therefore, be equipped 
with a large-vocabulary continuous speech recog-
nition engine capable of dealing with spontaneous 
speech. This is because blog messages usually con-
tain various kinds of words and expressions. As 
this kind of engine needs a large amount of mem-
ory and computational resources, it is generally 
difficult to install the engine on small intelligent 
robots because the robot requires its own computa-
tional resources for their own intelligent operations, 
such as image recognition and movement control. 
To solve this problem, we used a compact and 
scalable large-vocabulary continuous speech rec-
ognition framework, which has been shown to 
work on low-power devices, such as PDAs (Isotani 
et al.,2005). The framework achieves compact and 
high-speed processing by the following techniques: 
 - Efficient reduction of Gaussian components us-

ing MDL criterion (Shinoda, et al., 2002) 
- High-speed likelihood calculation using tree-

structured probability density functions (Wata-
nabe, et al., 1995) 

- Compaction of search algorithm using lexical 
prefix tree and shared usage of calculated lan-
guage model scores (Isotani et al., 2005) 

The framework we developed contained a Japanese 
lexicon of 50,000 words typically used in travel 
conversations based on a speech translation system 
(Isotani, et al., 2002). We were able to evaluate the 
developed system by making a travel blog using 
Japanese dialogue with PaPeRo.  

2.3 Natural Language Text Retrieval 

The system generates a query sentence from a 
text description converted using the above-
mentioned framework. As few multimedia contents 
contain retrieval keywords, the system matches the 
query to text in web pages and documents contain-
ing multimedia contents. The system then chooses 
multimedia contents located adjacent to the highly-
matched text as retrieval results. To achieve high 
precision for avoiding user interaction with the 
retrieved results, the system is enhanced using the 
Okapi BM25 model (Robertson, et al., 1995) by 
the following techniques (Ikeda, et al., 2005): 

(1) Utilization of syntactic relationships 
The system needs to distinguish illustrations 
based on the context. For example, an illustration 
of fish to be eaten in a restaurant should be differ-
ent from that of fish to be seen in an aquarium. To 
achieve this, the system utilizes the syntactic rela-
tionships between a pair of words. The system 
produces a higher score for text containing the 
same syntactic relationship as that of a pair of 
words in a query sentence when calculating the 
matching score.  
(2) Distinction of negation and affirmation 
The system needs to distinguish negative and af-
firmative expressions because their meanings are 
clearly opposite. To achieve this, the system 
checks adjuncts attached to the expressions when 
matching a query sentence and text. 
(3) Identification of synonyms  
As different expressions have the same meaning, 
the system normalizes expressions by using a 
synonym dictionary containing 500 words before 
matching a query sentence and text. 

2.4 Blog Coordination 

The system detects users’ mood to choose en-
couraging comments. Users’ moods are sometimes 
detected by the expressions used and the manner in 
which the utterances are spoken. Although speak-
ing manner can clearly detect emotions, such as 
laughing or crying, some emotions are not always 
indicated. Expressions that clearly identify a per-
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son’s mood can be indicated (Nakamura, 1993). 
By studying moods that are easily detectable from 
expressions, including modality, we developed a 
database of 10 moods (delight, anger, sorrow, 
pleasure, desire, fear, shame, relief, surprise, and 
normal) individually linked with 100 kinds of spe-
cific expressions. The database is searched based 
on the above-mentioned natural language text re-
trieval, which considers syntactic relationships, 
negative and affirmative responses, and synonyms. 
The database is also linked to PaPeRo’s response 
to convey the most appropriate sympathy for each 
mood. The response includes verbal comments, 
such as “I'm happy for you” and “It's really too 
bad”, and gestures, such as dancing and crying de-
picted using GIF animation files. Responses are 
chosen based on the mood detected. Finally, the 
system coordinates uploading a recorded video 
message, the text description, the extracted impor-
tant keywords, the searched multimedia contents, 
and PaPeRo’s responses on the user's blog. 

3 Example Use in Practical Setting 

We developed a prototype system for creating a 
travel blog on PaPeRo, which can retrieve 2000 
web pages containing 1500 illustrations and 550 
songs. PaPeRo is activated by hearing the phrase, 
“can you help me make my blog please?”, as listed 
in Table. 1, and creates a blog, as shown in Figure 
1. Figure 1 shows a screen shot of a video message 
attached to the blog, a text description converted 
by the speech recognition and a button for playing 
the video message (A). Keywords, in this case Yo-
semite, Las Vegas, and Roulette, extracted from 
the text description are displayed (B). Three illus-
trations searched based on a query using the text 
description are displayed (C). A button for playing 
a searched song is available (D). PaPeRo’s com-
ments, such as “I hope that happens”, are displayed 
(E). The user’s mood is detected as desire from her 
saying “I would like to go there again.” The com-
ment is displayed together with the appropriate 
PaPeRo’s response.  

Table 1. Dialogue example (Excerpt) 
A user  : Can you help me make my blog please? 
PaPeRo: Yes, please push the button on my head. 
A user  : I went to Yosemite for my winter vacation. 

 I played the roulette for the first time in Las 
Vegas. I would like to go there again. 

PaPeRo: Ok, now your blog is ready for viewing. 

B

C

E

A

D

そうなると

いいね。

B

C

E

A

D

そうなると

いいね。

 
Figure 1. Example of Created Blog  

4 Evaluation and Discussion 

4.1  Evaluation 

The system needs to be evaluated from two per-
spectives. The first is to individually evaluate the 
performance of each process mentioned in section 
2. The second is to evaluate total performance, in-
cluding the users’ subjective opinions. As per-
formance has been evaluated using different appli-
cation systems, such as an automatic speech trans-
lation system (Isotani, et al., 2002) and a speech-
activated text retrieval system (Ikeda, et al., 2005), 
we concentrated on evaluating the total perform-
ance based on surveying users’ opinions about the 
blogs they created using the developed system. The 
survey results were analyzed in terms of speech 
recognition accuracy and users’ blog making ex-
perience to improve the system.  

4.2 Results and Discussion 

The system was evaluated by 10 users. Half had 
blog making experiences, and the other half had 
no experience at all. All users input 20 sentences, 
and half of the sentences input were on travel is-
sues, but the other half were unrelated because we 
needed opinions based on the results from low 
speech recognition accuracy. Users were inter-
viewed on their automatically created blogs. 
Their opinions are listed in Table 2. The first row 
contains opinions about blogs created based on 
speech recognition results that had high word ac-
curacy (85-95%). The second row contains opin-
ions that had low accuracy (50-84%). The third 
row shows opinions regardless of the accuracy. 
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The left column contains opinions of users with 
blog-making experience. The middle column con-
tains opinions of inexperienced users. The right 
column shows opinions regardless of the experi-
ence. The table leads to the following discussion: 
(1) Expectations for multimedia blog creation 

Users were satisfied with the system when high 
speech recognition accuracy was used regardless 
of their blog-making experience. Some users ex-
pected that the system could promote spread of 
multimedia contents with index keywords, even 
though few multimedia contents currently have 
indexes for retrieval. 
(2) Robustness and tolerability for low accuracy 
Users understood the results when low speech 
recognition accuracy was used because the mul-
timedia content search is still fairly successful 
when keywords are accurately recognized, even 
though the total accuracy is not high. Users can 
appreciate the funny side of speech recognition 
errors and unexpected multimedia contents from 
PaPeRo’s mistakes. However, as the errors do not 
always lead to amusing results, an edit interface 
should be equipped to improve keywords, illus-
trations and the total blog page layout. 
(3) More expectations of dialogue with PaPeRo 

Users would like to more enjoy themselves with 
PaPeRo, regardless of the speech recognition ac-
curacy. They expect PaPeRo to give them more 
information, such as track-back and comments, 
based on dialogue history. As PaPeRo stores all 
the messages in himself, he has the ability to gen-
erate more sophisticated comments and track-
back messages with users. Also, when the dia-
logue scenario is improved, he can ask the users 
some encouraging questions to make their blog 
more interesting and attractive while recording 
their video messages. 

5 Conclusion  

We developed a multimedia blog creation system 
using Japanese dialogue with an intelligent robot. 
The system was developed on PaPeRo for creating 
travel blogs and was evaluated by 10 users. Results 
showed that the system was effective for inexperi-
enced and experienced users. The system enabled 
easy and simple creation of multimedia-rich blogs, 
while enabling users the pleasure of chatting with 
PaPeRo. We plan to improve the system by sup-
porting the edit interface and enhancing the dia-

logue scenario so that users can enjoy themselves 
with more sophisticated and complex interaction 
with PaPeRo.  

Table 2. Survey of Users’ Opinions 
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Blog-making experience  
Experienced Inexperienced Either 

H
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h 

-This system 
makes multi-
media con-
tents more 
searchable on 
the internet. 

-I would like to 
create blogs with 
PaPeRo. 

-Easy to create 
blog only by 
chatting. 
-PaPeRo’s 
comments are 
nice. 

Lo
w

 

-Keywords, 
searched con-
tents, and the 
total lay-out of 
blogs should 
be edited. 

-Searched con-
tents are good. 
-Even unexpect-
edly searched 
contents because 
of recognition 
errors are funny. 

-PaPeRo could 
be allowed for 
his mistake. 
- Unexpected 
texts tempt users 
to play the 
video.  
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-PaPeRo’s 
track-back is 
wanted as well 
as more dia-
logue varia-
tion. 

-PaPeRo should 
talk on reasons 
of his choosing a 
song. 

-PaPeRo should 
consider a his-
tory of recorded 
messages and his 
comments. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce SEMTAG, a free
and open software architecture for the de-
velopment of Tree Adjoining Grammars in-
tegrating a compositional semantics. SEM-
TAG differs from XTAG in two main ways.
First, it provides an expressive grammar
formalism and compiler for factorising and
specifying TAGs. Second, it supports se-
mantic construction.

1 Introduction

Over the last decade, many of the main grammatical
frameworks used in computational linguistics were
extended to support semantic construction (i.e., the
computation of a meaning representation from syn-
tax and word meanings). Thus, the HPSG ERG
grammar for English was extended to output mini-
mal recursive structures as semantic representations
for sentences (Copestake and Flickinger, 2000); the
LFG (Lexical Functional Grammar) grammars to
output lambda terms (Dalrymple, 1999); and Clark
and Curran’s CCG (Combinatory Categorial Gram-
mar) based statistical parser was linked to a seman-
tic construction module allowing for the derivation
of Discourse Representation Structures (Bos et al.,
2004).

For Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) on the other
hand, there exists to date no computational frame-
work which supports semantic construction. In this
demo, we present SEMTAG, a free and open soft-
ware architecture that supports TAG based semantic
construction.

The structure of the paper is as follows. First,
we briefly introduce the syntactic and semantic for-
malisms that are being handled (section 2). Second,
we situate our approach with respect to other possi-
ble ways of doing TAG based semantic construction
(section 3). Third, we show howXMG, the linguistic
formalism used to specify the grammar (section 4)
differs from existing computational frameworks for
specifying a TAG and in particular, how it supports
the integration of semantic information. Finally, sec-
tion 5 focuses on the semantic construction module
and reports on the coverage of SEMFRAG, a core
TAG for French including both syntactic and seman-
tic information.

2 Linguistic formalisms

We start by briefly introducing the syntactic and se-
mantic formalisms assumed by SEMTAG namely,
Feature-Based Lexicalised Tree Adjoining Gram-
mar and LU .

Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAG) TAG is a tree
rewriting system (Joshi and Schabes, 1997). A TAG
is composed of (i) two tree sets (a set of initial trees
and a set of auxiliary trees) and (ii) two rewriting op-
erations (substitution and adjunction). Furthermore,
in a Lexicalised TAG, each tree has at least one leaf
which is a terminal.

Initial trees are trees where leaf-nodes are labelled
either by a terminal symbol or by a non-terminal
symbol marked for substitution (↓). Auxiliary trees
are trees where a leaf-node has the same label as the
root node and is marked for adjunction (⋆). This
leaf-node is called afoot node.
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Further, substitution corresponds to the insertion
of an elementary tree t1 into a treet2 at a frontier
node having the same label as the root node oft1.
Adjunction corresponds to the insertion of anauxil-
iary treet1 into a treet2 at an inner node having the
same label as the root and foot nodes oft1.

In a Feature-Based TAG, the nodes of the trees are
labelled with two feature structures calledtop and
bot. Derivation leads to unification on these nodes as
follows. Given a substitution, the top feature struc-
tures of the merged nodes are unified. Given an
adjunction, (i) the top feature structure of the inner
node receiving the adjunction and of the root node of
the inserted tree are unified, and (ii) the bot feature
structures of the inner node receiving the adjunction
and of the foot node of the inserted tree are unified.
At the end of a derivation, thetop and bot feature
structures of each node in a derived tree are unified.

Semantics (LU ). The semantic representation lan-
guage we use is a unification-based extension of the
PLU language (Bos, 1995).LU is defined as fol-
lows. LetH be a set ofhole constants,Lc the set
of label constants, andLv the set oflabel variables.
Let Ic (resp. Iv) be the set of individual constants
(resp. variables), letR be a set of n-ary relations
overIc∪ Iv∪H, and let≥ be a relation overH ∪Lc

called thescope-over relation. Givenl ∈ Lc ∪ Lv,
h ∈ H, i1, . . . , in ∈ Iv ∪ Ic ∪H, andRn ∈ R, we
have:

1. l : Rn(i1, . . . , in) is aLU formula.
2. h ≥ l is aLU formula.
3. φ,ψ is LU formula iff both φ andψ areLU

formulas.
4. Nothing else is aLU formula.
In short,LU is a flat (i.e., non recursive) version

of first-order predicate logic in which scope may be
underspecified and variables can be unification vari-
ables1.

3 TAG based semantic construction

Semantic construction can be performed either dur-
ing or after derivation of a sentence syntactic struc-
ture. In the first approach, syntactic structure and
semantic representations are built simultaneously.
This is the approach sketched by Montague and

1For mode details on LU , see (Gardent and Kallmeyer,
2003).

adopted e.g., in the HPSG ERG and in synchronous
TAG (Nesson and Shieber, 2006). In the second
approach, semantic construction proceeds from the
syntactic structure of a complete sentence, from a
lexicon associating each word with a semantic rep-
resentation and from a set of semantic rules speci-
fying how syntactic combinations relate to seman-
tic composition. This is the approach adopted for
instance, in the LFG glue semantic framework, in
the CCG approach and in the approaches to TAG-
based semantic construction that are based on the
TAG derivation tree.

SEMTAG implements a hybrid approach to se-
mantic construction where (i) semantic construction
proceeds after derivation and (ii) the semantic lexi-
con is extracted from a TAG which simultaneously
specifies syntax and semantics. In this approach
(Gardent and Kallmeyer, 2003), the TAG used in-
tegrates syntactic and semantic information as fol-
lows. Each elementary tree is associated with a for-
mula of LU representing its meaning. Importantly,
the meaning representations of semantic functors in-
clude unification variables that are shared with spe-
cific feature values occurring in the associated ele-
mentary trees. For instance in figure 1, the variables
x andy appear both in the semantic representation
associated with the tree foraime (love) and in the
tree itself.

Given such a TAG, the semantics of a tree
t derived from combining the elementary trees
t1, . . . , tn is the union of the semantics oft1, . . . , tn
modulo the unifications that results from deriving
that tree. For instance, given the sentenceJean aime
vraiment Marie (John really loves Mary) whose
TAG derivation is given in figure 1, the union of the
semantics of the elementary trees used to derived the
sentence tree is:

l0 : jean(j), l1 : aime(x, y), l2 : vraiment(h0),
ls ≤ h0, l3 : marie(m)

The unifications imposed by the derivations are:

{x→ j, y → m, ls → l1}

Hence the final semantics of the sentenceJean aime
vraiment Marie is:

l0 : jean(j), l1 : aime(j,m), l2 : vraiment(h0),
l1 ≤ h0, l3 : marie(m)
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S[lab:l1]

NP[idx:j] NP[idx:x,lab:l1] V[lab:l1] NP[idx:y,lab:l1] V[lab:l2] NP[idx:m]

Jean aime V[lab:ls]⋆ Adv Marie

vraiment

l0 : jean(j) l1 : aimer(x, y) l2 : vraiment(h0), l3 : marie(m)
ls ≤ h0

Figure 1: Derivation of “Jean aime vraiment Marie”

As shown in (Gardent and Parmentier, 2005), se-
mantic construction can be performed either dur-
ing or after derivation. However, performing se-
mantic construction after derivation preserves mod-
ularity (changes to the semantics do not affect syn-
tactic parsing) and allows the grammar used to re-
main within TAG (the grammar need contain nei-
ther an infinite set of variables nor recursive feature
structures). Moreover, it means that standard TAG
parsers can be used (if semantic construction was
done during derivation, the parser would have to be
adapted to handle the association of each elemen-
tary tree with a semantic representation). Hence in
SEMTAG, semantic construction is performed after
derivation. Section 5 gives more detail about this
process.

4 The XMG formalism and compiler

SEMTAG makes available to the linguist a formalism
(XMG) designed to facilitate the specification of tree
based grammars integrating a semantic dimension.
XMG differs from similar proposals (Xia et al., 1998)
in three main ways (Duchier et al., 2004). First it
supports the description of both syntax and seman-
tics. Specifically, it permits associating each ele-
mentary tree with an LU formula. Second,XMG pro-
vides an expressive formalism in which tofactorise
andcombine the recurring tree fragments shared by
several TAG elementary trees. Third,XMG pro-
vides a sophisticated treatment of variables which
inter alia, supports variable sharing between seman-
tic representation and syntactic tree. This sharing is
implemented by means of so-calledinterfaces i.e.,
feature structures that are associated with a given
(syntactic or semantic) fragment and whose scope
is global to several fragments of the grammar speci-
fication.

To specify the syntax / semantics interface
sketched in section 5,XMG is used as follows :

1. The elementary tree of a semantic functor is
defined as the conjunction of its spine (the projec-
tion of its syntactic head) with the tree fragments
describing each of its arguments. For instance, in
figure 2, the tree for an intransitive verb is defined
as the conjunction of the tree fragment for its spine
(Active) with the tree fragment for (a canonical re-
alisation of) its subject argument (Subject).

2. In the tree fragments representing the different
syntactic realizations (canonical, extracted, etc.) of
a given grammatical function, the node representing
the argument (e.g., the subject) is labelled with an
idx feature whose value is shared with aGFidx fea-
ture in the interface (whereGF is the grammatical
function).

3. Semantic representations are encapsulated as
fragments where the semantic arguments are vari-
ables shared with the interface. For instance, theith

argument of a semantic relation is associated with
theargI interface feature.

4. Finally, the mapping between grammatical
functions and thematic roles is specified when con-
joining an elementary tree fragment with a semantic
representation. For instance, in figure 22, the inter-
face unifies the value ofarg1 (the thematic role) with
that of subjIdx (a grammatical function) thereby
specifying that the subject argument provides the
value of the first semantic argument.

5 Semantic construction

As mentioned above, SEMTAG performs semantic
construction after derivation. More specifically, se-
mantic construction is supported by the following 3-
step process:

2The interfaces are represented using gray boxes.
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Intransitive: Subject: Active: 1-ary relation:

S

NP↓[idx=X] VP

l0:Rel(X)

arg0=X

subjIdx=X

⇐
S

NP↓[idx=I] VP

subjIdx=I

∧
S

VP ∧
l0:Rel(A)

arg0=A

Figure 2: Syntax / semantics interface within the metagrammar.

1. First, we extract from the TAG generated by
XMG (i) a purely syntactic TAGG′, and (ii) a purely
semantic TAGG′′ 3 A purely syntactic (resp. seman-
tic) Tag is a TAG whose features are purely syntactic
(resp. semantic) – in other words,G′′ is a TAG with
no semantic features whilstG′′ is a TAG with only
semantic features. Entries ofG′ andG′′ are indexed
using the same key.

2. We generate a tabular syntactic parser forG′

using the DyALog system of (de la Clergerie, 2005).
This parser is then used to compute the derivation
forest for the input sentence.

3. A semantic construction algorithm is applied to
the derivation forest. In essence, this algorithm re-
trieves from the semantic TAGG′′ the semantic trees
involved in the derivation(s) and performs on these
the unifications prescribed by the derivation.

SEMTAG has been used to specify a core TAG for
French, called SemFRag. This grammar is currently
under evaluation on theTest Suite for Natural Lan-
guage Processing in terms of syntactic coverage, se-
mantic coverage and semantic ambiguity. For a test-
suite containing 1495 sentences, 62.88 % of the sen-
tences are syntactically parsed, 61.27 % of the sen-
tences are semantically parsed (i.e., at least one se-
mantic representation is computed), and the average
semantic ambiguity (number of semantic represen-
tation per sentence) is 2.46.

SEMTAG is freely available athttp://trac.
loria.fr/∼semtag.

3As (Nesson and Shieber, 2006) indicates, this extraction in
fact makes the resulting system a special case of synchronous
TAG where the semantic trees are isomorphic to the syntactic
trees and unification variables across the syntactic and semantic
components are interpreted as synchronous links.
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Abstract 

In this paper, we will describe ODIE, the 
On-Demand Information Extraction system. 
Given a user’s query, the system will pro-
duce tables of the salient information about 
the topic in structured form. It produces the 
tables in less than one minute without any 
knowledge engineering by hand, i.e. pat-
tern creation or paraphrase knowledge 
creation, which was the largest obstacle in 
traditional IE. This demonstration is based 
on the idea and technologies reported in 
(Sekine 06). A substantial speed-up over 
the previous system (which required about 
15 minutes to analyze one year of newspa-
per) was achieved through a new approach 
to handling pattern candidates; now less 
than one minute is required when using 11 
years of newspaper corpus. In addition, 
functionality was added to facilitate inves-
tigation of the extracted information. 

1 Introduction 

The goal of information extraction (IE) is to extract 
information about events in structured form from 
unstructured texts. In traditional IE, a great deal of 
knowledge for the systems must be coded by hand 
in advance. For example, in the later MUC evalua-
tions, system developers spent one month for the 
knowledge engineering to customize the system to 
the given test topic. Improving portability is neces-
sary to make Information Extraction technology 
useful for real users and, we believe, lead to a 
breakthrough for the application of the technology. 
 
1) This work was conducted when the first author was a 
junior research scientist at New York University. 

Sekine (Sekine 06) proposed ‘On-demand in-
formation extraction (ODIE)’: a system which 
automatically identifies the most salient structures 
and extracts the information on the topic the user 
demands. This new IE paradigm becomes feasible 
due to recent developments in machine learning for 
NLP, in particular unsupervised learning methods, 
and is created on top of a range of basic language 
analysis tools, including POS taggers, dependency 
analyzers, and extended Named Entity taggers. 
This paper describes the demonstration system of 
the new IE paradigm, which incorporates some 
new ideas to make the system practical. 

2 Algorithm Overview 

We will present an overview of the algorithm in 
this section. The details can be found in (Sekine 
06).  

The basic functionality of the system is the fol-
lowing. The user types a query / topic description 
in keywords (for example, “merge, acquire, pur-
chase”). Then tables will be created automatically 
while the user is waiting, rather than in a month of 
human labor. These tables are expected to show 
information about the salient relations for the topic. 

There are six major components in the system. 
1) IR system: Based on the query given by the 

user, it retrieves relevant documents from the 
document database. We used a simple TF/IDF 
IR system we developed. 

2) Pattern discovery: The texts are analyzed using 
a POS tagger, a dependency analyzer and an 
Extended Named Entity (ENE) tagger, which 
will be explained in (5). Then sub-trees of de-
pendency trees which are relatively frequent in 
the retrieved documents compared to the entire 
corpus are identified. The sub-trees to be used 
must satisfy some restrictions, including having 
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between 2 and 6 nodes, having a predicate or 
nominalization as the head of the sub-tree, and 
having at least one NE. We introduced upper 
and lower frequency bounds for the sub-trees to 
be used, as we found the medium frequency 
sub-trees to be the most useful and least noisy. 
We compute a score for each pattern based on 
its frequency in the retrieved documents and in 
the entire collection.  The top scoring sub-trees 
will be called patterns, which are expected to 
indicate salient relationships of the topic and 
which will be used in the later components. We 
pre-compute such information as much as pos-
sible in order to enable usably prompt response 
to queries. 

3) Paraphrase discovery: In order to find semantic 
relationships between patterns, i.e. to find pat-
terns which should be used to build the same 
table, we use lexical knowledge such as Word-
Net and paraphrase discovery techniques. The 
paraphrase discovery was conducted off-line 
and created a paraphrase knowledge base.  

4) Table construction: In this component, the pat-
terns created in (2) are linked based on the 
paraphrase knowledge base created by (3), pro-
ducing sets of patterns which are semantically 
equivalent. Once the sets of patterns are created, 
these patterns are applied to the documents re-
trieved by the IR system (1). The matched pat-
terns pull out the entity instances from the sen-
tences and these entities are aligned to build the 
final tables. 

5) Extended NE tagger: Most of the participants in 
events are likely to be Named Entities. How-
ever, the traditional NE categories are not suffi-
cient to cover most participants of various 
events. For example, the standard MUC’s 7 NE 
categories (i.e. person, location, organization, 
percent, money, time and date) miss product 
names (e.g. Windows XP, Boeing 747), event 
names (Olympics, World War II), numerical 
expressions other than monetary expressions, 
etc. We used the Extended NE with 140 catego-
ries and a tagger developed for these categories. 

3 Speed-enhancing technology 

The largest computational load in this system is the 
extraction and scoring of the topic-relevant sub-
trees. In the previous system, 1,000 top-scoring 

sub-trees are extracted from all possible (on the 
order of hundreds of thousands) sub-trees in the 
top 200 relevant articles. This computation took 
about 14 minutes out of the total 15 minutes of the 
entire process. The difficulty is that the set of top 
articles is not predictable, as the input is arbitrary 
and hence the list of sub-trees is not predictable, 
too. Although a state-of-the-art tree mining algo-
rithm (Abe et al. 02) was used, the computation is 
still impracticable for a real system.  

The solution we propose in this paper is to pre-
compute all possibly useful sub-trees in order to 
reduce runtime. We enumerate all possible sub-
trees in the entire corpus and store them in a data-
base with frequency and location information. To 
reduce the size of the database, we filter the pat-
terns, keeping only those satisfying the constraints 
on frequency and existence of predicate and named 
entities. However, it is still a big challenge, be-
cause in this system, we use 11 years of newspaper 
(AQUAINT corpus, with duplicate articles re-
moved) instead of the one year of newspaper (New 
York Times 95) used in the previous system. With 
this idea, the response time of the demonstration 
system is reduced significantly. 

The statistics of the corpus and sub-trees are as 
follows. The entire corpus includes 1,031,124 arti-
cles and 24,953,026 sentences. The frequency 
thresholds for sub-trees to be used is set to more 
than 10 and less than 10,000; i.e. sub-trees of those 
frequencies in the corpus are expected to contain 
most of the salient relationships with minimum 
noise. The sub-trees with frequency less than 11 
account for a very large portion of the data; 97.5% 
of types and 66.3% of instances, as shown in Table 
1. The sub-trees of frequency of 10,001 or more 
are relatively small; only 76 kinds and only 2.5% 
of the instances. 

 
Frequency 10,001 or 

more 
10,000-11 10 or less 

76 975,269 38,158,887# of type 
~0.0% 2.5% 97.5% 
2,313,347 29,257,437 62,097,271# of instance 
2.5% 31.2% 66.3% 

Table 1. Frequency of sub-trees 
 
We assign ID numbers to all 1 million sub-trees 

and 25 million sentences and those are mutually 
linked in a database. Also, 60 million NE occur-
rences in the sub-trees are identified and linked to 
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the sub-tree and sentence IDs. In the process, the 
sentences found by the IR component are identi-
fied. Then the sub-trees linked to those sentences 
are gathered and the scores are calculated. Those 
processes can be done by manipulation of the data-
base in a very short time. The top sub-trees are 
used to create the output tables using NE occur-
rence IDs linked to the sub-trees and sentences. 

4 A Demonstration 

In this section, a simple demonstration scenario is 
presented with an example. Figure 1 shows the 
initial page. The user types in any keywords in the 
query box. This can be anything, but as a tradi-
tional IR system is used for the search, the key-
words have to include expressions which are nor-
mally used in relevant documents. Examples of 
such keywords are “merge, acquisition, purchase”, 
“meet, meeting, summit” and “elect, election”, 
which were derived from ACE event types. 

Then, normally within one minute, the system 
produces tables, such as those shown in Figure 2. 
All extracted tables are listed. Each table contains 
sentence ID, document ID and information ex-
tracted from the sentence. Some cells are empty if 
the information can’t be extracted. 

 
Figure 1. Screenshot of the initial page 

5 Evaluation 

The evaluation was conducted using scenarios 
based on 20 of the ACE event types. The accuracy 
of the extracted information was evaluated by 
judges for 100 rows selected at random. Of these 
rows, 66 were judged to be on target and correct. 
Another 10 were judged to be correct and related 
to the topic, but did not include the essential in-
formation of the topic. The remaining 24 included 
NE errors and totally irrelevant information (in 
some cases due to word sense ambiguity; e.g. 
“fine” weather vs.“fine” as a financial penalty). 
 

 
Figure 2. Screenshot of produced tables 
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6 Other Functionality 

Functionality is provided to facilitate the user’s 
access to the extracted information. Figure 3 shows 
a screenshot of the document from which the in-
formation was extracted. Also the patterns used to 
create each table can be found by clicking the tab 
“patterns” (shown in Figure 4). This could help the 
user to understand the nature of the table. The in-
formation includes the frequency of the pattern in 
the retrieved documents and in the entire corpus, 
and the pattern’s score. 

 

 
Figure 3. Screenshot of document view 

 

 
Figure 4. Screenshot of pattern information 

 

7 Future Work 

We demonstrated the On-Demand Information Ex-
traction system, which provides usable response 
time for a large corpus. We still have several im-
provements to be made in the future. One is to in-
clude more advanced and accurate natural lan-

guage technologies to improve the accuracy and 
coverage.  For example, we did not use a corefer-
ence analyzer, and hence information which was 
expressed using pronouns or other anaphoric ex-
pressions can not be extracted. Also, more seman-
tic knowledge including synonym, paraphrase or 
inference knowledge should be included. The out-
put table has to be more clearly organized. In par-
ticular, we can’t display role information as col-
umn headings. The keyword input requirement is 
very inconvenient. For good performance, the cur-
rent system requires several keywords occurring in 
relevant documents; this is an obvious limitation. 
On the other hand, there are systems which don’t 
need any user input to create the structured infor-
mation (Banko et al. 07) (Shinyama and Sekine 06). 
The latter system tries to identify all possible struc-
tural relations from a large set of unstructured 
documents. However, the user’s information needs 
are not predictable and the question of whether we 
can create structured information for all possible 
needs is still a big challenge. 
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Abstract

This paper describes the main features of our
tool called “Legal Taxonomy Syllabus”. The
system is an ontology based tool designed to
annotate and recover multi-lingua legal in-
formation and build conceptual dictionaries
on European Directives.

1 Introduction

The European union each year produces a large
number of Union Directives (EUD), which are trans-
lated into each of the communitary languages. The
EUD are sets of norms that have to be implemented
by the national legislations. The problem of multi-
linguism in European legislation has recently been
addressed by using linguistic and ontological tools,
e.g. (Boer et al., 2003; Giguet and P.S., 2006; De-
sprés and Szulman, 2006). The management of
EUD is particularly complex since the implementa-
tion of a EUD however not correspond to the straight
transposition into a national law. An EUD is subject
to further interpretation, and this process can lead to
unexpected results. Comparative Law has studied in
details the problematics concerning EUD and their
complexities. On the other hand managing with ap-
propriate tools this kind of complexity can facilitate
the comparison and harmonization of national legis-
lation (Boer et al., 2003). Based on this research, in
this paper, we describe the tool for building multilin-
gual conceptual dictionaries we developed for repre-
senting an analysing the terminology and concepts
used in EUD.

The main assumptions of our methodology, mo-
tivated by studies in comparative law (Rossi and

Vogel, 2004) and ontologies engineering (Klein,
2001), are the following ones: 1) Terms and con-
cepts must be distinguished; for this purpose, we
use lightweight ontologies, i.e. simple taxonomic
structures of primitive or composite terms together
with associated definitions. They are hardly axiom-
atized as the intended meaning of the terms used by
the community is more or less known in advance
by all members, and the ontology can be limited to
those structural relationships among terms that are
considered as relevant (Oberle, 2005)1. 2) We dis-
tinguish the ontology implicitly defined by EUD,
the EU level, from the various national ontologies,
the national level. Furthermore, each national leg-
islation refers to a distinct national legal ontology.
We do not assume that the transposition of an EUD
introduces automatically in a national ontology the
same concepts present at the EU level. 3) Corre-
sponding concepts at the EU level and at the national
level can be denoted by different terms in the same
national language.

In this paper, we show how the Legal Taxon-
omy Syllabus (LTS) is used to build a dictionary
of consumer law, to support the Uniform Terminol-
ogy Project2 (Rossi and Vogel, 2004). The struc-
ture of this paper is the following one. In Section 2
we stress two main problems which comparative law
has raised concerning EUD and their transpositions.
In Section 3 we describe how the methodology of
the LTS allows to cope with these problems and fi-
nally in Section 4we give some conclusions.

1Seehttp://cos.ontoware.org/
2http://www.uniformterminology.unito.it
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2 Terminological and conceptual
misalignment

Comparative law has identified two key points in
dealing with EUD, which makes more difficult deal-
ing with the polysemy of legal terms: we call them
the terminologicalandconceptual misalignments.

In the case of EUD (usually adopted for harmon-
ising the laws of the Member States), the termino-
logical matter is complicated by their necessity to
be implemented by the national legislations. In or-
der to have a precise transposition in a national law,
a Directive may be subject to further interpretation.
Thus, a samelegal conceptcan be expressed in dif-
ferent ways in a Directive and in its implementing
national law. The same legal concept in some lan-
guage can be expressed in a different way in a EUD
and in the national law implementing it. As a con-
sequence we have a terminological misalignment.
For example, the concept corresponding to the word
reasonablyin English, is translated into Italian as
ragionevolmentein the EUD, and ascon ordinaria
diligenzainto the transposition law.

In the EUD transposition laws a further problem
arises from the different nationallegal doctrines.
A legal concept expressed in an EUD may not be
present in a national legal system. In this case we
can talk about a conceptual misalignment. To make
sense for the national lawyers’ expectancies, the Eu-
ropean legal terms have not only to be translated
into a sound national terminology, but they need to
be correctly detected when their meanings are to re-
fer to EU legal concepts or when their meanings are
similar to concepts which are known in the Member
states. Consequently, the transposition of European
law in the parochial legal framework of each Mem-
ber state can lead to a set of distinct national legal
doctrines, that are all different from the European
one. In case of consumer contracts (like those con-
cluded by the means of distance communication as
in Directive 97/7/EC, Art. 4.2), the notion to pro-
vide in aclear and comprehensible mannersome el-
ements of the contract by the professionals to the
consumers represents a specification of the informa-
tion duties which are a pivotal principle of EU law.
Despite the pairs of translation in the language ver-
sions of EU Directives (i.e.,klar und versẗandlich
in German -clear and comprehensiblein English -

chiaro e comprensibilein Italian), each legal term,
when transposed in the national legal orders, is in-
fluenced by the conceptual filters of the lawyers’
domestic legal thinking. So,klar und versẗandlich
in the German system is considered by the German
commentators referring to three different legal con-
cepts: 1) the print or the writing of the informa-
tion must be clear and legible (gestaltung der infor-
mation), 2) the information must be intelligible by
the consumer (formulierung der information), 3) the
language of the information must be the national of
consumer (sprache der information). In Italy, the
judiciary tend to control more the formal features of
the concepts 1 and 3, and less concept 2, while in
England the main role has been played by the con-
cept 2, though considered as plain style of language
(not legal technical jargon) thanks to the historical
influences of plain English movement in that coun-
try.

Note that this kind of problems identified in com-
parative law has a direct correspondence in the on-
tology theory. In particular Klein (Klein, 2001) has
remarked that two particular forms of ontology mis-
match areterminologicalandconceptualizationon-
tological mismatch which straightforwardly corre-
spond to our definitions of misalignments.

3 The methodology of the Legal Taxonomy
Syllabus

A standard way to properly manage large multilin-
gual lexical databases is to do a clear distinction
among terms and their interlingual acceptions (or
axies) (Sérasset, 1994; Lyding et al., 2006). In
our system to properly manage terminological and
conceptual misalignment we distinguish in the LTS
project the notion of legal term from the notion of
legal concept and we build a systematic classifica-
tion based on this distinction. The basic idea in
our system is that the conceptual backbone consists
in a taxonomy of concepts (ontology) to which the
terms can refer to express their meaning. One of
the main points to keep in mind is that we do not
assume the existence of a single taxonomy cover-
ing all languages. In fact, it has been convincingly
argued that the different national systems may orga-
nize the concepts in different ways. For instance,
the termcontractcorresponds to different concepts
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EU ontology Italian ontology German ontology 

Term-Ita-A Term-Ger-A 

EU-1 
Ita-2 

Ger-3 

Ger-5 

Ita-4 

Figure 1: Relationship between ontologies and
terms. The thick arcs represent the inter-ontology
“association” link.

in common law and civil law, where it has the mean-
ing of bargain andagreement, respectively (Sacco,
1999). In most complex instances, there are no
homologous between terms-concepts such asfrutto
civile (legal fruit) andincome, but respectively civil
law and common law systems can achieve function-
ally same operational rules thanks to the function-
ing of the entire taxonomy of national legal concepts
(Graziadei, 2004). Consequently, the LTS includes
different ontologies, one for each involved national
language plus one for the language of EU docu-
ments. Each language-specific ontology is related
via a set ofassociationlinks to the EU concepts, as
shown in Fig. 1.

Although this picture is conform to intuition, in
LTS it had to be enhanced in two directions. First,
it must be observed that the various national ontolo-
gies have a reference language. This is not the case
for the EU ontology. For instance, a given term in
English could refer either to a concept in the UK on-
tology or to a concept in the EU ontology. In the
first case, the term is used for referring to a concept
in the national UK legal system, whilst in the second
one, it is used to refer to a concept used in the Euro-
pean directives. This is one of the main advantages
of LTS. For exampleklar und versẗandlichcould re-
fer both to conceptGer-379 (a concept in the Ger-
man Ontology) and to conceptEU-882 (a concept
in the European ontology). This is the LTS solution
for facing the possibility of a correspondence only
partial between the meaning of a term has in the na-

tional system and the meaning of the same term in
the translation of a EU directive. This feature en-
ables the LTS to be more precise about what “trans-
lation” means. It puts at disposal a way for asserting
that two terms are the translation of each other, but
just in case those terms have been used in the trans-
lation of an EU directive: within LTS, we can talk
about direct EU-translations of terms, but only about
indirect national-system translations of terms. The
situation enforced in LTS is depicted in Fig. 1, where
it is represented that: The Italian termTerm-Ita-A
and the German termTerm-Ger-Ahave been used as
corresponding terms in the translation of an EU di-
rective, as shown by the fact that both of them refer
to the same EU-conceptEU-1. In the Italian legal
system,Term-Ita-Ahas the meaningIta-2. In the
German legal system,Term-Ger-Ahas the meaning
Ger-3. The EU translations of the directive is cor-
rect insofar no terms exist in Italian and German that
characterize precisely the conceptEU-1 in the two
languages (i.e., the “associated” conceptsIta-4
andGer-5 have no corresponding legal terms). A
practical example of such a situation is reported in
Fig. 2, where we can see that the ontologies include
different types of arcs. Beyond the usualis-a (link-
ing a category to its supercategory), there are also
a purposearc, which relates a concept to the legal
principle motivating it, andconcerns, which refers
to a general relatedness. The dotted arcs represent
the reference from terms to concepts. Some terms
have links both to a National ontology and to the EU
Ontology (in particular,withdrawalvs. recessoand
difesa del consumatorevs. consumer protection).

The last item above is especially relevant: note
that this configuration of arcs specifies that: 1)with-
drawal and recessohave been used as equivalent
terms (conceptEU-2) in some European Directives
(e.g., Directive 90/314/EEC). 2) In that context, the
term involved an act having as purpose the some
kind of protection of the consumer. 3) The terms
used for referring to the latter areconsumer protec-
tion in English anddifesa del consumatorein Ital-
ian. 4) In the British legal system, however, not
all withdrawalshave this goal, but only a subtype
of them, to which the code refers to ascancellation
(conceptEng-3). 5) In the Italian legal system, the
termdiritto di recessois ambiguous, since it can be
used with reference either to something concerning
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Figure 2: An example of interconnections among
terms.

the risoluzione(conceptIta-4), or to something
concerning therecessoproper (conceptIta-3).

Finally, it is possible to use the LTS to translate
terms into different national systems via the con-
cepts which they are transposition of at the European
level. For instance suppose that we want to trans-
late the legal termcredito al consumofrom Italian
to German. In the LTScredito al consumois asso-
ciated to the national umeaningIta-175. We find
thatIta-175 is the transposition of the European
umeaningEU-26 (contratto di credito). EU-26 is
associated to the German legal termKreditvertrag
at European level. Again, we find that the national
German transposition ofEU-26 corresponds to the
national umeaningGer-32 that is associated with
the national legal termDarlehensvertrag. Then, by
using the European ontology, we can translate the
Italian legal termcredito al consumointo the Ger-
man legal termDarlehensvertrag.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we discuss some features of the LTS, a
tool for building multilingual conceptual dictionar-
ies for the EU law. The tool is based on lightweight
ontologies to allow a distinction of concepts from
terms. Distinct ontologies are built at the EU level
and for each national language, to deal with poly-
semy and terminological and conceptual misalign-
ment.

Many attempts have been done to use ontology
in legal field, e.g. (Casanovas et al., 2005; De-
sprés and Szulman, 2006) and LOIS project (that is
based on EuroWordNet project (Vossen et al., 1999),
http://www.loisproject.org), but to our

knowledge the LTS is the first attempt which starts
from fine grained legal expertise on the EUD do-
main.

Future work is to study how the LTS can be used
as a thesaurus for general EUD, even if the current
domain is limited to consumer law.
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Abstract 

This paper describes the latest version of 
speech-to-speech translation systems de-
veloped by the team of NICT-ATR for over 
twenty years. The system is now ready to 
be deployed for the travel domain. A new 
noise-suppression technique notably im-
proves speech recognition performance. 
Corpus-based approaches of recognition, 
translation, and synthesis enable coverage 
of a wide variety of topics and portability 
to other languages.  

1 Introduction 

Speech recognition, speech synthesis, and machine 
translation research started about half a century 
ago. They have developed independently for a long 
time until speech-to-speech translation research 
was proposed in the 1980’s. The feasibility of 
speech-to-speech translation was the focus of re-
search at the beginning because each component 
was difficult to build and their integration seemed 
more difficult. After groundbreaking work for two 
decades, corpus-based speech and language proc-
essing technology have recently enabled the 
achievement of speech-to-speech translation that is 
usable in the real world.  

This paper introduces (at ACL 2007) the state-
of-the-art speech-to-speech translation system de-
veloped by NICT-ATR, Japan. 

2 SPEECH-TO-SPEECH TRANSLA-
TION SYSTEM 

A speech-to-speech translation system is very large 
and complex. In this paper, we prefer to describe 

recent progress. Detailed information can be found 
in [1, 2, 3] and their references. 

2.1 Speech recognition 

To obtain a compact, accurate model from corpora 
with a limited size, we use MDL-SSS [4] and 
composite multi-class N-gram models [5] for 
acoustic and language modeling, respectively. 
MDL-SSS is an algorithm that automatically de-
termines the appropriate number of parameters ac-
cording to the size of the training data based on the 
Maximum Description Length (MDL) criterion. 
Japanese, English, and Chinese acoustic models 
were trained using the data from 4,200, 532, and 
536 speakers, respectively. Furthermore, these 
models were adapted to several accents, e.g., US 
(the United States), AUS (Australia), and BRT 
(Britain) for English. A statistical language model 
was trained by using large-scale corpora (852 k 
sentences of Japanese, 710 k sentences of English, 
510 k sentences of Chinese) drawn from the travel 
domain. 

Robust speech recognition technology in noisy 
situations is an important issue for speech transla-
tion in real-world environments. An MMSE 
(Minimum mean square error) estimator for log 
Mel-spectral energy coefficients using a GMM 
(Gaussian Mixture Model) [6] is introduced for 
suppressing interference and noise and for attenu-
ating reverberation. 

Even when the acoustic and language models 
are trained well, environmental conditions such as 
variability of speakers, mismatches between the 
training and testing channels, and interference 
from environmental noise may cause recognition 
errors. These utterance recognition errors can be 
rejected by tagging them with a low confidence 
value. To do this we introduce generalized word 
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posterior probability (GWPP)-based recognition 
error rejection for the post processing of the speech 
recognition [7, 8]. 

2.2 Machine translation 

The translation modules are automatically con-
structed from large-scale corpora: (1) TATR, a 
phrase-based SMT module and (2) EM, a simple 
memory-based translation module. EM matches a 
given source sentence against the source language 
parts of translation examples. If an exact match is 
achieved, the corresponding target language sen-
tence will be output. Otherwise, TATR is called up. 
In TATR, which is built within the framework of 
feature-based exponential models, we used the fol-
lowing five features: phrase translation probability 
from source to target; inverse phrase translation 
probability; lexical weighting probability from 
source to target; inverse lexical weighting prob-
ability; and phrase penalty. 

Here, we touch on two approaches of TATR: 
novel word segmentation for Chinese, and lan-
guage model adaptation.  

We used a subword-based approach for word 
segmentation of Chinese [9]. This word segmenta-
tion is composed of three steps. The first is a dic-
tionary-based step, similar to the word segmenta-
tion provided by LDC. The second is a subword-
based IOB tagging step implemented by a CRF  
tagging model. The subword-based IOB tagging 
achieves a better segmentation than character-
based IOB tagging. The third step is confidence-
dependent disambiguation to combine the previous 
two results. The subword-based segmentation was 
evaluated with two different data from the Sighan 
Bakeoff and the NIST machine translation evalua-
tion workshop. With the data of the second Sighan 
Bakeoff1, our segmentation gave a higher F-score 
than the best published results. We also evaluated 
this segmentation in a translation scenario using 
the data of NIST translation evaluation 2  2005, 
where its BLEU score3 was 1.1% higher than that 
using the LDC-provided word segmentation. 

The language model that is used plays an impor-
tant role in SMT. The effectiveness of the language 

                                                 

                                                

1 http://sighan.cs.uchicago.edu/bakeoff2005/ 
2http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/mt/mt05eval_official_
results_release_20050801_v3.html 
3http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/mt/resources/scoring.
htm 

model is significant if the test data happen to have 
the same characteristics as those of the training 
data for the language models. However, this coin-
cidence is rare in practice. To avoid this perform-
ance reduction, a topic adaptation technique is of-
ten used. We applied this adaptation technique to 
machine translation. For this purpose, a “topic” is 
defined as clusters of bilingual sentence pairs. In 
the decoding, for a source input sentence, f, a topic 
T is determined by maximizing P(f|T). To maxi-
mize P(f|T) we select cluster T that gives the high-
est probability for a given translation source sen-
tence f. After the topic is found, a topic-dependent 
language model P(e|T) is used instead of P(e), the 
topic-independent language model. The topic-
dependent language models were tested using 
IWSLT06 data 4 . Our approach improved the 
BLEU score between 1.1% and 1.4%. The paper of 
[10] presents a detailed description of this work.  

2.3 Speech synthesis 

An ATR speech synthesis engine called XIMERA 
was developed using large corpora (a 110-hour 
corpus of a Japanese male, a 60-hour corpus of a 
Japanese female, and a 20-hour corpus of a Chi-
nese female). This corpus-based approach makes it 
possible to preserve the naturalness and personality 
of the speech without introducing signal processing 
to the speech segment [11]. XIMERA’s HMM 
(Hidden Markov Model)-based statistical prosody 
model is automatically trained, so it can generate a 
highly natural F0 pattern [12]. In addition, the cost 
function for segment selection has been optimized 
based on perceptual experiments, thereby improv-
ing the naturalness of the selected segments [13]. 

3 EVALUATION 

3.1 Speech and language corpora 

We have collected three kinds of speech and lan-
guage corpora: BTEC (Basic Travel Expression 
Corpus), MAD (Machine Aided Dialog), and FED 
(Field Experiment Data) [14, 15, 16, and 17]. The 
BTEC Corpus includes parallel sentences in two 
languages composed of the kind of sentences one 
might find in a travel phrasebook. MAD is a dialog 
corpus collected using a speech-to-speech transla-
tion system. While the size of this corpus is rela-
tively limited, the corpus is used for adaptation and 

 
4 http://www.slt.atr.jp/IWSLT2006/ 
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evaluation. FED is a corpus collected in Kansai 
International Airport uttered by travelers using the 
airport. 

3.2 Speech recognition system 

The size of the vocabulary was about 35 k in ca-
nonical form and 50 k with pronunciation varia-
tions. Recognition results are shown in Table 1 for 
Japanese, English, and Chinese with a real-time 
factor5 of 5. Although the speech recognition per-
formance for dialog speech is worse than that for 
read speech, the utterance correctness excluding 
erroneous recognition output using GWPP [8] was 
greater than 83% in all cases. 

 
 BTEC MAD FED 

Characteristics Read 
speech 

Dialog 
speech 
(Office) 

Dialog 
speech 
(Airport)

# of speakers 20 12 6
# of utterances 510 502 155
# of word tokens 4,035 5,682 1,108
Average length 7.9 11.3 7.1
Perplexity 18.9 23.2 36.2

Japanese 94.9 92.9 91.0
English 92.3 90.5 81.0Word ac-

curacy 
Chinese 90.7 78.3 76.5
All 82.4 62.2 69.0Utterance 

correct-
ness 

Not re-
jected 87.1 83.9 91.4

Table 1 Evaluation of speech recognition 

3.3 Machine Translation 

The mechanical evaluation is shown, where there 
are sixteen reference translations. The performance 
is very high except for English-to-Chinese (Table 
2). 
 

 BLEU
Japanese-to-English 0.6998
English-to-Japanese 0.7496
Japanese-to-Chinese 0.6584
Chinese-to-Japanese 0.7400
English-to-Chinese 0.5520
Chinese-to-English 0.6581

Table 2 Mechanical evaluation of translation 

                                                 
5 The real time factor is the ratio to an utterance time. 

The translation outputs were ranked A (perfect), 
B (good), C (fair), or D (nonsense) by professional 
translators. The percentage of ranks is shown in 
Table 3. This is in accordance with the above 
BLEU score. 
 

 A AB ABC
Japanese-to-English 78.4 86.3 92.2
English-to-Japanese 74.3 85.7 93.9
Japanese-to-Chinese 68.0 78.0 88.8
Chinese-to-Japanese 68.6 80.4 89.0
English-to-Chinese 52.5 67.1 79.4
Chinese-to-English 68.0 77.3 86.3

Table 3 Human Evaluation of translation 

4 System presented at ACL 2007 

The system works well in a noisy environment and 
translation can be performed for any combination 
of Japanese, English, and Chinese languages. The 
display of the current speech-to-speech translation 
system is shown below.  
 
 

 
Figure 1  Japanese-to-English Display of NICT-
ATR Speech-to-Speech Translation System 

 

5 CONCLUSION 

This paper presented a speech-to-speech transla-
tion system that has been developed by NICT-ATR 
for two decades. Various techniques, such as noise 
suppression and corpus-based modeling for both 
speech processing and machine translation achieve 
robustness and portability.  

The evaluation has demonstrated that our system 
is both effective and useful in a real-world envi-
ronment. 
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Abstract

We introduce the zipfR package, a power-
ful and user-friendly open-source tool for
LNRE modeling of word frequency distribu-
tions in the R statistical environment. We
give some background on LNRE models,
discuss related software and the motivation
for the toolkit, describe the implementation,
and conclude with a complete sample ses-
sion showing a typical LNRE analysis.

1 Introduction

As has been known at least since the seminal work
of Zipf (1949), words and other type-rich linguis-
tic populations are characterized by the fact that
even the largest samples (corpora) do not contain in-
stances of all types in the population. Consequently,
the number and distribution of types in the avail-
able sample are not reliable estimators of the number
and distribution of types in the population. Large-
Number-of-Rare-Events (LNRE) models (Baayen,
2001) are a class of specialized statistical models
that estimate the distribution of occurrence proba-
bilities in such type-rich linguistic populations from
our limited samples.

LNRE models have applications in many
branches of linguistics and NLP. A typical use
case is to predict the number of different types (the
vocabulary size) in a larger sample or the whole
population, based on the smaller sample available to
the researcher. For example, one could use LNRE
models to infer how many words a 5-year-old child
knows in total, given a sample of her writing. LNRE

models can also be used to quantify the relative
productivity of two morphological processes (as
illustrated below) or of two rival syntactic construc-
tions by looking at their vocabulary growth rate as
sample size increases. Practical NLP applications
include making informed guesses about type counts
in very large data sets (e.g., How many typos are
there on the Internet?) and determining the “lexical
richness” of texts belonging to different genres. Last
but not least, LNRE models play an important role
as a population model for Bayesian inference and
Good-Turing frequency smoothing (Good, 1953).

However, with a few notable exceptions (such as
the work by Baayen on morphological productivity),
LNRE models are rarely if ever employed in linguis-
tic research and NLP applications. We believe that
this has to be attributed, at least in part, to the lack of
easy-to-use but sophisticated LNRE modeling tools
that are reliable and robust, scale up to large data
sets, and can easily be integrated into the workflow
of an experiment or application. We have developed
the zipfR toolkit in order to remedy this situation.

2 LNRE models

In the field of LNRE modeling, we are not interested
in the frequencies or probabilities of individual word
types (or types of other linguistic units), but rather
in the distribution of such frequencies (in a sam-
ple) and probabilities (in the population). Conse-
quently, the most important observations (in mathe-
matical terminology, the statistics of interest) are the
total number V (N) of different types in a sample of
N tokens (also called the vocabulary size) and the
number Vm(N) of types that occur exactly m times
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in the sample. The set of values Vm(N) for all fre-
quency ranks m = 1, 2, 3, . . . is called a frequency
spectrum and constitutes a sufficient statistic for the
purpose of LNRE modeling.

A LNRE model M is a population model that
specifies a certain distribution for the type proba-
bilities in the population. This distribution can be
linked to the observable values V (N) and Vm(N)
by the standard assumption that the observed data
are a random sample of size N from this popula-
tion. It is most convenient mathematically to formu-
late a LNRE model in terms of a type density func-
tion g(π), defined over the range of possible type
probabilities 0 < π < 1, such that

∫ b
a g(π) dπ is

the number of types with occurrence probabilities
in the range a ≤ π ≤ b.1 From the type density
function, expected values E

[
V (N)

]
and E

[
Vm(N)

]
can be calculated with relative ease (Baayen, 2001),
especially for the most widely-used LNRE models,
which are based on Zipf’s law and stipulate a power
law function for g(π). These models are known as
GIGP (Sichel, 1975), ZM and fZM (Evert, 2004).
For example, the type density of the ZM and fZM
models is given by

g(π) :=

{
C · π−α−1 A ≤ π ≤ B

0 otherwise

with parameters 0 < α < 1 and 0 ≤ A < B.
Baayen (2001) also presents approximate equations
for the variances Var

[
V (N)

]
and Var

[
Vm(N)

]
. In

addition to such predictions for random samples, the
type density g(π) can also be used as a Bayesian
prior, where it is especially useful for probability es-
timation from low-frequency data.

Baayen (2001) suggests a number of models that
calculate the expected frequency spectrum directly
without an underlying population model. While
these models can sometimes be fitted very well to
an observed frequency spectrum, they do not inter-
pret the corpus data as a random sample from a pop-
ulation and hence do not allow for generalizations.
They also cannot be used as a prior distribution for
Bayesian inference. For these reasons, we do not see

1Since type probabilities are necessarily discrete, such a
type density function can only give an approximation to the true
distribution. However, the approximation is usually excellent
for the low-probability types that are the center of interest for
most applications of LNRE models.

them as proper LNRE models and do not consider
them useful for practical application.

3 Requirements and related software

As pointed out in the previous section, most appli-
cations of LNRE models rely on equations for the
expected values and variances of V (N) and Vm(N)
in a sample of arbitrary size N . The required ba-
sic operations are: (i) parameter estimation, where
the parameters of a LNRE model M are determined
from a training sample of size N0 by comparing
the expected frequency spectrum E

[
Vm(N0)

]
with

the observed spectrum Vm(N0); (ii) goodness-of-fit
evaluation based on the covariance matrix of V and
Vm; (iii) interpolation and extrapolation of vocabu-
lary growth, using the expectations E

[
V (N)

]
; and

(iv) prediction of the expected frequency spectrum
for arbitrary sample size N . In addition, Bayesian
inference requires access to the type density g(π)
and distribution function G(a) =

∫ 1
a g(π) dπ, while

random sampling from the population described by
a LNRE model M is a prerequisite for Monte Carlo
methods and simulation experiments.

Up to now, the only publicly available implemen-
tation of LNRE models has been the lexstats toolkit
of Baayen (2001), which offers a wide range of
models including advanced partition-adjusted ver-
sions and mixture models. While the toolkit sup-
ports the basic operations (i)–(iv) above, it does
not give access to distribution functions or random
samples (from the model distribution). It has not
found widespread use among (computational) lin-
guists, which we attribute to a number of limitations
of the software: lexstats is a collection of command-
line programs that can only be mastered with expert
knowledge; an ad-hoc Tk-based graphical user in-
terfaces simplifies basic operations, but is fully sup-
ported on the Linux platform only; the GUI also has
only minimal functionality for visualization and data
analysis; it has restrictive input options (making its
use with languages other than English very cumber-
some) and works reliably only for rather small data
sets, well below the sizes now routinely encountered
in linguistic research (cf. the problems reported in
Evert and Baroni 2006); the standard parameter es-
timation methods are not very robust without exten-
sive manual intervention, so lexstats cannot be used
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as an off-the-shelf solution; and nearly all programs
in the suite require interactive input, making it diffi-
cult to automate LNRE analyses.

4 Implementation

First and foremost, zipfR was conceived and de-
veloped to overcome the limitations of the lexstats
toolkit. We implemented zipfR as an add-on library
for the popular statistical computing environment R
(R Development Core Team, 2003). It can easily
be installed (from the CRAN archive) and used off-
the-shelf for standard LNRE modeling applications.
It fully supports the basic operations (i)–(iv), cal-
culation of distribution functions and random sam-
pling, as discussed in the previous section. We have
taken great care to offer robust parameter estimation,
while allowing advanced users full control over the
estimation procedure by selecting from a wide range
of optimization techniques and cost functions. In
addition, a broad range of data manipulation tech-
niques for word frequency data are provided. The
integration of zipfR within the R environment makes
the full power of R available for visualization and
further statistical analyses.

For the reasons outlined above, our software
package only implements proper LNRE models.
Currently, the GIGP, ZM and fZM models are sup-
ported. We decided not to implement another LNRE
model available in lexstats, the lognormal model, be-
cause of its numerical instability and poor perfor-
mance in previous evaluation studies (Evert and Ba-
roni, 2006).

More information about zipfR can be found on its
homepage at http://purl.org/stefan.evert/zipfR/.

5 A sample session

In this section, we use a typical application example
to give a brief overview of the basic functionality of
the zipfR toolkit. zipfR accepts a variety of input for-
mats, the most common ones being type frequency
lists (which, in the simplest case, can be newline-
delimited lists of frequency values) and tokenized
(sub-)corpora (one word per line). Thus, as long as
users can extract frequency data or at least tokenize
the corpus of interest with other tools, they can per-
form all further analysis with zipfR.

Suppose that we want to compare the relative pro-

ductivity of the Italian prefix ri- with that of the
rarer prefix ultra- (roughly equivalent to English re-
and ultra-, respectively), and that we have frequency
lists of the word types containing the two prefixes.2

In our R session, we import the data, create fre-
quency spectra for the two classes, and we plot the
spectra to look at their frequency distribution (the
output graph is shown in the left panel of Figure 1):
ItaRi.tfl <- read.tfl("ri.txt")
ItaUltra.tfl <- read.tfl("ultra.txt")
ItaRi.spc <- tfl2spc(ItaRi.tfl)
ItaUltra.spc <- tfl2spc(ItaUltra.tfl)
> plot(ItaRi.spc,ItaUltra.spc,
+ legend=c("ri-","ultra-"))

We can then look at summary information about
the distributions:
> summary(ItaRi.spc)
zipfR object for frequency spectrum
Sample size: N = 1399898
Vocabulary size: V = 1098
Class sizes: Vm = 346 105 74 43 ...
> summary(ItaUltra.spc)
zipfR object for frequency spectrum
Sample size: N = 3467
Vocabulary size: V = 523
Class sizes: Vm = 333 68 37 15 ...

We see that the ultra- sample is much smaller than
the ri- sample, making a direct comparison of their
vocabulary sizes problematic. Thus, we will use the
fZM model (Evert, 2004) to estimate the parameters
of the ultra- population (notice that the summary of
an estimated model includes the parameters of the
relevant distribution as well as goodness-of-fit infor-
mation):
> ItaUltra.fzm <- lnre("fzm",ItaUltra.spc)
> summary(ItaUltra.fzm)
finite Zipf-Mandelbrot LNRE model.
Parameters:

Shape: alpha = 0.6625218
Lower cutoff: A = 1.152626e-06
Upper cutoff: B = 0.1368204

[ Normalization: C = 0.673407 ]
Population size: S = 8732.724
...
Goodness-of-fit (multivariate chi-squared):

X2 df p
19.66858 5 0.001441900

Now, we can use the model to predict the fre-
quency distribution of ultra- types at arbitrary sam-
ple sizes, including the size of our ri- sample. This
allows us to compare the productivity of the two pre-
fixes by using Baayen’s P , obtained by dividing the

2The data used for illustration are taken from an Italian
newspaper corpus and are distributed with the toolkit.
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Figure 1: Left: Comparison of the observed ri- and ultra- frequency spectra. Right: Interpolated ri- vs. ex-
trapolated ultra- vocabulary growth curves.

number of hapax legomena by the overall sample
size (Baayen, 1992):
> ItaUltra.ext.spc<-lnre.spc(ItaUltra.fzm,
+ N(ItaRi.spc))
> Vm(ItaUltra.ext.spc,1)/N(ItaRi.spc)
[1] 0.0006349639
> Vm(ItaRi.spc,1)/N(ItaRi.spc)
[1] 0.0002471609

The rarer ultra- prefix appears to be more produc-
tive than the more frequent ri-. This is confirmed by
a visual comparison of vocabulary growth curves,
that report changes in vocabulary size as sample size
increases. For ri-, we generate the growth curve
by binomial interpolation from the observed spec-
trum, whereas for ultra- we extrapolate using the
estimated LNRE model (Baayen 2001 discuss both
techniques).
> sample.sizes <- floor(N(ItaRi.spc)/100)
+ *(1:100)
> ItaRi.vgc <- vgc.interp(ItaRi.spc,
+ sample.sizes)
> ItaUltra.vgc <- lnre.vgc(ItaUltra.fzm,
+ sample.sizes)
> plot(ItaRi.vgc,ItaUltra.vgc,
+ legend=c("ri-","ultra-"))

The plot (right panel of Figure 1) confirms the
higher (potential) type richness of ultra-, a “fancier”
prefix that is rarely used, but, when it does get used,
is employed very productively (see discussion of
similar prefixes in Gaeta and Ricca 2003).
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1 Introduction

The statistical modelling of language, together with
advances in wide-coverage grammar development,
have led to high levels of robustness and efficiency
in NLP systems and made linguistically motivated
large-scale language processing a possibility (Mat-
suzaki et al., 2007; Kaplan et al., 2004). This pa-
per describes anNLP system which is based on syn-
tactic and semantic formalisms from theoretical lin-
guistics, and which we have used to analyse the en-
tire Gigaword corpus (1 billion words) in less than
5 days using only 18 processors. This combination
of detail and speed of analysis represents a break-
through inNLP technology.

The system is built around a wide-coverage Com-
binatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) parser (Clark
and Curran, 2004b). The parser not only recovers
the local dependencies output by treebank parsers
such as Collins (2003), but also the long-range dep-
dendencies inherent in constructions such as extrac-
tion and coordination.CCG is a lexicalized gram-
mar formalism, so that each word in a sentence is
assigned an elementary syntactic structure, inCCG’s
case a lexical category expressing subcategorisation
information. Statistical tagging techniques can as-
sign lexical categories with high accuracy and low
ambiguity (Curran et al., 2006). The combination of
finite-state supertagging and highly engineered C++
leads to a parser which can analyse up to 30 sen-
tences per second on standard hardware (Clark and
Curran, 2004a).

The C& C tools also contain a number of Maxi-
mum Entropy taggers, including theCCG supertag-
ger, aPOS tagger (Curran and Clark, 2003a), chun-

ker, and named entity recogniser (Curran and Clark,
2003b). The taggers are highly efficient, with pro-
cessing speeds of over 100,000 words per second.

Finally, the various components, including the
morphological analyser morpha (Minnen et al.,
2001), are combined into a single program. The out-
put from this program — aCCGderivation,POStags,
lemmas, and named entity tags — is used by the
module Boxer (Bos, 2005) to produce interpretable
structure in the form of Discourse Representation
Structures (DRSs).

2 The CCG Parser

The grammar used by the parser is extracted from
CCGbank, aCCG version of the Penn Treebank
(Hockenmaier, 2003). The grammar consists of 425
lexical categories, expressing subcategorisation in-
formation, plus a small number of combinatory rules
which combine the categories (Steedman, 2000). A
Maximum Entropy supertagger first assigns lexical
categories to the words in a sentence (Curran et al.,
2006), which are then combined by the parser using
the combinatory rules and theCKY algorithm.

Clark and Curran (2004b) describes log-linear
parsing models forCCG. The features in the models
are defined over local parts ofCCG derivations and
include word-word dependencies. A disadvantage
of the log-linear models is that they require clus-
ter computing resources for practical training (Clark
and Curran, 2004b). We have also investigated per-
ceptron training for the parser (Clark and Curran,
2007b), obtaining comparable accuracy scores and
similar training times (a few hours) compared with
the log-linear models. The significant advantage of
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the perceptron training is that it only requires a sin-
gle processor. The training is online, updating the
model parameters one sentence at a time, and it con-
verges in a few passes over the CCGbank data.

A packed chart representation allows efficient de-
coding, with the same algorithm — the Viterbi al-
gorithm — finding the highest scoring derivation for
the log-linear and perceptron models.

2.1 The Supertagger

The supertagger uses Maximum Entropy tagging
techniques (Section 3) to assign a set of lexical cate-
gories to each word (Curran et al., 2006). Supertag-
ging has been especially successful forCCG: Clark
and Curran (2004a) demonstrates the considerable
increases in speed that can be obtained through use
of a supertagger. The supertagger interacts with the
parser in an adaptive fashion: initially it assigns
a small number of categories, on average, to each
word in the sentence, and the parser attempts to cre-
ate a spanning analysis. If this is not possible, the
supertagger assigns more categories, and this pro-
cess continues until a spanning analysis is found.

2.2 Parser Output

The parser produces various types of output. Fig-
ure 1 shows the dependency output for the exam-
ple sentenceBut Mr. Barnum called that a worst-
case scenario.TheCCGdependencies are defined in
terms of the arguments within lexical categories; for
example,〈(S [dcl ]\NP1 )/NP2 , 2〉 represents the di-
rect object of a transitive verb. The parser also
outputs grammatical relations (GRs) consistent with
Briscoe et al. (2006). TheGRs are derived through a
manually created mapping from theCCG dependen-
cies, together with a python post-processing script
which attempts to remove any differences between
the two annotation schemes (for example the way in
which coordination is analysed).

The parser has been evaluated on the predicate-
argument dependencies in CCGbank, obtaining la-
belled precision and recall scores of 84.8% and
84.5% on Section 23. We have also evaluated the
parser on DepBank, using the Grammatical Rela-
tions output. The parser scores 82.4% labelled pre-
cision and 81.2% labelled recall overall. Clark and
Curran (2007a) gives precison and recall scores bro-
ken down by relation type and also compares the

Mr._2 N/N_1 1 Barnum_3
called_4 ((S[dcl]\NP_1)/NP_2)/NP_3 3 that_5
worst-case_7 N/N_1 1 scenario_8
a_6 NP[nb]/N_1 1 scenario_8
called_4 ((S[dcl]\NP_1)/NP_2)/NP_3 2 scenario_8
called_4 ((S[dcl]\NP_1)/NP_2)/NP_3 1 Barnum_3
But_1 S[X]/S[X]_1 1 called_4

(ncmod _ Barnum_3 Mr._2)
(obj2 called_4 that_5)
(ncmod _ scenario_8 worst-case_7)
(det scenario_8 a_6)
(dobj called_4 scenario_8)
(ncsubj called_4 Barnum_3 _)
(conj _ called_4 But_1)

Figure 1: Dependency output in the form ofCCG

dependencies and grammatical relations

performance of theCCGparser with theRASPparser
(Briscoe et al., 2006).

3 Maximum Entropy Taggers

The taggers are based on Maximum Entropy tag-
ging methods (Ratnaparkhi, 1996), and can all be
trained on new annotated data, using eitherGIS or
BFGS training code.

ThePOStagger uses the standard set of grammat-
ical categories from the Penn Treebank and, as well
as being highly efficient, also has state-of-the-art ac-
curacy on unseen newspaper text: over 97% per-
word accuracy on Section 23 of the Penn Treebank
(Curran and Clark, 2003a). The chunker recognises
the standard set of grammatical “chunks”: NP, VP,
PP, ADJP, ADVP, and so on. It has been trained on
the CoNLL shared task data.

The named entity recogniser recognises the stan-
dard set of named entities in text: person, loca-
tion, organisation, date, time, monetary amount. It
has been trained on theMUC data. The named en-
tity recogniser contains many more features than the
other taggers; Curran and Clark (2003b) describes
the feature set.

Each tagger can be run as a “multi-tagger”, poten-
tially assigning more than one tag to a word. The
multi-tagger uses the forward-backward algorithm
to calculate a distribution over tags for each word in
the sentence, and a parameter determines how many
tags are assigned to each word.

4 Boxer

Boxer is a separate component which takes aCCG

derivation output by theC& C parser and generates a
semantic representation. Boxer implements a first-
order fragment of Discourse Representation Theory,
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DRT (Kamp and Reyle, 1993), and is capable of
generating the box-like structures ofDRT known as
Discourse Representation Structures (DRSs). DRT is
a formal semantic theory backed up with a model
theory, and it demonstrates a large coverage of lin-
guistic phenomena. Boxer follows the formal the-
ory closely, introducing discourse referents for noun
phrases and events in the domain of aDRS, and their
properties in the conditions of aDRS.

One deviation with the standard theory is the
adoption of a Neo-Davidsonian analysis of events
and roles. Boxer also implements Van der Sandt’s
theory of presupposition projection treating proper
names and defininite descriptions as anaphoric ex-
pressions, by binding them to appropriate previously
introduced discourse referents, or accommodating
on a suitable level of discourse representation.

4.1 Discourse Representation Structures

DRSs are recursive data structures — eachDRScom-
prises a domain (a set of discourse referents) and a
set of conditions (possibly introducing newDRSs).
DRS-conditions are either basic or complex. The ba-
sic DRS-conditions supported by Boxer are: equal-
ity, stating that two discourse referents refer to the
same entity; one-place relations, expressing proper-
ties of discourse referents; two place relations, ex-
pressing binary relations between discourse refer-
ents; and names and time expressions. Complex
DRS-conditions are: negation of aDRS; disjunction
of two DRSs; implication (oneDRS implying an-
other); and propositional, relating a discourse ref-
erent to aDRS.

Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs introduce
one-place relations, whose meaning is represented
by the corresponding lemma. Verb roles and prepo-
sitions introduce two-place relations.

4.2 Input and Output

The input for Boxer is a list ofCCGderivations deco-
rated with named entities,POStags, and lemmas for
nouns and verbs. By default, eachCCG derivation
produces oneDRS. However, it is possible for one
DRS to span severalCCG derivations; this enables
Boxer to deal with cross-sentential phenomena such
as pronouns and presupposition.

Boxer provides various output formats. The de-
fault output is aDRS in Prolog format, with dis-

______________________
| x0 x1 x2 x3 |
|______________________|
| named(x0,barnum,per) |
| named(x0,mr,ttl) |
| thing(x1) |
| worst-case(x2) |
| scenario(x2) |
| call(x3) |
| but(x3) |
| event(x3) |
| agent(x3,x0) |
| patient(x3,x1) |
| theme(x3,x2) |
|______________________|

Figure 2: Easy-to-read output format of Boxer

course referents represented as Prolog variables.
Other output options include: a flat structure, in
which the recursive structure of aDRS is unfolded by
labelling eachDRSandDRS-condition; an XML for-
mat; and an easy-to-read box-like structure as found
in textbooks and articles onDRT. Figure 2 shows the
easy-to-read output for the sentenceBut Mr. Barnum
called that a worst-case scenario.

The semantic representations can also be output
as first-order formulas. This is achieved using the
standard translation fromDRS to first-order logic
(Kamp and Reyle, 1993), and allows the output
to be pipelined into off-the-shelf theorem provers
or model builders for first-order logic, to perform
consistency or informativeness checking (Blackburn
and Bos, 2005).

5 Usage of the Tools

The taggers (and therefore the parser) can accept
many different input formats and produce many dif-
ferent output formats. These are described using a
“little language” similar to C printf format strings.
For example, the input format %w|%p \n indicates
that the program expects word (%w) andPOS tag
(%p) pairs as input, where the words andPOS tags
are separated by pipe characters, and each word-POS

tag pair is separated by a single space, and whole
sentences are separated by newlines (\n). Another
feature of the input/output is that other fields can be
read in which are not used in the tagging process,
and also form part of the output.

The C& C tools use a configuration management
system which allows the user to override all of the
default parameters for training and running the tag-
gers and parser. All of the tools can be used as stand-
alone components. Alternatively, a pipeline of the
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tools is provided which supports two modes: local
file reading/writing or SOAP server mode.

6 Applications

We have developed an open-domainQA system built
around theC& C tools and Boxer (Ahn et al., 2005).
The parser is well suited to analysing large amounts
of text containing a potential answer, because of
its efficiency. The grammar is also well suited to
analysing questions, because ofCCG’s treatment of
long-range dependencies. However, since theCCG

parser is based on the Penn Treebank, which con-
tains few examples of questions, the parser trained
on CCGbank is a poor analyser of questions. Clark
et al. (2004) describes a porting method we have de-
veloped which exploits the lexicalized nature ofCCG

by relying on rapid manual annotation at the lexi-
cal category level. We have successfully applied this
method to questions.

The robustness and efficiency of the parser; its
ability to analyses questions; and the detailed out-
put provided by Boxer make it ideal for large-scale
open-domainQA.

7 Conclusion

Linguistically motivated NLP can now be used
for large-scale language processing applications.
The C& C tools plus Boxer are freely available
for research use and can be downloaded from
http://svn.ask.it.usyd.edu.au/trac/candc/wiki.
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Abstract

We demonstrate one aspect of an affect-
extraction system for use in intelligent con-
versational agents. This aspect performs a
degree of affective interpretation of some
types of metaphorical utterance.

1 Introduction

Our demonstration is of one aspect of a system
for extracting affective information from individ-
ual utterances, for use in text-based intelligent con-
versational agents (ICAs). Affect includes emo-
tions/moods (such as embarrassment, hostility) and
evaluations (of goodness, importance, etc.). Our
own particular ICA [Zhang et al. 2006] is for use
in an e-drama system, where human users behave as
actors engaged in unscripted role-play. Actors type
in utterances for the on-screen characters they con-
trol to utter (via speech bubbles). Our ICA is an-
other actor, controlling a bit-part character. Through
extracting affect from other characters’ utterances it
makes responses that can help keep the conversation
flowing. The same algorithms are also used for in-
fluencing the characters’ gesturing (when a 3D ani-
mation mode is used).

The system aspect demonstrated handles one im-
portant way in which affect is expressed in most dis-
course genres: namely metaphor. Only a relatively
small amount of work has been done on computa-
tional processing of metaphorical meaning, for any
purpose, let alone in ICA research. Major work
apart from ours on metaphorical-meaning compu-
tation includes (Fass, 1997; Hobbs, 1990; Mar-
tin, 1990; Mason, 2004; Narayanan, 1999; Veale,
1998). The e-drama genre exhibits a variety of types

of metaphor, with a significant degree of linguistic
open-endedness. Also, note that our overarching re-
search aim is to study metaphor as such, not just how
it arises in e-drama. This increases our need for sys-
tematic, open-ended methods.

2 Metaphor and Affect

Conveying affect is one important role for metaphor,
and metaphor is one important way of conveying
affect. Emotional states and behavior often them-
selves described metaphorically (Kövecses, 2000;
Fussell & Moss, 1998), as in ‘He was boiling
inside’ [feelings of anger]. But another impor-
tant phenomenon is describing something X using
metaphorical source terms that are subject to that
affect, as in ‘My son’s room [= X] is a bomb site’
or ‘smelly attitude’ (an e-drama transcript exam-
ple). Such carry-over of affect in metaphor is well-
recognized, e.g. in the political domain (Musolff,
2004). Our transcript analyses indicate that this type
of affect-laden metaphor is a significant issue in e-
drama: at a conservative estimate, in recent user
studies in secondary schools at least one in every
16 speech-turns has contained such metaphor (each
turn is

�
100 characters, and rarely more than one

sentence; 33K words across all transcripts).
There are other specific, theoretically interesting

metaphorical phenomena arising in e-drama that are
important also for discourse in general, and plausi-
bly could be handled reasonably successfully in an
ICA using current techniques. Some are:
1) Casting someone as an animal. This often con-
veys affect, from insultingly negative to affection-
ately positive. Terms for young animals (‘piglet’,
‘wolf cub’, etc.) are often used affectionately, even
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when the adult form is negative. Animal words can
have a conventional metaphorical sense, often with
specific affect, but in non-conventional cases a sys-
tem may still be able to discern a particular affective
connotation; and even if it cannot, it can still plausi-
bly infer that some affect is expressed, of unknown
polarity (positivity/negativity).
2) Rather similarly, casting someone as a monster
or as a mythical or supernatural being, using words
such as ‘monster’, ‘dragon,’ ‘angel,’ ‘devil.’
3) Casting someone as a special type of human, us-
ing words such as ‘baby’ (to an adult), ‘freak,’ ‘girl’
(to a boy), ‘lunatic.’
4) Metaphorical use of size adjectives (cf. Sharoff,
2006). Particularly, using ‘a little X’ to convey af-
fective qualities of X such as unimportance and con-
temptibility, but sometimes affection towards X, and
‘big X’ to convey importance of X (‘big event’) or
intensity of X-ness (‘big bully’)—and X can itself
be metaphorical (‘baby’, ‘ape’).
Currently, our system partially addresses (1), (2) and
(4).

3 Metaphor Recognition & Analysis

3.1 The Recognition Component

The basis here is a subset of a list of
metaphoricity signals we have compiled
[http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/˜jab/ATT-
Meta/metaphoricity-signals.html], by modify-
ing and expanding a list from Goatly (1997). The
signals include specific syntactic structures, phrase-
ological items and morphological elements. We
currently focus on two special syntactic structures,
X is/are Y and You/you Y, and some lexical strings
such as ‘[looks] like’, ‘a bit of a’ and ‘such a’. The
signals are merely uncertain, heuristic indicators.
For instance, in the transcripts mentioned in section
2, we judged X is/are Y as actually indicating the
presence of metaphor in 38% of cases (18 out of
47). Other success rates are: you Y – 61% (22 out of
36); like (including looks like)– 81% (35 out of 43).

In order to detect signals we use the Grammatical
Relations (GR) output from the RASP robust parser
[Briscoe et al., 2006] This output shows typed word-
pair dependencies between the words in the utter-
ance. E.g., the GR output for ‘You are a pig’ is:

|ncsubj| |be+_vbr| |you_ppy| |_|
|xcomp| _ |be+_vbr| |pig_nn1|
|det| |pig_nn1| |a_at1|

For an utterance of the type X is/are Y the GRs will
always give a subject relation (ncsubj) between X
and the verb ‘to be’, as well as a complement re-
lation (xcomp) between the verb and the noun Y.
The structure is detected by finding these relations.
As for you Y, Rasp also typically delivers an easily
analysable structure, but unfortunately the POS tag-
ger in Rasp seems to favour tagging Y as a verb—
e.g., ‘cow’ in ‘You cow’. In such a case, our system
looks the word up in a list of tagged words that forms
part of the RASP tagger. If the verb can be tagged
as a noun, the tag is changed, and the metaphoricity
signal is deemed detected. Once a signal is detected,
the word(s) in relevant positions (e.g. the Y posi-
tion) position are pulled out to be analysed. This
approach has the advantage that whether or not the
noun in, say, the Y position has adjectival modifiers
the GR between the verb and Y is the same, so the
detection tolerates a large amount of variation. Any
such modifiers are found in modifying relations and
are available for use in the Analysis Component.

3.2 The Analysis Component
We confine attention here to X–is/are–Y and You–Y
cases. The analysis element of the processing takes
the X noun (if any) and Y noun and uses Word-
Net 2.0 to analyse them. First, we try to determine
whether X refers to a person (the only case the sys-
tem currently deals with), partly by using a specified
list of proper names of characters in the drama and
partly by WordNet processing. If so, then the Y and
remaining elements are analysed using WordNet’s
taxonomy. This allows us to see if the Y noun in one
of its senses is a hyponym of animals or supernatural
beings. If this is established, the system sees if an-
other of the senses of the word is a hyponym of the
person synset, as many metaphors are already given
as senses in WordNet. If different senses of the given
word are hyponyms of both animal and person, other
categories in the tree between the noun and the per-
son synset may provide information about the eval-
uative content of the metaphor. For example the
word ‘cow’ in its metaphorical usage has the ‘un-
pleasant person’ synset as a lower hypernym, which
heuristically suggests that, when the word is used in
a metaphor, it will be negative about the target.

There is a further complication. Baby animal
names can often be used to give a statement a more
affectionate quality. Some baby animal names such
as ‘piglet’ do not have a metaphorical sense in Word-
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Net. In these cases, we check the word’s gloss to see
if it is a young animal and what kind of animal it
is. We then process the adult animal name to seek a
metaphorical meaning but add the quality of affec-
tion to the result. A higher degree of confidence is
attached to the quality of affection than is attached
to the positive/negative result, if any, obtained from
the adult name. Other baby animal names such as
‘lamb’ do have a metaphorical sense in WordNet in-
dependently of the adult animal, and are therefore
evaluated as in the previous paragraph. They are
also flagged as potentially expressing affection but
with a lesser degree of confidence than that gained
from the metaphorical processing of the word. How-
ever, the youth of an animal is not always encoded
in a single word: e.g., ‘cub’ may be accompanied
by specification of an animal type, as in ‘wolf cub’.
An extension to our processing would be required to
handle this and also cases like ‘young wolf’ or ‘baby
wolf’.

If any adjectival modifiers of the Y noun were rec-
ognized the analyser then goes on to evaluate their
contribution to the metaphor’s affect. If the analyser
finds that ‘big’ is one of the modifying adjectives
of the noun it has analysed the metaphor is marked
as being more emphatic. If ‘little’ is found the fol-
lowing is done. If the metaphor has been tagged as
negative and no degree of affection has been added
(from a baby animal name, currently) then ‘little’ is
taken to be expressing contempt. If the metaphor
has been tagged as positive OR a degree of affection
has been added then ‘little’ is taken to be expressing
affection.

4 Examples of Course of Processing

‘You piglet’:
(1) Detector recognises the you Y signal with Y =
‘piglet’.
(2) Analyser finds that ‘piglet’ is a hyponym of ‘an-
imal’.
(3) ‘Piglet’ does not have ‘person’ as a WordNet hy-
pernym so analyser retrieves the WordNet gloss.
(4) It finds ‘young’ in the gloss (‘a young pig’) and
retrieves all of the following words (just ‘pig’ – the
analysis process is would otherwise be repeated for
each of the words captured from the gloss), and finds
that ‘pig’ by itself has negative metaphorical affect.
(5) The input is labelled as an animal metaphor
which is negative but affectionate, with the affection

having higher confidence than the negativity.

‘Lisa is an angel’:
(1) Detector recognises the X is Y signal with Y =
‘angel’, after checking that Lisa is a person.
(2) Analyser finds that ‘angel’ is a hyponym of ‘su-
pernatural being’.
(3) It finds that in another sense ‘angel’ is a hyponym
of ‘person’.
(4) It finds that the tree including the ‘person’ synset
also passes through ‘good person,’ expressing posi-
tive affect.
(5) Conclusion: positive supernatural-
being metaphor.

Results from Some Other Examples:
“You cow”, “they’re such sheep”: negative

metaphor.
“You little rat”: contemptuous metaphor.
“You little piggy”: affectionate metaphor with a neg-

ative base.
“You’re a lamb”: affectionate metaphor.
“You are a monster”: negative metaphor.
“She is such a big fat cow”: negative metaphor, in-

tensified by ‘big’ (currently ‘fat’ is not dealt with).

5 Concluding Remarks

The demonstrated processing capabilities make par-
ticular but nevertheless valuable contributions to
metaphor processing and affect-detection for ICAs,
in e-drama at least. Further work is ongoing on the
four specific metaphorical phenomena in section 3
as well as on other phenomena, such as the vari-
ation of conventional metaphorical phraseology by
synonym substitution and addition of modifiers, and
metaphorical descriptions of emotions themselves.

As many extensions are ongoing or envisaged,
it is premature to engage in large-scale evaluation.
Also, there are basic problems facing evaluation.
The language in the e-drama genre is full of mis-
spellings, “texting” abbreviations, acronyms, gram-
matical errors, etc., so that fully automated evalua-
tion of the metaphorical processing by itself is dif-
ficult; and application of the system to manually
cleaned-up utterances is still dependent on Rasp ex-
tracting structure appropriately. Also, our own ul-
timate concerns are theoretical, to do with the na-
ture of metaphor understanding. We are interested
in covering the qualitative range of possibilities and
complications, with no strong constraint from their
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frequency in real discourse. Thus, statistical evalua-
tion on corpora is not particularly relevant except for
practical purposes.

However, some proto-evaluative comments that
can be made about animal metaphors are as fol-
lows. The transcripts mentioned in section 2 (33K
words total) contain metaphors with the following
animal words: rhino, bitch, dog, ape, cow, mole,
from 14 metaphorical utterances in all. Seven of
the utterances are recognized by our system, and
these involve rhino, dog, ape, mole. No WordNet-
based metaphorical connotation is found for the
rhino case. Negative affect is concluded for bitch,
dog and cow cases, and affect of undetermined po-
larity is concluded for ape and mole.

The system is currently designed only to do rela-
tively simple, specialized metaphorical processing.
The system currently only deals with a small mi-
nority of our own list of metaphoricity signals (see
section 3.1), and these signals are only present in a
minority of cases of metaphor overall. It does not
do either complex reasoning or analogical structure-
matching as in our own ATT-Meta metaphor sys-
tem (Barnden, 2006) or the cited approaches of Fass,
Hobbs, Martin, Narayanan and Veale. However, we
plan to eventually add simplified versions of ATT-
Meta-style reasoning, and in particular to add the
ATT-Meta view-neutral mapping adjunct feature to
implement the default carry-over of affect (see sec-
tion 2) and certain other information, as well as han-
dling more signals.

Other work on metaphor has exploited WordNet
(see, e.g., Veale, 2003, and panel on Figurative Lan-
guage in WordNets and other Lexical Resources
at GWC’04 (http://www.fi.muni.cz/gwc2004/.
Such work uses WordNet in distinctly different ways
from us and largely for different purposes. Our sys-
tem is also distinctive in, for instance, interpreting
the contribution of size adjectives.
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Abstract

Gorman and Curran (2006) argue that the-
saurus generation for billion+-word corpora
is problematic as the full computation takes
many days. We present an algorithm with
which the computation takes under two
hours. We have created, and made pub-
licly available, thesauruses based on large
corpora for (at time of writing) seven major
world languages. The development is imple-
mented in the Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et
al., 2004).

Another innovative development in the same
tool is the presentation of the grammatical
behaviour of a word against the background
of how all other words of the same word
class behave. Thus, the English nouncon-
straint occurs 75% in the plural. Is this
a salient lexical fact? To form a judge-
ment, we need to know the distribution for
all nouns. We use histograms to present the
distribution in a way that is easy to grasp.

1 Thesaurus creation

Over the last ten years, interest has been growing
in distributional thesauruses (hereafter simply ’the-
sauruses’). Following initial work by (Spärck Jones,
1964) and (Grefenstette, 1994), an early, online dis-
tributional thesaurus presented in (Lin, 1998) has
been widely used and cited, and numerous authors
since have explored thesaurus properties and param-
eters: see survey component of (Weeds and Weir,
2005).

A thesaurus is created by

• taking a corpus

• identifying contexts for each word

• identifying which words share contexts.

For each word, the words that share most contexts
(according to some statistic which also takes account
of their frequency) are its nearest neighbours.

Thesauruses generally improve in accuracy with
corpus size. The larger the corpus, the more clearly
the signal (of similar words) will be distinguished
from the noise (of words that just happen to share
a few contexts). Lin’s was based on around 300M
words and (Curran, 2004) used 2B (billion).

A direct approach to thesaurus computation looks
at each word and compares it with each other word,
checking all contexts to see if they are shared. Thus,
complexity isO(n2m) wheren in the number of
types andm is the size of the context vector. The
number of types increases with the corpus size, and
(Ravichandran et al., 2005) propose heuristics for
thesaurus building without undertaking the complete
calculation. The line of reasoning is explored further
by (Gorman and Curran, 2006), who argue that the
complete calculation is not realistic given large cor-
pora. They estimate that, given a 2B corpus and its
184,494-word vocabulary comprising all words oc-
curring over five times, the full calculation will take
nearly 300 days. With the vocabulary limited to the
75,800 words occuring over 100 times, the calcula-
tion took 18 days.

The naive algorithm has complexityO(n2m) but
this is not the complexity of the problem. Most of
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then2 word pairs have nothing in common so there
is no reason to check them. We proceed by working
only with those word pairs that do have something in
common. This allows us to create thesauruses from
1B corpora in under 2 hours.

1.1 Algorithm

We prepare the corpus by lemmatizing and then
shallow parsing to identify grammatical relation in-
stances with the form〈w1, r, w

′〉, where r is a
grammatical relation,w1 and w′ are words. We
count the frequency of each triple and sort all
〈w1, r, w

′, score〉 4-tuples by ‘contexts’ where a
context is a〈r, w′〉 pair. Only 4-tuples with positive
score are included.

The algorithm then loops over each context
(CONTEXTS is the set of all contexts):

for 〈r, w′〉 in CONTEXTS:
WLIST = set of allw where〈w, r,w′〉 exists
for w1 in WLIST:

for w2 in WLIST:
sim(w1, w2)+ = f(frequencies)1

The outer loop is linear in the number of contexts.
The inner loop is quadratic in the number of words
in WLIST, that is, the number of words sharing a
particular context〈r, w′〉. This list is usually small
(less than 1000), so the quadratic complexity is man-
ageable.

We use a heuristic at this point. If WLIST has
more than 10,000 members, the context is skipped.
Any such general context is very unlikely to make
a substantial difference to the similarity score, since
similarity scores are weighted according to how spe-
cific they are. The computational work avoided can
be substantial.

The next issue is how to store the whole
sim(w1, w2) matrix. Most of the values are very
small or zero. These values are not stored in the
final thesaurus but they are needed during the com-
putation. A strategy for this problem is to gener-
ate, sort and sum in sequential scan. That means
that instead of incrementing thesim(w1, w2) score
as we go along, we produce〈w1, w2, x〉 triples in
a very long list, running, for a billion-word corpus,

1In this paper we do not discuss the nature of this function
as it is does not impact on the complexity. It is explored exten-
sively in (Curran, 2004; Weeds and Weir, 2005).

into hundreds of GB. For such huge data, a variant
of TPMMS (Two Phase Multi-way Merge Sort) is
used. First we fill the whole available memory with
a part of the data, sort in memory (summing where
we have multiple instances of the same〈w1, w2〉 as
we proceed) and output the sorted stream. Then we
merge sorted streams, again summing as we pro-
ceed.

Another technique we use is partitioning. The
outer loop of the algorithm is fast and can be run
several times with a limit on which words to process
and output. For example, the first run processes only
word pairs〈w1, w2〉 where the ID ofw1 is between
0 and 99, the next, where it is between 100 and 199,
etc. In such limited runs there is a high probability
that most of the summing is done in memory. We es-
tablish a good partitioning with a dry run in which a
plan is computed such that all runs produce approxi-
mately the number of items which can be sorted and
summed in memory.

1.2 Experiments

We experimented with the 100M-word BNC2, 1B-
word Oxford English Corpus3 (OEC), and 1.9B-
word Itwac (Baroni and Kilgarriff, 2006).

All experiments were carried out on a machine
with AMD Opteron quad-processor. The machine
has 32 GB of RAM but each process used only
1GB (and changing this limit produced no signifi-
cant speedup). Data files were on a Promise disk
array running Disk RAID5.

Parameters for the computation include:

• hits threshold MIN: only words entering into a
number of triples greater than MIN will have
thesaurus entries, or will be candidates for be-
ing in other words’ thesaurus entries. (Note
that words not passing this threshold can still
be in contexts, so may contribute to the simi-
larity of two other words: cf Daelemans et al.’s
title (1999).)

• the number of words (WDS) above the thresh-
old

2http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk
3http://www.askoxford.com/oec/ We are grateful to Oxford

University Press for permission to use the OEC.
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Corp MIN WDS TYP CTX TIME
BNC 1 152k 5.7m 608k 13m 9s
BNC 20 68k 5.6m 588k 9m 30s
OEC 2 269k 27.5m 994k 1hr 40m
OEC 20 128k 27.3m 981k 1hr 27m
OEC 200 48k 26.7m 965k 1hr 10m
Itwac 20 137k 24.8m 1.1m 1hr 16m

Table 1: Thesaurus creation jobs and timings

• the number of triples (types) that these words
occur in (TYP)

• the number of contexts (types) that these words
occur in (CTX)

We have made a number of runs with different
values of MIN for BNC, OEC and Itwac and present
details for some representative ones in Table 1.

For the BNC, the number of partitions that the TP-
MMS process was divided into was usually between
ten and twenty; for the OEC and ITwac it was around
200.

For the OEC, the heuristic came into play and, in
a typical run, 25 high-frequency, low-salience con-
texts did not play a role in the theasurus compu-
tation. They included:modifier—more; modifier—
not; object-of—have; subject-of—have.In Gorman
and Curran, increases in speed were made at sub-
stantial cost to accuracy. Here, data from these high-
frequency contexts makes negligible impact on the-
saurus entries.

1.3 Available thesauruses

Thesauruses of the kind described are pub-
licly available on the Sketch Engine server
(http://www.sketchengine.co.uk) based on corpora
of between 50M and 2B words for, at time of writ-
ing, Chinese, English, French, Italian, Japanese,
Portuguese, Slovene and Spanish.

2 Histograms for presenting statistical
facts about a word’s grammar

75% of the occurrences of the English nouncon-
straint in the BNC are in the plural. Many dictio-
naries note that some nouns are usually plural: the
question here is, how salient is the fact aboutcon-

Figure 1: Distribution of nouns with respect to pro-
portion of instances in plural, from 0 to 1 in 10 steps,
with the class thatconstraintis in, in white.

straint?45

To address it we need to know not only the propor-
tion for constraintbut also the proportion for nouns
in general. If the average, across nouns, is 50% then
it is probably not noteworthy. But if the average is
2%, it is. If it is 30%, we may want to ask a more
specific question: for what proportion of nouns is the
percentage higher than 75%. We need to view “75%
plural” in the context of the whole distribution.

All the information is available. We can deter-
mine, in a large corpus such as the BNC, for each
noun lemma with more than (say) fifty occurrences,
what percentage is plural. We present the data in a
histogram: we count the nouns for which the propor-
tion is between 0 and 0.1, 0.1 and 0.2, . . . , 0.9 and
1. The histogram is shown in Fig 1, based on the
14,576 nouns with fifty or more occurrences in the
BNC. (The first column corresponds to 6113 items.)
We mark the category containing the item of inter-
est, in red (white in this paper). We believe this is
an intuitive and easy-to-interpret way of presenting
a word’s relative frequency in a particular grammat-
ical context, against the background of how other
words of the same word class behave.

We have implemented histograms like these in the
Sketch Engine for a range of word classes and gram-
matical contexts. The histograms are integrated into

4Other 75% plural nouns which might have served as the
example include:activist bean convulsion ember feminist intri-
cacy joist mechanic relative sandbag shutter siding teabagtes-
ticle trinket tusk. The list immediately suggests a typology of
usually-plural nouns, indicating how this kind of analysispro-
vokes new questions.

5Of course plurals may be salient for one sense but not oth-
ers.
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the word sketch6 for each word. (Up until now the
information has been available but hard to interpret.)
In accordance with the word sketch principle of not
wasting screen space, or user time, on uninteresting
facts, histograms are only presented where a word is
in the top (or bottom) percentile for a grammatical
pattern or construction.

Similar diagrams have been used for similar pur-
poses by (Lieber and Baayen, 1997). This is, we
believe, the first time that they have been offered as
part of a corpus query tool.

3 Text type, subcorpora and keywords

Where a corpus has components of different text
types, users often ask: “what words are distinctive of
a particular text type”, “what are the keywords?”.7

Computations of this kind often give unhelpful re-
sults because of the ‘lumpiness’ of word distribu-
tions: a word will often appear many times in an
individual text, so statistics designed to find words
which are distinctively different between text types
will give high values for words which happen to be
the topic of just one particular text (Church, 2000).
(Hlaváčová and Rychlý, 1999) address the prob-
lem through defining “average reduced frequency”
(ARF), a modified frequency count in which the
count is reduced according to the extent to which
occurrences of a word are bunched together.

The Sketch Engine now allows the user to prepare
keyword lists for any subcorpus, either in relation to
the full corpus or in relation to another subcorpus,
using a statistic of the user’s choosing and basing
the result either on raw frequency or on ARF.
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Abstract

We describe the semantic enrichment of journal
articles with chemical structures and biomedi-
cal ontology terms using Oscar, a program for
chemical named entity recognition (NER). We
describe how Oscar works and how it can been
adapted for general NER. We discuss its imple-
mentation in a real publishing workflow and pos-
sible applications for enriched articles.

1 Introduction

The volume of chemical literature published has ex-
ploded over the past few years. The crossover between
chemistry and molecular biology, disciplines which of-
ten study similar systems with contrasting techniques and
describe their results in different languages, has also in-
creased. Readers need to be able to navigate the literature
more effectively, and also to understand unfamiliar termi-
nology and its context. One relatively unexplored method
for this is semantic enrichment. Substructure and simi-
larity searching for chemical compounds is a particularly
exciting prospect.

Enrichment of the bibliographic data in an article with
hyperlinked citations is now commonplace. However,
the actual scientific content has remained largely unen-
hanced, this falling to secondary services and experimen-
tal websites such as GoPubMed (Delfset al., 2005) or
EBIMed (Rebholz-Schuhmannet al., 2007). There are
a few examples of semantic enrichment on small (a few
dozen articles per year) journals such asNature Chemi-
cal Biology being an example, but for a larger journal it
is impractical to do this entirely by hand.

This paper concentrates on implementing semantic
enrichment of journal articles as part of a publishing
workflow, specifically chemical structures and biomedi-
cal terms. In the Motivation section, we introduce Oscar
as a system for chemical NER and recognition of ontol-
ogy terms. In the Implementation section we will discuss

how Oscar works and how to set up ontologies for use
with Oscar, specifically GO. In the Case study section we
describe how the output of Oscar can be fed into a pub-
lishing workflow. Finally we discuss some outstanding
ambiguity problems in chemical NER. We also compare
the system to EBIMed (Rebholz-Schuhmannet al., 2007)
throughout.

2 Motivation

There are three routes for getting hold of chemical
structures from chemical text—from chemical compound
names, from author-supplied files containing connection
tables, and from images. The preferred representation
of chemical structures is as diagrams, often annotated
with curly arrows to illustrate the mechanisms of chem-
ical reactions. The structures in these diagrams are typ-
ically given numbers, which then appear in the text in
bold face. However, because text-processing is more ad-
vanced in this regard than image-processing, we shall
concentrate on NER, which is performed with a sys-
tem called Oscar. A preliminary overview of the sys-
tem was presented by Corbett and Murray-Rust (2006).
Oscar is open source and can be downloaded from
http://oscar3-chem.sourceforge.net/

As a first step in representing biomedical content, we
identify Gene Ontology (GO) terms in full text.1 (The
Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000) We have chosen a rel-
atively simple starting point in order to gain experience
in implementing useful semantic markup in a publishing
workflow without a substantial word-sense disambigua-
tion effort. GO terms are largely compositional (Mungall,
2004), hence incomplete matches will still be useful, and
that there is generally a low level of semantic ambiguity.
For example, there are only 133 single-word GO terms,
which significantly reduces the chance of polysemy for
the 20000 or so others. In contrast, gene and protein

1We also use other OBO ontologies, specifically those for
nucleic acid sequences (SO) and cell type (CL).
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(. * ) activity$ → ( \1)
(. * ) formation$ → ∅
(. * ) synthesis$ → ∅
ribonuclease → RNAse

→ ribonuclease
ˆalpha- (etc.) → α- (etc.)

→ alpha- (etc.)
pluralize nouns
stopwords → ∅

Table 1: Example rules from ‘Lucinda’, used for generat-
ing recogniser input from OBO files

names are generally short, non-compositional and often
polysemous with ordinary English words such as Cat or
Rat.

3 Implementation

Oscar is intended to be a component in larger workflows,
such as the Sciborg system (Copestakeet al., 2006). It
is a shallow named-entity recogniser and does not per-
form deeper parsing. Hence there is no analysis of the
text above the level of the term, with the exception of
acronym matching, which is dealt with below, and some
treatment of the boldface chemical compound numbers
where they appear in section headings. It is optimized
for chemical NER, but can be extended to handle general
term recognition. The EBIMed system, in contrast, is a
pipeline, and lemmatizes words as part of a larger work-
flow.

To identify plurals and other variants of non-chemical
NEs we have a ruleset, nicknamed Lucinda, outlined in
Table 1, for generating the input for the recogniser from
external data. We use the plain-text OBO 1.2 format,
which is the definitive format for the dissemination of the
OBO ontologies.

We strive to keep this ruleset as small as possible, with
the exception of determining plurals and a few other reg-
ular variants. The reason for keeping plurals outside the
ontology is that plurals in ordinary text and in ontologies
can have quite different meanings.

There is also a short stopword list applied at this stage,
which is different from Oscar’s internal stopword han-
dling, described below.

3.1 Named entity recognition and resolution

Oscar has a recogniser to identify chemical names and
ontology terms, and a resolver which matches NEs to on-
tology IDs or chemical structures. The recogniser classi-
fies NEs according to the scheme in Corbettet al. (2007).
The classes which are relevant here areCM, which iden-
tifies a chemical compound, either because it appears in
Oscar’s chemical dictionary, which also contains struc-

2 5 8 5 \s

4 5 8 0 \s
X

1

6

2

6 2 2 \s X 1 6

3
X 1 6 4

Figure 1: Cartoon of part of the recogniser. The mapping
between this automaton and example GO terms is given
in Table 2.

GO term Regex pair
bud neck 2585 \s4580 \s

2585 \s4580 \sX162
bud neck polarisome 2585 \s4580 \s622 \s

2585 \s4580 \s622 \sX163
polarisome 622\s

622\sX164

Table 2: Mapping in Fig. 1. The regexes are purely il-
lustrative. IDs 162, 163 and 164 map on to GO:0005935,
GO:0031560 and GO:0000133 respectively.

tures and InChIs,2 or according to Oscar’sn-gram model,
regular expressions and other heuristics andASE, a sin-
gle word ending in “-ase” or “-ases” and representing an
enzyme type. We add the classONTto these, to cover
terms found in ontologies that do not belong in the other
classes, andSTOP, which is the class of stopwords.

We sketch the recogniser in Fig. 1. To build the recog-
niser: Each term in the input data is tokenized and the
tokens converted into a sequence of digits followed by a
space. These new tokens are concatenated and converted
into a pair of regular expressions. One of these expres-
sions has X followed by a term ID appended to it. These
regex–regex pairs are converted into finite automata, the
union of which is determinized. The resulting DFA is ex-
amined for accept states. For each accept state for which
a transition to X is also present, the sequences of digits
after the X is used to build a mapping of accept states to
ontology IDs (Table 2).

To apply the recogniser: The input text is tokenized,
and for each token a set of representations is calculated
which map to sequences of digits as above. We then make
an empty set of DFA instances (a pointer to the DFA,

2An InChI is a canonical identifier for a chemical com-
pound.http://www.iupac.org/inchi/
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which state it’s in and which tokens it has matched so
far), and for each token, add a new DFA instance for each
DFA, and for each representation of the token, clone the
DFA instance. If it does not accept the digit-sequence
representation of the token, throw it away. If it is in an
accept state, note which tokens it has matched, and if the
accept state maps to an ontology ID (ontID), we have an
NE which can be annotated with the ontID.

Take all of the potential NEs. For all NEs that have the
same sequence of tokens, share all of the ontIDs. Assign
its class according to a priority list whereSTOPcomes
first andCMprecedesASE andONT. For the system in
Fig. 1, the phrase “bud neck polarisome” matches three
IDs. We choose the longest–leftmost sequence. If the
resolver generates an InChI for an NE, we look up this
InChI in ChEBI (de Matoset al., 2006), a biochemical
ontology, and take the ontology ID. This has the effect
of aligning ChEBI with other databases and systematic
nomenclature.

3.2 Gene Ontology

In working out how to mine the literature for GO terms,
we have taken our lead from the domain experts, the GO
editors and the curators of the Gene Ontology Annotation
(GOA) database.

The Functional Curation task in the first BioCreative
exercise (Blaschkeet al., 2005) is the closest we have
found to a systematic evaluation of GO term identifica-
tion. The brief was to assign GO annotations to human
proteins and recover supporting text. The GOA curators
evaluated the results (Camonet al., 2005) and list some
common mistakes in the methods used to identify GO
terms. These include annotating to obsolete terms, pre-
dicting GO terms on too tenuous a link with the original
text, for example in one case the phrase “pH value” was
annotated to “pH domain binding” (GO:0042731), diffi-
culties with word order, and choosing too much support-
ing text, for example an entire first paragraph of text.

So at the suggestion of the GO editors, Oscar works on
exact matches to term names (as preprocessed above) and
their exact (within the OBO syntax) synonyms.

The most relevant GO terms to chemistry concern en-
zymes, which are proteins that catalyse chemical pro-
cesses. Typically their names are multiword expressions
ending in “-ase”. The enzyme A B Xase will often be
represented by GO terms “A B Xase activity”, a descrip-
tion of what the enzyme does, and “A B Xase complex”,
a cellular component which consists of two or more pro-
tein subunits. In general the bare phrase “A B Xase” will
refer to the activity, so the ruleset in Table 1 deletes the
word “activity” from the GO term.

We shall briefly compare our method with the algo-
rithms in EBIMed and GoPubMed. The EBIMed algo-
rithm for GO term identification is very similar to ours,

except for the point about lemmatization listed above, and
its explicit variation of character case, which is handled
in Oscar by its case normalization algorithm. In contrast,
the algorithm in GoPubMed works by matching short
‘seed’ terms and then expanding them. This copes with
cases such as “protein threonine/tyrosine kinase activity”
(GO:0030296) where the full term is unlikely to be found
in ordinary text; the words “protein” and “activity” are
generally omitted. However, the approach in (Delfset
al., 2005) cannot be applied blindly; the authors claim for
example that “biosynthesis” can be ignored without com-
promising the reader’s understanding. In chemistry jour-
nal articles most mentions of a chemical compound will
not refer to how it is formed in nature; they will refer to
the compound itself, its analogues or other processes. In
fact, our ruleset in Table 1 explicitly disallows GO term
synonyms ending in “ synthesis” or “ formation” since
they do not necessarily represent biological processes. It
is also not clear from Delfset al. (2005) how robust the
algorithm is to the sort of errors identified by Camonet
al. (2005).

4 Case study

The problem is to take a journal article, apply meaningful
and useful annotations, connect them to stable resources,
allow technical editors to check and add further annota-
tions, and disseminate the article in enriched form.

Most chemical publishers use XML as a stable format
for maintaining their documents for at least some stages
of the publication process. The Sciborg project (Copes-
take et al., 2006) and the Royal Society of Chemistry
(RSC) use SciXML (Ruppet al., 2006) and RSC XML
respectively. For the overall Sciborg workflow, standoff
annotation is used to store the different sets of annota-
tions. For the purposes of this paper, however, we make
use of the inline output of Oscar, which is SciXML with
<ne> elements for the annotations.

Not all of the RSC XML need be mined for NEs;
much of it is bibliographic markup which can confuse
parsers. Only the useful parts are converted into SciXML
and passed to Oscar, where they are annotated. These
SciXML annotations are then pasted back into the RSC
XML, where they can be checked by technical editors.
In running text, NEs are annotated with an ID local
to the XML file, which refers to<compound> and
<annotation> elements in a block at the end, which
contain chemical structure information and ontology IDs.
This is a lightweight compromise between pure standoff
and pure inline annotation.

We find useful annotations by aggressive threshold-
ing. The only classes which survive areONTs, and those
CMs which have a chemical structure found by the re-
solver. This enables the chemical NER part of Oscar
to be tuned for high recall even as part of a publishing
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workflow. Only CMs which correspond to an unambigu-
ous molecule or molecular ion are treated as a chemical
compound; everything else is referred to an appropriate
ontology. We use the InChI as a stable representation for
chemical structure, and the curated OBO ontologies for
biomedical terms.

The role of technical editors is to remove faulty anno-
tations, add new compounds to the chemical dictionary,
based on chemical structures supplied by authors, sug-
gest new GO terms to the ontology curators, and extend
the stopword lists of both Oscar and Lucinda as appropri-
ate. At present (May 2007), this happens after publication
of articles on the web, but is intended to become part of
the routine editing process in the course of 2007.

This enriched XML can then be converted into HTML
and RSS by means of XSL stylesheets and database
lookups, as in the RSC’s Project Prospect.3 The imme-
diate benefits of this work are increased readability of ar-
ticles for readers and extensive cross-linking with other
articles that have been enhanced in the same way. Fu-
ture developments could easily involve structure-based
searching, ontology-based search of journal articles, and
finding correlations between biological processes and
small molecule structures.

5 Ambiguity in chemical NER

One important omission is disambiguating the exact ref-
erent of a chemical name, which is not always clear with-
out context. For example “the pyridine6”, is a class de-
scription, but the phrase “the pyridine molecule” refers to
a particular compound. ChEBI, which contains an ontol-
ogy of molecular structure, uses plurals to indicate chem-
ical classes, for example “benzenes”, which is often, but
not always, what “benzenes” means in text. Currently
Oscar does not distinguish between singular and plural.

Amino acids and saccharides are particularly trouble-
some on account of homochirality. Unless otherwise
specified, “histidine” and “ribose” specify the molecules
with the chirality found in nature, or to be precise,
L-histidine andD-ribose respectively. What is even
worse is that “histidine” seldom refers to the independent
molecule; it usually means the histidine residue, part of a
larger entity.
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Abstract

We present an API for computing the seman-

tic relatedness of words in Wikipedia.

1 Introduction

The last years have seen a large amount of work in

Natural Language Processing (NLP) using measures

of semantic similarity and relatedness. We believe

that the extensive usage of such measures derives

also from the availability of robust and freely avail-

able software that allows to compute them (Pedersen

et al., 2004, WordNet::Similarity).

In Ponzetto & Strube (2006) and Strube &

Ponzetto (2006) we proposed to take the Wikipedia

categorization system as a semantic network which

served as basis for computing the semantic related-

ness of words. In the following we present the API

we used in our previous work, hoping that it will en-

courage further research in NLP using Wikipedia1.

2 Measures of Semantic Relatedness

Approaches to measuring semantic relatedness that

use lexical resources transform these resources into

a network or graph and compute relatedness using

paths in it (see Budanitsky & Hirst (2006) for an ex-

tensive review). For instance, Rada et al. (1989)

traverse MeSH, a term hierarchy for indexing ar-

ticles in Medline, and compute semantic related-

ness straightforwardly in terms of the number of

edges between terms in the hierarchy. Jarmasz &

Szpakowicz (2003) use the same approach with Ro-

get’s Thesauruswhile Hirst & St-Onge (1998) apply

a similar strategy to WordNet.

1The software can be freely downloaded at http://www.

eml-research.de/nlp/download/wikipediasimilarity.php.

3 The Application Programming Interface

The API computes semantic relatedness by:

1. taking a pair of words as input;

2. retrieving the Wikipedia articles they refer to

(via a disambiguation strategy based on the link

structure of the articles);

3. computing paths in the Wikipedia categoriza-

tion graph between the categories the articles are

assigned to;

4. returning as output the set of paths found,

scored according to some measure definition.

The implementation includes path-length (Rada

et al., 1989; Wu & Palmer, 1994; Leacock &

Chodorow, 1998), information-content (Resnik,

1995; Seco et al., 2004) and text-overlap (Lesk,

1986; Banerjee & Pedersen, 2003) measures, as de-

scribed in Strube & Ponzetto (2006).

The API is built on top of several modules and can

be used for tasks other than Wikipedia-based relat-

edness computation. On a basic usage level, it can be

used to retrieve Wikipedia articles by name, option-

ally using disambiguation patterns, as well as to find

a ranked set of articles satisfying a search query (via

integration with the Lucene2 text search engine).

Additionally, it provides functionality for visualiz-

ing the computed paths along the Wikipedia cate-

gorization graph as either Java Swing components

or applets (see Figure 1), based on the JGraph li-

brary3, and methods for computing centrality scores

of the Wikipedia categories using the PageRank al-

gorithm (Brin & Page, 1998). Finally, it currently

2
http://lucene.apache.org

3
http://www.jgraph.com
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Figure 1: Shortest path between computer and key-

board in the English Wikipedia.

provides multilingual support for the English, Ger-

man, French and Italian Wikipedias and can be eas-

ily extended to other languages4.

4 Software Architecture

Wikipedia is freely available for download, and can

be accessed using robust Open Source applications,

e.g. the MediaWiki software5, integrated within a

Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP (LAMP) software

bundle. The architecture of the API consists of the

following modules:

1. RDBMS: at the lowest level, the encyclopedia

content is stored in a relational database manage-

ment system (e.g. MySQL).

2. MediaWiki: a suite of PHP routines for interact-

ing with the RDBMS.

3. WWW-Wikipedia Perl library6: responsible for

4In contrast to WordNet::Similarity, which due to the struc-
tural variations between the respective wordnets was reimple-
mented for German by Gurevych & Niederlich (2005).

5
http://www.mediawiki.org

6
http://search.cpan.org/dist/WWW-Wikipedia

querying MediaWiki, parsing and structuring the

returned encyclopedia pages.

4. XML-RPC server: an intermediate communica-

tion layer between Java and the Perl routines.

5. Java wrapper library: provides a simple inter-

face to create and access the encyclopedia page

objects and compute the relatedness scores.

The information flow of the API is summarized by

the sequence diagram in Figure 2. The higher in-

put/output layer the user interacts with is provided

by a Java API from which Wikipedia can be queried.

The Java library is responsible for issuing HTTP re-

quests to an XML-RPC daemon which provides a

layer for calling Perl routines from the Java API.

Perl routines take care of the bulk of querying ency-

clopedia entries to the MediaWiki software (which

in turn queries the database) and efficiently parsing

the text responses into structured objects.

5 Using the API

The API provides factory classes for querying

Wikipedia, in order to retrieve encyclopedia entries

as well as relatedness scores for word pairs. In

practice, the Java library provides a simple pro-

grammatic interface. Users can accordingly ac-

cess the library using only a few methods given

in the factory classes, e.g. getPage(word)

for retrieving Wikipedia articles titled word or

getRelatedness(word1,word2), for com-

puting the relatedness between word1 and word2,

and display(path) for displaying a path found

between two Wikipedia articles in the categorization

graph. Examples of programmatic usage of the API

are presented in Figure 3. In addition, the software

distribution includes UNIX shell scripts to access

the API interactively from a terminal, i.e. it does not

require any knowledge of Java.

6 Application scenarios

Semantic relatedness measures have proven use-

ful in many NLP applications such as word sense

disambiguation (Kohomban & Lee, 2005; Patward-

han et al., 2005), information retrieval (Finkelstein

et al., 2002), information extraction pattern induc-

tion (Stevenson & Greenwood, 2005), interpretation

of noun compounds (Kim & Baldwin, 2005), para-
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Figure 2: API processing sequence diagram. Wikipedia pages and relatedness measures are accessed

through a Java API. The wrapper communicates with a Perl library designed for Wikipedia access and pars-

ing through an XML-RPC server. WWW-Wikipedia in turn accesses the database where the encyclopedia

is stored by means of appropriate queries to MediaWiki.
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// 1. Get the English Wikipedia page titled "King" using "chess" as disambiguation

WikipediaPage page = WikipediaPageFactory.getInstance().getWikipediaPage("King","chess");

// 2. Get the German Wikipedia page titled "Ufer" using "Kueste" as disambiguation

WikipediaPage page = WikipediaPageFactory.getInstance().getWikipediaPage("Ufer","Kueste",Language.DE);

// 3a. Get the Wikipedia-based path-length relatedness measure between "computer" and "keyboard"

WikiRelatedness relatedness = WikiRelatednessFactory.getInstance().getWikiRelatedness("computer","keyboard");

double shortestPathMeasure = relatedness.getShortestPathMeasure();

// 3b. Display the shortest path

WikiPathDisplayer.getInstance().display(relatedness.getShortestPath());

// 4. Score the importance of the categories in the English Wikipedia using PageRank

WikiCategoryGraph<DefaultScorableGraph<DefaultEdge>> categoryTree =

WikiCategoryGraphFactory.getCategoryGraphForLanguage(Language.EN);

categoryTree.getCategoryGraph().score(new PageRank());

Figure 3: Java API sample usage.

phrase detection (Mihalcea et al., 2006) and spelling

correction (Budanitsky & Hirst, 2006). Our API

provides a flexible tool to include such measures

into existing NLP systems while using Wikipedia

as a knowledge source. Programmatic access to the

encyclopedia makes also available in a straightfor-

ward manner the large amount of structured text in

Wikipedia (e.g. for building a language model), as

well as its rich internal link structure (e.g. the links

between articles provide phrase clusters to be used

for query expansion scenarios).
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Abstract 

A distributional method for part-of-speech 

induction is presented which, in contrast 

to most previous work, determines the 

part-of-speech distribution of syntacti-

cally ambiguous words without explicitly 

tagging the underlying text corpus. This is 

achieved by assuming that the word pair 

consisting of the left and right neighbor of 

a particular token is characteristic of the 

part of speech at this position, and by 

clustering the neighbor pairs on the basis 

of their middle words as observed in a 

large corpus. The results obtained in this 

way are evaluated by comparing them to 

the part-of-speech distributions as found 

in the manually tagged Brown corpus.   

1 Introduction 

The purpose of this study is to automatically in-

duce a system of word classes that is in agreement 

with human intuition, and then to assign all possi-

ble parts of speech to a given ambiguous or unam-

biguous word. Two of the pioneering studies con-

cerning this as yet not satisfactorily solved prob-

lem are Finch (1993) and Schütze (1993) who clas-

sify words according to their context vectors as de-

rived from a corpus. More recent studies try to 

solve the problem of POS induction by combining 

distributional and morphological information (Clark, 

2003; Freitag, 2004), or by clustering words and 

projecting them to POS vectors (Rapp, 2005). 

Whereas all these studies are based on global 

co-occurrence vectors who reflect the overall be-

havior of a word in a corpus, i.e. who in the case of 

syntactically ambiguous words are based on POS-

mixtures, in this paper we raise the question if it is 

really necessary to use an approach based on mix-

tures or if there is some way to avoid the mixing 

beforehand. For this purpose, we suggest to look at 

local contexts instead of global co-occurrence vec-

tors. As can be seen from human performance, in 

almost all cases the local context of a syntactically 

ambiguous word is sufficient to disambiguate its 

part of speech. 

The core assumption underlying our approach, 

which in the context of cognition and child lan-

guage has been proposed by Mintz (2003), is that 

words of a particular part of speech often have the 

same left and right neighbors, i.e. a pair of such 

neighbors can be considered to be characteristic of 

a part of speech. For example, a noun may be sur-

rounded by the pair “the ... is”, a verb by the pair 

“he ... the”, and an adjective by the pair “the ... 

thing”. For ease of reference, in the remainder of 

this paper we call these local contexts neighbor 

pairs. The idea is now to cluster the neighbor pairs 

on the basis of the middle words they occur with. 

This way neighbor pairs typical of the same part of 

speech are grouped together. For classification, a 

word is assigned to the cluster where its neighbor 

pairs are found. If its neighbor pairs are spread 

over several clusters, the word can be assumed to 

be ambiguous. This way ambiguity detection fol-

lows naturally from the methodology. 

2 Approach 

Let us illustrate our approach by looking at Table 1. 

The rows in the table are the neighbor pairs that we 

want to consider, and the columns are suitable 

middle words as we find them in a corpus. Most 

words in our example are syntactically unambigu-

ous. Only link can be either a noun or a verb and 

therefore shows the co-occurrence patterns of both. 

Apart from the particular choice of features, what 

distinguishes our approach from most others is that 

we do not cluster the words (columns) which 

would be the more straightforward thing to do. In-

stead we cluster the neighbor pairs (rows). Clus-

tering the columns would be fine for unambiguous 

words, but has the drawback that ambiguous words 
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tend to be assigned only to the cluster relating to 

their dominant part of speech. This means that no 

ambiguity detection takes place at this stage. 

In contrast, the problem of demixing can be av-

oided by clustering the rows which leads to the 

condensed representation as shown in Table 2. The 

neighbor pairs have been grouped in such a way 

that the resulting clusters correspond to classes that 

can be linguistically interpreted as nouns, adjec-

tives, and verbs. As desired, all unambiguous words 

have been assigned to only a single cluster, and the 

ambiguous word link has been assigned to the two 

appropriate clusters. 

Although it is not obvious from our example, 

there is a drawback of this approach. The disad-

vantage is that by avoiding the ambiguity problem 

for words we introduce it for the neighbor pairs, 

i.e. ambiguities concerning neighbor pairs are not 

resolved. Consider, for example, the neighbor pair 

“then ... comes”, where the middle word can either 

be a personal pronoun like he or a proper noun like 

John. However, we believe that this is a problem 

that for several reasons is of less importance: 

Firstly, we are not explicitly interested in the am-

biguities of neighbor pairs. Secondly, the ambigui-

ties of neighbor pairs seem less frequent and less 

systematic than those of words (an example is the 

omnipresent noun/verb ambiguity in English), and 

therefore the risk of misclusterings is lower. 

Thirdly, this problem can be reduced by consider-

ing longer contexts which tend to be less ambigu-

ous. That is, by choosing an appropriate context 

width a reasonable tradeoff between data sparse-

ness and ambiguity reduction can be chosen.  

 
 car cup discuss link quick seek tall thin 

a ... has � �  �     

a ... is � �  �     

a ... man     �  � � 

a ... woman     �  � � 

the ... has � �  �     

the ... is � �  �     

the ... man     �  � � 

the ... woman     �  � � 

to ... a   � �  �   

to ... the   � �  �   

you ... a   � �  �   

you ... the   � �  �   
 

Table 1: Matrix of neighbor pairs and their corresponding middle words. 
 

 car cup discuss link quick seek tall thin 

a ... has, a ... is,  

the ... has, the ... is 
� �  �     

a ... man, a ... woman,  

the ... man, the ... woman 
    �  � � 

to ... a, to ... the, you ... a,  

you ... the 
  � �  �   

 
Table 2: Clusters of neighbor pairs. 

 

3 Implementation 

Our computations are based on the 100 million 

word British National Corpus. As the number of 

word types and neighbor pairs is prohibitively 

high in a corpus of this size, we considered only a 

selected vocabulary, as described in section 4. 

From all neighbor pairs we chose the top 2000 

which had the highest co-occurrence frequency 

with the union of all words in the vocabulary and 

did not contain punctuation marks. 

By searching through the full corpus, we constructed 

a matrix as exemplified in Table 1. However, as a large 

corpus may contain errors and idiosyncrasies, the ma-

trix cells were not filled with binary yes/no decisions, 

but with the frequency of a word type occurring as the 

middle word of the respective neighbor pair. Note that 

we used raw co-occurrence frequencies and did not 

apply any association measure. However, to account 

for the large variation in word frequency and to give an 

equal chance to each word in the subsequent com-

putations, the matrix columns were normalized.  
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As our method for grouping the rows we used 

K-means clustering with the cosine coefficient as 

our similarity measure. The clustering algorithm 

was started using random initialization. In order to 

be able to easily compare the clustering results 

with expectation, the number of clusters was spe-

cified to correspond to the number of expected 

word classes. 

After the clustering has been completed, to ob-

tain their centroids, in analogy to Table 2 the col-

umn vectors for each cluster are summed up. The 

centroid values for each word can now be inter-

preted as evidence of this word belonging to the 

class described by the respective cluster. For ex-

ample, if we obtained three clusters corresponding 

to nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and if the corre-

sponding centroid values for e.g. the word link 

would be 0.7, 0.3, and 0.0, this could be inter-

preted such that in 70% of its corpus occurrences 

link has the function of a noun, in 30% of the 

cases it appears as a verb, and that it never occurs 

as an adjective. Note that the centroid values for a 

particular word will always add up to 1 since, as 

mentioned above, the column vectors have been 

normalized beforehand. 

As elaborated in Rapp (2007), another useful 

application of the centroid vectors is that they al-

low us to judge the quality of the neighbor pairs 

with respect to their selectivity regarding a parti-

cular word class. If the row vector of a neighbor 

pair is very similar to the centroid of its cluster, 

then it can be assumed that this neighbor pair only 

accepts middle words of the correct class, whereas 

neighbor pairs with lower similarity to the cen-

troid are probably less selective, i.e. they occa-

sionally allow for words from other clusters.  

4 Results 

As our test vocabulary we chose a sample of 50 

words taken from a previous study (Rapp, 2005). 

The list of words is included in Table 3 (columns 

1 and 8). Columns 2 to 4 and 9 to 11 of Table 3 

show the centroid values corresponding to each 

word after the procedure described in the previous 

section has been conducted, that is, the 2000 most 

frequent neighbor pairs of the 50 words were clus-

tered into three groups. For clarity, all values were 

multiplied by 1000 and rounded. 

To facilitate reference, instead of naming each 

cluster by a number or by specifying the corre-

sponding list of neighbor pairs (as done in Table 2), we 

manually selected linguistically motivated names, namely 

noun, verb, and adjective.  

If we look at Table 3, we find that some words, such 

as encourage, imagine, and option, have one value 

close to 1000, with the other two values in the one 

digit range. This is a typical pattern for unambiguous 

words that belong to only one word class. However, 

perhaps unexpectedly, the majority of words has val-

ues in the upper two digit or three digit range in two or 

even three columns. This means that according to our 

system most words seem to be ambiguous in one or 

another way. For example, the word brief, although in 

the majority of cases clearly an adjective in the sense 

of short, can occasionally also occur as a noun (in the 

sense of document) or a verb (in the sense of to instruct 

somebody). In other cases, the occurrences of different 

parts of speech are more balanced. An example is the 

verb to strike versus the noun the strike. 

According to our judgment, the results for all words 

seem roughly plausible. Only the values for rain as a 

noun versus a verb seemed on first glance counterintui-

tive, but can be explained by the fact that for semantic 

reasons the verb rain usually only occurs in third per-

son singular, i.e. in its inflected form rains. 

To provide a more objective measure for the quality 

of the results, columns 5 to 7 and 12 to 14 of Table 3 

show the occurrence frequencies of the 50 words as 

nouns, verbs, and adjectives in the manually POS-

tagged Brown corpus, which is probably almost error 

free (Kuςera, & Francis, 1967). The respective tags in 

the Brown-tagset are NN, VB, and JJ.  

Generally, the POS-distributions of the Brown cor-

pus show a similar pattern as the automatically gener-

ated ones. For example, for drop the ratios of the 

automatically generated numbers 334 / 643 / 24 are 

similar to those of the pattern from the Brown corpus 

which is 24 / 34 / 1. Overall, for 48 of the 50 words the 

outcome with regard to the most likely POS is identi-

cal, with the two exceptions being the ambiguous 

words finance and suit. Although even in these cases 

the correct two parts of speech obtain the emphasis, the 

distribution of the weighting among them is somewhat 

different. 

5 Summary and Future Work 

A statistical approach has been presented which clus-

ters contextual features (neighbor pairs) as observed in 

a large text corpus and derives syntactically oriented 

word classes from the clusters. In addition, for each 
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word a probability of its occurrence as a member 

of each of the classes is computed.  

Of course, many questions are yet to be ex-

plored, among them the following: Can a singular 

value decomposition (to be in effect only tempo-

rarily for the purpose of clustering) reduce the 

problem of data sparseness? Can biclustering (also 

referred to as co-clustering or two-mode cluster-

ing, i.e. the simultaneous clustering of the rows and 

columns of a matrix) improve results? Does the ap-

proach scale to larger vocabularies? Can it be extended 

to word sense induction by looking at longer distance 

equivalents to middle words and neighbor pairs (which 

could be homographs and pairs of words strongly as-

sociated to them)? All these are strands of research that 

we look forward to explore.  
 

 Simulation Brown Corpus  Simulation Brown Corpus 

 Noun Verb Adj. NN VB JJ  Noun Verb Adj. NN VB JJ 

accident 978 8 15 33 0 0 lunch 741 198 60 32 1 0 

belief 972 17 11 64 0 0 maintain 4 993 3 0 60 0 

birth 968 15 18 47 0 0 occur 15 973 13 0 43 0 

breath 946 21 33 51 0 0 option 984 10 7 5 0 0 

brief 132 50 819 8 0 63 pleasure 931 16 54 60 1 0 

broad 59 7 934 0 0 82 protect 4 995 1 0 34 0 

busy 22 22 956 0 1 56 prove 5 989 6 0 53 0 

catch 71 920 9 3 39 0 quick 47 14 938 1 0 58 

critical 51 13 936 0 0 57 rain 881 64 56 66 2 0 

cup 957 23 21 43 1 0 reform 756 221 23 23 3 0 

dangerous 37 29 934 0 0 46 rural 66 13 921 0 0 46 

discuss 3 991 5 0 28 0 screen 842 126 32 42 5 0 

drop 334 643 24 24 34 1 seek 8 955 37 0 69 0 

drug 944 10 46 20 0 0 serve 20 958 22 0 107 0 

empty 48 187 765 0 0 64 slow 43 141 816 0 8 48 

encourage 7 990 3 0 46 0 spring 792 130 78 102 6 0 

establish 2 995 2 0 58 0 strike 544 424 32 25 22 0 

expensive 55 14 931 0 0 44 suit 200 789 11 40 8 0 

familiar 42 17 941 0 0 72 surprise 818 141 41 44 5 3 

finance 483 473 44 9 18 0 tape 868 109 23 31 0 0 

grow 15 973 12 0 61 0 thank 14 983 3 0 35 0 

imagine 4 993 4 0 61 0 thin 32 58 912 0 2 90 

introduction 989 0 11 28 0 0 tiny 27 1 971 0 0 49 

link 667 311 23 12 4 0 wide 9 4 988 0 0 115 

lovely 41 7 952 0 0 44 wild 220 6 774 0 0 51 

 
Table 3: List of 50 words and their values (scaled by 1000) from each of the three cluster centroids. For 

comparison, POS frequencies from the manually tagged Brown corpus are given.  
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Abstract

This paper presents the use of Support
Vector Machines (SVM) to detect rele-
vant information to be included in a query-
focused summary. Several SVMs are
trained using information from pyramids
of summary content units. Their per-
formance is compared with the best per-
forming systems in DUC-2005, using both
ROUGE and autoPan, an automatic scor-
ing method for pyramid evaluation.

1 Introduction

Multi-Document Summarization (MDS) is the task
of condensing the most relevant information from
several documents in a single one. In terms of the
DUC contests1, a query-focused summary has to
provide a “brief, well-organized, fluent answer to a
need for information”, described by a short query
(two or three sentences). DUC participants have to
synthesize 250-word sized summaries for fifty sets
of 25-50 documents in answer to some queries.

In previous DUC contests, from 2001 to 2004, the
manual evaluation was based on a comparison with
a single human-written model. Much information
in the evaluated summaries (both human and auto-
matic) was marked as “related to the topic, but not
directly expressed in the model summary”. Ideally,
this relevant information should be scored during the
evaluation. The pyramid method (Nenkova and Pas-
sonneau, 2004) addresses the problem by using mul-
tiple human summaries to create a gold-standard,

1http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/

and by exploiting the frequency of information in
the human summaries in order to assign importance
to different facts. However, the pyramid method re-
quires to manually matching fragments of automatic
summaries (peers) to the Semantic Content Units
(SCUs) in the pyramids. AutoPan (Fuentes et al.,
2005), a proposal to automate this matching process,
and ROUGE are the evaluation metrics used.

As proposed by Copeck and Szpakowicz (2005),
the availability of human-annotated pyramids con-
stitutes a gold-standard that can be exploited in or-
der to train extraction models for the summary au-
tomatic construction. This paper describes several
models trained from the information in the DUC-
2006 manual pyramid annotations using Support
Vector Machines (SVM). The evaluation, performed
on the DUC-2005 data, has allowed us to discover
the best configuration for training the SVMs.

One of the first applications of supervised Ma-
chine Learning techniques in summarization was in
Single-Document Summarization (Ishikawa et al.,
2002). Hirao et al. (2003) used a similar approach
for MDS. Fisher and Roark (2006)’s MDS system is
based on perceptrons trained on previous DUC data.

2 Approach

Following the work of Hirao et al. (2003) and
Kazawa et al. (2002), we propose to train SVMs
for ranking the candidate sentences in order of rele-
vance. To create the training corpus, we have used
the DUC-2006 dataset, including topic descriptions,
document clusters, peer and manual summaries, and
pyramid evaluations as annotated during the DUC-
2006 manual evaluation. From all these data, a set
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of relevant sentences is extracted in the following
way: first, the sentences in the original documents
are matched with the sentences in the summaries
(Copeck and Szpakowicz, 2005). Next, all docu-
ment sentences that matched a summary sentence
containing at least one SCU are extracted. Note that
the sentences from the original documents that are
not extracted in this way could either be positive (i.e.
contain relevant data) or negative (i.e. irrelevant for
the summary), so they are not yet labeled. Finally,
an SVM is trained, as follows, on the annotated data.

Linguistic preprocessing The documents from
each cluster are preprocessed using a pipe of general
purpose processors performing tokenization, POS
tagging, lemmatization, fine grained Named Enti-
ties (NE)s Recognition and Classification, anaphora
resolution, syntactic parsing, semantic labeling (us-
ing WordNet synsets), discourse marker annotation,
and semantic analysis. The same tools are used for
the linguistic processing of the query. Using these
data, a semantic representation of the sentence is
produced, that we callenvironment. It is a semantic-
network-like representation of the semantic units
(nodes) and the semantic relations (edges) holding
between them. This representation will be used to
compute the (Fuentes et al., 2006) lexico-semantic
measures between sentences.

Collection of positive instances As indicated be-
fore, every sentence from the original documents
matching a summary sentence that contains at least
one SCU is considered a positive example. We have
used a set of features that can be classified into three
groups: those extracted from the sentences, those
that capture a similarity metric between the sentence
and the topic description (query), and those that try
to relate the cohesion between a sentence and all the
other sentences in the same document or collection.

The attributes collectedfrom the sentencesare:
• The position of the sentence in its document.
• The number of sentences in the document.
• The number of sentences in the cluster.
• Three binary attributes indicating whether the

sentence contains positive, negative and neutral
discourse markers, respectively. For instance,
what’s moreis positive, whilefor exampleand
incidentally indicate lack of relevance.

• Two binary attributes indicating whether

the sentence containsright-directed discourse
markers (that affect the relevance of fragment
after the marker, e.g.first of all), or discourse
markers affecting both sides, e.g.that’s why.

• Several boolean features to mark whether the
sentence starts with or contains a particular
word or part-of-speech tag.

• The total number of NEs included in the sen-
tence, and the number of NEs of each kind.

• SumBasic score(Nenkova and Vanderwende,
2005) is originally an iterative procedure that
updates word probabilities as sentences are se-
lected for the summary. In our case, word prob-
abilities are estimated either using only the set
of words in the current document, or using all
the words in the cluster.

The attributes thatdepend on the queryare:
• Word-stem overlapping with the query.
• Three boolean features indicating whether the

sentence contains a subject, object or indirect
object dependency in common with the query.

• Overlapping between the environment predi-
cates in the sentence and those in the query.

• Two similarity metrics calculated by expanding
the query words using Google.

• SumFocus score(Vanderwende et al., 2006).
Thecohesion-basedattributes2 are:
• Word-stem overlapping between this sentence

and the other sentences in the same document.
• Word-stem overlapping between this sentence

and the other sentences in the same cluster.
• Synset overlapping between this sentence and

the other sentences in the same document.
• Synset overlapping with other sentences in the

same collection.

Model training In order to train a traditional
SVM, both positive and negative examples are nec-
essary. From the pyramid data we are able to iden-
tify positive examples, but there is not enough ev-
idence to classify the remaining sentences as posi-
tive or negative. Although One-Class Support Vec-
tor Machine (OSVM) (Manevitz and Yousef, 2001)
can learn from just positive examples, according to
Yu et al. (2002) they are prone to underfitting and
overfitting when data is scant (which happens in

2The mean, median, standard deviation and histogram of the
overlapping distribution are calculated and included as features.
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this case), and a simple iterative procedure called
Mapping-Convergence (MC) algorithm can greatly
outperform OSVM (see the pseudocode in Figure 1).

Input: positive examples,POS, unlabeled examplesU
Output: hypothesis at each iterationh′

1, h
′

2, ..., h
′

k

1. Trainh to identify “strong negatives” inU :
N1 := examples fromU classified as negative byh
P1 := examples fromU classified as positive byh

2. SetNEG := ∅ andi := 1

3. Loop untilNi = ∅,
3.1.NEG := NEG ∪ Ni

3.2. Trainh′

i from POS andNEG

3.3. ClassifyPi by h′

i:
Ni+1 = examples fromPi classified as negative
Pi+1 = examples fromPi classified as positive

5. Return{h′

1, h
′

2, ..., h
′

k}

Figure 1:Mapping-Convergence algorithm.

The MC starts by identifying a small set of in-
stances that are very dissimilar to the positive exam-
ples, calledstrong negatives. Next, at each iteration,
a new SVMh

′

i
is trained using the original positive

examples, and the negative examples found so far.
The set of negative instances is then extended with
the unlabeled instances classified as negative byh

′

i
.

The following settings have been tried:
• The set of positive examples has been collected

either by matching document sentences to peer
summary sentences (Copeck and Szpakowicz,
2005) or by matching document sentences to
manual summary sentences.

• The initial set ofstrong negativeexamples for
the MC algorithm has been either built auto-
matically as described by Yu et al. (2002), or
built by choosing manually, for each cluster, the
two or three automatic summaries with lowest
manual pyramid scores.

• Several SVM kernel functions have been tried.
For training, there were 6601 sentences from the

original documents, out of which around 120 were
negative examples and either around 100 or 500 pos-
itive examples, depending on whether the document
sentences had been matched to the manual or the
peer summaries. The rest were initially unlabeled.

Summary generation Given a query and a set of
documents, the trained SVMs are used to rank sen-
tences. The top ranked ones are checked to avoid re-
dundancy using a percentage overlapping measure.

3 Evaluation Framework

The SVMs, trained on DUC-2006 data, have been
tested on the DUC-2005 corpus, using the 20 clus-
ters manually evaluated with the pyramid method.
The sentence features were computed as described
before. Finally, the performance of each system
has been evaluated automatically using two differ-
ent measures: ROUGE and autoPan.

ROUGE, the automatic procedure used in DUC,
is based on n-gram co-occurrences. Both ROUGE-2
(henceforward R-2) and ROUGE-SU4 (R-SU4) has
been used to rank automatic summaries.

AutoPan is a procedure for automatically match-
ing fragments of text summaries to SCUs in pyra-
mids, in the following way: first, the text in the
SCU label and all its contributors is stemmed and
stop words are removed, obtaining a set of stem
vectors for each SCU. The system summary text is
also stemmed and freed from stop words. Next, a
search for non-overlapping windows of text which
can match SCUs is carried. Each match is scored
taking into account the score of the SCU as well as
the number of matching stems. The solution which
globally maximizes the sum of scores of all matches
is found using dynamic programming techniques.

According to Fuentes et al. (2005), autoPan scores
are highly correlated to the manual pyramid scores.
Furthermore, autoPan also correlates well with man-
ual responsiveness and both ROUGE metrics.3

3.1 Results

Positive Strong neg. R-2 R-SU4 autoPan
peer pyramid scores 0.071 0.131 0.072

(Yu et al., 2002) 0.036 0.089 0.024
manual pyramid scores 0.025 0.075 0.024

(Yu et al., 2002) 0.018 0.063 0.009

Table 1:ROUGE and autoPan results using different SVMs.

Table 1 shows the results obtained, from which
some trends can be found: firstly, the SVMs
trained using the set of positive examples obtained
from peer summaries consistently outperform SVMs
trained using the examples obtained from the man-
ual summaries. This may be due to the fact that the

3In DUC-2005 pyramids were created using 7 manual sum-
maries, while in DUC-2006 only 4 were used. For that reason,
better correlations are obtained in DUC-2005 data.
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number of positive examples is much higher in the
first case (on average 48,9 vs. 12,75 examples per
cluster). Secondly, generating automatically a set
with seed negative examples for the M-C algorithm,
as indicated by Yu et al. (2002), usually performs
worse than choosing the strong negative examples
from the SCU annotation. This may be due to the
fact that its quality is better, even though the amount
of seed negative examples is one order of magnitude
smaller in this case (11.9 examples in average). Fi-
nally, the best results are obtained when using a RBF
kernel, while previous summarization work (Hirao
et al., 2003) uses polynomial kernels.

The proposed system attains an autoPan value of
0.072, while the best DUC-2005 one (Daumé III and
Marcu, 2005) obtains an autoPan of 0.081. The dif-
ference is not statistically significant. (Daumé III
and Marcu, 2005) system also scored highest in re-
sponsiveness (manually evaluated at NIST).

However, concerning ROUGE measures, the best
participant (Ye et al., 2005) has an R-2 score of
0.078 (confidence interval [0.073–0.080]) and an R-
SU4 score of 0.139 [0.135–0.142], when evaluated
on the 20 clusters used here. The proposed sys-
tem again is comparable to the best system in DUC-
2005 in terms of responsiveness, Daumé III and
Marcu (2005)’s R-2 score was 0.071 [0.067–0.074]
and R-SU4 was 0.126 [0.123–0.129] and it is better
than the DUC-2005 Fisher and Roark supervised ap-
proach with an R-2 of 0.066 and an R-SU4 of 0.122.

4 Conclusions and future work

The pyramid annotations are a valuable source of
information for training automatically text sum-
marization systems using Machine Learning tech-
niques. We explore different possibilities for apply-
ing them in training SVMs to rank sentences in order
of relevance to the query. Structural, cohesion-based
and query-dependent features are used for training.

The experiments have provided some insights on
which can be the best way to exploit the annota-
tions. Obtaining the positive examples from the an-
notations of the peer summaries is probably better
because most of the peer systems are extract-based,
while the manual ones are abstract-based. Also, us-
ing a very small set of strong negative example seeds
seems to perform better than choosing them auto-

matically with Yu et al. (2002)’s procedure.
In the future we plan to include features from ad-

jacent sentences (Fisher and Roark, 2006) and use
rouge scores to initially select negative examples.
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Abstract 

This paper presents noisy-channel based 
Korean preprocessor system, which cor-
rects word spacing and typographical errors. 
The proposed algorithm corrects both er-
rors simultaneously. Using Eojeol transi-
tion pattern dictionary and statistical data 
such as Eumjeol n-gram and Jaso transition 
probabilities, the algorithm minimizes the 
usage of huge word dictionaries. 

1 Introduction 

With increasing usages of messenger and SMS, we 
need an efficient text normalizer that processes 
colloquial style sentences. As in the case of general 
literary sentences, correcting word spacing error 
and spelling error is the very essential problem 
with colloquial style sentences. 

In order to correct word spacing errors, many 
algorithms were used, which can be divided into 
statistical algorithms and rule-based algorithms. 
Statistical algorithms generally use character n-
gram (Eojeol 1  or Eumjeol 2  n-gram in Korean) 
(Kang and Woo, 2001; Kwon, 2002) or noisy-
channel model (Gao et. al., 2003). Rule-based al-
gorithms are mostly heuristic algorithms that re-
flect linguistic knowledge (Yang et al., 2005) to 
solve word spacing problem. Word spacing prob-
lem is treated especially in Japanese or Chinese, 
                                                 
1 Eojeol is a Korean spacing unit which consists of one or 
more Eumjeols (morphemes). 
2 Eumjeol is a Korean syllable. 

which does not use word boundary, or Korean, 
which is normally segmented into Eojeols, not into 
words or morphemes. 

The previous algorithms for spelling error cor-
rection basically use a word dictionary. Each word 
in a sentence is compared to word dictionary en-
tries, and if the word is not in the dictionary, then 
the system assumes that the word has spelling er-
rors. Then corrected candidate words are suggested 
by the system from the word dictionary, according 
to some metric to measure the similarity between 
the target word and its candidate word, such as 
edit-distance (Kashyap and Oommen, 1984; Mays 
et al., 1991). 

But these previous algorithms have a critical li-
mitation: They all corrected word spacing errors 
and spelling errors separately. Word spacing algo-
rithms define the problem as a task for determining 
whether to insert the delimiter between characters 
or not. Since the determination is made according 
to the characters, the algorithms cannot work if the 
characters have spelling errors. Likewise, algo-
rithms for solving spelling error problem cannot 
work well with word spacing errors. 

To cope with the limitation, there is an algo-
rithm proposed for Japanese (Nagata, 1996). Japa-
nese sentence cannot be divided into words, but 
into chunks (bunsetsu in Japanese), like Eojeol in 
Korean. The proposed system is for sentences rec-
ognized by OCR, and it uses character transition 
probabilities and POS (part of speech) tag n-gram. 
However it needs a word dictionary and takes long 
time for searching many character combinations. 
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We propose a new algorithm which can correct 
both word spacing error and spelling error simulta-
neously for Korean. This algorithm is based on 
noisy-channel model, which uses Jaso3  transition 
probabilities and Eojeol transition probabilities to 
create spelling correction candidates. Candidates 
are increased in number by inserting the blank cha-
racters on the created candidates, which cover the 
spacing error correction candidates. We find the 
best candidate sentence from the networks of Ja-
so/Eojeol candidates. This method decreases the 
size of Eojeol transition pattern dictionary and cor-
rects the patterns which are not in the dictionary. 

The remainder of this paper is as follows: Sec-
tion 2 describes why we use Jaso transition prob-
ability for Korean. Section 3 describes the pro-
posed model in detail. Section 4 provides the ex-
periment results and analyses. Finally, section 5 
presents our conclusion. 

2 Spelling Error Correction with Jaso 
Transition4 Probabilities 

We can use Eumjeol transition probabilities or Jaso 
transition probabilities for spelling error correction 
for Korean. We choose Jaso transition probabilities 
because there are several advantages. Since an 
Eumjeol is a combination of 3 Jasos, the number of 
all possible Eumjeols is much larger than that of all 
possible Jasos. In other words, Jaso-based 
language model is smaller than Eumjeol-based 
language model. Various errors in Eumjeol (even if 
they do not appear as an Eumjeol pattern in a 
training corpus) can be corrected by correction in 
Jaso unit. Also, Jaso transition probabilities can be 
extracted from relatively small corpus. This merit 
is very important since we do not normally have 
such a huge corpus which is very hard to collect, 
since we have to pair the spelling errors with 
corresponding corrections.  

We obtain probabilities differently for each 
case: single Jaso transition case, two Jaso’s transi-
tion case, and more than two Jasos transition case. 

In single Jaso transition case, the spelling errors 
are corrected by only one Jaso transition (e.g. 
같애요 같아요 / ㅐ ㅏ). The case of correcting 
by deleting Jaso is also one of the single Jaso tran-

                                                 
3 Jaso is a Korean character. 
4 ‘Transition’ means the correct character is changed to other 
character due to some causes, such as typographical errors. 

sition case (나와욧 나와요 / ㅅ X5). The Jaso 
transition probabilities are calculated by counting 
the transition frequencies in a training corpus. 

In two Jaso’s transition case, the spelling errors 
are corrected by adjacent two Jasos transition 
(촙오 초보 / ㅂㅇ Xㅂ). In this case, we treat 
two Jaso’s as one transition unit. The transition 
probability calculation is the same as above. 

In more than two Jaso’s transition case, the spel-
ling errors cannot be corrected only by Jaso transi-
tion (걍 그냥). In this case, we treat the whole 
Eojeols as one transition unit, and build an Eojeol 
transition pattern dictionary for these special cases. 

3 A Joint Statistical Model for Word 
Spacing and Spelling Error Correction 

3.1 Problem Definition 

Given a sentence T  which includes both word 
spacing errors and spelling errors, we create 
correction candidates C  from T , and find the best 
candidate that has the highest transition 
probability from C . 

'C

).|(maxarg' TCPC C=               (1) 

3.2 Model Description 

A given sentence T  and candidates  consist of 
Eumjeol  and the blank character . 

C
is ib

nnbsbsbsbsT ...332211= . 

....332211 nnbsbsbsbsC =                (2) 
(n is the number of Eumjeols) 

Eumjeol  consists of 3 Jasos, Choseong (on-
set), Jungseong (nucleus), and Jongseong (coda). 
The empty Jaso is defined as ‘X’.  is ‘

is

ib B ’ when 
the blank exists, and ‘Φ ’ when the blank does not 
exist. 

321 iiii jjjs = .                        (3) 

( : Choseong, : Jungseong, : Jongseong) 1ij 2ij 3ij
Now we apply Bayes’ Rule for : 'C

)|(maxarg' TCPC C=  

).()|(maxarg
)(/)()|(maxarg

CPCTP
TPCPCTP

C

C

=
=

             (4) 

                                                 
5 ‘X’ indicates that there is no Jaso in that position. 
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)(CP  can be obtained using trigrams of Eum-
jeols (with the blank character) that  includes. C

∏
=

−−=
n

i
iii cccPCP

1
21 )|()( ,  or b .    (5) sc =

And  can be written as multiplication 
of each Jaso transition probability and the blank 
character transition probability. 

)|( CTP

)|()|(
1

'∏
=

=
n

i
ii ssPCTP  

.)]|()|()|()|([
1

''
33

'
22

'
11∏

=

=
n

i
iiiiiiii bbPjjPjjPjjP  

(6) 
We use logarithm of  in implementa-

tion. Figure 1 shows how the system creates the 
Jaso candidates network. 

)|( TCP

 
Figure 1: An example6 of Jaso candidate network. 

 
In Figure 1, the topmost line is the sequence of 

Jasos of the input sentence. Each Eumjeol in the 
sentence is decomposed into 3 Jasos as above, and 
each Jaso has its own correction candidates. For 
example, Jaso ‘ㅇ’ at 4th column has its candidates 
‘ㅎ’, ‘ㄴ’ and ‘X’. And two jaso’s ‘Xㅋ’ at 13th 
and 14th column has its candidates ‘ㅎㄱ’, 
‘ㅎㅋ’, ’ㄱㅎ’, ’ㅋㅎ’, and ‘ㄱㅇ’. The undermost 
gray square is an Eojeol (which is decomposed into 
Jasos) candidate ‘ㅇㅓXㄸㅓㅎㄱㅔX’ created 
from ‘ㅇㅓXㅋㅔX’. Each jaso candidate has its 
own transition probability, 7)|(log '

ikik jjP , that is 
used for calculating . )|( TCP

In order to calculate , we need Eumjeol-
based candidate network. Hence, we convert the 
above Jaso candidate network into Eumjeol/Eojeol 
candidate network. Figure 2 shows part of the final 

)(CP

                                                 
6 The example sentence is “데체메일을어케보내는거지”. 
7 In real implementation, we used “a*logP(jik|j’ik) + b” by 
determining constants a and b with parameter optimization  
(a = 1.0, b = 3.0). 

network briefly. At this time, the blank characters 
‘ B ’ and ‘ Φ ’ are inserted into each Eum-
jeol/Eojeol candidates. To find the best path from 
the candidates, we conduct viterbi-search from 
leftmost node corresponding to the beginning of 
the sentence. When Eumjeol/Eojeol candidates are 
selected, the algorithm prunes the candidates ac-
cording to the accumulated probabilities, doing 
beam search. Once the best path is found, the sen-
tence corrected by both spacing and spelling errors 
is extracted by backtracking the path. In Figure 2, 
thick squares represent the nodes selected by the 
best path.  

 
Figure 2: A final Eumjeol/Eojeol candidate network8

4  Experiments and Analyses 

4.1  Corpus Information 

 Table 1: Corpus information 
 
Table 1 shows the information of corpus which is 
used for experiments. All corpora are obtained 
from Korean web chatting site log. Each corpus 
has pair of sentences, sentences containing errors 
and sentences with those errors corrected. Jaso 
transition patterns and Eojeol transition patterns 
are extracted from training corpus. Also, Eumjeol 
n-grams are also obtained as a language model. 

                                                 
8 The final corrected sentence is “대체 메일을 어떻게 
보내는 거지”. 

 Training Test 
Sentences 60076 6006 
Eojeols 302397 30376 

Error Sentences (%) 15335 
 (25.53) 

1512 
 (25.17) 

Error Eojeols (%) 31297 
(10.35) 

3111 
(10.24) 
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4.2  Experiment Results and Analyses 

 We used two separate Eumjeol n-grams as lan-
guage models for experiments. N-gram A is ob-
tained from only training corpus and n-gram B is 
obtained from all training and test corpora. All ac-
curacies are measured based on Eojeol unit. 

Table 2 shows the results of word spacing error 
correction only for the test corpus. 

 Table 2: The word spacing error correction results 
 
The results of both word spacing error and spell-

ing error correction are shown in Table 3. Error 
containing test corpus (the blank characters are all 
deleted) was applied to this evaluation. 

 Table 3: The joint model results 
 
Table 4 shows the results of the same experi-

ment, without deleting the blank characters in the 
test corpus. The experiment shows that our joint 
model has a flexibility of utilizing already existing 
blanks (spacing) in the input sentence. 

 Table 4: The joint model results without deleting the 
exist spaces 

  
As shown above, the performance is dependent 

of the language model (n-gram) performance. Jaso 
transition probabilities can be obtained easily from 
small corpus because the number of Jaso is very 
small, under 100, in contrast with Eumjeol. 

 Using the existing blank information is also an 
important factor. If test sentences have no or few 
blank characters, then we simply use joint algo-
rithm to correct both errors. But when the test sen-
tences already have some blank characters, we can 
use the information since some of the spacing can 
be given by the user. By keeping the blank charac-
ters, we can get better accuracy because blank in-
sertion errors are generally fewer than the blank 
deletion errors in the corpus. 

5 Conclusions 

 We proposed a joint text preprocessing model 
that can correct both word spacing and spelling 
errors simultaneously for Korean. To our best 
knowledge, this is the first model which can handle 
inter-related errors between spacing and spelling in 
Korean. The usage and size of the word dictionar-
ies are decreased by using Jaso statistical prob-
abilities effectively. 
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Abstract 

Kernel methods such as support vector ma-
chines (SVMs) have attracted a great deal 
of popularity in the machine learning and 
natural language processing (NLP) com-
munities. Polynomial kernel SVMs showed 
very competitive accuracy in many NLP 
problems, like part-of-speech tagging and 
chunking. However, these methods are 
usually too inefficient to be applied to large 
dataset and real time purpose. In this paper, 
we propose an approximate method to 
analogy polynomial kernel with efficient 
data mining approaches. To prevent expo-
nential-scaled testing time complexity, we 
also present a new method for speeding up 
SVM classifying which does independent 
to the polynomial degree d. The experi-
mental results showed that our method is 
16.94 and 450 times faster than traditional 
polynomial kernel in terms of training and 
testing respectively. 

1 Introduction 

Kernel methods, for example support vector 
machines (SVM) (Vapnik, 1995) are successfully 
applied to many natural language processing (NLP) 
problems. They yielded very competitive and 
satisfactory performance in many classification 
tasks, such as part-of-speech (POS) tagging 
(Gimenez and Marquez, 2003), shallow parsing 
(Kudo and Matsumoto, 2001, 2004; Lee and Wu, 
2007), named entity recognition (Isozaki and 
Kazawa, 2002), and parsing (Nivre et al., 2006). 

In particular, the use of polynomial kernel SVM 
implicitly takes the feature combinations into ac-

count instead of explicitly combines features. By 
setting with polynomial kernel degree (i.e., d), dif-
ferent number of feature conjunctions can be im-
plicitly computed. In this way, polynomial kernel 
SVM is often better than linear kernel which did 
not use feature conjunctions. However, the training 
and testing time costs for polynomial kernel SVM 
is far slow than the linear kernel. For example, it 
took one day to train the CoNLL-2000 task with 
polynomial kernel SVM, while the testing speed is 
merely 20-30 words per second (Kudo and Ma-
tsumoto, 2001). Although the author provided the 
solution for fast classifying with polynomial kernel 
(Kudo and Matsumoto, 2004), the training time is 
still inefficient. Nevertheless, the testing time of 
their method exponentially scales with polynomial 
kernel degree d, i.e., O(|X|d) where |X| denotes as 
the length of example X.  

On the contrary, even the linear kernel SVM 
simply disregards the effect of feature combina-
tions during training and testing, it performs not 
only more efficient than polynomial kernel, but 
also can be improved through directly appending 
features derived from the set of feature combina-
tions. Examples include bigram, trigram, etc. Nev-
ertheless, selecting the feature conjunctions was 
manually and heuristically encoded and should 
perform amount of validation trials to discover 
which is useful or not. In recent years, several 
studies had reported that the training time of linear 
kernel SVM can be reduced to linear time 
(Joachims, 2006; Keerthi and DeCoste, 2005). But 
they did not and difficult to be extent to polyno-
mial kernels.  

In this paper, we propose an approximate ap-
proach to extend the linear kernel SVM toward 
polynomial. By introducing the well-known se-
quential pattern mining approach (Pei et al., 2004), 
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frequent feature conjunctions, namely patterns 
could be discovered and also kept as expand fea-
ture space. We then adopt the mined patterns to re-
represent the training/testing examples. Subse-
quently, we use the off-the-shelf linear kernel 
SVM algorithm to perform training and testing. 
Besides, to exponential-scaled testing time com-
plexity, we propose a new classification method 
for speeding up the SVM testing. Rather than 
enumerating all patterns for each example, our 
method requires O(Favg*Navg) which is independent 
to the polynomial kernel degree. Favg is the average 
number of frequent features per example, while the 
Navg is the average number of patterns per feature.  

2 SVM and Kernel Methods 

Suppose we have the training instance set for bi-
nary classification problem: 

}1 ,1{ ,  ),,(),...,,(),,( 2211 −+∈ℜ∈ i
D

inn yxyxyxyx  
where xi is a feature vector in D-dimension 

space of the i-th example, and yi is the label of xi 
either positive or negative. The training of SVMs 
involves in minimize the following object (primal 
form, soft-margin) (Vapnik, 1995): 

∑
=

+⋅=
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i
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),(
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1)(  :minimize α             (1) 

The loss function indicates the loss of training 
error. Usually, the hinge-loss is used (Keerthi and 
DeCoste, 2005). The factor C in (1) is a parameter 
that allows one to trade off training error and mar-
gin. A small value for C will increase the number 
of training errors. 

To determine the class (+1 or -1) of an example 
x can be judged by computing the following equa-
tion. 

))),(((sign)( ∑
∈

+=
SVsx

iii
i

bxxKyxy α
                              (2) 

αi is the weight of training example xi (αi>0), 
and b denotes as a threshold. Here the xi should be 
the support vectors (SVs), and are representative of 
training examples. The kernel function K is the 
kernel mapping function, which might map from 

Dℜ  to 'Dℜ  (usually D<<D’). The natural linear ker-
nel simply uses the dot-product as (3). 

),(),( ii xxdotxxK =                                             (3) 
A polynomial kernel of degree d is given by (4). 

d
ii xxdotxxK )),(1(),( +=                                      (4) 

One can design or employ off-the-shelf kernel 
types for particular applications. In particular to the 

use of polynomial kernel-based SVM, it was 
shown to be the most successful kernels for many 
natural language processing (NLP) problems 
(Kudo and Matsumoto, 2001; Isozaki and Kazawa, 
2002; Nivre et al., 2006).  

It is known that the dot-product (linear form) 
represents the most efficient kernel computing 
which can produce the output value by linearly 
combining all support vectors such as 

∑
∈

=+=
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i

xywbwxdotxy α  ere        wh)),((sign)(
     (5) 

By combining (2) and (4), the determination of 
an example of x using the polynomial kernel can 
be shown as follows. 
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i
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α
                   (6) 

Usually, degree d is set more than 1. When d is 
set as 1, the polynomial kernel backs-off to linear 
kernel. Although the effectiveness of polynomial 
kernel, it can not be shown to linearly combine all 
support vectors into one weight vector whereas it 
requires computing the kernel function (4) for each 
support vector xi. The situation is even worse when 
the number of support vectors become huge (Kudo 
and Matsumoto, 2004). Therefore, whether in 
training or testing phrase, the cost of kernel com-
putations is far more expensive than linear kernel. 

3 Approximate Polynomial Kernel 

In 2004, Kudo and Matsumoto (2004) derived both 
implicitly (6) and explicitly form of polynomial 
kernel. They indicated that the use of explicitly 
enumerate the feature combinations is equivalent 
to the polynomial kernel (see Lemma 1 and Exam-
ple 1, Kudo and Matsumoto, 2004) which shared 
the same view of (Cumby and Roth, 2003).  

We follow the similar idea of the above studies 
that requires explicitly enumerated all feature com-
binations. To meet with our problem, we employ 
the well-known sequential pattern mining algo-
rithm, namely PrefixSpan (Pei et al., 2004) to effi-
cient mine the frequent patterns. However, directly 
adopt the algorithm is not a good idea. To fit with 
SVM, we modify the original PrefixSpan algo-
rithm according to the following constraints.  

Given a set features, the PrefixSpan mines the 
frequent patterns which occurs more than prede-
fined minimum support in the training set and lim-
ited in the length of predefined d, which is equiva-
lent to the polynomial kernel degree d. For exam-
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ple, if the minimum support is 5, and d=2, then a 
feature combination (fi, fj) must appear more than 5 
times in set of x.  
Definition 1 (Frequent single-item sequence):  
Given a set of feature vectors x, minimum support, 
and d, mining the frequent patterns (feature combi-
nations) is to mine the patterns in the single-item 
sequence database. 
Lemma 2 (Ordered feature vector):  
For each example, the feature vector could be 
transformed into an ordered item (feature) list, i.e., 
f1<f2<…<fmax where fmax is the highest dimension of 
the example. 
Proof. It is very easy to sort an unordered feature 
vector into the ordered list with conventional sort-
ing algorithm. 
Definition 3 (Uniqueness of the features per ex-
ample):  
Given the set of mined patterns, for any feature fi, 
it is impossible to appear more than once in the 
same pattern. 

Different from conventional sequential pattern 
mining method, in feature combination mining for 
SVM only contains a set of feature vectors each of 
which is independently treated. In other words, no 
compound features in the vector. If it exists, one 
can simply expand the compound features as an-
other new feature. 

By means of the above constraints, mining the 
frequent patterns can be reduced to mining the lim-
ited length of frequent patterns in the single-item 
database (set of ordered vectors). Furthermore, 
during each phase, we need only focus on finding 
the “frequent single features” to expand previous 
phase. More detail implementation issues can refer 
(Pei et al., 2004). 

3.1 Speed-up Testing 

To efficiently expand new features for the original 
feature vectors, we propose a new method to fast 
discovery patterns. Essentially, the PrefixSpan al-
gorithm gradually expands one item from previous 
result which can be viewed as a tree growing. An 
example can be found in Figure 1.  

Each node in Figure 1 is the associate feature of 
root. The whole patterns expanded by fj can be rep-
resented as the path from root to each node. For 
example, pattern (fj, fk, fm, fr) can be found via trav-
ersing the tree starting from fj. In this way, we can 
re-expand the original feature vector via visiting 
corresponding trees for each feature.  

 
Figure 1: The tree representation of feature fj  

 
Table 1: Encoding frequent patterns with DFS array 

representation 
Level 0 1 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 2
Label Root k m r p m p o p q
Item fj fk fm fr fp fm fp fo fp fq

 
However, traversing arrays is much more effi-

cient than visiting trees. Therefore, we adopt the l2-
sequences encoding method based on the DFS 
(depth-first-search) sequence as (Wang et al., 2004) 
to represent the trees. An l2-sequence does not only 
store the label information but also take the node 
level into account. Examples can be found in Table 
1.  

 
Theorem 4 (Uniqueness of l2-sequence): Given 
trees T1, and T2, their l2-sequences are identical if 
and only if T1 and T2 are isomorphic, i.e., there 
exists a one-to-one mapping for set of nodes, node 
labels, edges, and root nodes. 
Proof. see theorem 1 in (Wang et al., 2004). 
Definition 5 (Ascend-descend relation):  
Given a node k of feature fk in l2-sequence, all of 
the descendant of k that rooted by k have the 
greater feature numbers than fk.  
Definition 6 (Limited visiting space):  
Given the highest feature fmax of vector X, and fk 
rooted l2-sequence, if fmax<fk, then we can not find 
any pattern that prefix by fk. 

 
Both definitions 5 and 6 strictly follow lemma 2 

that kept the ordered relations among features. For 
example, once node k could be found in X, it is 
unnecessary to visit its children. More specifically, 
to determine whether a frequent pattern is in X, we 
need to compare feature vector of X and l2-
sequence database. It is clearly that the time com-
plexity of our method is O(Favg*Navg) where Favg is 
the average number of frequent features per exam-
ple, while the Navg is the average length of l2-
sequence. In other words, our method does not de-
pendent on the polynomial kernel degree.  
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4 Experiments 

To evaluate our method, we examine the well-
known shallow parsing task which is the task of 
CoNLL-20001. We also adopted the released perl-
evaluator to measure the recall/precision/f1 rates. 
The used feature consists of word, POS, ortho-
graphic, affix(2-4 prefix/suffix letters), and previ-
ous chunk tags in the two words context window 
size (the same as (Lee and Wu, 2007)). We limited 
the features should at least appear more than twice 
in the training set.  

For the learning algorithm, we replicate the 
modified finite Newton SVM as learner which can 
be trained in linear time (Keerthi and DeCoste, 
2005). We also compare our method with the stan-
dard linear and polynomial kernels with SVMlight 2.  

4.1 Results 
Table 2 lists the experimental results on the 
CoNLL-2000 shallow parsing task. Table 3 com-
pares the testing speed of different feature expan-
sion techniques, namely, array visiting (our method) 
and enumeration. 
Table 2: Experimental results for CoNLL-2000 shal-
low parsing task 

CoNLL-2000 F1 Mining 
Time 

Training 
Time 

Testing 
Time 

Linear Kernel 93.15 N/A 0.53hr 2.57s
Polynomial(d=2) 94.19 N/A 11.52hr 3189.62s
Polynomial(d=3) 93.95 N/A 19.43hr 6539.75s
Our Method 
(d=2,sup=0.01) 

93.71 <10s 0.68hr 6.54s

Our Method 
(d=3,sup=0.01) 

93.46 <15s 0.79hr 9.95s

Table 3: Classification time performance of enu-
meration and array visiting techniques 

Array visiting Enumeration CoNLL-2000 d=2 d=3 d=2 d=3 
Testing time 6.54s 9.95s 4.79s 11.73s
Chunking speed 
(words/sec) 7244.19 4761.50 9890.81 4038.95

It is not surprising that the best performance was 
obtained by the classical polynomial kernel. But 
the limitation is that the slow in training and test-
ing time costs. The most efficient method is linear 
kernel SVM but it does not as accurate as polyno-
mial kernel. However, our method stands for both 
efficiency and accuracy in this experiment. In 
terms of training time, it slightly slower than the 
linear kernel, while it is 16.94 and ~450 times 
faster than polynomial kernel in training and test-

                                                 
1 http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2000/chunking/ 2 http://svmlight.joachims.org/ 

ing. Besides, the pattern mining time is far smaller 
than SVM training.  

As listed in Table 3, we can see that our method 
provide a more efficient solution to feature expan-
sion when d is set more than two. Also it demon-
strates that when d is small, the enumerate-based 
method is a better choice (see PKE in (Kudo and 
Matsumoto, 2004)).  

5 Conclusion 
This paper presents an approximate method for 
extending linear kernel SVM to analogy polyno-
mial-like computing. The advantage of this method 
is that it does not require maintaining the cost of 
support vectors in training, while achieves satisfac-
tory result. On the other hand, we also propose a 
new method for speeding up classification which is 
independent to the polynomial kernel degree. The 
experimental results showed that our method close 
to the performance of polynomial kernel SVM and 
better than the linear kernel. In terms of efficiency, 
our method did not only improve 16.94 times 
faster in training and 450 times in testing, but also 
faster than previous similar studies.  
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Abstract

This paper addresses two remaining chal-
lenges in Chinese word segmentation. The
challenge in HLT is to find a robust seg-
mentation method that requires no prior lex-
ical knowledge and no extensive training to
adapt to new types of data. The challenge
in modelling human cognition and acqui-
sition it to segment words efficiently with-
out using knowledge of wordhood. We pro-
pose a radical method of word segmenta-
tion to meet both challenges. The most
critical concept that we introduce is that
Chinese word segmentation is the classifi-
cation of a string of character-boundaries
(CB’s) into either word-boundaries (WB’s)
and non-word-boundaries. In Chinese, CB’s
are delimited and distributed in between two
characters. Hence we can use the distri-
butional properties of CB among the back-
ground character strings to predict which
CB’s are WB’s.

1 Introduction: modeling and theoretical
challenges

The fact that word segmentation remains a main re-
search topic in the field of Chinese language pro-
cessing indicates that there maybe unresolved theo-
retical and processing issues. In terms of processing,
the fact is that none of exiting algorithms is robust
enough to reliably segment unfamiliar types of texts
before fine-tuning with massive training data. It is
true that performance of participating teams have

steadily improved since the first SigHAN Chinese
segmentation bakeoff (Sproat and Emerson, 2004).
Bakeoff 3 in 2006 produced best f-scores at 95%
and higher. However, these can only be achieved af-
ter training with the pre-segmented training dataset.
This is still very far away from real-world applica-
tion where any varieties of Chinese texts must be
successfully segmented without prior training for
HLT applications.

In terms of modeling, all exiting algorithms suffer
from the same dilemma. Word segmentation is sup-
posed to identify word boundaries in a running text,
and words defined by these boundaries are then com-
pared with the mental/electronic lexicon for POS
tagging and meaning assignments. All existing seg-
mentation algorithms, however, presuppose and/or
utilize a large lexical databases (e.g. (Chen and Liu,
1992) and many subsequent works), or uses the po-
sition of characters in a word as the basis for seg-
mentation (Xue, 2003).

In terms of processing model, this is a contradic-
tion since segmentation should be the pre-requisite
of dictionary lookup and should not presuppose lex-
ical information. In terms of cognitive modeling,
such as for acquisition, the model must be able to ac-
count for how words can be successfully segmented
and learned by a child/speaker without formal train-
ing or a priori knowledge of that word. All current
models assume comprehensive lexical knowledge.

2 Previous work

Tokenization model. The classical model, de-
scribed in (Chen and Liu, 1992) and still adopted in
many recent works, considers text segmentation as a
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tokenization. Segmentation is typically divided into
two stages: dictionary lookup and out of vocabulary
(OOV) word identification. This approach requires
comparing and matching tens of thousands of dic-
tionary entries in addition to guessing thousands of
OOV words. That is, this is a 104x104 scale map-
ping problem with unavoidable data sparseness.

More precisely the task consist in finding
all sequences of characters Ci, . . . , Cn such that
[Ci, . . . Cn] either matches an entry in the lexicon
or is guessed to be so by an unknown word resolu-
tion algorithm. One typical kind of the complexity
this model faces is the overlapping ambiguity where
e.g. a string [Ci − 1, Ci, Ci + 1] contains multiple
substrings, such as [Ci − 1, Ci, ] and [Ci,Ci + 1],
which are entries in the dictionary. The degree of
such ambiguities is estimated to fall between 5% to
20% (Chiang et al., 1996; Meng and Ip, 1999).

2.1 Character classification model

A popular recent innovation addresses the scale
and sparseness problem by modeling segmentation
as character classification (Xue, 2003; Gao et al.,
2004). This approach observes that by classifying
characters as word-initial, word-final, penultimate,
etc., word segmentation can be reduced to a simple
classification problem which involves about 6,000
characters and around 10 positional classes. Hence
the complexity is reduced and the data sparseness
problem resolved. It is not surprising then that the
character classification approach consistently yields
better results than the tokenization approach. This
approach, however, still leaves two fundamental
questions unanswered. In terms of modeling, us-
ing character classification to predict segmentation
not only increases the complexity but also necessar-
ily creates a lower ceiling of performance In terms
of language use, actual distribution of characters is
affected by various factors involving linguistic vari-
ation, such as topic, genre, region, etc. Hence the
robustness of the character classification approach
is restricted.

The character classification model typically clas-
sifies all characters present in a string into at least
three classes: word Initial, Middle or Final po-
sitions, with possible additional classification for
word-middle characters. Word boundaries are in-
ferred based on the character classes of ‘Initial’ or

‘Final’.
This method typically yields better result than the

tokenization model. For instance, Huang and Zhao
(2006) claims to have a f-score of around 97% for
various SIGHAN bakeoff tasks.

3 A radical model

We propose a radical model that returns to the
core issue of word segmentation in Chinese. Cru-
cially, we no longer pre-suppose any lexical knowl-
edge. Any unsegmented text is viewed as a string
of character-breaks (CB’s) which are evenly dis-
tributed and delimited by characters. The characters
are not considered as components of words, instead,
they are contextual background providing informa-
tion about the likelihood of whether each CB is also
a wordbreak (WB). In other words, we model Chi-
nese word segmentation as wordbreak (WB) iden-
tification which takes all CB’s as candidates and
returns a subset which also serves as wordbreaks.
More crucially, this model can be trained efficiently
with a small corpus marked with wordbreaks and
does not require any lexical database.

3.1 General idea

Any Chinese text is envisioned as se-
quence of characters and character-boundaries
CB0C1CB1C2 . . . CBi−1CiCBi . . . CBn−1CnCBn The
segmentation task is reduced to finding all CBs
which are also wordbreaks WB.

3.2 Modeling character-based information

Since CBs are all the same and do not carry any
information, we have to rely on their distribution
among different characters to obtain useful infor-
mation for modeling. In a segmented corpus, each
WB can be differentiated from a non-WB CB by the
character string before and after it. We can assume
a reduced model where either one character imme-
diately before and after a CB is considered or two
characters (bigram). These options correspond to
consider (i) only word-initial and word-final posi-
tions (hereafter the 2-CB-model or 2CBM) or (ii) to
add second and penultimate positions (hereafter the
4-CB-model or 4CBM). All these positions are well-
attested as morphologically significant.
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3.3 The nature of segmentation
It is important to note that in this approaches,
although characters are recognized, unlike (Xue,
2003) and Huang et al. (2006), charactes simply
are in the background. That is, they are the neces-
sary delimiter, which allows us to look at the string
of CB’s and obtaining distributional information of
them.

4 Implementation and experiments

In this section we slightly change our notation to
allow for more precise explanation. As noted be-
fore, Chinese text can be formalized as a sequence
of characters and intervals as illustrated in we call
this representation an interval form.

c1I1c2I2 . . . cn−1In−1cn.
In such a representation, each interval Ik is either

classified as a plain character boundary (CB) or as
a word boundary (WB).

We represent the neighborhood of the character
ci as (ci−2, Ii−2, ci−1, Ii−1, ci, Ii, ci+1, Ii+1), which
we can be simplified as (I−2, I−1, ci, I+1, I+2) by
removing all the neighboring characters and retain-
ing only the intervals.

4.1 Data collection models
This section makes use of the notation introduced
above for presenting several models accounting for
character-interval class co-occurrence.

Word based model. In this model, statistical data
about word boundary frequencies for each character
is retrieved word-wise. For example, in the case of
a monosyllabic word only two word boundaries are
considered: one before and one after the character
that constitutes the monosyllabic word in question.

The method consists in mapping all the Chinese
characters available in the training corpus to a vector
of word boundary frequencies. These frequencies
are normalized by the total frequency of the char-
acter in a corpus and thus represent probability of a
word boundary occurring at a specified position with
regard to the character.

Let us consider for example, a tri-syllabic word
W = c1c2c3, that can be rewritten as the following
interval form as W I = IB

−1c1I
N
1 c2I

N
2 c3I

B
3 .

In this interval form, each interval Ik is marked
as word boundary B or N for intervals within words.

When we consider a particular character c1 in W ,
there is a word boundary at index−1 and 3. We store
this information in a mapping c1 = {−1 : 1, 3 : 1}.
For each occurrence of this character in the corpus,
we modify the character vector accordingly, each
WB corresponding to an increment of the relevant
position in the vector. Every character in every word
of the corpus in processed in a similar way.

Obviously, each character yields only information
about positions of word boundaries of a word this
particular character belongs to. This means that the
index I−1 and I3 are not necessarily incremented
everytime (e.g. for monosyllabic and bi-syllabic
words)

Sliding window model. This model does not op-
erate on words, but within a window of a give size
(span) sliding through the corpus. We have exper-
imented this method with a window of size 4. Let
us consider a string, s = ”c1c2c3c4” which is not
necessarily a word and is rewritten into an interval
form as sI = ”c1I1c2I2c3I3c4I4”. We store the
co-occurrence character/word boundaries informa-
tion in a fixed size (span) vector.

For example, we collect the information for
character c3 and thus arrive at a vector c3 =
(I1, I2, I3, I4), where 1 is incremented at the respec-
tive position ifIk = WB, zero otherwise.

This model provides slightly different informa-
tion that the previous one. For example, if
a sequence of four characters is segmented as
c1I

N
1 c2I

B
2 c3I

B
3 c4I

B
4 (a sequence of one bi-syllabic

and two monosyllabic words), for c3 we would also
get probability of I4, i.e. an interval with index +2
. In other words, this model enables to learn WB
probability across words.

4.2 Training corpus

In the next step, we convert our training corpus into
a corpus of interval vectors of specified dimension.
Let’s assume we are using dimension span = 4.
Each value in such a vector represents the proba-
bility of this interval to be a word boundary. This
probability is assigned by character for each position
with regard to the interval. For example, we have
segmented corpus C = c1I1c2I2 . . . cn−1In−1cn,
where each Ik is labeled as B for word boundary
or N for non-boundary.
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In the second step, we move our 4-sized window
through the corpus and for each interval we query
a character at the corresponding position from the
interval to retrieve the word boundary occurrence
probability. This procedure provides us with a vec-
tor of 4 probability values for each interval. Since
we are creating this training corpus from an already
segmented text, a class (B or N ) is assigned to each
interval.

The testing corpus (unsegmented) is encoded in a
similar way, but does not contain the class labels B
and N .

Finally, we automatically assign probability of 0.5
for unseen events.

4.3 Predicting word boundary with a classifier

The Sinica corpus contains 6820 types of characters
(including Chinese characters, numbers, punctua-
tion, Latin alphabet, etc.). When the Sinica corpus is
converted into our interval vector corpus, it provides
14.4 million labeled interval vectors. In this first
study we have implement a baseline model, without
any pre-processing of punctuation, numbers, names.

A decision tree classifier (Ruggieri, 2004) has
been adopted to overcome the non-linearity issue.
The classifier was trained on the whole Sinica cor-
pus, i.e. on 14.4 million interval vectors. Due to
space limit, actual bakeoff experiment result will be
reported in our poster presentation.

Our best results is based on the sliding window
model, which provides better results. It has to be
emphasized that the test corpora were not processed
in any way, i.e. our method is sufficiently robust to
account for a large number of ambiguities like nu-
merals, foreign words.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a radical and robust
model of Chinese segmentation which is supported
by initial experiment results. The model does not
pre-suppose any lexical information and it treats
character strings as context which provides infor-
mation on the possible classification of character-
breaks as word-breaks. We are confident that once
a standard model of pre-segmentation, using tex-
tual encoding information to identify WB’s which
involves non-Chinese characters, will enable us to

achieve even better results. In addition, we are look-
ing at other alternative formalisms and tools to im-
plement this model to achieve the optimal results.
Other possible extensions including experiments to
simulate acquisition of wordhood knowledge to pro-
vide support of cognitive modeling, similar to the
simulation work on categorization in Chinese by
(Redington et al., 1995). Last, but not the least,
we will explore the possibility of implementing a
sharable tool for robust segmentation for all Chinese
texts without training.
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Abstract 

On a multi-dimensional text categorization 

task, we compare the effectiveness of a fea-

ture based approach with the use of a state-

of-the-art sequential learning technique that 

has proven successful for tasks such as 

“email act classification”.  Our evaluation 

demonstrates for the three separate dimen-

sions of a well established annotation 

scheme that novel thread based features 

have a greater and more consistent impact 

on classification performance.  

1 Introduction 

The problem of information overload in personal 

communication media such as email, instant mes-

saging, and on-line discussion boards is a well 

documented phenomenon (Bellotti, 2005).  Be-

cause of this, conversation summarization is an 

area with a great potential impact (Zechner, 2001). 

What is strikingly different about this form of 

summarization from summarization of expository 

text is that the summary may include more than 

just the content, such as the style and structure of 

the conversation (Roman et al., 2006).  In this pa-

per we focus on a classification task that will even-

tually be used to enable this form of conversation 

summarization by providing indicators of the qual-

ity of group functioning and argumentation. 

Lacson and colleagues (2006) describe a form of 

conversation summarization where a classification 

approach is first applied to segments of a conversa-

tion in order to identify regions of the conversation 

related to different types of information.  This aids 

in structuring a useful summary.  In this paper, we 

describe work in progress towards a different form 

of conversation summarization that similarly lev-

erages a text classification approach.  We focus on 

newsgroup style interactions.  The goal of assess-

ing the quality of interactions in that context is to 

enable the quality and nature of discussions that 

occur within an on-line discussion board to be 

communicated in a summary to a potential new-

comer or group moderators.   

We propose to adopt an approach developed in 

the computer supported collaborative learning 

(CSCL) community for measuring the quality of 

interactions in a threaded, online discussion forum 

using a multi-dimensional annotation scheme 

(Weinberger & Fischer, 2006).  Using this annota-

tion scheme, messages are segmented into idea 

units and then coded with several independent di-

mensions, three of which are relevant for our work, 

namely micro-argumentation, macro-

argumentation, and social modes of co-

construction, which categorizes spans of text as 

belonging to one of five consensus building cate-

gories.  By coding segments with this annotation 

scheme, it is possible to measure the extent to 

which group members’ arguments are well formed 

or the extent to which they are engaging in func-

tional or dysfunctional consensus building behav-

ior. 

This work can be seen as analogous to work on 

“email act classification” (Carvalho & Cohen, 

2005).  However, while in some ways the structure 

of newsgroup style interaction is more straightfor-

ward than email based interaction because of the 

unambiguous thread structure (Carvalho & Cohen, 

2005), what makes this particularly challenging 
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from a technical standpoint is that the structure of 

this type of conversation is multi-leveled, as we 

describe in greater depth below.   

We investigate the use of state-of-the-art se-

quential learning techniques that have proven suc-

cessful for email act classification in comparison 

with a feature based approach.  Our evaluation 

demonstrates for the three separate dimensions of a 

context oriented annotation scheme that novel 

thread based features have a greater and more con-

sistent impact on classification performance.  

2 Data and Coding 

We make use of an available annotated corpus of 

discussion data where groups of three students dis-

cuss case studies in an on-line, newsgroup style 

discussion environment (Weinberger & Fischer, 

2006).  This corpus is structurally more complex 

than the data sets used previously to demonstrate 

the advantages of using sequential learning tech-

niques for identifying email acts (Carvalho & 

Cohen, 2005).  In the email act corpus, each mes-

sage as a whole is assigned one or more codes.  

Thus, the history of a span of text is defined in 

terms of the thread structure of an email conversa-

tion. However, in the Weinberger and Fischer cor-

pus, each message is segmented into idea units.  

Thus, a span of text has a context within a message, 

defined by the sequence of text spans within that 

message, as well as a context from the larger 

thread structure.  

The Weinberger and Fischer annotation scheme 

has seven dimensions, three of which are relevant 

for our work.  

1. Micro-level of argumentation [4 categories] 

How an individual argument consists of a 

claim which can be supported by a ground 

with warrant and/or specified by a qualifier  

2. Macro-level of argumentation [6 categories] 

Argumentation sequences are examined in 

terms of how learners connect individual ar-

guments to create a more complex argument 

(for example, consisting of an argument, a 

counter-argument, and integration)  

3. Social Modes of Co-Construction [6 catego-

ries] To what degree or in what ways learn-

ers refer to the contributions of their learn-

ing partners, including externalizations, 

elicitations, quick consensus building, inte-

gration oriented consensus building, or con-

flict oriented consensus building, or other. 

For the two argumentation dimensions, the most 

natural application of sequential learning tech-

niques is by defining the history of a span of text in 

terms of the sequence of spans of text within a 

message, since although arguments may build on 

previous messages, there is also a structure to the 

argument within a single message.  For the Social 

Modes of Co-construction dimension, it is less 

clear.  However, we have experimented with both 

ways of defining the history and have not observed 

any benefit of sequential learning techniques by 

defining the history for sequential learning in terms 

of previous messages.  Thus, for all three dimen-

sions, we report results for histories defined within 

a single message in our evaluation below. 

3 Feature Based Approach 

In previous text classification research, more atten-

tion to the selection of predictive features has been 

done for text classification problems where very 

subtle distinctions must be made or where the size 

of spans of text being classified is relatively small.  

Both of these are true of our work. For the base 

features, we began with typical text features ex-

tracted from the raw text, including unstemmed uni-

grams and punctuation.  We did not remove stop 

words, although we did remove features that occured 

less than 5 times in the corpus.  We also included a 

feature that indicated the number of words in the 

segment. 

 

Thread Structure Features. The simplest context-

oriented feature we can add based on the threaded 

structure is a number indicating the depth in the 

thread where a message appears.  We refer to this 

feature as deep.  This is expected to improve per-

formance to the extent that thread initial messages 

may be rhetorically distinct from messages that 

occur further down in the thread.  The other con-

text oriented feature related to the thread structure 

is derived from relationships between spans of text 

appearing in the parent and child messages.  This 

feature is meant to indicate how semantically re-

lated a span of text is to the spans of text in the 

parent message.  This is computed using the mini-

mum of all cosine distance measures between the 

vector representation of the span of text and that of 

each of the spans of text in all parent messages, 
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which is a typical shallow measure of semantic 

similarity.  The smallest such distance measure is 

included as a feature indicating how related the 

current span of text is to a parent message.  

 

Sequence-Oriented Features. We hypothesized that 

the sequence of codes within a message follows a 

semi-regular structure.  In particular, the discussion 

environment used to collect the Weinberger and 

Fischer corpus inserts prompts into the message 

buffers before messages are composed in order to 

structure the interaction.  Users fill in text under-

neath these prompts.  Sometimes they quote mate-

rial from a previous message before inserting their 

own comments.  We hypothesized that whether or 

not a piece of quoted material appears before a 

span of text might influence which code is appro-

priate.  Thus, we constructed the fsm feature, 

which indicates the state of a simple finite-state 

automaton that only has two states. The automaton 

is set to initial state (q0) at the top of a message. It 

makes a transition to state (q1) when it encounters a 

quoted span of text.  Once in state (q1), the automa-

ton remains in this state until it encounters a 

prompt. On encountering a prompt it makes a tran-

sition back to the initial state (q0).  The purpose is 

to indicate places where users are likely to make a 

comment in reference to something another par-

ticipant in the conversation has already contributed. 

4 Evaluation 

The purpose of our evaluation is to contrast our 

proposed feature based approach with a state-of-

the-art sequential learning technique (Collins, 

2002).  Both approaches are designed to leverage 

context for the purpose of increasing classification 

accuracy on a classification task where the codes 

refer to the role a span of text plays in context.   

We evaluate these two approaches alone and in 

combination over the same data but with three dif-

ferent sets of codes, namely the three relevant di-

mensions of the Weinberger and Fischer annota-

tion scheme.  In all cases, we employ a 10-fold 

cross-validation methodology, where we apply a 

feature selection wrapper in such as way as to se-

lect the 100 best features over the training set on 

each fold, and then to apply this feature space and 

the trained model to the test set.  The complete 

corpus comprises about 250 discussions of the par-

ticipants.  From this we have run our experiments 

with a subset of this data, using altogether 1250 

annotated text segments. Trained coders catego-

rized each segment using this multi-dimensional 

annotation scheme, in each case achieving a level 

of agreement exceeding .7 Kappa both for segmen-

tation and coding of all dimensions as previously 

published (Weinberger & Fischer, 2006). 

For each dimension, we first evaluate alternative 

combinations of features using SMO, Weka’s im-

plementation of Support Vector Machines (Witten 

& Frank, 2005).  For a sequential learning algo-

rithm, we make use of the Collins Perceptron 

Learner (Collins, 2002).  When using the Collins 

Perceptron Learner, in all cases we evaluate com-

binations of alternative history sizes (0 and 1) and 

alternative feature sets (base and base+AllContext).  

In our experimentation we have evaluated larger 

history sizes as well, but the performance was con-

sistently worse as the history size grew larger than 

1. Thus, we only report results for history sizes of 

0 and 1. 

Our evaluation demonstrates that we achieve a 

much greater impact on performance with carefully 

designed, automatically extractable context ori-

ented features.  In all cases we are able to achieve a 

statistically significant improvement by adding 

context oriented features, and only achieve a statis-

tically significant improvement using sequential 

learning for one dimension, and only in the ab-

sence of context oriented features. 

4.1 Feature Based Approach 
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We first evaluated the feature based approach 

across all three dimensions and demonstrate that 

statistically significant improvements are achieved 

on all dimensions by adding context oriented fea-

tures.  The most dramatic results are achieved on 

the Social Modes of Co-Construction dimension 

(See Figure 1). All pairwise contrasts between al-

ternative feature sets within this dimension are sta-

tistically significant.  In the other dimensions, 

while Base+Thread is a significant improvement 

over Base, there is no significant difference be-

tween Base+Thread and Base+AllContext.   

4.2 Sequential Learning 
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Figure 2. Results with Sequential Learning 

 

The results for sequential learning are weaker than 

for the feature based (See Figure 2). While the 

Collins Perceptron learner possesses the capability 

of modeling sequential dependencies between 

codes, which SMO does not possess, it is not nec-

essarily a more powerful learner.  On this data set, 

the Collins Perceptron learner consistently per-

forms worse that SMO.  Even restricting our 

evaluation of sequential learning to a comparison 

between the Collins Perceptron learner with a his-

tory of 0 (i.e., no history) with the same learner 

using a history of 1, we only see a statistically sig-

nificant improvement on the Social Modes of Co-

Construction dimension.  This is when only using 

base features, although the trend was consistently 

in favor of a history of 1 over 0. Note that the stan-

dard deviation in the performance across folds was 

much higher with the Collins Perceptron learner, 

so that a much greater difference in average would 

be required in order to achieve statistical signifi-

cance.  Performance over a validation set was al-

ways worse with larger history sizes than 1.   

5 Conclusions  

We have described work towards an approach to 

conversation summarization where an assessment 

of conversational quality along multiple process 

dimensions is reported.  We make use of a well-

established annotation scheme developed in the 

CSCL community.  Our evaluation demonstrates 

that thread based features have a greater and more 

consistent impact on performance with this data. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new ensemble
document clustering method. The novelty
of our method is the use of Non-negative
Matrix Factorization (NMF) in the genera-
tion phase and a weighted hypergraph in the
integration phase. In our experiment, we
compared our method with some clustering
methods. Our method achieved the best re-
sults.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we propose a new ensemble docu-
ment clustering method using Non-negative Matrix
Factorization (NMF) in the generation phase and a
weighted hypergraph in the integration phase.

Document clustering is the task of dividing a doc-
ument’s data set into groups based on document sim-
ilarity. This is the basic intelligent procedure, and
is important in text mining systems (M. W. Berry,
2003). As the specific application, relevant feed-
back in IR, where retrieved documents are clus-
tered, is actively researched (Hearst and Pedersen,
1996)(Kummamuru et al., 2004).

In document clustering, the document is repre-
sented as a vector, which typically uses the “bag
of word” model and the TF-IDF term weight. A
vector represented in this manner is highly dimen-
sional and sparse. Thus, in document clustering,
a dimensional reduction method such as PCA or
SVD is applied before actual clustering (Boley et al.,
1999)(Deerwester et al., 1990). Dimensional reduc-
tion maps data in a high-dimensional space into a

low-dimensional space, and improves both cluster-
ing accuracy and speed.

NMF is a dimensional reduction method (Xu et
al., 2003) that is based on the “aspect model” used
in the Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (Hof-
mann, 1999). Because the axis in the reduced space
by NMF corresponds to a topic, the reduced vector
represents the clustering result. For a given term-
document matrix and cluster number, we can obtain
the NMF result with an iterative procedure (Lee and
Seung, 2000). However, this iteration does not al-
ways converge to a global optimum solution. That
is, NMF results depend on the initial value. The
standard countermeasure for this problem is to gen-
erate multiple clustering results by changing the ini-
tial value, and then select the best clustering result
estimated by an object function. However, this se-
lection often fails because the object function does
not always measure clustering accuracy.

To overcome this problem, we use ensemble clus-
tering, which combines multiple clustering results to
obtain an accurate clustering result.

Ensemble clustering consists of generation and
integration phases. The generation phase produces
multiple clustering results. Many strategies have
been proposed to achieve this goal, including ran-
dom initialization (Fred and Jain, 2002), feature ex-
traction based on random projection (Fern and Brod-
ley, 2003) and the combination of sets of “weak”
partitions (Topchy et al., 2003). The integration
phase, as the name implies, integrates multiple clus-
tering results to improve the accuracy of the final
clustering result. This phase primarily relies on two
methods. The first method constructs a new simi-
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larity matrix from multiple clustering results (Fred
and Jain, 2002). The second method constructs new
vectors for each instance data using multiple cluster-
ing results (Strehl and Ghosh, 2002). Both methods
apply the clustering procedure to the new object to
obtain the final clustering result.

Our method generates multiple clustering results
by random initialization of the NMF, and integrates
them with a weighted hypergraph instead of the stan-
dard hypergraph (Strehl and Ghosh, 2002). An ad-
vantage of our method is that the weighted hyper-
graph can be directly obtained from the NMF result.

In our experiment, we compared the k-means,
NMF, the ensemble method using a standard hyper-
graph and the ensemble method using a weighted
hypergraph. Our method achieved the best results.

2 NMF

The NMF decomposes the � � � term-document
matrix � to the �� � matrix � and the transposed
matrix of the ��� matrix � (Xu et al., 2003), where
� is the number of clusters; that is,

� � �� � �

The �-th document 	� corresponds to the �-th row
vector of V; that is, 	� � �
��� 
��� � � � � 
���. The
cluster number is obtained from ����������� 
�� .

For a given term-document matrix � , we can ob-
tain � and � by the following iteration (Lee and
Seung, 2000):

��� � ���
��� ���

��� �� ���
(1)


�� � 
��
�������
�� ������

� (2)

Here, ��� , 
�� and ����� represent the �-th row and
the -th column element of � , � and� respectively.

After each iteration, � must be normalized as fol-
lows:

��� �
�����
� �

�

��

� (3)

Either the fixed maximum iteration number, or the
distance � between � and �� � stops the iteration:

� � ��� � �� � ��� � (4)

In NMF, the clustering result depends on the ini-
tial values. Generally, we conduct NMF several
times with random initialization, and then select the
clustering result with the smallest value of Eq.4. The
value of Eq.4 represents the NMF decomposition er-
ror and not the clustering error. Thus, we cannot al-
way select the best result.

3 Ensemble clustering

3.1 Hypergraph data representation

To overcome the above mentioned problem, we
used ensemble clustering. Ensemble clustering con-
sists of generation and integration phases. The first
phase generates multiple clustering results with ran-
dom initialization of the NMF. We integrated them
with the hypergraph proposed in (Strehl and Ghosh,
2002).

Suppose that the generation phase produces �

clustering results, and each result has � clusters. In
this case, the dimension of the new vector is ��.
The ����� 	� 
 ��-th dimensional value of the data
	 is defined as follows: If the �-th cluster of the �-th
clustering result includes the data 	, the value is 1.
Otherwise, the value is 0. Thus, the �� dimensional
vector for the data 	 is constructed.

Consider a simple example, where � � �, � � �
and the data set is �	�� 	�� � � � � 	��. We generate
four clustering results. Supposing that the first clus-
tering result is �	�� 	�� 	��� �	�� 	��� �	�� 	��, we
can obtain the 1st, 2nd and 3rd column of the hy-
pergraph as follows:

��

��

��

��

��

��

��

�
������

� � �

� � �

� � �

� � �

� � �

� � �

� � �

�
������

�

Repeating the procedure produces a total of four
matrices from four clustering results. Connecting
these four partial matrices, we obtain the following
� 	� matrix, which is the hypergraph.

��

��

��

��

��

��

��

�
������

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

�
������
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3.2 Weighted hypergraph vs. standard
hypergraph

Each element of the hypergraph is 0 or 1. However,
the element value must be real because it represents
the membership degree for the corresponding clus-
ter.

Fortunately, the matrix V produced by NMF de-
scribes the membership degree. Thus, we assign the
real value described in� to the element of the hyper-
graph whose value is 1. Figure 1 shows an example
of this procedure. Our method uses this weighted
hypergraph, instead of a standard hypergraph for in-
tegration.
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Figure 1: Weighted hypergraph through the matrix
�

4 Experiment

To confirm the effectiveness of our method, we com-
pared the k-means, NMF, the ensemble method us-
ing a standard hypergraph and the ensemble method
using a weighted hypergraph.

In our experiment, we use 18 document data
sets provided at http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/

gkhome/cluto/cluto/download.
The document vector is not normalized for each

data set. We normalize them using TF-IDF.
Table 1 shows the result of the experiment 1. The

value in the table represents entropy, and the smaller
it is, the better the clustering result.

In NMF, we generated 20 clustering results us-
ing random initialization, and selected the cluster-

1We used the clustering toolkit CLUTO for clustering the
hypergraph.

ing result with the smallest decomposition error.
The selected clustering result is shown as “NMF”
in Table 1. “NMF means” in Table 1 is the average
of 20 entropy values for 20 clustering results. The
“standard hypergraph” and “weighted hypergraph”
in Table 1 show the results of the ensemble method
obtained using the two hypergraph types. Table 1
shows the effectiveness of our method.

5 Related works

When we generate multiple clustering results, the
number of clusters in each clustering is fixed to the
number of clusters in the final clustering result. This
is not a limitation of our ensemble method. Any
number is available for each clustering. Experience
shows that the ensemble clustering using k-means
succeeds when each clustering has many clusters,
and they are combined into fewer clusters, which is
a heuristics that has been reported (Fred and Jain,
2002), and is available for our method

Our method uses the weighted hypergraph, which
is constructed by changing the value 1 in the stan-
dard hypergraph to the corresponding real value in
the matrix � . Taking this idea one step further,
it may be good to change the value 0 in the stan-
dard hypergraph to its real value. In this case,
the weighted hypergraph is constructed by only
connecting multiple � s. We tested this complete
weighted hypergraph, and the results are shown as
“hypergraph V” in Table 1.

“Hypergraph V” was better than the standard hy-
pergraph, but worse than our method. Further-
more, the value 0 may be useful because we can use
the graph spectrum clustering method (Ding et al.,
2001), which is a powerful clustering method for the
spare hypergraph.

In clustering, the cluster label is unassigned.
However, if cluster labeling is possible, we can use
many techniques in the ensemble learning (Breiman,
1996). Cluster labeling is not difficult when there
are two or three clusters. We plan to study this ap-
proach of the labeling cluster first and then using the
techniques from ensemble learning.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposed a new ensemble document clus-
tering method. The novelty of our method is the use
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Table 1: Document data sets and Experiment results
Data # of # of # of k-means NMF NMF Standard Weighted Hypergraph

doc. terms classes means hypergraph hypergraph V
cacmcisi 4663 41681 2 0.750 0.817 0.693 0.691 0.690 0.778
cranmed 2431 41681 2 0.113 0.963 0.792 0.750 0.450 0.525
fbis 2463 2000 17 0.610 0.393 0.406 0.408 0.381 0.402
hitech 2301 126373 6 0.585 0.679 0.705 0.683 0.684 0.688
k1a 2340 21839 20 0.374 0.393 0.377 0.386 0.351 0.366
k1b 2340 21839 6 0.221 0.259 0.238 0.456 0.216 0.205
la1 3204 31472 6 0.641 0.464 0.515 0.458 0.459 0.491
la2 3075 31472 6 0.620 0.576 0.551 0.548 0.468 0.486
re0 1504 2886 13 0.368 0.419 0.401 0.383 0.379 0.378
re1 1657 3758 25 0.374 0.364 0.346 0.334 0.325 0.337
reviews 4069 126373 5 0.364 0.398 0.538 0.416 0.408 0.391
tr11 414 6429 9 0.349 0.338 0.311 0.300 0.304 0.280
tr12 313 5804 8 0.493 0.332 0.375 0.308 0.307 0.316
tr23 204 5832 6 0.527 0.485 0.489 0.493 0.521 0.474
tr31 927 10128 7 0.385 0.402 0.383 0.343 0.334 0.310
tr41 878 7454 10 0.277 0.358 0.299 0.245 0.270 0.340
tr45 690 8261 10 0.397 0.345 0.328 0.277 0.274 0.380
wap 1560 6460 20 0.408 0.371 0.374 0.336 0.327 0.344
Average 1946.2 27874.5 9.9 0.436 0.464 0.451 0.434 0.397 0.416

of NMF in the generation phase and a weighted hy-
pergraph in the integration phase. One advantage of
our method is that the weighted hypergraph can be
obtained directly from the NMF results. Our exper-
iment showed the effectiveness of our method using
18 document data sets. In the future, we will use an
ensemble learning technique by labeling clusters.
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Abstract 

In this work, we investigate the use of 
error-correcting output codes (ECOC) for 
boosting centroid text classifier. The 
implementation framework is to decompose 
one multi-class problem into multiple 
binary problems and then learn the 
individual binary classification problems 
by centroid classifier. However, this kind 
of decomposition incurs considerable bias 
for centroid classifier, which results in 
noticeable degradation of performance for 
centroid classifier. In order to address this 
issue, we use Model-Refinement to adjust 
this so-called bias. The basic idea is to take 
advantage of misclassified examples in the 
training data to iteratively refine and adjust 
the centroids of text data. The experimental 
results reveal that Model-Refinement can 
dramatically decrease the bias introduced 
by ECOC, and the combined classifier is 
comparable to or even better than SVM 
classifier in performance. 

1. Introduction 
In recent years, ECOC has been applied to 

boost the naïve bayes, decision tree and SVM 
classifier for text data (Berger 1999, Ghani 2000, 
Ghani 2002, Rennie et al. 2001). Following this 
research direction, in this work, we explore the 
use of ECOC to enhance the performance of 
centroid classifier (Han et al. 2000). To the best of 
our knowledge, no previous work has been 
conducted on exactly this problem. The 
framework we adopted is to decompose one 
multi-class problem into multiple binary problems 
and then use centroid classifier to learn the 
individual binary classification problems.  

However, this kind of decomposition incurs 
considerable bias (Liu et al. 2002) for centroid 
classifier. In substance, centroid classifier (Han et 

al. 2000) relies on a simple decision rule that a 
given document should be assigned a particular 
class if the similarity (or distance) of this 
document to the centroid of the class is the largest 
(or smallest). This decision rule is based on a 
straightforward assumption that the documents in 
one category should share some similarities with 
each other. However, this hypothesis is often 
violated by ECOC on the grounds that it ignores 
the similarities of original classes when 
disassembling one multi-class problem into 
multiple binary problems. 

In order to attack this problem, we use Model-
Refinement (Tan et al. 2005) to reduce this so-
called bias. The basic idea is to take advantage of 
misclassified examples in the training data to 
iteratively refine and adjust the centroids. This 
technique is very flexible, which only needs one 
classification method and there is no change to 
the method in any way.  

To examine the performance of proposed 
method, we conduct an extensive experiment on 
two commonly used datasets, i.e., Newsgroup and 
Industry Sector. The results indicate that Model-
Refinement can dramatically decrease the bias 
introduce by ECOC, and the resulted classifier is 
comparable to or even better than SVM classifier 
in performance. 

2. Error-Correcting Output Coding 
Error-Correcting Output Coding (ECOC) is a 

form of combination of multiple classifiers 
(Ghani 2000). It works by converting a multi-
class supervised learning problem into a large 
number (L) of two-class supervised learning 
problems (Ghani 2000). Any learning algorithm 
that can handle two-class learning problems, such 
as Naïve Bayes (Sebastiani 2002), can then be 
applied to learn each of these L problems. L can 
then be thought of as the length of the codewords 
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1 Load training data and parameters; 
2 Calculate centroid for each class; 
3 For iter=1 to MaxIteration Do 
   3.1 For each document d in training set Do 

3.1.1 Classify d labeled “A1” into class “A2”; 
3.1.2 If (A1!=A2) Do 
   Drag centroid of class A1 to d using formula (3);
   Push centroid of class A2 against d using 

formula (4); 

TRAINING 
1 Load training data and parameters, i.e., the length of code

L and training class K. 
2 Create a L-bit code for the K classes using a kind of

coding algorithm. 
3 For each bit, train the base classifier using the binary 

class (0 and 1) over the total training data. 
TESTING 
1 Apply each of the L classifiers to the test example. 
2 Assign the test example the class with the largest votes.

with one bit in each codeword for each classifier. 
The ECOC algorithm is outlined in Figure 1. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Outline of ECOC 

3. Methodology 
3.1 The bias incurred by ECOC for 
centroid classifier 

Centroid classifier is a linear, simple and yet 
efficient method for text categorization. The basic 
idea of centroid classifier is to construct a 
centroid Ci for each class ci using formula (1) 
where d denotes one document vector and |z| 
indicates the cardinality of set z. In substance, 
centroid classifier makes a simple decision rule 
(formula (2)) that a given document should be 
assigned a particular class if the similarity (or 
distance) of this document to the centroid of the 
class is the largest (or smallest). This rule is based 
on a straightforward assumption: the documents 
in one category should share some similarities 
with each other.  
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For example, the single-topic documents 
involved with “sport” or “education” can meet 
with the presumption; while the hybrid documents 
involved with “sport” as well as “education” 
break this supposition. 

As such, ECOC based centroid classifier also 
breaks this hypothesis. This is because ECOC 
ignores the similarities of original classes when 
producing binary problems. In this scenario, many 
different classes are often merged into one 
category. For example, the class “sport” and 
“education” may be assembled into one class. As 
a result, the assumption will inevitably be broken. 

Let’s take a simple multi-class classification 
task with 12 classes. After coding the original 
classes, we obtain the dataset as Figure 2. Class 0 
consists of 6 original categories, and class 1 
contains another 6 categories. Then we calculate 
the centroids of merged class 0 and merged class 
1 using formula (1), and draw a Middle Line that 
is the perpendicular bisector of the line between 
the two centroids. 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Original Centroids of Merged Class 0 and 

Class 1 

According to the decision rule (formula (2)) of 
centroid classifier, the examples of class 0 on the 
right of the Middle Line will be misclassified into 
class 1. This is the mechanism why ECOC can 
bring bias for centroid classifier. In other words, 
the ECOC method conflicts with the assumption 
of centroid classifier to some degree. 

3.2 Why Model-Refinement can reduce 
this bias? 

In order to decrease this kind of bias, we 
employ the Model-Refinement to adjust the class 
representative, i.e., the centroids. The basic idea 
of Model-Refinement is to make use of training 
errors to adjust class centroids so that the biases 
can be reduced gradually, and then the training-
set error rate can also be reduced gradually. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Outline of Model-Refinement Strategy 

For example, if document d of class 1 is 
misclassified into class 2, both centroids C1 and 
C2 should be moved right by the following 
formulas (3-4) respectively, 

dCC ⋅+= η1
*
1                             (3) 

dCC ⋅−= η2
*
2                            (4) 

Middle Line Class 0 Class 1

C1C0

d 
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where η (0<η<1) is the Learning Rate which 
controls the step-size of updating operation. 

The Model-Refinement for centroid classifier is 
outlined in Figure 3 where MaxIteration denotes 
the pre-defined steps for iteration. More details 
can be found in (Tan et al. 2005). The time 
requirement of Model-Refinement is O(MTKW) 
where M denotes the iteration steps. 

With this so-called move operation, C0 and C1 
are both moving right gradually. At the end of this 
kind of move operation (see Figure 4), no 
example of class 0 locates at the right of Middle 
Line so no example will be misclassified. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Refined Centroids of Merged Class 0 and 
Class 1 

3.3 The combination of ECOC and Model-
Refinement for centroid classifier 

In this subsection, we present the outline 
(Figure 5) of combining ECOC and Model-
Refinement for centroid classifier. In substance, 
the improved ECOC combines the strengths of 
ECOC and Model-Refinement. ECOC research in 
ensemble learning techniques has shown that it is 
well suited for classification tasks with a large 
number of categories. On the other hand, Model-
Refinement has proved to be an effective 
approach to reduce the bias of base classifier, that 
is to say, it can dramatically boost the 
performance of the base classifier. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Outline of combining ECOC and Model-

Refinement 

4. Experiment Results 
4.1 Datasets 

In our experiment, we use two corpora: 
NewsGroup1, and Industry Sector2. 

NewsGroup The NewsGroup dataset contains 
approximately 20,000 articles evenly divided 
among 20 Usenet newsgroups. We use a subset 
consisting of total categories and 19,446 
documents. 

Industry Sector The set consists of company 
homepages that are categorized in a hierarchy of 
industry sectors, but we disregard the hierarchy. 
There were 9,637 documents in the dataset, which 
were divided into 105 classes. We use a subset 
called as Sector-48 consisting of 48 categories 
and in all 4,581 documents. 

4.2 Experimental Design 
To evaluate a text classification system, we use 

MicroF1 and MacroF1 measures (Chai et al. 
2002). We employ Information Gain as feature 
selection method because it consistently performs 
well in most cases (Yang et al. 1997). We employ 
TFIDF (Sebastiani 2002) to compute feature 
weight. For SVM classifier we employ 
SVMTorch. (www.idiap.ch/~bengio/projects/SVMTorch.html). 

4.3 Comparison and Analysis 
Table 1 and table 2 show the performance 

comparison of different method on two datasets 
when using 10,000 features. For ECOC, we use 
63-bit BCH coding; for Model-Refinement, we 
fix its MaxIteration as 8. For brevity, we use MR 
to denote Model-Refinement. 

From the two tables, we can observe that 
ECOC indeed brings significant bias for centroid 
classifier, which results in considerable decrease 
in accuracy. Especially on sector-48, the bias 
reduces the MicroF1 of centroid classifier from 
0.7985 to 0.6422. 

On the other hand, the combination of ECOC 
and Model-Refinement makes a significant 
performance improvement over centroid classifier. 

                                                      
 
 
1 www-2.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/theo-11/www/wwkb. 
2 www-2.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/theo-20/www/data/. 

TRAINING 
1 Load training data and parameters, i.e., the length of

code L and training class K. 
2 Create a L-bit code for the K classes using a kind of

coding algorithm. 
3 For each bit, train centroid classifier using the binary 

class (0 and 1) over the total training data. 
4 Use Model-Refinement approach to adjust centroids. 
TESTING 
1 Apply each of the L classifiers to the test example. 
2 Assign the test example the class with the largest votes.

Middle Line Class 0 Class 1

C*1C*0 

d 
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On Newsgroup, it beats centroid classifier by 4 
percents; on Sector-48, it beats centroid classifier 
by 11 percents. More encouraging, it yields better 
performance than SVM classifier on Sector-48. 
This improvement also indicates that Model-
Refinement can effectively reduce the bias 
incurred by ECOC. 

Table 1: The MicroF1 of different methods 
Method 

 

Dataset 

Centroid 
MR 

+Centroid 

ECOC 

+Centroid 

ECOC 

+ MR 

+Centroid 

SVM

Sector-48 0.7985 0.8671 0.6422 0.9122 0.8948

NewsGroup 0.8371 0.8697 0.8085 0.8788 0.8777

Table 2: The MacroF1 of different methods 

Method 

 

Dataset 

Centroid 
MR 

+Centroid 

ECOC 

+Centroid 

ECOC 

+ MR 

+Centroid 

SVM

Sector-48 0.8097 0.8701 0.6559 0.9138 0.8970

NewsGroup 0.8331 0.8661 0.7936 0.8757 0.8759

 
Table 3 and 4 report the classification accuracy 

of combining ECOC with Model-Refinement on 
two datasets vs. the length BCH coding. For 
Model-Refinement, we fix its MaxIteration as 8; 
the number of features is fixed as 10,000.  

Table 3: the MicroF1 vs. the length of BCH coding 
Bit 

Dataset 
15bit 31bit 63bit

Sector-48 0.8461 0.8948 0.9105
NewsGroup 0.8463 0.8745 0.8788

Table 4: the MacroF1 vs. the length of BCH coding 
Bit 

Dataset 
15bit 31bit 63bit

Sector-48 0.8459 0.8961 0.9122
NewsGroup 0.8430 0.8714 0.8757

 
We can clearly observe that increasing the 

length of the codes increases the classification 
accuracy. However, the increase in accuracy is 
not directly proportional to the increase in the 
length of the code. As the codes get larger, the 
accuracies start leveling off as we can observe 
from the two tables.  

5. Conclusion Remarks 
In this work, we examine the use of ECOC for 

improving centroid text classifier. The 
implementation framework is to decompose 
multi-class problems into multiple binary 
problems and then learn the individual binary 
classification problems by centroid classifier. 
Meanwhile, Model-Refinement is employed to 
reduce the bias incurred by ECOC. 

In order to investigate the effectiveness and 
robustness of proposed method, we conduct an 
extensive experiment on two commonly used 
corpora, i.e., Industry Sector and Newsgroup. The 
experimental results indicate that the combination 
of ECOC with Model-Refinement makes a 
considerable performance improvement over 
traditional centroid classifier, and even performs 
comparably with SVM classifier. 
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Abstract

This paper presents recent extensions to
Poliqarp, an open source tool for index-
ing and searching morphosyntactically an-
notated corpora, which turn it into a tool for
indexing and searching certain kinds of tree-
banks, complementary to existing treebank
search engines. In particular, the paper dis-
cusses the motivation for such a new tool,
the extended query syntax of Poliqarp and
implementation and efficiency issues.

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to present extensions
to Poliqarp,1 an efficient open source indexer
and search tool for morphosyntactically annotated
XCES-encoded (Ide et al., 2000) corpora, with
query syntax based on that of CQP (Christ, 1994),
but extending it in interesting ways. Poliqarp
has been in constant development since 2003
(Przepiórkowski et al., 2004) and it is currently em-
ployed as the search engine of the IPI PAN Cor-
pus of Polish (Przepiórkowski, 2004) and the Lis-
bon corpus of Portuguese (Barreto et al., 2006),
as well as in other projects. Poliqarp has a typi-
cal server-client architecture, with various Poliqarp
clients developed so far, including GUI clients for
a variaty of operating systems (Linux, Windows,
MacOS, Solaris) and architectures (big-endian and
little-endian), as well as a PHP client. Since March
2006, the 1st stable version of Poliqarp (Janus and

1Polyinterpretation Indexing Query And Retrieval
Processor

Przepiórkowski, 2006) is available under GPL.2 A
version of Poliqarp that implements various statisti-
cal extensions is at the beta-testing stage.

Although Poliqarp was designed as a tool for cor-
pora linguistically annotated at word-level only, the
extensions described in this paper turn it into an in-
dexing and search tool for certain kinds of treebanks,
complementary to existing treebank search engines.

Section 2 briefly introduces the basic query syn-
tax of Poliqarp, section 3 presents extensions of
Poliqarp aimed at the processing of treebanks, sec-
tion 4 discusses implementation and efficiency is-
sues, and section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Query Syntax

In the Poliqarp query language, just as in CQP, reg-
ular expressions may be formulated over corpus po-
sitions, e.g.:[pos="adj"]+, where any non-empty
sequence of adjectives is sought, or within values
of attributes, e.g.:[pos="a.*"], concerning forms
(henceforth: segments) tagged with POSs whose
names start with ana, e.g.,adj andadv.

Parts of speech and morphosyntactic cate-
gories may be queried separately, e.g., the query
[gend=masc] could be used to search for masculine
segments, regardless of the POS or other categories,
while the query[pos="subst|ger"&gend!=masc]
can be used to find nominal and gerundive segments
which are not masculine.

A unique feature of Poliqarp is that it may be
used for searching corpora containing, in addition to
disambiguated interpretations, information about all

2Cf. http://poliqarp.sourceforge.net/.
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possible morphosyntactic interpretations given by
the morphological analyser. For example, the query
[case~acc] finds all segments with an accusative
interpretation (even if this is not the interpretation
selected in a given context), while[case=acc] finds
segments which were disambiguated to accusative in
a given context.

Moreover, Poliqarp does not make the assump-
tion that only one interpretation must be correct for
any given segment; some examples of sentences
containing an ambiguous segment which cannot be
uniquely disambiguated even given unlimited con-
text and all the linguistic and encyclopaedic knowl-
edge are cited in (Przepiórkowski et al., 2004). In
such cases, the= operator has the existential mean-
ing, i.e., [case=acc] finds segments with at least
one accusative interpretation marked as correct in
the context (“disambiguated”). On the other hand,
the operator== is universal, i.e.,[case==acc] finds
segments whose all disambiguated interpretations
are accusative: segments which were truly uniquely
disambiguated to one (accusative) interpretation, or
segments which have many interpretations correct in
the context, but all of them are accusative.3 For com-
pleteness, the operator~~ is added, which univer-
sally applies to all morphosyntactic interpretations,
i.e.,[case~~acc] finds segments whose all interpre-
tations as given by a morphological analyser (before
disambiguation) are accusative.

The most detailed presentation of the orig-
inal query syntax of Poliqarp is available in
(Przepiórkowski, 2004), downloadable from
http://korpus.pl/index.php?page=
publications.

3 Syntactic Extensions

(Przepiórkowski, 2007) argues for the explicit rep-
resentation of both a syntactic head and a seman-
tic head for each syntactic group identified in a
(partially parsed) constituency-based (as opposed to
dependency-based) treebank. For example, for the
Polish syntactic grouptuzin białych koni, ‘a dozen
of white horses’, lit. ‘dozen-NOM/ACC white-GEN

horses-GEN’, the syntactic head istuzin ‘dozen’,

3In Polish this may happen, for example, in case of some
gerund forms which are homographs of true nouns, where
meaning does not make it possible to decide on the nominal /
gerundive interpretation of the form.

while the semantic head iskoni ‘horses’. The seg-
ment koni is also both the syntactic head and the
semantic head of the embedded nominal groupbi-
ałych koni ‘white horses’. In general, following
(Przepiórkowski, 2007), a given segment is a syn-
tactic head of at most one group (e.g.,tuzinandkoni
in the example above), but it may be a semantic head
of a number of groups (e.g.,koniabove is a semantic
head ofbiałych koniand oftuzin białych koni).

This kind of representation is problematic for gen-
eral search tools for constituency-based treebanks,4

such as TIGERSearch (Lezius, 2002),5 which usu-
ally assume that the set of edges within a syntactic
representation of a sentence is a tree, in particular,
that it has a single root node and that each leaf has
(at most) one incoming edge.6 While the former as-
sumption is not a serious problem (an artificial sin-
gle root may always be added), the latter is fatal for
representations alluded to above, as a single segment
may be a semantic head of a number of syntactic
groups, i.e., it may have several incoming edges.

The extension of Poliqarp presented here makes
it possible to index and search for such (partial)
syntactic-semantic treebanks. Specifications of syn-
tactic constructions in the extended Poliqarp query
language syntax are similar to specifications of par-
ticular segments, but they use a different repertoire
of attributes, non-overlapping with the attributes
used to specify single segments. Two main at-
tributes to be used for querying for syntactic groups
are: type and head. The attributetype spec-
ifies the general syntactic type of the group, so
[type=Coordination] will find coordinated con-
structions, while[type="[PN]G"] will find prepo-
sitional and nominal groups.

The syntax of values of the attributehead differs
from that of the other attributes; its values must be
enclosed in a double or a single set of square brack-
ets, as in:[head=[...][...]] or [head=[...]].
In the first case, the first brackets specify the syntac-
tic head and second brackets specify the semantic

4It seems that it would also be problematic for depen-
dency tools such as Netgraph, cf. (Hajič et al., 2006) and
http://quest.ms.mff.cuni.cz/netgraph/doc/
netgraph_manual.html.

5Cf. http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/
projekte/TIGER/.

6In TIGER tools, there is a special mechanism for adding a
second edge, e.g., in order to represent control.
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head, as in the following query which may be used
to find elective constructions of the typenajstarszy
z koni ‘(the) oldest of horses’, which are syntacti-
cally headed by the adjective and semantically by
the semantic head of the dependent of that adjective:
[head=[pos=adj][pos=noun]].

In the second case, the content of the single brack-
ets specifies both the syntactic head and the se-
mantic head and, additionally, makes the require-
ment that they be the same segment. This means
that the queries[head=[case=gen][case=gen]]
and [head=[case=gen]] have a slightly different
semantics: the first will find syntactic groups where
the two heads may be different or the same, but they
must be genitive; the second will find groups with
the two heads being necessarily the same genitive
segment.

The usefulness of such queries may be illus-
trated with a query for verbs which co-occur with
dative dependents denoting students; the first
approximation of such a query may look like this:
[pos=verb][head=[case=dat][base=student]].
This query will find not only dative nominal groups
headed by a form ofSTUDENT, but also dative
numeral groups whose main noun is a form of
STUDENT, appropriate dative adjectival elective
groups, etc.

As syntactic sugar, the constructssynh=[...]
andsemh=[...] can be used to enforce a con-
straint only on, respectively, syntactic or semantic
head of a group.

It may seem that, given the possibility to specify
the syntactic head of the construction, the attribute
type is redundant; in fact, we are not currently
aware of cases where the specificationtype="PG"
or type="NG" could not be replaced by an ap-
propriate reference to the grammatical class (part of
speech) of the syntactic head. However, thetype
attribute is useful for finding constructions which are
not defined by their heads, for example,oratio recta
constructions, and it is also useful for dealing with
coordinate structures.

4 Implementation Issues

To allow for fast searching, the original Poliqarp
uses its own compact binary format for corpora,
described in detail in (Janus, 2006) and briefly in

(Janus and Przepiórkowski, 2006). Because the
number of syntactic groups can easily grow very
large and be on par with total number of words in a
fully-tagged corpus, the representation of syntactic
groups should be space-efficient, yet allow for fast
decoding and random access.

The key observation to achieving this goal is that,
due to the tree nature of the group set, any two
groups can be either mutually disjoint or completely
contained in each other. Thus, it is possible to seri-
alize the tree into a list, sorted by the lower bound of
a group,7 such that each group is immediately fol-
lowed by its direct subgroups.

More precisely, the on-disk representation of a
treebank is a bit vector that contains the following
data for each group: 1) synchronization bit (see be-
low), usually 0; 2) the difference between the lower
bound of the previous group and the lower bound
of the one in question, encoded inγ-code;8 3) γ-
encoded length of current group in segments; 4)
γ-encoded number of type of this group (the map-
ping of numbers to type names is stored in a sepa-
rate on-disk dictionary in which two type numbers
are reserved: 0 for coordinated groups and 1 for
conjunctions); 5) if this is a coordinated construct
(i.e.,type = 0) — γ-encoded number of subsequent
groups (excluding the current one but including in-
direct subgroups) that are part of the coordination;9

or 6) if this is not a coordinated construct (i.e., it is
an ordinary group) — offset of syntactic and seman-
tic head of this group, in that order, each represented
by a binary number oflog l bits, wherel stands for
the length of the group.

One drawback of this representation is that it does
not allow for random access: theγ-code and head
offsets have variable length, thus it is not possible to
determine which bit one should start with to decode
the group sequence for a certain segment. To miti-
gate this, a synchronization mechanism is employed.

7The corpus proper is represented by one large vector of
fixed-size structures denoting segments; here, the bounds of a
group mean offsets into that vector.

8The γ-code is a prefix-free variable-length code that en-
codes arbitrary integers so that the representation of small num-
bers takes few bits; see (Witten et al., 1999) for details.

9Special treatment of coordination is caused by the fact that,
as argued in (Przepiórkowski, 2007), coordinate structures are
best treated as multi-headed constructions, with each conjunct
bringing its own syntactic and semantic head.
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For everyk-th segment (k is a constant defined for
the corpus, usually 1024), the bit offset of start of
the description of the earliest group that intersects
this segment is stored as an unsigned little-endian
32-bit integer in a separate file. In the description of
this group, the synchronization bit is set to 1, and the
lower bound is spelled in full (as an unsigned 32-bit
binary integer) so that it is not necessary to know the
previous lower bound to start decoding.

This synchronization lines up with the sparse in-
verted indexing mechanism used by Poliqarp for ef-
ficient searching. Poliqarp artificially splits the cor-
pus into fixed-size chunks and remembers which
segments occur in which chunks; if the search en-
gine makes random access to the corpus, the ac-
cessed segments’ offsets are multiplies of the chunk
size. It is best, thus, to ascertain that the constantk

is also equal to this chunk size.
In a typical scenario with many mostly small

groups occurring close to each other, this encoding
schema is capable of achieving the ratio of well un-
der two bytes per group and does not incur a signifi-
cant overhead in corpus size (which is usually in the
range of 10–12 bytes times the number of segments
for a morphosyntactically but not structurally tagged
corpus). This is important, since disk access is the
key factor in Poliqarp’s performance.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an extension of Poliqarp,
a tool for indexing and searching morphosyntacti-
cally annotated corpora, towards the management of
syntactically annotated corpora. An interesting fea-
ture of thus extended Poliqarp is its ability to deal
with treebanks which do not adopt the “at most one
incoming edge” assumption and which distinguish
between syntactic heads and semantic heads. We
also sketched the original and efficient method of
indexing such treebanks. The implementation of
the extensions currently approaches the alpha stage.
By the time of ACL 2007, we expect to release the
sources of a relatively stable beta-stage version.
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Abstract 

Opinion analysis is an important research 
topic in recent years.  However, there are 
no common methods to create evaluation 
corpora.  This paper introduces a method 
for developing opinion corpora involving 
multiple annotators.  The characteristics of 
the created corpus are discussed, and the 
methodologies to select more consistent 
testing collections and their corresponding 
gold standards are proposed.    Under the 
gold standards, an opinion extraction sys-
tem is evaluated.  The experiment results 
show some interesting phenomena. 

1 Introduction 

Opinion information processing has been studied 
for several years.  Researchers extracted opinions 
from words, sentences, and documents, and both 
rule-based and statistical models are investigated  
(Wiebe et al., 2002; Pang et al., 2002).  The 
evaluation metrics precision, recall and f-measure 
are usually adopted.   

A reliable corpus is very important for the opin-
ion information processing because the annotations 
of opinions concern human perspectives.  Though 
the corpora created by researchers were analyzed 
(Wiebe et al., 2002), the methods to increase the 
reliability of them were seldom touched.  The strict 
and lenient metrics for opinions were mentioned, 
but not discussed in details together with the cor-
pora and their annotations. 

This paper discusses the selection of testing col-
lections and the generation of the corresponding 
gold standards under multiple annotations.  These 
testing collections are further used in an opinion 
extraction system and the system is evaluated with 
the corresponding gold standards.  The analysis of 
human annotations makes the improvements of 
opinion analysis systems feasible. 

2 Corpus Annotation 

Opinion corpora are constructed for the research of 
opinion tasks, such as opinion extraction, opinion 
polarity judgment, opinion holder extraction, 
opinion summarization, opinion question 
answering, etc..  The materials of our opinion 
corpus are news documents from NTCIR CIRB020 
and CIRB040 test collections.  A total of 32 topics 
concerning opinions are selected, and each 
document is annotated by three annotators.  
Because different people often feel differently 
about an opinion due to their own perspectives, 
multiple annotators are necessary to build a 
reliable corpus.  For each sentence, whether it is 
relevant to a given topic, whether it is an opinion, 
and if it is, its polarity, are assigned.   The holders 
of opinions are also annotated.  The details of this 
corpus are shown in Table 1. 

 

 Topics Documents Sentences
Quantity 32 843 11,907 

Table 1. Corpus size  

3 Analysis of Annotated Corpus  

As mentioned, each sentence in our opinion corpus 
is annotated by three annotators.  Although this is a 
must for building reliable annotations, the incon-
sistency is unavoidable.   In this section, all the 
possible combinations of annotations are listed and 
two methods are introduced to evaluate the quality 
of the human-tagged opinion corpora. 

3.1 Combinations of annotations 

Three major properties are annotated for sen-
tences in this corpus, i.e., the relevancy, the opin-
ionated issue, and the holder of the opinion.  The 
combinations of relevancy annotations are simple, 
and annotators usually have no argument over the 
opinion holders.  However, for the annotation of 
the opinionated issue, the situation is more com-
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plex.  Annotations may have an argument about 
whether a sentence contains opinions, and their 
annotations may not be consistent on the polarities 
of an opinion.  Here we focus on the annotations of 
the opinionated issue.  Sentences may be consid-
ered as opinions only when more than two annota-
tors mark them opinionated.  Therefore, they are 
targets for analysis.   The possible combinations of 
opinionated sentences and their polarity are shown 
in Figure 1. 

 

A B 
  

C E 
  

D 
 

 
 
 
Positive/Neutral/Negative 

Figure 1. Possible combinations of annotations 
In Figure 1, Cases A, B, C are those sentences 

which are annotated as opinionated by all three 
annotators, while cases D, E are those sentences 

which are annotated as opinionated only by two 
annotators.  In case A and case D, the polarities 
annotated by annotators are identical.  In case B, 
the polarities annotated by two of three annotators 
are agreed.  However, in cases C and E, the polari-
ties annotated disagree with each other.  The statis-
tics of these five cases are shown in Table 2. 

 

Case A B C D E All
Number 1,660 1,076 124 2,413 1,826 7,099

Table 2. Statistics of cases A-E 

3.2 Inconsistency 
3 

P P P 

N N N 

X X X

3 
Multiple annotators bring the inconsistency.  There 
are several kinds of inconsistency in annotations, 
for example, relevant/non-relevant, opinion-
ated/non-opinionated, and the inconsistency of po-
larities.  The relevant/non-relevant inconsistency is 
more like an information retrieval issue.  For opin-
ions, because their strength varies, sometimes it is 
hard for annotators to tell if a sentence is opinion-
ated.  However, for the opinion polarities, the in-
consistency between positive and negative annota-
tions is obviously stronger than that between posi-
tive and neutral, or neutral and negative ones.  
Here we define a sentence “strongly inconsistent” 
if both positive and negative polarities are assigned 
to a sentence by different annotators.  The strong 
inconsistency may occur in case B (171), C (124), 
and E (270).  In the corpus, only about 8% sen-
tences are strongly inconsistent, which shows the 
annotations are reliable. 
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3.3 Kappa value for agreement 

We further assess the usability of the annotated 
corpus by Kappa values.  Kappa value gives a 
quantitative measure of the magnitude of inter-
annotator agreement.  Table 3 shows a commonly 
used scale of the Kappa values. 

 

Kappa value Meaning 
<0 less than change agreement 

0.01-0.20 slight agreement 
0.21-0.40 fair agreement 
0.41-0.60 moderate agreement 
0.61-0.80 substantial agreement 
0.81-0.99 almost perfect agreement 
Table 3. Interpretation of Kappa value 

The inconsistency of annotations brings difficul-
ties in generating the gold standard.  Sentences 
should first be selected as the testing collection, 

N P

P X

N X

X P

NX

2

P P 

N N

X X

P NX 
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and then the corresponding gold standard can be 
generated.  Our aim is to generate testing collec-
tions and their gold standards which agree mostly 
to annotators.  Therefore, we analyze the kappa 
value not between annotators, but between the an-
notator and the gold standard.  The methodologies 
are introduced in the next section. 

4 Testing Collections and Gold Standards 

The gold standard of relevance, the opinionated 
issue, and the opinion holder must be generated 
according to all the annotations.  Answers are cho-
sen based on the agreement of annotations.  Con-
sidering the agreement among annotations them-
selves, the strict and the lenient testing collections 
and their corresponding gold standard are gener-
ated.  Considering the Kappa values of each anno-
tator and the gold standard, topics with high agree-
ment are selected as the testing collection.  More-
over, considering the consistency of polarities, the 
substantial consistent testing collection is gener-
ated.  In summary, two metrics for generating gold 
standards and four testing collections are adopted. 

4.1 Strict and lenient 

Namely, the strict metric is different from the leni-
ent metric in the agreement of annotations.  For the 
strict metric, sentences with annotations agreed by 
all three annotators are selected as the testing col-
lection and the annotations are treated as the strict 
gold standard; for the lenient metric, sentences 
with annotations agreed by at least two annotators 
are selected as the testing collection and the major-
ity of annotations are treated as the lenient gold 
standard.  For example, for the experiments of ex-
tracting opinion sentences, sentences in cases A, B, 
and C in Figure 1 are selected in both strict and 
lenient testing collections, while sentences in cases 
D and E are selected only in the lenient testing col-
lection because three annotations are not totally 
agreed with one another.  For the experiments of 
opinion polarity judgment, sentences in case A in 
Figure 1 are selected in both strict and lenient test-
ing collections, while sentences in cases B, C, D 
and E are selected only in the lenient testing col-
lection.  Because every opinion sentence should be 
given a polarity, the polarities of sentences in cases 
B and D are the majority of annotations, while the 
polarity of sentences in cases C are given the po-
larity neutral in the lenient gold standard.  The po-

larities of sentences in case E are decided by rules 
P+X=P, N+X=N, and P+N=X.  As for opinion 
holders, holders are found in opinion sentences of 
each testing collection.  The strict and lenient met-
rics are also applied in annotations of relevance. 

4.2 High agreement 

To see how the generated gold standards agree 
with the annotations of all annotators, we analyze 
the kappa value from the agreements of each anno-
tator and the gold standard for all 32 topics.  Each 
topic has two groups of documents from NTCIR: 
very relevant and relevant to topic.  However, one 
topic has only the relevant type document, it re-
sults in a total of 63 (2*31+1) groups of documents.  
Note that the lenient metric is applied for generat-
ing the gold standard of this testing collection be-
cause the strict metric needs perfect agreement 
with each annotator’s annotations.  The distribu-
tion of kappa values of 63 groups is shown in Ta-
ble 4 and Table 5.  The cumulative frequency bar 
graphs of Table 4 and Table 5 are shown in Figure 
2 and Figure 3. 

 

Kappa <=00-0.2 0.21-0.4 0.41-0.6 0.61-0.8 0.81-0.99
Number 1 2 12 14 33 1 

Table 4. Kappa values for opinion extraction 
Kappa <=00-0.2 0.21-0.4 0.41-0.6 0.61-0.8 0.81-0.99

Number 9 0 7 21 17 9 

Table 5. Kappa values for polarity judgment 

Figure 2. Cumulative frequency of Table 4 
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Figure 3. Cumulative frequency of Table 5 
According to Figure 2 and Figure 3, document 

groups with kappa values above 0.4 are selected as 
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the high agreement testing collection, that is, 
document groups with moderate agreement in Ta-
ble 3.  A total of 48 document groups are collected 
for opinion extraction and 47 document groups are 
collected for opinion polarity judgment. 

4.3 Substantial Consistency 

In Section 3.2, sentences which are “strongly in-
consistent” are defined.  The substantial consis-
tency test collection expels strongly inconsistent 
sentences to achieve a higher consistency.  Notice 
that this test collection is still less consistent than 
the strict test collection, which is perfectly consis-
tent with annotators.  The lenient metric is applied 
for generating the gold standard for this collection. 

5 An Opinion System -- CopeOpi 

A Chinese opinion extraction system for opinion-
ated information, CopeOpi, is introduced here. (Ku 
et al., 2007)  When judging the opinion polarity of 
a sentence in this system, three factors are consid-
ered: sentiment words, negation operators and 
opinion holders. Every sentiment word has its own 
sentiment score.  If a sentence consists of more 
positive sentiments than negative sentiments, it 
must reveal something good, and vice versa. How-
ever, a negation operator, such as ”not” 
and ”never”, may totally change the sentiment po-
larity of a sentiment word. Therefore, when a nega-
tion operator appears together with a sentiment 
word, the opinion score of the sentiment word S 
will be changed to -S to keep the strength but re-
verse the polarity. Opinion holders are also consid-
ered for opinion sentences, but how they influence 
opinions has not been investigated yet. As a result, 
they are weighted equally at first. A word is con-
sidered an opinion holder of an opinion sentence if 
either one of the following two criteria is met:  

1. The part of speech is a person name, organi-
zation name or personal. 
2. The word is in class A (human), type Ae (job) 
of the Cilin Dictionary (Mei et al., 1982). 

6 Evaluation Results and Discussions 

Experiment results of CopeOpi using four designed 
testing collections are shown in Table 6.  Under the 
lenient metric with the lenient test collection, f-
measure scores 0.761 and 0.383 are achieved by 
CopeOpi.  The strict metric is the most severe, and 
the performance drops a lot under it.  Moreover, 

when using high agreement (H-A) and substantial 
consistency (S-C) test collections, the performance 
of the system does not increase in portion to the 
increase of agreement.  According to the agree-
ment of annotators, people should perform best in 
the strict collection, and both high agreement and 
substantial consistency testing collections are eas-
ier than the lenient one.  This phenomenon shows 
that though this system’s performance is satisfac-
tory, its behavior is not like human beings.  For a 
computer system, the lenient testing collection is 
fuzzier and contains more information for judg-
ment.  However, this also shows that the system 
may only take advantage of the surface informa-
tion.  If we want our systems really judge like hu-
man beings, we should enhance the performance 
on strict, high agreement, and substantial consis-
tency testing collections.  This analysis gives us, or 
other researchers who use this corpus for experi-
ments, a direction to improve their own systems.  

 

 Opinion Extraction Opinion + Polarity 
Measure P R F P R F 
Lenient 0.664 0.890 0.761 0.335 0.448 0.383
Strict 0.258 0.921 0.404 0.104 0.662 0.180
H-A 0.677 0.885 0.767 0.339 0.455 0.388
S-C    0.308 0.452 0.367

Table 6. Evaluation results 
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Abstract

The AMI Meeting Corpus is now publicly
available, including manual annotation files
generated in the NXT XML format, but
lacking explicit metadata for the 171 meet-
ings of the corpus. To increase the usability
of this important resource, a representation
format based on relational databases is pro-
posed, which maximizes informativeness,
simplicity and reusability of the metadata
and annotations. The annotation files are
converted to a tabular format using an eas-
ily adaptable XSLT-based mechanism, and
their consistency is verified in the process.
Metadata files are generated directly in the
IMDI XML format from implicit informa-
tion, and converted to tabular format using
a similar procedure. The results and tools
will be freely available with the AMI Cor-
pus. Sharing the metadata using the Open
Archives network will contribute to increase
the visibility of the AMI Corpus.

1 Introduction

The AMI Meeting Corpus (Carletta and al., 2006)
is one of the largest and most extensively annotated
data sets of multimodal recordings of human interac-
tion. The corpus contains 171 meetings, in English,
for a total duration of ca. 100 hours. The meetings
either follow the remote control design scenario, or
are naturally occurring meetings. In both cases, they
have between 3 and 5 participants.

Perhaps the most valuable resources in this cor-
pus are the high quality annotations, which can be

used to train and test NLP tools. The existing anno-
tation dimensions include, beside transcripts, forced
temporal alignment, named entities, topic segmen-
tation, dialogue acts, abstractive and extractive sum-
maries, as well as hand and head movement and pos-
ture. However, these dimensions as well as the im-
plicit metadata for the corpus are difficult to exploit
by NLP tools due to their particular coding schemes.

This paper describes work on the generation of
annotation and metadata databases in order to in-
crease the usability of these components of the AMI
Corpus. In the following sections we describe the
problem, present the current solutions and give fu-
ture directions.

2 Description of the Problem

The AMI Meeting Corpus is publicly available at
http://corpus.amiproject.org and con-
tains the following media files: audio (headset mikes
plus lapel, array and mix), video (close up, wide
angle), slides capture, whiteboard and paper notes.
In addition, all annotations described in Section 1
are available in one large bundle. Annotators fol-
lowed dimension-specific guidelines and used the
NITE XML Toolkit (NXT) to support their task,
generating annotations in NXT format (Carletta and
al., 2003; Carletta and Kilgour, 2005). Using the
NXT/XML schema makes the annotations consis-
tent along the corpus but more difficult to use with-
out the NITE toolkit. A less developed aspect of
the corpus is the metadata encoding all auxiliary in-
formation about meetings in a more structured and
informative manner. At the moment, metadata is
spread implicitly along the corpus data, for example
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it is encoded in the file or folder names or appears to
be split in several resource files.

We define here annotations as the time-dependent
information which is abstracted from the input me-
dia, i.e. “higher-level” phenomena derived from
low-level mono- or multi-modal features. Con-
versely, metadata is defined as the static information
about a meeting that is not directly related to its con-
tent (see examples in Section 4). Therefore, though
not necessarily time-dependent, structural informa-
tion derived from meeting-related documents would
constitute an annotation and not metadata. These
definitions are not universally accepted, but they al-
low us to separate the two types of information.

The main goal of the present work is to facilitate
the use of the AMI Corpus metadata and annota-
tions as part of the larger objective of automating
the generation of annotation and metadata databases
to enhance search and browsing of meeting record-
ings. This goal can be achieved by providing plug-
and-play databases, which are much easier to ac-
cess than NXT files and provide declarative rather
than implicit metadata. One of the challenges in
the NXT-to-database conversion is the extraction of
relevant information, which is done here by solving
NXT pointers and discarding NXT-specific markup
to group all information for a phenomenon in only
one structure or table.

The following criteria were important when defin-
ing the conversion procedure and database tables:

• Simplicity: the structure of the tables should
be easy to understand, and should be close to
the annotation dimensions—ideally one table
per annotation. Some information can be du-
plicated in several tables to make them more
intelligible. This makes the update of this in-
formation more difficult, but as this concerns a
recorded corpus, changes are less likely to oc-
cur; if such changes do occur, they would first
be input in the annotation files, from which a
new set of tables can easily be generated.

• Reusability: the tools allow anyone to recreate
the tables from the official distribution of the
annotation files. Therefore, if the format of the
annotation files or folders changes, or if a dif-
ferent format is desired for the tables, it is quite
easy to change the tools to generate a new ver-

sion of the database tables.
• Applicability: the tables are ready to be loaded

into any SQL database, so that they can be im-
mediately used by a meeting browser plugged
into the database.

Although we report one solution here, there are
other approaches to the same problem relying, for
example, on different database structures using more
or fewer tables to represent this information.

3 Annotations: Generation of Tables

The first goal is to convert the NXT files from the
AMI Corpus into a compact tabular representation
(tab-separated text files), using a simple, declarative
and easily updatable conversion procedure.

The conversion principle is the following: for
each type of annotation, which is generally stored
in a specific folder of the data distribution, an XSLT
stylesheet converts the NXT XML file into a tab-
separated text file, possibly using information from
one or more annotations. The stylesheets resolve
most of the NXT pointers, by including redundant
information into the tables, in order to speed up
queries by avoiding frequent joins. A Perl script
applies the respective XSLT stylesheet to each an-
notation file according to its type, and generates the
global tab-separated files for each annotation. The
script also generates an SQL script that creates a re-
lational annotation database and populates it with
data from the tab-separated files. The Perl script
also summarizes the results into a log file named
<timestamp>.log.

The conversion process can be summarized as fol-
lows and can be repeated at will, in particular if the
NXT source files are updated:

1. Start with the official NXT release (or other
XML-based format) of the AMI annotations as
a reference version.

2. Apply the table generation mechanism to
XML annotation files, using XSLT stylesheets
called by the script, in order to generate tab-
ular files (TSV) and a table-creation script
(db loader.sql).

3. Create and populate the annotation database.
4. Adapt the XSLT stylesheets as needed for vari-

ous annotations and/or table formats.
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4 Metadata: Generation of Explicit Files
and Conversion to Tabular Format

As mentioned in Section 2, metadata denotes here
any static information about a meeting, not di-
rectly related to its content. The main metadata
items are: date, time, location, scenario, partic-
ipants, participant-related information (codename,
age, gender, knowledge of English and other lan-
guages), relations to media-files (participants vs. au-
dio channels vs. files), and relations to other docu-
ments produced during the meeting (slides, individ-
ual and whiteboard notes).

This important information is spread in many
places, and can be found as attributes of a meeting
in the annotation files (e.g. start time) or obtained
by parsing file names (e.g. audio channel, camera).
The relations to media files are gathered from differ-
ent resource files: mainly the meetings.xml and
participants.xml files. An additional prob-
lem in reconstructing such relations (e.g. files gen-
erated by a specific participant) is that information
about the media resources must be obtained directly
from the AMI Corpus distribution web site, since
the media resources are not listed explicitly in the
annotation files. This implies using different strate-
gies to extract the metadata: for example, stylesheets
are the best option to deal with the above-mentioned
XML files, while a crawler script is used for HTTP
access to the distribution site. However, the solution
adopted for annotations in Section 3 can be reused
with one major extension and applied to the con-
struction of the metadata database.

The standard chosen for the explicit meta-
data files is the IMDI format, proposed by
the ISLE Meta Data Initiative (Wittenburg
et al., 2002; Broeder et al., 2004a) (see
http://www.mpi.nl/IMDI/tools), which
is precisely intended to describe multimedia
recordings of dialogues. This standard provides a
flexible and extensive schema to store the defined
metadata either in specific IMDI elements or as
additional key/value pairs. The metadata generated
for the AMI Corpus can be explored with the IMDI
BC-Browser (Broeder et al., 2004b), a tool that
is freely available and has useful features such as
search or metadata editing.

The process of extracting, structuring and storing

the metadata is as follows:

1. Crawl the AMI Corpus website and store re-
sulting metadata (related to media files) into an
XML auxiliary file.

2. Apply an XSLT stylesheet to the aux-
iliary XML file, using also the dis-
tribution files meetings.xml and
participants.xml, to obtain one IMDI
file per meeting.

3. Apply the table generation mechanism to each
IMDI file in order to generate tabular files
(TSV) and a table-creation script.

4. Create and populate metadata tables within
database.

5. Adapt the XSLT stylesheet as needed for vari-
ous table formats.

5 Results: Current State and Distribution

The 16 annotation dimensions from the public AMI
Corpus were processed following the procedure
described in Section 3. The main Perl script,
anno-xml2db.pl, applied the 16 stylesheets cor-
responding to each annotation dimension, which
generated one large tab-separated file each. The
script also generated the table-creation SQL script
db loader.sql. The number of lines of each ta-
ble, hence the number of “elementary annotations”,
is shown in Table 1.

The application of the metadata extraction tools
described in Section 4 generated a first version of
the explicit metadata for the AMI Corpus, consist-
ing of 171 automatically generated IMDI files (one
per meeting). In addition, 85 manual files were
created in order to organize the metadata files into
IMDI corpus nodes, which form the skeleton of the
corpus metadata and allow its browsing with the
BC-Browser. The resources and tools for annota-
tion/metadata processing will be made soon avail-
able on the AMI Corpus website, along with a demo
access to the BC-Browser.

6 Discussion and Perspectives

The proposed solution for annotation conversion is
easy to understand, as it can be summarized as “one
table per annotation dimension”. The tables pre-
serve only the relevant information from the NXT
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Annotation dimension Nb. of entries
words (transcript) 1,207,769
named entities 14,230
speech segments 69,258
topics 1,879
dialogue acts 117,043
adjacency pairs 26,825
abstractive summaries 2,578
extractive summaries 19,216
abs/ext links 22,101
participant summaries 3,409
focus 31,271
hand gesture 1,453
head gesture 36,257
argument structures 6,920
argumentation relations 4,759
discussions 8,637

Table 1: Results of annotation conversion; dimen-
sions are grouped by conceptual similarity.

annotation files, and search is accelerated by avoid-
ing repeated joins between tables.

The process of metadata extraction and genera-
tion is very flexible and the obtained data can be eas-
ily stored in different file formats (e.g. tab-separated,
IMDI, XML, etc.) with no need to repeatedly parse
file names or analyse folders. Moreover, the ad-
vantage of creating IMDI files is that the metadata
is compliant with a widely used standard accompa-
nied by freely available tools such as the metadata
browser. These results will also help disseminating
the AMI Corpus.

As a by-product of the development of annotation
and metadata conversion tools, we performed a con-
sistency checking and reported a number of to the
corpus administrators. The automatic processing of
the entire annotation and metadata set enabled us to
test initial hypotheses about annotation structure.

In the future we plan to include the AMI Cor-
pus metadata in public catalogues, through the Open
(Language) Archives Initiatives network (Bird and
Simons, 2001), as well as through the IMDI network
(Wittenburg et al., 2004). The metadata repository
will be harvested by answering the OAI-PMH pro-
tocol, and the AMI Corpus website could become
itself a metadata provider.
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Abstract 

This paper focuses on the exploration of 
term dependence in the application of 
sentence retrieval. The adjacent terms ap-
pearing in query are assumed to be related 
with each other. These assumed depend-
ences among query terms will be further 
validated for each sentence and sentences, 
which present strong syntactic relation-
ship among query terms, are considered 
more relevant. Experimental results have 
fully demonstrated the promising of the 
proposed models in improving sentence 
retrieval effectiveness. 

1 Introduction 

Sentence retrieval is to retrieve sentences in re-
sponse to certain requirements. It has been widely 
applied in many tasks, such as passage retrieval 
(Salton et al, 1994), document summarization 
(Daumé and Marcu, 2006), question answering 
(Li, 2003) and novelty detection (Li and Croft 
2005). A lot of different approaches have been 
proposed for this service, but most of them are 
based on term matching. Compared with docu-
ment, sentence always consists of fewer terms. 
Limited information contained in sentence makes 
it quite difficult to implement such term based 
matching approaches. 

Term dependence, which means that the pres-
ence or absence of one set of terms provides in-
formation about the probabilities of the presence 
or absence of another set of terms, has been 
widely accepted in recent studies of information 
retrieval. Taking into account the limited infor-

mation about term distribution in sentence, the 
necessary of incorporating term dependence into 
sentence retrieval is clear. 

Two kinds of dependence can be considered in 
the service of sentence retrieval. The first one 
occurs among query or sentence terms and an-
other one occurs between query and sentence 
terms. This paper mainly focuses on the first kind 
of dependence and correspondingly proposes a 
new sentence retrieval model (TDSR). In general, 
TDSR model can be achieved through the follow-
ing two steps: 

The first step is to simulate the dependences 
among query terms and then represent query as a 
set of term combinations, terms of each of which 
are considered to be dependent with each other.  

The second step is to measure the relevance of 
each sentence by considering the syntactic rela-
tionship of terms in each term combination 
formed above and then sort sentences according 
to their relevance to the given query.  

The remainder is structured as follows: Section 
2 introduces some related studies. Section 3 de-
scribes the proposed sentence retrieval model. In 
Section 4, the experimental results are presented 
and section 5 concludes the paper. 

2 Related Works 

Sentence retrieval is always treated as a special 
type of document retrieval (Larkey et al, 2002; 
Schiffman, 2002; Zhang et al, 2003). Weight 
function, such as tfidf algorithm, is used to con-
struct the weighted term vectors of query and 
sentence. Similarity of these two vectors is then 
used as the evidence of sentence relevance. In 
fact, document retrieval differs from sentence 
retrieval in many ways. Thus, traditional docu-
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ment retrieval approaches, when implemented in 
the service of sentence retrieval, cannot achieve 
the expected retrieval performance.  

Some systems try to utilize linguistic or other 
features of sentences to facilitate the detection of 
sentence relevance. In the study of White (2005), 
factors used for ranking sentences include the 
position of sentence in the source document, the 
words contained in sentence and the number of 
query terms contained in sentence. In another 
study (Collins-Thompson et al., 2002), semantic 
and lexical features are extracted from the initial 
retrieved sentences to filter out possible non-
relevant sentences. Li and Croft (2005) chooses 
to describe a query by patterns that include both 
query words and required answer types. These 
patterns are then used to retrieve sentences.  

Term dependence also has been tried in some 
sentence retrieval models. Most of these ap-
proaches realize it by referring to query expan-
sion or relevance feedback. Terms that are se-
mantically equivalent to the query terms or co-
occurred with the query terms frequently can be 
selected as expanded terms (Schiffman, 2002). 
Moreover, query also can be expanded by using 
concept groups (Ohgaya et al., 2003). Sentences 
are then ranked by the cosine similarity between 
the expanded query vector and sentence vector. 
In (Zhang et al., 2003), blind relevance feedback 
and automatic sentence categorization based 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) are combined 
together to finish the task of sentence retrieval. In 
recent study, a translation model is proposed for 
monolingual sentence retrieval (Murdock and 
Croft, 2005). The basic idea is to use explicit re-
lationships between terms to evaluate the transla-
tion probability between query and sentence. Al-
though the translation makes an effective utiliza-
tion of term relationships in the service of sen-
tence retrieval, the most difficulty is how to con-
struct the parallel corpus used for term translation. 

Studies above have shown the positive effects 
of term dependence on sentence retrieval. How-
ever, it is considered that for the special task of 
sentence retrieval the potentialities of term de-
pendence have not been fully explored. Sentence, 
being an integrated information unit, always has 
special syntactic structure. This kind of informa-
tion is considered quite important to sentence 
relevance. How to incorporate this kind of infor-
mation with information about dependences in 

query to realize the most efficient sentence re-
trieval is the main objective of this paper.   

3 TDSR Model 

As discussed above, the implementation of TDSR 
model consists of two steps. The following will 
give the detail description of each step. 

3.1 Term Dependences in Query 

Past studies have shown the importance of de-
pendences among query terms and different ap-
proaches have been proposed to define the styles 
of term dependence in query. In this paper, the 
assumption of term dependence starts by consid-
ering the possible syntactic relationships of terms. 
For that the syntactic relationships can happen 
among any set of query terms, hence the assump-
tion of dependence occurring among any query 
terms is considered more reasonable.  

The dependences among all query terms will 
be defined in this paper. Based on this definition, 
the given query Q can be represented as: Q = 
{TS1, TS2, …, TSn}, each item of which contains 
one or more query terms. These assumed depend-
ences will be further evaluated in each retrieved 
sentence and then used to define the relevance of 
sentence 

3.2 Identification of Sentence Relevance 

Term dependences defined above provide struc-
ture basis for sentence relevance estimate. How-
ever, their effects to sentence relevance identifi-
cation are finally decided by the definition of sen-
tence feature function. Sentence feature function 
is used to estimate the importance of the esti-
mated dependences and then decides the rele-
vance of each retrieved sentence.  

In this paper, feature function is defined from 
the perspective of syntactic relationship of terms 
in sentence. The specific dependency grammar is 
used to describe such relationship in the form of 
dependency parse tree. A dependency syntactic 
relationship is an asymmetric relationship be-
tween a word called governor and another word 
called modifier. In this paper, MINIPAR is 
adopted as the dependency parser. An example of 
a dependency parse tree parsed by MINIPAR is 
shown in Figure 1, in which nodes are labeled by 
part of speeches and edges are labeled by relation 
types. 
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Figure 1. Dependency parse tree of sentence “Ev-
erest is the highest mountain”.  

 
As we know, terms within a sentence can be 

described by certain syntactic relationship (direct 
or indirect). Moreover, different syntactic rela-
tionships describe different degrees of associa-
tions. Given a query, the relevance of each sen-
tence is considered different if query terms pre-
sent different forms of syntactic relationships. 
This paper makes an investigation of syntactic 
relationships among terms and then proposes a 
novel feature function. 

To evaluate the syntactic relationship of terms, 
the concept of association strength should be de-
fined to each TSi ∈Q with respect to each sen-
tence S. It describes the association of terms in 
TSi. The more closely they are related, the higher 
the value is. In this paper, the association strength 
of TSi is valued from two aspects: 

 Size of TSi. Sentences containing more 
query terms are considered more relevant. 

 Distance of TSi. In the context of depend-
ency parse tree, the link between two terms 
means their direct syntactic relationship. For 
terms with no direct linkage, their syntactic rela-
tionship can be described by the path between 
their corresponding nodes in tree. For example, in 
Figure 1 the syntactic relationship between terms 
“Everest” and “mountain” can be described by 
the path: 
 

 
This paper uses term distance to evaluate terms 
syntactic relationship. Given two terms A and B, 
their distance distance(A, B) is defined as the 
number of linkages between A and B with no 
consideration of direction. Furthermore, for the 
term set C, their distance is defined as:  

               qqdistance
N

CD ji
Cqq ji

),(1)(
,
∑∗=
∈

                 (1) 

where N is the number of term pairs of C.  
Given the term set TSi, the association strength 

of TSi in sentence S is defined as: 
)()(

1
),( ii TSDTSS

i STSAS βα ∗=                               (2) 
where S(TSi) is the size of term set TSi and pa-
rameters α and β are valued between 0 and 1 and 
used to control the influence of each component 
on the computation of AS(TSi).  

Based on the definition of association strength, 
the feature function of S can be further defined as: 

),(max),( STSASQSF iQTSi∈
=                                     (3) 

Taking the maximum association strength to 
evaluate sentence relevance conforms to the Dis-
junctive Relevance Decision principle (Kong et 
al., 2004). Based on the feature function defined 
above, sentences can be finally ranked according 
to the obtained maximum association strength. 

4 Experiments 

In this paper, the proposed method is evaluated 
on the data collection used in TREC novelty track 
2003 and 2004 with the topics N1-N50 and N51-
N100. Only the title portion of these TREC topics 
is considered. 

To measure the performance of the suggested 
retrieval model, three traditional sentence re-
trieval models are also performed, i.e., TFIDF 
model (TFIDF), Okapi model (OKAPI) and KL-
divergence model with Dirichlet smoothing 
(KLD). The result of TFIDF provides the base-
line from which to compare other retrieval mod-
els.  

Table 1 shows the non-interpolated average 
precision of each different retrieval models. The 
value in parentheses is the improvement over the 
baseline method. As shown in the table, TDSR 
model outperforms TFIDF model obviously. The 
improvements are respectively 15.3% and 10.2%.  

 
 N1-N50 N51-N100 
TFIDF 0.308 0.215 
OKAPI 0.239 (-22.4) 0.165 (-23.3%) 
KLD 0.281 (-8.8) 0.204 (-5.1%) 
TDSR 0.355 (15.3%) 0.237 (10.2%) 

 
Table 1.  Average precision of each different re-
trieval models 

 

Everest Be mountain
s pred 

Be (VBE)

Everest (N) mountain  (N)

the  (Det) highest  (A)Everest (N)

s pred

subj

det mod
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Figure 2 and Figure 3 further depict the preci-
sion recall curve of each retrieval model when 
implemented on different query sets. The im-
provements of the proposed retrieval model indi-
cated in these figures are clear. TDSR outper-
forms other retrieval models at any recall point. 
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Figure 2. Precision-Recall Curve of Each Re-
trieval Model (N1-N50) 
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Figure 3. Precision-Recall Curve of Each Re-
trieval Model (N51-N100) 

5 Conclusions 

This paper presents a novel approach for sentence 
retrieval. Given a sentence, its relevance is meas-
ured by the degree of its support to the depend-
ences between query terms. Term dependence, 
which has been widely considered in the studies 
of document retrieval, is the basis of this retrieval 
model. Experimental results show the promising 
of the proposed models in improving sentence 
retrieval performance. 
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Abstract
We present a Minimum Bayes Risk (MBR)
decoder for statistical machine translation.
The approach aims to minimize the expected
loss of translation errors with regard to the
BLEU score. We show that MBR decoding
on N -best lists leads to an improvement of
translation quality.
We report the performance of the MBR
decoder on four different tasks: the TC-
STAR EPPS Spanish-English task 2006, the
NIST Chinese-English task 2005 and the
GALE Arabic-English and Chinese-English
task 2006. The absolute improvement of the
BLEU score is between 0.2% for the TC-
STAR task and 1.1% for the GALE Chinese-
English task.

1 Introduction
In recent years, statistical machine translation
(SMT) systems have achieved substantial progress
regarding their perfomance in international transla-
tion tasks (TC-STAR, NIST, GALE).

Statistical approaches to machine translation were
proposed at the beginning of the nineties and found
widespread use in the last years. The ”standard” ver-
sion of the Bayes decision rule, which aims at a min-
imization of the sentence error rate is used in vir-
tually all approaches to statistical machine transla-
tion. However, most translation systems are judged
by their ability to minimize the error rate on the word
level or n-gram level. Common error measures are
the Word Error Rate (WER) and the Position Inde-
pendent Word Error Rate (PER) as well as evalua-
tion metric on the n-gram level like the BLEU and
NIST score that measure precision and fluency of a
given translation hypothesis.

The remaining part of this paper is structured as
follows: after a short overview of related work in
Sec. 2, we describe the MBR decoder in Sec. 3. We
present the experimental results in Sec. 4 and con-
clude in Sec. 5.

2 Related Work
MBR decoder for automatic speech recognition
(ASR) have been reported to yield improvement
over the widely used maximum a-posteriori prob-
ability (MAP) decoder (Goel and Byrne, 2003;
Mangu et al., 2000; Stolcke et al., 1997).

For MT, MBR decoding was introduced in (Ku-
mar and Byrne, 2004). It was shown that MBR is
preferable over MAP decoding for different evalu-
ation criteria. Here, we focus on the performance
of MBR decoding for the BLEU score on various
translation tasks.

3 Implementation of Minimum Bayes Risk
Decoding for the BLEU Score

3.1 Bayes Decision Rule
In statistical machine translation, we are given a
source language sentence fJ

1 = f1 . . . fj . . . fJ ,
which is to be translated into a target language sen-
tence eI

1 = e1 . . . ei . . . eI . Statistical decision the-
ory tells us that among all possible target language
sentences, we should choose the sentence which
minimizes the Bayes risk:

êÎ
1 = argmin

I,eI
1

{ ∑
I′,e′I′

1

Pr(e′I
′

1 |fJ
1 ) · L(eI

1, e
′I′

1 )

}

Here, L(·, ·) denotes the loss function under con-
sideration. In the following, we will call this deci-
sion rule the MBR rule (Kumar and Byrne, 2004).
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Although it is well known that this decision rule is
optimal, most SMT systems do not use it. The most
common approach is to use the MAP decision rule.
Thus, we select the hypothesis which maximizes the
posterior probability Pr(eI

1|fJ
1 ):

êÎ
1 = argmax

I,eI
1

{
Pr(eI

1|fJ
1 )

}
This decision rule is equivalent to the MBR crite-

rion under a 0-1 loss function:

L0−1(eI
1, e

′I′

1 ) =
{

1 if eI
1 = e′I

′

1
0 else

Hence, the MAP decision rule is optimal for the
sentence or string error rate. It is not necessarily
optimal for other evaluation metrics as for example
the BLEU score. One reason for the popularity of
the MAP decision rule might be that, compared to
the MBR rule, its computation is simpler.

3.2 Baseline System
The posterior probability Pr(eI

1|fJ
1 ) is modeled di-

rectly using a log-linear combination of several
models (Och and Ney, 2002):

Pr(eI
1|fJ

1 ) =
exp

(∑M
m=1 λmhm(eI

1, f
J
1 )

)
∑

I′,e′I′
1

exp
(∑M

m=1 λmhm(e′I
′

1 , fJ
1 )

)
(1)

This approach is a generalization of the source-
channel approach (Brown et al., 1990). It has the
advantage that additional models h(·) can be easily
integrated into the overall system.

The denominator represents a normalization fac-
tor that depends only on the source sentence fJ

1 .
Therefore, we can omit it in case of the MAP de-
cision rule during the search process. Note that the
denominator affects the results of the MBR decision
rule and, thus, cannot be omitted in that case.

We use a state-of-the-art phrase-based translation
system similar to (Matusov et al., 2006) including
the following models: an n-gram language model,
a phrase translation model and a word-based lex-
icon model. The latter two models are used for
both directions: p(f |e) and p(e|f). Additionally,
we use a word penalty, phrase penalty and a distor-
tion penalty. The model scaling factors λM

1 are opti-
mized with respect to the BLEU score as described
in (Och, 2003).

3.3 BLEU Score
The BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) measures
the agreement between a hypothesis eI

1 generated by
the MT system and a reference translation êÎ

1. It is
the geometric mean of n-gram precisions Precn(·, ·)
in combination with a brevity penalty BP(·, ·) for too
short translation hypotheses.

BLEU(eI
1, ê

Î
1) = BP(I, Î) ·

4∏
n=1

Precn(eI
1, ê

Î
1)

1/4

BP(I, Î) =
{

1 if Î ≥ I

exp (1 − I/Î) if Î < I

Precn(eI
1, ê

Î
1) =

∑
wn

1

min{C(wn
1 |eI

1), C(wn
1 |êÎ

1)}∑
wn

1

C(wn
1 |eI

1)

Here, C(wn
1 |eI

1) denotes the number of occur-
rences of an n-gram wn

1 in a sentence eI
1. The de-

nominator of the n-gram precisions evaluate to the
number of n-grams in the hypothesis, i.e. I −n + 1.

As loss function for the MBR decoder, we use:

L[eI
1, ê

Î
1] = 1 − BLEU(eI

1, ê
Î
1) .

While the original BLEU score was intended to be
used only for aggregate counts over a whole test set,
we use the BLEU score at the sentence-level during
the selection of the MBR hypotheses. Note that we
will use this sentence-level BLEU score only during
decoding. The translation results that we will report
later are computed using the standard BLEU score.

3.4 Hypothesis Selection
We select the MBR hypothesis among the N best
translation candidates of the MAP system. For each
entry, we have to compute its expected BLEU score,
i.e. the weighted sum over all entries in the N -best
list. Therefore, finding the MBR hypothesis has a
quadratic complexity in the size of the N -best list.
To reduce this large work load, we stop the summa-
tion over the translation candidates as soon as the
risk of the regarded hypothesis exceeds the current
minimum risk, i.e. the risk of the current best hy-
pothesis. Additionally, the hypotheses are processed
according to the posterior probabilities. Thus, we
can hope to find a good candidate soon. This allows
for an early stopping of the computation for each of
the remaining candidates.
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3.5 Global Model Scaling Factor

During the translation process, the different sub-
models hm(·) get different weights λm. These scal-
ing factors are optimized with regard to a specific
evaluation criteria, here: BLEU. This optimization
describes the relation between the different models
but does not define the absolute values for the scal-
ing factors. Because search is performed using the
maximum approximation, these absolute values are
not needed during the translation process. In con-
trast to this, using the MBR decision rule, we per-
form a summation over all sentence probabilities
contained in the N -best list. Therefore, we use a
global scaling factor λ0 > 0 to modify the individ-
ual scaling factors λm:

λ′m = λ0 · λm ,m = 1, ...,M.

For the MBR decision rule the modified scaling fac-
tors λ′m are used instead of the original model scal-
ing factors λm to compute the sentence probabilities
as in Eq. 1. The global scaling factor λ0 is tuned on
the development set. Note that under the MAP deci-
sion rule any global scaling factor λ0 > 0 yields the
same result. Similar tests were reported by (Mangu
et al., 2000; Goel and Byrne, 2003) for ASR.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Corpus Statistics

We tested the MBR decoder on four translation
tasks: the TC-STAR EPPS Spanish-English task of
2006, the NIST Chinese-English evaluation test set
of 2005 and the GALE Arabic-English and Chinese-
English evaluation test set of 2006. The TC-STAR
EPPS corpus is a spoken language translation corpus
containing the verbatim transcriptions of speeches
of the European Parliament. The NIST Chinese-
English test sets consists of news stories. The GALE
project text track consists of two parts: newswire
(“news”) and newsgroups (“ng”). The newswire part
is similar to the NIST task. The newsgroups part
covers posts to electronic bulletin boards, Usenet
newsgroups, discussion groups and similar forums.

The corpus statistics of the training corpora are
shown in Tab. 1 to Tab. 3. To measure the trans-
lation quality, we use the BLEU score. With ex-
ception of the TC-STAR EPPS task, all scores are
computed case-insensitive. As BLEU measures ac-
curacy, higher scores are better.

Table 1: NIST Chinese-English: corpus statistics.
Chinese English

Train Sentences 9 M
Words 232 M 250 M

Vocabulary 238 K 412 K
NIST 02 Sentences 878

Words 26 431 24 352
NIST 05 Sentences 1 082

Words 34 908 36 027
GALE 06 Sentences 460
news Words 9 979 11 493
GALE 06 Sentences 461
ng Words 9 606 11 689

Table 2: TC-Star Spanish-English: corpus statistics.
Spanish English

Train Sentences 1.2 M
Words 35 M 33 M

Vocabulary 159 K 110 K
Dev Sentences 1 452

Words 51 982 54 857
Test Sentences 1 780

Words 56 515 58 295

4.2 Translation Results
The translation results for all tasks are presented
in Tab. 4. For each translation task, we tested the
decoder on N -best lists of size N=10 000, i.e. the
10 000 best translation candidates. Note that in some
cases the list is smaller because the translation sys-
tem did not produce more candidates. To analyze
the improvement that can be gained through rescor-
ing with MBR, we start from a system that has al-
ready been rescored with additional models like an
n-gram language model, HMM, IBM-1 and IBM-4.

It turned out that the use of 1 000 best candidates
for the MBR decoding is sufficient, and leads to ex-
actly the same results as the use of 10 000 best lists.
Similar experiences were reported by (Mangu et al.,
2000; Stolcke et al., 1997) for ASR.

We observe that the improvement is larger for

Table 3: GALE Arabic-English: corpus statistics.
Arabic English

Train Sentences 4 M
Words 125 M 124 M

Vocabulary 421 K 337 K
news Sentences 566

Words 14 160 15 320
ng Sentences 615

Words 11 195 14 493
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Table 4: Translation results BLEU [%] for the NIST task, GALE task and TC-STAR task (S-E: Spanish-
English; C-E: Chinese-English; A-E: Arabic-English).

TC-STAR S-E NIST C-E GALE A-E GALE C-E
decision rule test 2002 (dev) 2005 news ng news ng
MAP 52.6 32.8 31.2 23.6 12.2 14.6 9.4
MBR 52.8 33.3 31.9 24.2 13.3 15.4 10.5

Table 5: Translation examples for the GALE Arabic-English newswire task.
Reference the saudi interior ministry announced in a report the implementation of the death penalty

today, tuesday, in the area of medina (west) of a saudi citizen convicted of murdering a
fellow citizen.

MAP-Hyp saudi interior ministry in a statement to carry out the death sentence today in the area of
medina (west) in saudi citizen found guilty of killing one of its citizens.

MBR-Hyp the saudi interior ministry announced in a statement to carry out the death sentence today
in the area of medina (west) in saudi citizen was killed one of its citizens.

Reference faruq al-shar’a takes the constitutional oath of office before the syrian president
MAP-Hyp farouk al-shara leads sworn in by the syrian president
MBR-Hyp farouk al-shara lead the constitutional oath before the syrian president

low-scoring translations, as can be seen in the GALE
task. For an ASR task, similar results were reported
by (Stolcke et al., 1997).

Some translation examples for the GALE Arabic-
English newswire task are shown in Tab. 5. The dif-
ferences between the MAP and the MBR hypotheses
are set in italics.

5 Conclusions
We have shown that Minimum Bayes Risk decod-
ing on N -best lists improves the BLEU score con-
siderably. The achieved results are promising. The
improvements were consistent among several eval-
uation sets. Even if the improvement is sometimes
small, e.g. TC-STAR, it is statistically significant:
the absolute improvement of the BLEU score is be-
tween 0.2% for the TC-STAR task and 1.1% for the
GALE Chinese-English task. Note, that MBR de-
coding is never worse than MAP decoding, and is
therefore promising for SMT. It is easy to integrate
and can improve even well-trained systems by tun-
ing them for a particular evaluation criterion.
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Abstract
We describe an algorithm for a novel task: disam-
biguating the pronoun you in conversation. You can
be generic or referential; finding referential you is im-
portant for tasks such as addressee identification or
extracting ‘owners’ of action items. Our classifier
achieves 84% accuracy in two-person conversations;
an initial study shows promising performance even on
more complex multi-party meetings.

1 Introduction and Background
This paper describes an algorithm for disambiguat-
ing the generic and referential senses of the pronoun
you.

Our overall aim is the extraction of action items
from multi-party human-human conversations, con-
crete decisions in which one (or more) individuals
take on a group commitment to perform a given task
(Purver et al., 2006). Besides identifying the task it-
self, it is crucial to determine the owner, or person
responsible. Occasionally, the name of the responsi-
ble party is mentioned explicitly. More usually, the
owner is addressed directly and therefore referred to
using a second-person pronoun, as in example (1).1

(1)
A: and um if you can get that binding point also

maybe with a nice example that would be helpful
for Johno and me.

B: Oh yeah uh O K.

It can also be important to distinguish between
singular and plural reference, as in example (2)
where the task is assigned to more than one person:

(2)
A: So y- so you guys will send to the rest of us um a

version of um, this, and - the - uh, description -
B: With sugge- yeah, suggested improvements and -

Use of “you” might therefore help us both in de-
∗∗This work was supported by the CALO project

(DARPA grant NBCH-D-03-0010) and ONR (MURI award
N000140510388). The authors also thank John Niekrasz for
annotating our test data.

1(1,2) are taken from the ICSI Meeting Corpus (Shriberg et
al., 2004); (3,4) from Switchboard (Godfrey et al., 1992).

tecting the fact that a task is being assigned, and in
identifying the owner. While there is an increas-
ing body of work concerning addressee identifica-
tion (Katzenmaier et al., 2004; Jovanovic et al.,
2006), there is very little investigating the problem
of second-person pronoun resolution, and it is this
that we address here. Most cases of “you” do not in
fact refer to the addressee but are generic, as in ex-
ample (3); automatic referentiality classification is
therefore very important.

(3)
B: Well, usually what you do is just wait until you

think it’s stopped,
and then you patch them up.

2 Related Work
Previous linguistic work has recognized that “you”
is not always addressee-referring, differentiating be-
tween generic and referential uses (Holmes, 1998;
Meyers, 1990) as well as idiomatic cases of “you
know”. For example, (Jurafsky et al., 2002) found
that “you know” covered 47% of cases, the referen-
tial class 22%, and the generic class 27%, with no
significant differences in surface form (duration or
vowel reduction) between the different cases.

While there seems to be no previous work investi-
gating automatic classification, there is related work
on classifying “it”, which also takes various referen-
tial and non-referential readings: (Müller, 2006) use
lexical and syntactic features in a rule-based clas-
sifier to detect non-referential uses, achieving raw
accuracies around 74-80% and F-scores 63-69%.

3 Data
We used the Switchboard corpus of two-party tele-
phone conversations (Godfrey et al., 1992), and an-
notated the data with four classes: generic, referen-
tial singular, referential plural and a reported refer-
ential class, for mention in reported speech of an
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Training Testing
Generic 360 79

Referential singular 287 92
Referential plural 17 3

Reported referential 5 1
Ambiguous 4 1

Total 673 176

Table 1: Number of cases found.

originally referential use (as the original addressee
may not be the current addressee – see example (4)).
We allowed a separate class for genuinely ambigu-
ous cases. Switchboard explicitly tags “you know”
when used as a discourse marker; as this (generic)
case is common and seems trivial we removed it
from our data.

(4)

B: Well, uh, I guess probably the last one I went to I
met so many people that I had not seen in proba-
bly ten, over ten years.
It was like, don’t you remember me.
And I am like no.

A: Am I related to you?

To test inter-annotator agreement, two people an-
notated 4 conversations, yielding 85 utterances con-
taining “you”; the task was reported to be easy, and
the kappa was 100%.

We then annotated a total of 42 conversations for
training and 13 for testing. Different labelers an-
notated the training and test sets; none of the au-
thors were involved in labeling the test set. Table 1
presents information about the number of instances
of each of these classes found.

4 Features
All features used for classifier experiments were
extracted from the Switchboard LDC Treebank 3
release, which includes transcripts, part of speech
information using the Penn tagset (Marcus et al.,
1994) and dialog act tags (Jurafsky et al., 1997).
Features fell into four main categories:2 senten-
tial features which capture lexical features of the
utterance itself; part-of-speech features which cap-
ture shallow syntactic patterns; dialog act features
capturing the discourse function of the current ut-
terance and surrounding context; and context fea-
tures which give oracle information (i.e., the cor-
rect generic/referential label) about preceding uses

2Currently, features are all based on perfect transcriptions.

of “you”. We also investigated using the presence
of a question mark in the transcription as a feature,
as a possible replacement for some dialog act fea-
tures. Table 2 presents our features in detail.

N Features
Sentential Features (Sent)

2 you, you know, you guys
N number of you, your, yourself
2 you (say|said|tell|told|mention(ed)|mean(t)|sound(ed))
2 you (hear|heard)
2 (do|does|did|have|has|had|are|could|should|n’t) you
2 “if you”
2 (which|what|where|when|how) you

Part of Speech Features (POS)
2 Comparative JJR tag
2 you (VB*)
2 (I|we) (VB*)
2 (PRP*) you

Dialog Act Features (DA)
46 DA tag of current utterance i

46 DA tag of previous utterance i − 1

46 DA tag of utterance i − 2

2 Presence of any question DA tag (Q DA)
2 Presence of elaboration DA tag

Oracle Context Features (Ctxt)
3 Class of utterance i − 1

3 Class of utterance i − 2

3 Class of previous utterance by same speaker
3 Class of previous labeled utterance

Other Features (QM)
2 Question mark

Table 2: Features investigated. N indicates the num-
ber of possible values (there are 46 DA tags; context
features can be generic, referential or N/A).

5 Experiments and Results
As Table 1 shows, there are very few occurrences
of the referential plural, reported referential and am-
biguous classes. We therefore decided to model our
problem as a two way classification task, predicting
generic versus referential (collapsing referential sin-
gular and plural as one category). Note that we ex-
pect this to be the major useful distinction for our
overall action-item detection task.

Baseline A simple baseline involves predicting the
dominant class (in the test set, referential). This
gives 54.59% accuracy (see Table 1).3

SVM Results We used LIBSVM (Chang and Lin,
2001), a support vector machine classifier trained
using an RBF kernel. Table 3 presents results for

3Precision and recall are of course 54.59% and 100%.
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Features Accuracy F-Score
Ctxt 45.66% 0%
Baseline 54.59% 70.63%
Sent 67.05% 57.14%
Sent + Ctxt + POS 67.05% 57.14%
Sent + Ctxt + POS + QM 76.30% 72.84%
Sent + Ctxt + POS + Q DA 79.19% 77.50%
DA 80.92% 79.75%
Sent + Ctxt + POS +
QM + DA 84.39% 84.21%

Table 3: SVM results: generic versus referential

various selected sets of features. The best set of fea-
tures gave accuracy of 84.39% and f-score 84.21%.

Discussion Overall performance is respectable;
precision was consistently high (94% for the
highest-accuracy result). Perhaps surprisingly, none
of the context or part-of-speech features were found
to be useful; however, dialog act features proved
very useful – using these features alone give us
an accuracy of 80.92% – with the referential class
strongly associated with question dialog acts.

We used manually produced dialog act tags, and
automatic labeling accuracy with this fine-grained
tagset will be low; we would therefore prefer to
use more robust features if possible. We found that
one such heuristic feature, the presence of ques-
tion mark, cannot entirely substitute: accuracy is
reduced to 76.3%. However, using only the binary
Q DA feature (which clusters together all the dif-
ferent kinds of question DAs) does better (79.19%).
Although worse than performance with a full tagset,
this gives hope that using a coarse-grained set of
tags might allow reasonable results. As (Stolcke et
al., 2000) report good accuracy (87%) for statement
vs. question classification on manual Switchboard
transcripts, such coarse-grained information might
be reliably available.

Surprisingly, using the oracle context features (the
correct classification for the previous you) alone per-
forms worse than the baseline; and adding these fea-
tures to sentential features gives no improvement.
This suggests that the generic/referential status of
each you may be independent of previous yous.

Features Accuracy F-Score
Prosodic only 46.66% 44.31%
Baseline 54.59% 70.63%
Sent + Ctxt + POS +
QM + DA + Prosodic 84.39% 84.21%

Table 4: SVM results: prosodic features

Category Referential Generic
Count 294 340
Pitch (Hz) 156.18 143.98
Intensity (dB) 60.06 59.41
Duration (msec) 139.50 136.84

Table 5: Prosodic feature analysis

6 Prosodic Features
We next checked a set of prosodic features, test-
ing the hypothesis that generics are prosodically re-
duced. Mean pitch, intensity and duration were ex-
tracted using Praat, both averaged over the entire
utterance and just for the word “you”. Classifi-
cation results are shown in Table 4. Using only
prosodic features performs below the baseline; in-
cluding prosodic features with the best-performing
feature set from Table 3 gives identical performance
to that with lexical and contextual features alone.

To see why the prosodic features did not help, we
examined the difference between the average pitch,
intensity and duration for referential versus generic
cases (Table 5). A one-sided t-test shows no signif-
icant differences between the average intensity and
duration (confirming the results of (Jurafsky et al.,
2002), who found no significant change in duration).
The difference in the average pitch was found to be
significant (p=0.2) – but not enough for this feature
alone to cause an increase in overall accuracy.

7 Error Analysis
We performed an error analysis on our best classi-
fier output on the training set; accuracy was 94.53%,
giving a total of 36 errors.

Half of the errors (18 of 36) were ambiguous even
for humans (the authors), if looking at the sentence
alone without the neighboring context from the ac-
tual conversation – see (5a). Treating these exam-
ples thus needs a detailed model of dialog context.

The other major class of errors requires detailed
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knowledge about sentential semantics and/or the
world – see e.g. (5b,c), which we can tell are ref-
erential because they predicate inter-personal com-
parison or communication.

In addition, as questions are such a useful feature
(see above), the classifier tends to label all question
cases as referential. However, generic uses do occur
within questions (5d), especially if rhetorical (5e):

(5) a. so uh and if you don’t have the money then use a
credit card

b. I’m probably older than you
c. although uh I will personally tell you I used to work

at a bank
d. Do they survive longer if you plant them in the winter

time?
e. my question I guess are they really your peers?

8 Initial Multi-Party Experiments
The experiments above used two-person dialog data:
we expect that multi-party data is more complex. We
performed an initial exploratory study, applying the
same classes and features to multi-party meetings.

Two annotators labeled one meeting from the
AMI corpus (Carletta et al., 2006), giving a total of
52 utterances containing “you” on which to assess
agreement: kappa was 87.18% for two way clas-
sification of generic versus referential. One of the
authors then labeled a testing set of 203 utterances;
104 are generic and 99 referential, giving a baseline
accuracy of 51.23% (and F-score of 67.65%).

We performed experiments for the same task: de-
tecting generic versus referential uses. Due to the
small amount of data, we trained the classifier on the
Switchboard training set from section 3 (i.e. on two-
party rather than multi-party data). Lacking part-of-
speech or dialog act features (since the dialog act
tagset differs from the Switchboard tagset), we used
only the sentential, context and question mark fea-
tures described in Table 2.

However, the classifier still achieves an accuracy
of 73.89% and F-score of 74.15%, comparable to the
results on Switchboard without dialog act features
(accuracy 76.30%). Precision is lower, though (both
precision and recall are 73-75%).

9 Conclusions
We have presented results on two person and multi-
party data for the task of generic versus referential
“you” detection. We have seen that the problem is

a real one: in both datasets the distribution of the
classes is approximately 50/50, and baseline accu-
racy is low. Classifier accuracy on two-party data is
reasonable, and we see promising results on multi-
party data with a basic set of features. We expect the
accuracy to go up once we train and test on same-
genre data and also add features that are more spe-
cific to multi-party data.
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Abstract

In this paper we provide a formalization of
a set of default rules that we claim are re-
quired for the transfer of information such
as causation, event rate and duration in the
interpretation of metaphor. Such rules are
domain-independent and are identified as in-
variant adjuncts to any conceptual metaphor.
We also show a way of embedding the in-
variant mappings in a semantic framework.

1 Introduction

It is generally accepted that much of everyday lan-
guage shows evidence of metaphor. We assume the
general view that metaphor understanding involves
some notion of events, properties, relations, etc. that
are transferred from the source domain into the tar-
get domain. In this view, a metaphorical utterance
conveys information about the target domain. We
are particularly interested in the metaphorical utter-
ances that we callmap-transcending. Consider the
following example:

(1) “McEnroe starved Connors to death.”

We do not address in this paper the issue of
when an utterance is to be considered metaphor-
ical. Instead, we aim to offer an explanation of
how a metaphorical utterance such as (1) can be in-
terpreted. If we infer, using our knowledge about
McEnroe and Connors, that (1) is used to describe
a tennis match, it can be understood as an exam-
ple of the conceptual metaphors (or, in our termi-
nology, ‘metaphorical views’) DEFEAT AS DEATH

and NECESSITIES AS FOOD. However, these
metaphorical views would not contain any relation-
ship that maps the specificmannerof dying that con-
stitutesbeing starved to death(we say that “starv-
ing” is a map-transcending entity). Yet one could
argue that themannerof Connors’s death is a cru-
cial part of the informational contribution of (1).

A possible solution would be to create a new
view-specific mapping that goes from the form of
killing involved in starving to deathto some process
in sport, but such enrichment of mappings would be
needed for many other verbs or verbal phrases that
refer to otherwaysin which death is brought about,
each requiring a specific specific mapping when oc-
curring in a metaphorical utterance. Thus, finding
adequate mappings could become an endless and
computational intensive process. Moreover, there
are even cases in which we may not find a plausi-
ble mapping. Consider the following description of
the progress of a love affair:

(2) “We’re spinning our wheels.”

It is not very clear what could be a target corre-
spondent for ‘wheels’. We have developed an AI
system called ATT-Meta for metaphor interpretation
(Barnden et al., 2002) that employs reasoning within
the terms of the source domain using various sources
of information includingworld andlinguistic knowl-
edge. The reasoning connects unmapped ideas used
by utterances, such as wheels and starving, to other
source-domain ideas for which a mapping is already
known. These known mappings may be constituents
of particular metaphorical view, but previous work
(Barnden et al., 2003; Wallington et al., 2006) has
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shown evidence that there are metaphorical aspects
(such as causal relations between events) that, sub-
ject to being called, invariantly map from source to
target (we call these mappings View-Neutral Map-
ping Adjuncts or VNMAs) irrespective of whatever
specific metaphorical views are in play. These allow
many mapping effects, which would otherwise have
to be duplicated across all view-specific mappings,
to be factored out into separate mappings. In our
approach, source domain reasoning takes place in a
special, protected computational context that we call
the “pretence space”. We use the term ‘reality’ to
refer to the space outside the pretence where propo-
sitions are about reality as the understander sees it.

Currently ATT-Meta implements the VNMAs by
including them in view-specific rules, but we plan to
make the system more modular and its view-specific
mappings more economical by implementing VN-
MAs as separate default rules. The first step to-
wards that goal is to provide a formalization of these
mappings and to show their role in metaphor in-
terpretation. In order to do so, we provide a se-
mantic representation of how these VNMAs work
by adopting Segmented Discourse Representation
Theory (Asher and Lascarides, 2003) to capture the
main aspects of the ATT-Meta approach.

2 Knowledge and Inference

If (1) is being used metaphorically to describe the
result of a tennis match, a plausible target interpre-
tation would be that McEnroe defeated Connors in a
slow manner by performing some actions to deprive
him of his usual playing style. Assuming a com-
monsensical view of the world, a within-pretence
meaning would be that McEnroe starved Connors to
death in the real, biological sense. The inferencing
within the pretence can then conclude that McEnroe
causedConnors’s death bydepriving or disabling
him. Leaving some details aside, the partial logical
form (in the pretence) of the metaphorical utterance
(1) may be represented as follows (without taking
into account temporal issues):

(i) ∃x, y, e(McEnroe(x) ∧ Connors(y)
∧starve− to− death(e, x, y))

This says that there is an evente of x starvingy to
death (we also use the notion of event to describe sit-
uations, processes, states, etc.). It may be suggested

that if we were trying to map the partial expression
(i), its correspondent proposition in the target could
be expressed by this formula:

(ii) ∃x, y, e(McEnroe(x) ∧ Connors(y)∧
defeat(e, x, y))

According to this, the event ofx defeatingy in
the reality would correspond to the event ofx starv-
ing y to death in the pretence. However, by say-
ing “McEnroe starved Connors to death” instead of
simply “McEnroe killed Connors” the speaker is not
merely intending to convey that McEnroe defeated
Connors, but rather something related to the man-
ner in which Connors was defeated. Following this,
starvingmay be decomposed into the causee1 and
its effect, namely, “being deprived of food”:

(iii) ∃x, y, z, e1, e2, e3(McEnroe(x)∧
Connors(y) ∧ food(z) ∧ starve(e1, x, y) ∧
death(e2, y) ∧ deprived(e3, y, z)∧
cause(e1, e3))

Now, by means of lexical information regarding
“starving”, it can be inferred that McEnroe deprived
Connors of a necessity (see, e.g., Wordnet), namely,
of the food required for his normal functioning (the
NECESSITIES AS FOOD metaphorical view would
provide mappings to transfer food to the type of
shots that Connorsneedsto play his normal game).
In other words, Connors is defeated by the partic-
ular means of depriving him of a necessity (food)
which means that being deprived causes Connors’s
defeat. This fits well with the interpretation of (1)
where McEnroe’s playing deprived Connors of his
usual game. Moreover, linguistic knowledge also
provides the fact that starving someone to death is a
gradual, slow process. The result of within-pretence
inferencing may be represented as follows:

(iv) ∃x, y, z, e1, e2, e3(McEnroe(x)∧
Connors(y) ∧ food(z) ∧ starve(e1, x, y) ∧
death(e2, y) ∧ deprived(e3, y, z)∧
cause(e1, e3)∧cause(e3, e2)∧rate(e1, slow))

‘Slow’ refers to a commonsensical concept in the
pretence related to the progress rate ofstarving.
Now, the existing mapping DEFEAT AS DEATH
can be applied to derive, outside the pretence, that
McEnroe defeated Connors, but no correspondences
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are available to account for the fact that McEnroe
causedthe defeat of Connors by depriving him of
his normal play. We appear to have a problem also
to map the slow progressrateof a process like starv-
ing.

3 VNMAs in a Semantic Framework

In the ATT-Meta approach to metaphor interpreta-
tion, the mappings ofcausedand rate discussed
above are accomplished by a type of default map-
pings that we specify as VNMAs (the Causation
and Rate VNMAs, respectively; see (Wallington and
Barnden, 2006) for an informal but detailed de-
scription of a number of VNMAs). The idea is
that there are relationships and properties (causation,
rate, etc.) between two events or entities that iden-
tically transfer from the pretence to the reality. We
use the7→ symbol to express that this mapping is a
default. The VNMAs involved in the interpretation
of (1) can be represented as follows:

Causation: ∀e1, e2(cause(e1, e2)pret 7→

cause(e1, e2)rlt)

The Rate VNMA transfers the qualitative rate of
progress of events in the source domain to the qual-
itative rate of progress of its mappee:

Rate: ∀e, r(rate(e, r)pret 7→ rate(e, r)rlt)

Embedding the VNMAs in a semantic framework
for metaphor interpretation is useful as a first step
towards their implementation as default rules in the
ATT-Meta system, but it is also interesting in its
own right to show the contribution that the ATT-
Meta approach can make towards the semantics of
metaphor. In the somewhat simplified discussion
on the within-pretence reasoning and mappings nec-
essary to interpret metaphorical utterances such as
(1), we have been using various sources of informa-
tion that interact in the processing of the utterance:
a) View-specific mappings provided by the relevant
metaphorical views (DEFEAT AS DEATH and NE-
CESSITIES AS FOOD); b) Linguistic and contex-
tual information necessary for reasoning in the pre-
tence; c) Relations and properties between events
such ascausationand rate that are inferred in the
pretence; d) VNMAs that transfer within-pretence
event relations and properties to reality.

There are two prominent computationally-
oriented semantic approaches (Hobbs, 1996) and
(Asher and Lascarides, 2003) that take into account
contextual and linguistic information and stress the
importance of relations between text segments in
discourse interpretation. In fact, the incorporation
of the above types of information ties in well with
the SDRT (Asher and Lascarides, 2003) view of
language understanding. For example, we can think
of the pretence space as a Segmented Discourse
Representation Structure (SDRS) representing the
result of within-pretence inference which can be
mapped by using various view-specific and invariant
mappings to reality. In other words, we can see the
pretence SDRS as the input for what the ATT-Meta
system does when interpreting metaphor – it will
reason with it, producing an output of inferred
reality facts which we may also represent by means
of an SDRS. The result of reasoning in the pretence
to interpret (1) would now looks as follows:

PRET:

α, β, γ

α:

x, y, e1

McEnroe(x)
Connors(y)

starve(e1, x, y)

β:
e2

death(e2, y)
γ:

e3,z

food(z)
deprived(e3, y, z)

cause(e1, e3)
cause(e3,e2)
rate(e1 ,slow)

7−→

where α and β are labels for DRSs representing
events, PRET for a pretence space and7−→ map-
pings (VNMAs and central mappings) needed in the
interpretation of the metaphorical utterance. Impor-
tantly, the VNMAs would pick upon aspects such
as causation and rate from pretence to transfer them
to reality producing an output which could also be
represented as a SDRS:

RLT:

α, β, γ

α:

x, y, e1

McEnroe(x)
Connors(y)

tennis-play(e1, x, y)

β:
e2

defeat(e2, y)
γ:

e3,z

necessity(z)
deprived(e3, y, z)

cause(e1, e3)
cause(e3,e2)
rate(e1 ,slow)

Note that this formal representation integrates the
systematicity of mapping invariantly certain aspects
of metaphorical utterances by formulating them as
relations between events that can be represented as
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relations and properties of DRSs. For this purpose
we need to modify the construction rules of SDRSs
to be able to infer properties and relations involving
individuals and not only DRSs’ labels. In addition
to this, we have shown in the previous section how
ATT-Meta source domain reasoning captures the in-
teraction of the various sources of knowledge used
to infer causation and rate in the pretence. Further-
more, studying the interaction between VNMAs and
discourse relations may allow us to extend the study
of metaphor to discourse.

4 Concluding Remarks

Following the ATT-Meta claim metaphors often con-
vey crucial information via VNMAs, we can re-
analyze example (1) so that the effects of the NE-
CESSITIES AS FOOD mapping are obtained by
VNMAs. In the pretence, the food is something
Connors needs for proper functioning: i.e., it is nec-
essary that Connors have the food in order to func-
tion properly. The necessity here is covered by the
Modality VNMA, which maps relative degrees of
necessity, possibility, obligation, etc., from pretence
to reality. Moreover, the functioning properly would
be covered by the Function and Value-Judgement
(levels of goodness, importance, etc. map identi-
cally to levels of goodness, etc.). So all that is left is
the possession which could be covered by a STATE
AS POSSESSION mapping.

Formal semantic approaches (Asher and Las-
carides, 2003) do not account for metaphorical ut-
terances including map-transcending entities. Other
works (Carbonell, 1982; Hobbs, 1990; Martin,
1990; Narayanan, 1997) have addressed source do-
main reasoning to a limited extent, but its role in
metaphor interpretation has not previously been ad-
equately investigated. Moreover, map-transcending
entities pose a problem for analogy-based ap-
proaches to metaphor interpretation (Falkenhainer
et al., 1989), which require the discovery of an
elaborate structural similarity between the source
and target domains and/or the imposition of un-
mapped source domain structures on the target do-
main, whereas part of our approach is that the un-
mapped source domain structure introduced by the
utterance is by default not carried over.
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Abstract

Live closed-captions for deaf and hard of
hearing audiences are currently produced
by stenographers, or by voice writers us-
ing speech recognition. Both techniques can
produce captions with errors. We are cur-
rently developing a correction module that
allows a user to intercept the real-time cap-
tion stream and correct it before it is broad-
cast. We report results of preliminary ex-
periments on correction rate and actual user
performance using a prototype correction
module connected to the output of a speech
recognition captioning system.

1 Introduction

CRIM’s automatic speech recognition system has
been applied to live closed-captioning of french-
canadian television programs (Boulianne et al.,
2006). The low error rate of our approach depends
notably on the integration of the re-speak method
(Imai et al., 2002) for a controlled acoustic environ-
ment, automatic speaker adaptation and dynamic up-
dates of language models and vocabularies, and was
deemed acceptable by several Canadian broadcast-
ers (RDS,CPAC,GTVA and TQS) who have adopted
it over the past few years for captioning sports, pub-
lic affairs and newscasts.

However, for sensitive applications where error
rates must practically be zero, or other situations
where speech recognition error rates are too high,
we are currently developing a real-time correction
interface. In essence, this interface allows a user to

correct the word stream from speech recognition be-
fore it arrives at the closed-caption encoder.

2 Background

Real-time correction must be done within difficult
constraints : with typical captioning rates of 130
words per minute, and 5 to 10% word error rate,
the user must correct between 6 and 13 errors per
minute. In addition, the process should not introduce
more than a few seconds of additional delay over the
3 seconds already needed by speech recognition.

In a previous work, (Wald et al., 2006) ex-
plored how different input modalities, such as
mouse/keyboard combination, keyboard only or
function keys to select words for editing, could re-
duce the amount of time required for correction. In
(Bateman et al., 2000), the correction interface con-
sisted in a scrolling window which can be edited by
the user using a text editor style interface. They
introduced the idea of a controllable delay during
which the text can be edited.

Our approach combines characteristics of the two
previous systems. We use a delay parameter, which
can be modified online, for controlling the output
rate. We also use the standard mouse/keyboard com-
bination for selecting and editing words. However
we added, for each word, a list of alternate words
that can be selected by a simple mouse click; this
simplifies the edition process and speeds up the cor-
rection time. However, manual word edition is still
available.

Another distinctive feature of our approach is
the fixed word position. When a word appears on
screen, it will remain in its position until it is sent
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out. This allows the user to focus on the words
and not be distracted by word-scrolling or any other
word movement.

3 Correction Software

The correction software allows edition of the closed-
captions by intercepting them while they are being
sent to the encoder. Both assisted and manual cor-
rections can be applied to the word stream.

Assisted correction reduces the number of opera-
tions by presenting a list of alternate words, so that
a correction can be done with a simple mouse click.
Manual correction requires editing the word to be
changed and is more expensive in terms of delay.
As a consequence, the number of these operations
should be reduced to a strict minimum.

The user interface shown in figure 1 has been de-
signed with this consideration in mind. The princi-
pal characteristic of the interface is that there is no
scrolling. Words never move; instead the matrix is
filled from left to right, top to bottom, with words
coming from the speech recognition, in synchroni-
sation with the audio. When the bottom right of
the matrix is reached, filling in starts from the upper
left corner again. Words appear in blue while they
are editable, and in red once they have been sent to
the caption encoder. Thus a blue ”window”, cor-
responding to the interval during which words can
be edited, moves across the word matrix, while the
words themselves remain fixed.

For assisted correction, the list of available alter-
natives is presented in a list box under each word.
These lists are always present, instead of being pre-
sented only upon selection of a word. In this way
the user has the opportunity of scanning the lists in
advance whenever his time budget allows.

The selected word can also be deleted with a sin-
gle click. Different shortcut corrections, as sug-
gested in (Wald et al., 2006) can also be applied
depending on the mouse button used to select the
word: a left button click changes the gender (mas-
culin or feminin) of the word while a right button
click changes the plurality (singular or plural) of the
word. These available choices are in principle ex-
cluded from the list box choices.

To apply a manual correction, the user simply
clicks the word with the middle button to make it

editable; modifications are done using the keyboard.
Two users can run two correction interfaces in

parallel, on alternating sentences. This configuration
avoids the accumulation of delays. This functional-
ity may prove useful if the word rate is so high that it
becomes too difficult to keep track of the word flow.
In this mode, the second user can begin the correc-
tion of a new sentence even if the first has not yet
completed the correction of his/her sentence. Only
one out of two sentences is editable by each user.
The synchronisation is on a sentence basis.

3.1 Alternate word lists

As described in the previous section, the gen-
der/plurality forms of the word are implicitly in-
cluded and accessible through a simple left/right
mouse click. Other available forms explicitly appear
in a list box. This approach has two major benefits.
First, when a gender/plurality error is detected by the
user, no delay is incurred from scanning the choices
in the list box. Second, since the gender/plurality
forms are not included in the list box, their place be-
comes available for additional alternate words.

The main problem is to establish word lists short
enough to reduce scanning time, but long enough to
contain the correct form. For a given word output by
the speech recognition system, the alternate words
should be those that are most likely to be confused
by the recognizer.

We experimented with two pre-computed sources
of alternate word lists:

1. A list of frequently confused words was com-
puted from all the available closed-captions of
our speech recognition system for which corre-
sponding exact transcriptions exist. The train-
ing and development sets were made up of
1.37M words and 0.17M words, respectively.

2. A phoneme based confusion matrix was used
for scoring the alignment of each word of the
vocabulary with every other word of the same
vocabulary. The alignment program was an im-
plementation of the standard dynamic program-
ming technique for string alignment (Cormen
et al., 2001).

Each of these techniques yields a list of alternate
words with probabilities based on substitution like-
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Figure 1: Real-time corrector software.

Source of alternates coverage (%)

Word confusion matrix 52%
Phoneme confusion matrix37%
Combined 60%

Table 1:Coverage of substitutions (dev set).

lihoods. Table 1 shows how many times substitu-
tions in the development set could be corrected with
a word in the list, for each list and their combination.

To combine both lists, we take this coverage into
consideration and the fact that 48% of the words
were common to both lists. On this basis, we have
constructed an alternate list of 10 words comprised
of the most likely 7 words of case 1; the remaining 3
words are the most probable substitutions from the
remaining words of both lists.

3.2 Real-time List Update

The previous technique can only handle simple sub-
stitutions: a word that is replaced by another one.
Another frequent error in speech recognition is the
replacement of a single word by several smaller
ones. In this case, the sequence of errors contains
one substitution and one or more insertions. From
the interface point of view, the user must delete some
words before editing the last word in the sequence.

To assist the user in this case, we have imple-
mented the following procedure. When a word is

deleted by the user, the phonemes of this word are
concatenated with those of the following words. The
resulting sequence of phonemes is used to search the
dictionary for the most likely words according to the
pronunciation. These words are dynamically added
to the list appearing under the preceding word. The
search technique used is the same alignment proce-
dure implemented for computing the confusion ma-
trix based on phoneme confusion.

4 Results

In this section we present the results of two prelim-
inary experiments. In the first one, we simulated
a perfect correction, as if the user had an infinite
amount of time, to determine the best possible re-
sults that can be expected from the alternate word
lists. In the second experiment, we submitted a pro-
totype to users and collected performance measure-
ments.

4.1 Simulation Results

The simulation is applied to a test set consisting
of a 30 minute hockey game description for which
closed-captions and exact transcripts are available.
We aligned the produced closed-captions with their
corrected transcripts and replaced any incorrect
word by its correct counterpart if it appeared in the
alternate list. In addition, all insertion errors were
deleted. Table 2 shows the word error rate (WER)
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Source of alternates WER

Original closed-captions 5.8%
Phoneme confusion matrix 4.4%
Word confusion matrix 3.1%
Combined 2.9%

Table 2:Error rate for perfect correction.

Delay
2 seconds 15 seconds

test duration 30 minutes 8 minutes
# of words 4631 1303
# of editions 21 28
WER before 6.8% 6.2%
WER after 6.1% 2.5%
Gain (relative %) 8.1% 58.7%

Table 3:Error rate after user correction.

obtained for different alternate word lists.
The word confusion matrix captures most of the

substitutions. This behavior was expected since the
matrix has been trained explicitely for that purpose.
The performance should increase in the future as the
amount of training data grows. In comparison, the
contribution of words from the phoneme confusion
matrix is clearly limited.

The corrected word was the first in the list 35%
of the time, while it was in the first three 59% of
the time. We also simulated the effect of collaps-
ing words in insertion-substitution sequences to al-
low corrections of insertions : the increase in perfor-
mance was less than 0.5%.

4.2 User Tests

Experiments were performed by 3 unacquainted
users of the system on hockey game descriptions.
In one case, we allowed a delay of 15 seconds; the
second case allowed a 2 second delay to give a pre-
liminary assessment of user behavior in the case
of minimum-delay real-time closed-captioning. Ta-
ble 3 shows the error rate before and after correction.

The results show that a significant WER decrease
is achieved by correcting using a delay of 15 sec-
onds. The reduction with a 2 second delay is minor;
with appropriate training, however, we can expect
the users to outperform these preliminary results.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We are currently developing a user interface for cor-
recting live closed-captions in real-time. The inter-
face presents a list of alternatives for each automati-
cally generated word. The theoretical results that as-
sumes the user always chooses the correct suggested
word shows the potential for large error reductions,
with a minimum of interaction. When larger delays
are allowed, manual edition of words for which there
is no acceptable suggested alternative can yield fur-
ther improvements.

We tested the application for real-time text cor-
rection produced in a real-world application. With
users having no prior experience and with only a 15
second delay, the WER dropped from 6.1% to 2.5%.

In the future, users will be trained on the system
and we expect an important improvement in both
accuracy and required delay. We will also experi-
ment the effect of running 2 corrections in parallel
for more difficult tasks. Future work also includes
the integration of an automatic correction tool for
improving or highlighting the alternate word list.
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Abstract
This paper proposes the idea of ranking def-
initions of a person (a set of biographi-
cal facts) to automatically generate “Who
is this?” quizzes. The definitions are or-
dered according to how difficult they make
it to name the person. Such ranking would
enable users to interactively learn about a
person through dialogue with a system with
improved understanding and lasting motiva-
tion, which is useful for educational sys-
tems. In our approach, we train a ranker
that learns from data the appropriate ranking
of definitions based on features that encode
the importance of keywords in a definition
as well as its content. Experimental results
show that our approach is significantly better
in ranking definitions than baselines that use
conventional information retrieval measures
such as tf*idf and pointwise mutual informa-
tion (PMI).

1 Introduction
Appropriate ranking of sentences is important, as
noted in sentence ordering tasks (Lapata, 2003), in
effectively delivering content. Whether the task is
to convey news texts or definitions, the objective is
to make it easier for users to understand the content.
However, just conveying it in an encyclopedia-like
or temporal order may not be the best solution, con-
sidering that interaction between a system and a user
improves understanding (Sugiyama et al., 1999) and
that the cognitive load in receiving information is be-
lieved to correlate with memory fixation (Craik and
Lockhart, 1972).

In this paper, we discuss the idea of ranking defi-
nitions as a way to present people’s biographical in-
formation to users, and propose ranking definitions
to automatically generate a “Who is this?” quiz.
Here, we use the term ‘definitions of a person’ to
mean a short series of biographical facts (See Fig. 1).
The definitions are ordered according to how diffi-
cult they make it to name the person. The ranking

also enables users to easily come up with answer
candidates. The definitions are presented to users
one by one as hints until users give the correct name
(See Fig. 2). Although the interaction would take
time, we could expect improved understanding of
people’s biographical information by users through
their deliberation and the long lasting motivation af-
forded by the entertaining nature of quizzes, which
is important in tutorial tasks (Baylor and Ryu, 2003).

Previous work on definition ranking has used
measures such as tf*idf (Xu et al., 2004) or ranking
models trained to encode the likelihood of a defini-
tion being good (Xu et al., 2005). However, such
measures/models may not be suitable for quiz-style
ranking. For example, a definition having a strong
co-occurrence with a person may not be an easy hint
when it is about a very minor detail. Certain de-
scriptions, such as a person’s birthplace, would have
to come early so that users can easily start guessing
who the person is. In our approach, we train a ranker
that learns from data the appropriate ranking of def-
initions. Note that we only focus on the ranking of
definitions and not on the interaction with users in
this paper. We also assume that the definitions to be
ranked are given.

Section 2 describes the task of ranking definitions,
and Section 3 describes our approach. Section 4 de-
scribes our collection of ranking data and the rank-
ing model training using the ranking support vector
machine (SVM), and Section 5 presents the evalu-
ation results. Section 6 summarizes and mentions
future work.

2 Ranking Definitions for Quizzes

Figure 1 shows a list of definitions of Natsume
Soseki, a famous Japanese novelist, in their original
ranking at the encyclopedic website goo (http://dic-
tionary.goo.ne.jp/) and in the quiz-style ranking we
aim to achieve. Such a ranking would realize a dia-
logue like that in Fig. 2. At the end of the dialogue,
the user would be able to associate the person and
the definitions better, and it is expected that some
new facts could be learned about that person.
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Original Ranking:
1. Novelist and scholar of British literature.
2. Real name: Kinnosuke.
3. Born in Ushigome, Edo.
4. Graduated from the University of Tokyo.
5. Master of early-modern literature along with Mori Ogai.
6. After the success of “I Am a Cat”, quit all teaching jobs and joined

Asahi Shimbun.
7. Published masterpieces in Asahi Shimbun.
8. Familiar with Haiku, Chinese poetry, and calligraphy.
9. Works include “Botchan”, “Sanshiro”, etc.

⇓
Quiz-style Ranking:

1. Graduated from the University of Tokyo.
2. Born in Ushigome, Edo.
3. Novelist and scholar of British literature.
4. Familiar with Haiku, Chinese poetry, and calligraphy.
5. Published masterpieces in Asahi Shimbun.
6. Real name: Kinnosuke.
7. Master of early-modern literature along with Mori Ogai.
8. After the success of “I Am a Cat”, quit all teaching jobs and joined

Asahi Shimbun.
9. Works include “Botchan”, “Sanshiro”, etc.

Figure 1: List of definitions of Natsume Soseki, a
famous Japanese novelist, in their original ranking in
the encyclopedia and in the quiz-style ranking. The
definitions were translated by the authors.

Ranking definitions is closely related to defini-
tional question answering and sentence ordering
in multi-document summarization. In definitional
question answering, measures related to information
retrieval (IR), such as tf*idf or pointwise mutual in-
formation (PMI), have been used to rank sentences
or information nuggets (Xu et al., 2004; Sun et al.,
2005). Such measures are used under the assump-
tion that outstanding/co-occurring keywords about a
definiendum characterize that definiendum. How-
ever, this assumption may not be appropriate in quiz-
style ranking; most content words in the definitions
are already important in the IR sense, and strong co-
occurrence may not guarantee high ranks for hints
to be presented later because the hint can be too spe-
cific. An approach to creating a ranking model of
definitions in a supervised manner using machine
learning techniques has been reported (Xu et al.,
2005). However, the model is only used to distin-
guish definitions from non-definitions on the basis
of features related mainly to linguistic styles.

In multi-document summarization, the focus has
been mainly on creating cohesive texts. (Lapata,
2003) uses the probability of words in adjacent sen-
tences as constraints to maximize the coherence of
all sentence-pairs in texts. Although we acknowl-
edge that having cohesive definitions is important,
since we are not creating a single text and the dia-
logue that we aim to achieve would involve frequent
user/system interaction (Fig. 2), we do not deal with
the coherence of definitions in this paper.

� �
S1 Who is this? First hint: Graduated from the

University of Tokyo.
U1 Yoshida Shigeru?
S2 No, not even close! Second hint: Born in

Ushigome, Edo.
U2 I don’t know.
S3 OK. Third hint: Novelist and scholar of

British literature.
U3 Murakami Haruki?
S4 Close! Fourth hint: Familiar with Haiku,

Chinese poetry, and calligraphy.
U4 Mori Ogai?
S5 Very close! Fifth hint: Published master-

pieces in Asahi Shimbun.
U5 Natsume Soseki?
S6 That’s right!

� �
Figure 2: Example dialogue based on the quiz-style
ranking of definitions. S stands for a system utter-
ance and U for a user utterance.

3 Approach

Since it is difficult to know in advance what char-
acteristics are important for quiz-style ranking, we
learn the appropriate ranking of definitions from
data. The approach is the same as that of (Xu et al.,
2005) in that we adopt a machine learning approach
for definition ranking, but is different in that what is
learned is a quiz-style ranking of sentences that are
already known to be good definitions.

First, we collect ranking data. For this purpose,
we turn to existing encyclopedias for concise biogra-
phies. Then, we annotate the ranking. Secondly, we
devise a set of features for a definition. Since the
existence of keywords that have high scores in IR-
related measures may suggest easy hints, we incor-
porate the scores of IR-related measures as features
(IR-related features).

Certain words tend to appear before or after oth-
ers in a biographical document to convey particular
information about people (e.g., words describing oc-
cupations at the beginning; those describing works
at the end, etc.) Therefore, we use word positions
within the biography of the person in question as
features (positional features). Biographies can be
found in online resources, such as biography.com
(http://www.biography.com/) and Wikipedia. In ad-
dition, to focus on the particular content of the def-
inition, we use bag-of-words (BOW) features, to-
gether with semantic features (e.g., semantic cate-
gories in Nihongo Goi-Taikei (Ikehara et al., 1997)
or word senses in WordNet) to complement the
sparseness of BOW features. We describe the fea-
tures we created in Section 4.2. Finally, we create
a ranking model using a preference learning algo-
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rithm, such as the ranking SVM (Joachims, 2002),
which learns ranking by reducing the pairwise rank-
ing error.

4 Experiment

4.1 Data Collection
We collected biographies (in Japanese) from the goo
encyclopedia. We first mined Wikipedia to calcu-
late the PageRankTMof people using the hyper-link
structure. After sorting them in descending order by
the PageRank score, we extracted the top-150 peo-
ple for whom we could find an entry in the goo en-
cyclopedia. Then, 11 annotators annotated rankings
for each of the 150 people individually. The annota-
tors were instructed to rank the definitions assuming
that they were creating a “who is this?” quiz; i.e.,
to place the definition that is the most characteris-
tic of the person in question at the end. The mean
of the Kendall’s coefficients of concordance for the
150 people was sufficiently high at 0.76 with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.13. Finally, taking the means of
ranks given to each definition, we merged the indi-
vidual rankings to create the reference rankings. An
example of a reference ranking is the bottom one in
Fig. 1. There are 958 definition sentences in all, with
each person having approximately 6–7 definitions.

4.2 Deriving Features
We derived our IR-related features based on
Mainichi newspaper articles (1991–2004) and
Wikipedia articles. We used these two different
sources to take into account the difference in the
importance of terms depending on the text. We
also used sentences, sections (for Wikipedia arti-
cles only) and documents as units to calculate doc-
ument frequency, which resulted in the creation of
five frequency tables: (i) Mainichi-Document, (ii)
Mainichi-Sentence, (iii) Wikipedia-Document, (iv)
Wikipedia-Section, and (v) Wikipedia-Sentence.

Using the five frequency tables, we calculated, for
each content word (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and un-
known words) in the definition, (1) frequency (the
number of documents where the word is found), (2)
relative frequency (frequency divided by the maxi-
mum number of documents), (3) co-occurrence fre-
quency (the number of documents where both the
word and the person’s name are found), (4) rela-
tive co-occurrence frequency, and (5) PMI. Then, we
took the minimum, maximum, and mean values of
(1)–(5) for all content words in the definition as fea-
tures, deriving 75 (5 × 5 × 3) features. Then, using
the Wikipedia article (called an entry) for the person

in question, we calculated (1)–(4) within the entry,
and calculated tf*idf scores of words in the defini-
tion using the term frequency in the entry. Again, by
taking the minimum, maximum, and mean values of
(1)–(4) and tf*idf, we yielded 15 (5 × 3) features,
for a total of 90 (75 + 15) IR-related features.

Positional features were derived also using the
Wikipedia entry. For each word in the definition, we
calculated (a) the number of times the word appears
in the entry, (b) the minimum position of the word in
the entry, (c) its maximum position, (d) its mean po-
sition, and (e) the standard deviation of the positions.
Note that positions are either ordinal or relative; i.e.,
the relative position is calculated by dividing the or-
dinal position by the total number of words in the
entry. Then, we took the minimum, maximum, and
mean values of (a)–(e) for all content words in the
definition as features, deriving 30 (5 × 2 (ordinal or
relative positions)× 3) features.

For the BOW features, we first parsed all our
definitions with CaboCha (a Japanese morphologi-
cal/dependency parser, http://chasen.org/˜taku/soft-
ware/cabocha/) and extracted all content words to
make binary features representing the existence of
each content word. There are 2,156 BOW features
in our data.

As for the semantic features, we used the seman-
tic categories in Nihongo Goi-Taikei. Since there are
2,715 semantic categories, we created 2,715 features
representing the existence of each semantic category
in the definition. Semantic categories were assigned
to words in the definition by a morphological ana-
lyzer that comes with ALT/J-E, a Japanese-English
machine translation system (Ikehara et al., 1991).

In total, we have 4,991 features to represent each
definition. We calculated all feature values for all
definitions in our data to be used for the learning.

4.3 Training Ranking Models
Using the reference ranking data, we trained a rank-
ing model using the ranking SVM (Joachims, 2002)
(with a linear kernel) that minimizes the pairwise
ranking error among the definitions of each person.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the ranking model,
following (Xu et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2005), we
compared it with baselines that use only the scores
of IR-related and positional features for ranking, i.e.,
sorting. Table 1 shows the performance of the rank-
ing model (by the leave-one-out method, predicting
the ranking of definitions of a person by other peo-
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Rank Description Ranking Error
1 Proposed ranking model 0.185
2 Wikipedia-Sentence-PMI-max 0.299
3 Wikipedia-Section-PMI-max 0.309
4 Wikipedia-Document-PMI-max 0.312
5 Mainichi-Sentence-PMI-max 0.318
6 Mainichi-Document-PMI-max 0.325
7 Mainichi-Sentence-relative-co-occurrence-max 0.338
8 Wikipedia-Entry-ordinal-Min-max 0.338
9 Wikipedia-Sentence-relative-co-occurrence-max 0.339

10 Wikipedia-Entry-relative-Min-max 0.340
11 Wikipedia-Entry-ordinal-Mean-mean 0.342

Table 1: Performance of the proposed ranking model
and that of 10 best-performing baselines.

ple’s rankings) and that of the 10 best-performing
baselines. The ranking error is pairwise ranking er-
ror; i.e., the rate of misordered pairs. A descrip-
tive name is given for each baseline. For example,
Wikipedia-Sentence-PMI-max means that we used
the maximum PMI values of content words in the
definition calculated from Wikipedia, with sentence
as the unit for obtaining frequencies.

Our ranking model outperforms all of the base-
lines. McNemar’s test showed that the difference be-
tween the proposed model and the best-performing
baseline is significant (p<0.00001). The results also
show that PMI is more effective in quiz-style rank-
ing than any other measure. The fact that max is im-
portant probably means that the mere existence of a
word that has a high PMI score is enough to raise the
ranking of a hint. It is also interesting that Wikipedia
gives better ranking, which is probably because peo-
ple’s names and related keywords are close to each
other in such descriptive texts.

Analyzing the ranking model trained by the rank-
ing SVM allows us to calculate the weights given to
the features (Hirao et al., 2002). Table 2 shows the
top-10 features in weights in absolute figures when
all samples were used for training. It can be seen
that high PMI values and words/semantic categories
related to government or creation lead to easy hints,
whereas semantic categories, such as birth and oth-
ers (corresponding to the person in ‘a person from
Tokyo’), lead to early hints. This supports our in-
tuitive notion that birthplaces should be presented
early for users to start thinking about a person.

6 Summary and Future Work

This paper proposed ranking definitions of a person
to automatically generate a “Who is this?” quiz.
Using reference ranking data that we created man-
ually, we trained a ranking model using a ranking
SVM based on features that encode the importance
of keywords in a definition as well as its content.

Rank Feature Name Weight
1 Wikipedia-Sentence-PMI-max 0.723
2 SemCat:33 (others/someone) -0.559
3 SemCat:186 (creator) 0.485
4 BOW:bakufu (feudal government) 0.451
5 SemCat:163 (sovereign/ruler/monarch) 0.422
6 Wikipedia-Document-PMI-max 0.409
7 SemCat:2391 (birth) -0.404
8 Wikipedia-Section-PMI-max 0.402
9 SemCat:2595 (unit; e.g., numeral classifier) 0.374

10 SemCat:2606 (plural; e.g., plural form) -0.368

Table 2: Weights of features learned for ranking def-
initions by the ranking SVM. SemCat denotes it is
a semantic-category feature with its semantic cate-
gory ID followed by the description of the category
in parentheses. BOW denotes a BOW feature.

Experimental results show that our ranking model
significantly outperforms baselines that use single
IR-related and positional measures for ranking. We
are currently in the process of building a dialogue
system that uses the quiz-style ranking for definition
presentation. We are planning to examine how the
different rankings affect the understanding and mo-
tivation of users.
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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to develop ani-
mated agents that can control multimodal 
instruction dialogues by monitoring user’s 
behaviors. First, this paper reports on our 
Wizard-of-Oz experiments, and then, using 
the collected corpus, proposes a probabilis-
tic model of fine-grained timing dependen-
cies among multimodal communication 
behaviors: speech, gestures, and mouse 
manipulations. A preliminary evaluation 
revealed that our model can predict a in-
structor’s grounding judgment and a lis-
tener’s successful mouse manipulation 
quite accurately, suggesting that the model 
is useful in estimating the user’s under-
standing, and can be applied to determining 
the agent’s next action.  

1 Introduction 

In face-to-face conversation, speakers adjust their 
utterances in progress according to the listener’s 
feedback expressed in multimodal manners, such 
as speech, facial expression, and eye-gaze. In task-
manipulation situations where the listener manipu-
lates objects by following the speaker’s instruc-
tions, correct task manipulation by the listener 
serves as more direct evidence of understanding 
(Brennan 2000, Clark and Krych 2004), and affects 
the speaker’s dialogue control strategies.  

Figure 1 shows an example of a software in-
struction dialogue in a video-mediated situation 
(originally in Japanese). While the learner says 

nothing, the instructor gives the instruction in 
small pieces, simultaneously modifying her ges-
tures and utterances according to the learner’s 
mouse movements. 

To accomplish such interaction between human 
users and animated help agents, and to assist the 
user through natural conversational interaction, this 
paper proposes a probabilistic model that computes 
timing dependencies among different types of be-
haviors in different modalities: speech, gestures, 
and mouse events. The model predicts (a) whether 
the instructor’s current utterance will be success-
fully understood by the learner and grounded 
(Clark and Schaefer 1989), and (b) whether the 
learner will successfully manipulate the object in 
the near future. These predictions can be used as 
constraints in determining agent actions. For ex-
ample, if the current utterance will not be grounded, 
then the help agent must add more information. 

In the following sections, first, we collect hu-
man-agent conversations by employing a Wizard-
of-Oz method, and annotate verbal and nonverbal 
behaviors. The annotated corpus is used to build a 
Bayesian network model for the multimodal in-
struction dialogues. Finally, we will evaluate how 

“That” (204ms pause)
Pointing gesture <preparation>

<stroke>

Mouse move

Instructor:

Learner:

“at the most” (395ms pause)

“left-hand side”

Instructor:

Learner:

Instructor:

Mouse move

“That” (204ms pause)
Pointing gesture <preparation>
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Mouse move
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Learner:
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Learner:

Instructor:

Mouse move  
Figure 1: Example of task manipulation dialogue 
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accurately the model can predict the events in (a) 
and (b) mentioned above. 

2 Related work 

In their psychological study, Clark and Krych 
(2004) showed that speakers alter their utterances 
midcourse while monitoring not only the listener’s 
vocal signals, but also the listener’s gestural sig-
nals as well as through other mutually visible 
events. Such a bilateral process functions as a joint 
activity to ground the presented information, and 
task manipulation as a mutually visible event con-
tributes to the grounding process (Brennan 2000, 
Whittaker 2003). Dillenbourg, Traum, et al. (1996) 
also discussed cross-modality in grounding: ver-
bally presented information is grounded by an ac-
tion in the task environment.  

Studies on interface agents have presented com-
putational models of multimodal interaction 
(Cassell, Bickmore, et al. 2000). Paek and Horvitz 
(1999) focused on uncertainty in speech-based in-
teraction, and employed a Bayesian network to 
understand the user’s speech input. For user moni-
toring, Nakano, Reinstein, et al. (2003) used a head 
tracker to build a conversational agent which can 
monitor the user’s eye-gaze and head nods as non-
verbal signals in grounding. 

These previous studies provide psychological 
evidence about the speaker’s monitoring behaviors 
as well as conversation modeling techniques in 
computational linguistics. However, little has been 
studied about how systems (agents) should monitor 
the user’s task manipulation, which gives direct 
evidence of understanding to estimate the user’s 
understanding, and exploits the predicted evidence 
as constraints in selecting the agent’s next action. 
Based on these previous attempts, this study pro-
poses a multimodal interaction model by focusing 
on task manipulation, and predicts conversation 
states using probabilistic reasoning. 

3 Data collection 

A data collection experiment was conducted using 
a Wizard-of-Oz agent assisting a user in learning a 
PCTV application, a system for watching and re-
cording TV programs on a PC.  

The output of the PC operated by the user was 
displayed on a 23-inch monitor in front of the user, 
and also projected on a 120-inch big screen, in 

front of which a human instructor was standing 
(Figure 2 (a)). Therefore, the participants shared 
visual events output from the PC (Figure 2 (b)) 
while sitting in different rooms. In addition, a rab-
bit-like animated agent was controlled through the 
instructor’s motion data captured by motion sen-
sors. The instructor’s voice was changed through a 
voice transformation system to make it sound like 
a rabbit agent. 

4 Corpus  

We collected 20 conversations from 10 pairs, and 
annotated 11 conversations of 6 pairs using the 
Anvil video annotating tool (Kipp 2004).   
Agent’s verbal behaviors: The agent’s (actually, 
instructor’s) speech data was split by pauses longer 
than 200ms. For each inter pausal unit (IPU), utter-
ance content type defined as follows was assigned.  
・ Identification (id): identification of a target 

object for the next operation 
・ Operation (op): request to execute a mouse 

click or a similar primitive action on the target 
・ Identification + operation (idop): referring to 

identification and operation in one IPU 
In addition to these main categories, we also 

used:  State (referring to a state before/after an op-
eration), Function (explaining a function of the 
system), Goal (referring to a task goal to be ac-
complished), and Acknowledgment. The inter-
coder agreement for this coding scheme is very 
high K=0.89 (Cohen’s Kappa), suggesting that the 
assigned tags are reliable.  
Agent’s nonverbal behaviors: As the most salient 
instructor’s nonverbal behaviors in the collected 
data, we annotated agent pointing gestures: 
・ Agent movement: agent’s position  movement 
・ Agent touching target (att): agent’s touching 

the target object as a stroke of a pointing ges-
ture  

          (a) Instructor                          (b) PC output 
Figure 2: Wizard-of-Oz agent controlled by instructor 
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User’s nonverbal behaviors: We annotated three 
types of mouse manipulation for the user’s task 
manipulation as follows:   
・ Mouse movement: movement of the mouse 

cursor 
・ Mouse-on-target: the mouse cursor is on the 

target object  
・ Click target: click on the target object 

4.1 Example of collected data 

 An example of an annotated corpus is shown in 
Figure 3. The upper two tracks illustrate the 
agent’s verbal and nonverbal behaviors, and the 
other two illustrate the user’s behaviors. The agent 
was pointing at the target (att) and giving a se-
quence of identification descriptions [a1-3]. Since 
the user’s mouse did not move at all, the agent 
added another identification IPU [a4] accompanied 
by another pointing gesture. Immediately after that, 
the user’s mouse cursor started moving towards the 
target object. After finishing the next IPU, the 
agent finally requested the user to click the object 
in [a6]. Note that the collected Wizard-of-Oz con-
versations are very similar to the human-human 
instruction dialogues shown in Figure 1. While 
carefully monitoring the user’s mouse actions, the 
Wizard-of-Oz agent provided information in small 
pieces. If it was uncertain that the user was follow-
ing the instruction, the agent added more explana-
tion without continuing. 

5 Probabilistic model of user-agent mul-
timodal interaction 

5.1 Building a Bayesian network model 

To consider multiple factors for verbal and non-
verbal behaviors in probabilistic reasoning, we 

employed a Bayesian network technique, which 
can infer the likelihood of the occurrence of a tar-
get event based on the dependencies among multi-
ple kinds of evidence. We extracted the conversa-
tional data from the beginning of an instructor's 
identification utterance for a new target object to 
the point that the user clicks on the object. Each 
IPU was split at 500ms intervals, and 1395 inter-
vals were obtained. As shown in Figure 4, the net-
work consists of 9 properties concerning verbal 
and nonverbal behaviors for past, current, and fu-
ture interval(s).   

5.2 Predicting evidence of understanding 

As a preliminary evaluation, we tested how ac-
curately our Bayesian network model can predict 
an instructor’s grounding judgment, and the user’s 
mouse click. The following five kinds of evidence 
were given to the network to predict future states. 
As evidence for the previous three intervals (1.5 
sec), we used (1) the percentage of time the agent 
touched the target (att), (2) the number of the 
user’s mouse movements. Evidence for the current 
interval is (3) current IPU’s content type, (4) 
whether the end of the current interval will be the 
end of the IPU (i.e. whether a pause will follow 
after the current interval), and (5) whether the 
mouse is on the target object. 
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Figure 3: Example dialogue between Wizard-of-Oz agent and user 

 
Figure 4: Bayesian network model 
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(a) Predicting grounding judgment: We tested 
how accurately the model can predict whether the 
instructor will go on to the next leg of the instruc-
tion or will give additional explanations using the 
same utterance content type (the current message 
will not be grounded). 

The results of 5-fold cross-validation are shown 
in Table 1. Since 83% of the data are “same con-
tent” cases, prediction for “same content” is very 
accurate (F-measure is 0.90). However, it is not 
very easy to find “content change” case because of 
its less frequency (F-measure is 0.68). It would be 
better to test the model using more balanced data.  
(b) Predicting user’s mouse click: As a measure 
of the smoothness of task manipulation, the net-
work predicted whether the user’s mouse click 
would be successfully performed within the next 5 
intervals (2.5sec). If a mouse click is predicted, the 
agent should just wait without annoying the user 
by unnecessary explanation. Since randomized 
data is not appropriate to test mouse click predic-
tion, we used 299 sequences of utterances that w-
ere not used for training. Our model predicted 84% 
of the user’s mouse clicks: 80% of them were pre-
dicted 3-5 intervals before the actual occurrence of 
the mouse click, and 20% were predicted 1 interval 
before. However, the model frequently generates 
wrong predictions. Improving precision rate is 
necessary.  

6 Discussion and Future Work 

We employed a Bayesian network technique to our 
goal of developing conversational agents that can 
generate fine-grained multimodal instruction dia-
logues, and we proposed a probabilistic model for 
predicting grounding judgment and user’s success-
ful mouse click. The results of preliminary evalua-
tion suggest that separate models of each modality 
for each conversational participant cannot properly 
describe the complex process of on-going multi-
modal interaction, but modeling the interaction as 
dyadic activities with multiple tracks of modalities 
is a promising approach. 

The advantage of employing the Bayesian net-
work technique is that, by considering the cost of 
misclassification and the benefit of correct classifi-
cation, the model can be easily adjusted according 
to the purpose of the system or the user’s skill level. 
For example, we can make the model more cau-
tious or incautious. Thus, our next step is to im-
plement the proposed model into a conversational 
agent, and evaluate our model not only in its accu-
racy, but also in its effectiveness by testing the 
model with various utility values. 
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Table 1: Preliminary evaluation results 

 Precision Recall F-
measure

Content  
change  0.53 0.99 0.68 

Same  
content 1.00 0.81 0.90 
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Abstract

Assessing the quality of user generated con-
tent is an important problem for many web
forums. While quality is currently assessed
manually, we propose an algorithm to as-
sess the quality of forum posts automati-
cally and test it on data provided by Nab-
ble.com. We use state-of-the-art classifi-
cation techniques and experiment with five
feature classes: Surface, Lexical, Syntactic,
Forum specific and Similarity features. We
achieve an accuracy of 89% on the task of
automatically assessing post quality in the
software domain using forum specific fea-
tures. Without forum specific features, we
achieve an accuracy of 82%.

1 Introduction

Web 2.0 leads to the proliferation of user generated
content, such as blogs, wikis and forums. Key prop-
erties of user generated content are: low publication
threshold and a lack of editorial control. Therefore,
the quality of this content may vary. The end user
has problems to navigate through large repositories
of information and find information of high qual-
ity quickly. In order to address this problem, many
forum hosting companies like Google Groups1 and
Nabble2 introduce rating mechanisms, where users
can rate the information manually on a scale from 1
(low quality) to 5 (high quality). The ratings have
been shown to be consistent with the user commu-
nity by Lampe and Resnick (2004). However, the

1http://groups.google.com
2http://www.nabble.com

percentage of manually rated posts is very low (0.1%
in Nabble).

Departing from this, the main idea explored in the
present paper is to investigate the feasibility of au-
tomatically assessing the perceived quality of user
generated content. We test this idea for online fo-
rum discussions in the domain of software. The per-
ceived quality is not an objective measure. Rather, it
models how the community at large perceives post
quality. We choose a machine learning approach to
automatically assess it.

Our main contributions are: (1) An algorithm for
automatic quality assessment of forum posts that
learns from human ratings. We evaluate the system
on online discussions in the software domain. (2)
An analysis of the usefulness of different classes of
features for the prediction of post quality.

2 Related work

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
which attempts to assess the quality of forum posts
automatically. However, on the one hand work has
been done on automatic assessment of other types of
user generated content, such as essays and product
reviews. On the other hand, student online discus-
sions have been analyzed.

Automatic text quality assessment has been stud-
ied in the area of automatic essay scoring (Valenti
et al., 2003; Chodorow and Burstein, 2004; Attali
and Burstein, 2006). While there exist guidelines
for writing and assessing essays, this is not the case
for forum posts, as different users cast their rating
with possibly different quality criteria in mind. The
same argument applies to the automatic assessment
of product review usefulness (Kim et al., 2006c):
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Stars Label on the website Number
? Poor Post 1251
?? Below Average Post 44
? ? ? Average Post 69
? ? ?? Above Average Post 183
? ? ? ? ? Excellent Post 421

Table 1: Categories and their usage frequency.

Readers of a review are asked “Was this review help-
ful to you?” with the answer choices Yes/No. This
is very well defined compared to forum posts, which
are typically rated on a five star scale that does not
advertise a specific semantics.

Forums have been in the focus of another track
of research. Kim et al. (2006b) found that the re-
lation between a student’s posting behavior and the
grade obtained by that student can be assessed au-
tomatically. The main features used are the num-
ber of posts, the average post length and the aver-
age number of replies to posts of the student. Feng
et al. (2006) and Kim et al. (2006a) describe a sys-
tem to find the most authoritative answer in a fo-
rum thread. The latter add speech act analysis as a
feature for this classification. Another feature is the
author’s trustworthiness, which could be computed
based on the automatic quality classification scheme
proposed in the present paper. Finding the most au-
thoritative post could also be defined as a special
case of the quality assessment. However, it is def-
initely different from the task studied in the present
paper. We assess the perceived quality of a given
post, based solely on its intrinsic features. Any dis-
cussion thread may contain an indefinite number of
good posts, rather than a single authoritative one.

3 Experiments

We seek to develop a system that adapts to the qual-
ity standards existing in a certain user community
by learning the relation between a set of features
and the perceived quality of posts. We experimented
with features from five classes described in table 2:
Surface, Lexical, Syntactic, Forum specific and Sim-
ilarity features.

We use forum discussions from the Software cat-
egory of Nabble.com.5 The data consists of 1968
rated posts in 1788 threads from 497 forums. Posts
can be rated by multiple users, but that happens

5http://www.nabble.com/Software-f94.html

rarely. 1927 posts were rated by one, 40 by two and
1 post by three users. Table 1 shows the distribu-
tion of average ratings on a five star scale. From
this statistics, it becomes evident that users at Nab-
ble prefer extreme ratings. Therefore, we decided
to treat the posts as being binary rated.: Posts with
less than three stars are rated “bad”. Posts with more
than three stars are “good”.

We removed 61 posts where all ratings are ex-
actly three stars. We removed additional 14 posts
because they had contradictory ratings on the binary
scale. Those posts were mostly spam, which was
voted high for commercial interests and voted down
for being spam. Additionally, we removed 30 posts
that did not contain any text but only attachments
like pictures. Finally, we removed 331 non English
posts using a simple heuristics: Posts that contained
a certain percentage of words above a pre-defined
threshold, which are non-English according to a dic-
tionary, were considered to be non-English.

This way, we obtained 1532 binary classified
posts: 947 good posts and 585 bad posts. For each
post, we compiled a feature vector, and feature val-
ues were normalized to the range [0.0, . . . , 1.0].

We use support vector machines as a state-of-the-
art-algorithm for binary classification. For all exper-
iments, we used a C-SVM with a gaussian RBF ker-
nel as implemented by LibSVM in the YALE toolkit
(Chang and Lin, 2001; Mierswa et al., 2006). Pa-
rameters were set to C = 10 and γ = 0.1. We per-
formed stratified ten-fold cross validation6 to esti-
mate the performance of our algorithm. We repeated
several experiments according to the leave-one-out
evaluation scheme and found comparable results to
the ones reported in this paper.

4 Results and Analysis

We compared our algorithm to a majority class clas-
sifier as a baseline, which achieves an accuracy of
62%. As it is evident from table 3, most system con-
figurations outperform the baseline system. The best
performing single feature category are the Forum
specific features. As we seek to build an adaptable
system, analyzing the performance without these
features is worthwhile: Using all other features, we

6See (Witten and Frank, 2005), chapter 5.3 for an in-depth
description.
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Feature category Feature name Description

Surface Features

Length The number of tokens in a post.
Question Frequency The percentage of sentences ending with “?”.
Exclamation Frequency The percentage of sentences ending with “!”.
Capital Word Frequency The percentage of words in CAPITAL, which is often associated with shouting.

Lexical Features
Information about
the wording of the
posts

Spelling Error Frequency The percentage of words that are not spelled correctly.3

Swear Word Frequency The percentage of words that are on a list of swear words we compiled from
resources like WordNet and Wikipedia4, which contains more than eighty words
like “asshole”, but also common transcriptions like “f*ckin”.

Syntactic Features The percentage of part-of-speech tags as defined in the PENN Treebank tag set
(Marcus et al., 1994). We used TreeTagger (Schmid, 1995) based on the english
parameter files supplied with it.

Forum specific
features
Properties of a post
that are only
present in forum
postings

IsHTML Whether or not a post contains HTML. In our data, this is encoded explicitly,
but it can also be determined by regular expressions matching HTML tags.

IsMail Whether or not a post has been copied from a mailing list. This is encoded
explicitly in our data.

Quote Fraction The fraction of characters that are inside quotes of other posts. These quotes are
marked explicitly in our data.

URL and Path Count The number of URLs and filesystem paths. Post quality in the software do-
main may be influenced by the amount of tangible information, which is partly
captured by these features.

Similarity features Forums are focussed on a topic. The relatedness of a post to the topic of the
forum may influence post quality. We capture this relatedness by the cosine
between the posts unigram vector and the unigram vector of the forum.

Table 2: Features used for the automatic quality assessment of posts.

achieve an only slightly worse classification accu-
racy. Thus, the combination of all other features
captures the quality of a post fairly well.

SUF LEX SYN FOR SIM Avg. accuracy
Baseline 61.82%√ √ √ √ √

89.10%√
– – – – 61.82%

–
√

– – – 71.82%
– –

√
– – 82.64%

– – –
√

– 85.05%
– – – –

√
62.01%

–
√ √ √ √

89.10%√
–

√ √ √
89.36%√ √

–
√ √

85.03%√ √ √
–

√
82.90%√ √ √ √

– 88.97%
–

√ √ √
– 88.56%√

– –
√

– 85.12%
– –

√ √
– 88.74%

Table 3: Accuracy with different feature sets. SUF: Surface,
LEX: Lexical, SYN: Syntax, FOR: Forum specific, SIM: simi-
larity. The baseline results from a majority class classifier.

We performed additional experiments to identify
the most important features from the Forum specific
ones. Table 4 shows that IsMail and Quote Frac-
tion are the dominant features. This is noteworthy,
as those features are not based on the domain of dis-
cussion. Thus, we believe that these features will
perform well in future experiments on other data.

ISM ISH QFR URL PAC Avg. accuracy√ √ √ √ √
85.05%√

– – – – 73.30%
–

√
– – – 61.82%

– –
√

– – 73.76%
– – –

√
– 61.29%

– – – –
√

61.82%
–

√ √ √ √
74.41%√

–
√ √ √

85.05%√ √
–

√ √
73.30%√ √ √

–
√

85.05%√ √ √ √
– 85.05%√

–
√

– – 84.99%√ √ √
– – 85.05%

Table 4: Accuracy with different forum specific features.
ISM: IsMail, ISH: IsHTML, QFR: QuoteFraction, URL: URL-
Count, PAC: PathCount.

Error Analysis Table 5 shows the confusion ma-
trix of the system using all features. Many posts
that were misclassified as good ones show no ap-
parent reason to be classified as bad posts to us. The
understanding of their rating seems to require deep
knowledge about the specific subject of discussion.
The few remaining posts are either spam or rated
negatively to signalize dissent with the opinion ex-
pressed in the post. Posts that were misclassified as
bad ones often contain program code, digital signa-
tures or other non-textual parts in the body. We plan
to address these issues with better preprocessing in
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true good true bad sum
pred. good 490 72 562

pred. bad 95 875 970
sum 585 947 1532

Table 5: Confusion matrix for the system using all features.

the future. However, the relatively high accuracy al-
ready achieved shows that these issues are rare.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Assessing post quality is an important problem for
many forums on the web. Currently, most forums
need their users to rate the posts manually, which is
error prone, labour intensive and last but not least
may lead to the problem of premature negative con-
sent (Lampe and Resnick, 2004).

We proposed an algorithm that has shown to be
able to assess the quality of forum posts. The al-
gorithm applies state-of-the-art classification tech-
niques using features such as Surface, Lexical, Syn-
tactic, Forum specific and Similarity features to
do so. Our best performing system configuration
achieves an accuracy of 89.1%, which is signifi-
cantly higher than the baseline of 61.82%. Our ex-
periments show that forum specific features perform
best. However, slightly worse but still satisfactory
performance can be obtained even without those.

So far, we have not made use of the structural in-
formation in forum threads yet. We plan to perform
experiments investigating speech act recognition in
forums to improve the automatic quality assessment.
We also plan to apply our system to further domains
of forum discussion, such as the discussions among
active Wikipedia users.

We believe that the proposed algorithm will sup-
port important applications beyond content filtering
like automatic summarization systems and forum
specific search.
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Abstract

This paper presents the application of
WordNet-based semantic relatedness mea-
sures to Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) in multi-party meetings. Differ-
ent word-utterance context relatedness mea-
sures and utterance-coherence measures are
defined and applied to the rescoring ofN -
best lists. No significant improvements
in terms of Word-Error-Rate (WER) are
achieved compared to a large word-basedn-
gram baseline model. We discuss our results
and the relation to other work that achieved
an improvement with such models for sim-
pler tasks.

1 Introduction

As (Pucher, 2005) has shown different WordNet-
based measures and contexts are best for word pre-
diction in conversational speech. The JCN (Sec-
tion 2.1) measure performs best for nouns using the
noun-context. The LESK (Section 2.1) measure per-
forms best for verbs and adjectives using a mixed
word-context.

Text-based semantic relatedness measures can
improve word prediction on simulated speech recog-
nition hypotheses as (Demetriou et al., 2000) have
shown. (Demetriou et al., 2000) generatedN -best
lists from phoneme confusion data acquired from
a speech recognizer, and a pronunciation lexicon.
Then sentence hypotheses of varyingWord-Error-
Rate (WER) were generated based on sentences
from different genres from theBritish National Cor-
pus(BNC). It was shown by them that the semantic

model can improve recognition, where the amount
of improvement varies with context length and sen-
tence length. Thereby it was shown that these mod-
els can make use of long-term information.

In this paper the best performing measures
from (Pucher, 2005), which outperform baseline
models on word prediction for conversational tele-
phone speech are used forAutomatic Speech Recog-
nition (ASR) in multi-party meetings. Thereby we
want to investigate if WordNet-based models can be
used for rescoring of ‘real’N -best lists in a difficult
task.

1.1 Word prediction by semantic similarity

The standardn-gram approach in language mod-
eling for speech recognition cannot cope with
long-term dependencies. Therefore (Bellegarda,
2000) proposed combiningn-gram language mod-
els, which are effective for predicting local de-
pendencies, withLatent Semantic Analysis(LSA)
based models for covering long-term dependencies.
WordNet-based semantic relatedness measures can
be used for word prediction using long-term depen-
dencies, as in this example from the CallHome En-
glish telephone speech corpus:

(1) B: I I well, you should see what the
bstudentsc

B: after they torture them for sixbyearsc in
middlebschoolc and highbschoolc they
don’t want to do anything inbcollegec
particular.

In Example 1collegecan be predicted from the
noun context using semantic relatedness measures,
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here betweenstudentsandcollege. A 3-gram model
gives a ranking ofcollegein the context ofanything
in. An 8-gram predictscollegefrom they don’t want
to do anything in, but the strongest predictor isstu-
dents.

1.2 Test data

The JCN and LESK measure that are defined in the
next section are used forN -best list rescoring. For
the WER experimentsN -best lists generated from
the decoding of conference room meeting test data
of the NIST Rich Transcription 2005 Spring (RT-
05S) meeting evaluation (Fiscus et al., 2005) are
used. The4-gram that has to be improved by the
WordNet-based models is trained on various corpora
from conversational telephone speech to web data
that together contain approximately 1 billion words.

2 WordNet-based semantic relatedness
measures

2.1 Basic measures

Two similarity/distance measures from the Perl
package WordNet-Similarity written by (Pedersen et
al., 2004) are used. The measures are named af-
ter their respective authors. All measures are im-
plemented as similarity measures. JCN (Jiang and
Conrath, 1997) is based on the information content,
and LESK (Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003) allows
for comparison across Part-of-Speech (POS) bound-
aries.

2.2 Word context relatedness

First the relatedness between words is defined based
on the relatedness between senses.S(w) are the
senses of wordw. Definition 2 also performs word-
sense disambiguation.

rel(w,w′) = max
ci∈S(w) cj∈S(w′)

rel(ci, cj) (2)

The relatedness of a word and a context (relW) is
defined as the average of the relatedness of the word
and all words in the context.

relW(w,C) =
1

| C |
∑

wi∈C

rel(w,wi) (3)

2.3 Word utterance (context) relatedness

The performance of the word-context relatedness
(Definition 3) shows how well the measures work
for algorithms that proceed in a left-to-right manner,
since the context is restricted to words that have al-
ready been seen. For the rescoring ofN -best lists
it is not necessary to proceed in a left-to-right man-
ner. The word-utterance-context relatedness can be
used for the rescoring ofN -best lists. This related-
ness does not only use the context of the preceding
words, but the whole utterance.

SupposeU = 〈w1, . . . , wn〉 is an utterance. Let
pre(wi, U) be the set

⋃
j<i wj andpost(wi, U) be

the set
⋃

j>i wj . Then the word-utterance-context
relatedness is defined as

relU1(wi, U, C) =
relW(wi,pre(wi, U) ∪ post(wi, U) ∪ C) . (4)

In this case there are two types of context. The
first context comes from the respective meeting, and
the second context comes from the actual utterance.

Another definition is obtained if the contextC is
eliminated (C = ∅) and just the utterance contextU
is taken into account.

relU2(wi, U) =
relW(wi,pre(wi, U) ∪ post(wi, U)) (5)

Both definitions can be modified for usage with
rescoring in a left-to-right manner by restricting the
contexts only to the preceding words.

relU3(wi, U, C) = relW(wi,pre(wi, U) ∪ C) (6)

relU4(wi, U) = relW(wi,pre(wi, U)) (7)

2.4 Defining utterance coherence

Using Definitions 4-7 different concepts of utterance
coherence can be defined. For rescoring the utter-
ance coherence is used, when a score for each el-
ement of anN -best list is needed.U is again an
utteranceU = 〈w1, . . . , wn〉.
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cohU1(U,C) =
1

| U |
∑
w∈U

relU1(w,U,C) (8)

The first semantic utterance coherence measure
(Definition 8) is based on all words in the utterance
as well as in the context. It takes the mean of the
relatedness of all words. It is based on the word-
utterance-context relatedness (Definition 4).

cohU2(U) =
1

| U |
∑
w∈U

relU2(w,U) (9)

The second coherence measure (Definition 9) is
a pure inner-utterance-coherence, which means that
no history apart from the utterance is needed. Such
a measure is very useful for rescoring, since the his-
tory is often not known or because there are speech
recognition errors in the history. It is based on Defi-
nition 5.

cohU3(U,C) =
1

| U |
∑
w∈U

relU3(w,U,C) (10)

The third (Definition 10) and fourth (Defini-
tion 11) definition are based on Definition 6 and 7,
that do not take future words into account.

cohU4(U) =
1

| U |
∑
w∈U

relU4(w,U) (11)

3 Word-error-rate (WER) experiments

For the rescoring experiments the first-best element
of the previousN -best list is added to the context.
Before applying the WordNet-based measures, the
N -best lists are POS tagged with a decision tree
tagger (Schmid, 1994). The WordNet measures are
then applied to verbs, nouns and adjectives. Then
the similarity values are used as scores, which have
to be combined with the language model scores of
theN -best list elements.

The JCN measure is used for computing a noun
score based on the noun context, and the LESK mea-
sure is used for computing a verb/adjective score
based on the noun/verb/adjective context. In the end
there is aleskscoreand ajcn scorefor eachN -best

list. The final WordNet score is the sum of the two
scores.

The log-linear interpolation method used for the
rescoring is defined as

p(S) ∝ pwordnet(S)λ pn-gram(S)1−λ (12)

where∝ denotes normalization. Based on all Word-
Net scores of anN -best list a probability is esti-
mated, which is then interpolated with then-gram
model probability. If only the elements in anN -
best list are considered, log-linear interpolation can
be used since it is not necessary to normalize over
all sentences. Then there is only one parameterλ to
optimize, which is done with a brute force approach.
For this optimization a small part of the test data is
taken and the WER is computed for different values
of λ.

As a baseline then-gram mixture model trained
on all available training data (≈ 1 billion words) is
used. It is log-linearly interpolated with the Word-
Net probabilities. Additionally to this sophisticated
interpolation, solely the WordNet scores are used
without then-gram scores.

3.1 WER experiments for inner-utterance
coherence

In this first group of experiments Definitions 8 and 9
are applied to the rescoring task. Similarity scores
for each element in anN -best list are derived ac-
cording to the definitions. The first-best element of
the last list is always added to the context. The con-
text size is constrained to the last20 words. Def-
inition 8 includes context apart from the utterance
context, Definition 9 only uses the utterance context.

No improvement over then-gram baseline is
achieved for these two measures. Neither with the
log-linearly interpolated models nor with the Word-
Net scores alone. The differences between the meth-
ods in terms of WER are not significant.

3.2 WER experiments for utterance coherence

In the second group of experiments Definitions 10
and 11 are applied to the rescoring task. There is
again one measure that uses dialog context (10) and
one that only uses utterance context (11).

Also for these experiments no improvement over
the n-gram baseline is achieved. Neither with the
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log-linearly interpolated models nor with the Word-
Net scores alone. The differences between the meth-
ods in terms of WER are also not significant. There
are also no significant differences in performance
between the second group and the first group of ex-
periments.

4 Summary and discussion

We showed how to define more and more complex
relatedness measures on top of the basic relatedness
measures between word senses.

The LESK and JCN measures were used for the
rescoring ofN -best lists. It was shown that speech
recognition of multi-party meetings cannot be im-
proved compared to a4-gram baseline model, when
using WordNet models.

One reason for the poor performance of the mod-
els could be that the task of rescoring simulatedN -
best lists, as presented in (Demetriou et al., 2000), is
significantly easier than the rescoring of ‘real’N -
best lists. (Pucher, 2005) has shown that Word-
Net models can outperform simple random mod-
els on the task of word prediction, in spite of the
noise that is introduced through word-sense disam-
biguation and POS tagging. To improve the word-
sense disambiguation one could use the approach
proposed by (Basili et al., 2004).

In the above WER experiments a4-gram baseline
model was used, which was trained on nearly1 bil-
lion words. In (Demetriou et al., 2000) a simpler
baseline has been used.650 sentences were used
there to generate sentence hypotheses with different
WER using phoneme confusion data and a pronun-
ciation lexicon. Experiments with simpler baseline
models ignore that these simpler models are not used
in today’s recognition systems.

We think that these prediction models can still be
useful for other tasks where only small amounts of
training data are available. Another possibility of
improvement is to use other interpolation techniques
like the maximum entropy framework. WordNet-
based models could also be improved by using a
trigger-based approach. This could be done by not
using the whole WordNet and its similarities, but
defining word-trigger pairs that are used for rescor-
ing.
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Abstract 

An emotion lexicon is an indispensable re-
source for emotion analysis.  This paper 
aims to mine the relationships between 
words and emotions using weblog corpora.  
A collocation model is proposed to learn 
emotion lexicons from weblog articles.  
Emotion classification at sentence level is 
experimented by using the mined lexicons 
to demonstrate their usefulness. 

1 Introduction 

Weblog (blog) is one of the most widely used cy-
bermedia in our internet lives that captures and 
shares moments of our day-to-day experiences, 
anytime and anywhere.  Blogs are web sites that 
timestamp posts from an individual or a group of 
people, called bloggers.  Bloggers may not follow 
formal writing styles to express emotional states.  
In some cases, they must post in pure text, so they 
add printable characters, such as “:-)” (happy) and 
“:-(“ (sad), to express their feelings.  In other cases, 
they type sentences with an internet messenger-
style interface, where they can attach a special set 
of graphic icons, or emoticons.  Different kinds of 
emoticons are introduced into text expressions to 
convey bloggers’ emotions. 

Since thousands of blog articles are created eve-
ryday, emotional expressions can be collected to 
form a large-scale corpus which guides us to build 
vocabularies that are more emotionally expressive.  
Our approach can create an emotion lexicon free of 
laborious efforts of the experts who must be famil-
iar with both linguistic and psychological knowl-
edge. 

2 Related Works 

Some previous works considered emoticons from 
weblogs as categories for text classification.  

Mishne (2005), and Yang and Chen (2006) used 
emoticons as tags to train SVM (Cortes and Vap-
nik, 1995) classifiers at document or sentence level.  
In their studies, emoticons were taken as moods or 
emotion tags, and textual keywords were taken as 
features.  Wu et al. (2006) proposed a sentence-
level emotion recognition method using dialogs as 
their corpus.  “Happy, “Unhappy”, or “Neutral” 
was assigned to each sentence as its emotion cate-
gory.  Yang et al. (2006) adopted Thayer’s model 
(1989) to classify music emotions.  Each music 
segment can be classified into four classes of 
moods.  In sentiment analysis research, Read (2005) 
used emoticons in newsgroup articles to extract 
instances relevant for training polarity classifiers. 

3 Training and Testing Blog Corpora 

We select Yahoo! Kimo Blog1 posts as our source 
of emotional expressions.  Yahoo! Kimo Blog 
service has 40 emoticons which are shown in Table 
1.  When an editing article, a blogger can insert an 
emoticon by either choosing it or typing in the 
corresponding codes.  However, not all articles 
contain emoticons.  That is, users can decide 
whether to insert emoticons into articles/sentences 
or not.  In this paper, we treat these icons as 
emotion categories and taggings on the 
corresponding text expressions. 

The dataset we adopt consists of 5,422,420 blog 
articles published at Yahoo! Kimo Blog from 
January to July, 2006, spanning a period of 212 
days.  In total, 336,161 bloggers’ articles were col-
lected.  Each blogger posts 16 articles on average. 

We used the articles from January to June as the 
training set and the articles in July as the testing set.  
Table 2 shows the statistics of each set.  On aver-
age, 14.10% of the articles contain emotion-tagged 
expressions.  The average length of articles with 
tagged emotions, i.e., 272.58 characters, is shorter 

                                                 
1 http://tw.blog.yahoo.com/ 
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than that of articles without tagging, i.e., 465.37 
characters.  It seems that people tend to use emoti-
cons to replace certain amount of text expressions 
to make their articles more succinct. 

Figure 1 shows the three phases for the con-
struction and evaluation of emotion lexicons.  In 
phase 1, 1,185,131 sentences containing only one 
emoticon are extracted to form a training set to 
build emotion lexicons.  In phase 2, sentence-level 
emotion classifiers are constructed using the mined 
lexicons.  In phase 3, a testing set consisting of 
307,751 sentences is used to evaluate the classifi-
ers. 

4 Emotion Lexicon Construction 

The blog corpus contains a collection of bloggers’ 
emotional expressions which can be analyzed to 
construct an emotion lexicon consisting of words 

that collocate with emoticons. We adopt a variation 
of pointwise mutual information (Manning and 
Schütze, 1999) to measure the collocation strength 
co(e,w) between an emotion e and a word w:  

)()(

),(
log),(),o(

wPeP

weP
wecwec ×=

 (1) 

where P(e,w)=c(e,w)/N, P(e)=c(e)/N, P(w)=c(w)/N, 
c(e) and c(w) are the total occurrences of emoticon 
e and word w in a tagged corpus, respectively, 
c(e,w) is total co-occurrences of e and w, and N 
denotes the total word occurrences. 

A word entry of a lexicon may contain several 
emotion senses.  They are ordered by the colloca-
tion strength co.  Figure 2 shows two Chinese ex-

ample words, “哈哈 ” (ha1ha1) and “可惡 ” 

(ke3wu4).  The former collocates with “laughing” 
and “big grin” emoticons with collocation strength 
25154.50 and 2667.11, respectively.  Similarly, the 
latter collocates with “angry” and “phbbbbt”.  
When all collocations (i.e., word-emotion pairs) 
are listed in a descending order of co, we can 
choose top n collocations to build an emotion lexi-
con.  In this paper, two lexicons (Lexicons A and B) 
are extracted by setting n to 25k and 50k.  Lexicon 
A contains 4,776 entries with 25,000 sense pairs 
and Lexicon B contains 11,243 entries and 50,000 
sense pairs. 

5 Emotion Classification 

Suppose a sentence S to be classified consists of n 
emotion words.  The emotion of S is derived by a 
mapping from a set of n emotion words to m emo-
tion categories as follows: 
 },...,{ˆ},...,{ 11 m

tionclassifica
n eeeewewS ∈→→  

Table 1. Yahoo! Kimo Blog Emoticon Set. 
ID Emoticon Code Description ID Emoticon Code Description ID Emoticon Code Description ID Emoticon Code Description 

1  :) happy 11  :O surprise 21  0:) angel 31  (:| yawn 

2  :( sad 12  X-( angry 22  :-B nerd 32  =P~ drooling 

3  ;) winking 13  :> smug 23  =; 
talk to  

the hand 
33  :-? thinking 

4  :D big grin 14  B-) cool 24  I-) asleep 34  ;)) hee hee 

5  ;;) 
batting  

eyelashes 
15  :-S worried 25  8-) rolling eyes 35  =D> applause 

6  :-/ confused 16  >:) devil 26  :-& sick 36  [-o< praying 

7  :x love struck 17  :(( crying 27  :-$ 
don't tell  
anyone 

37  :-< sigh 

8  :”> blushing 18  :)) laughing 28  [-( not talking 38  >:P phbbbbt 

9  :p tongue 19  :| straight face 29  :o) clown 39  @};- rose 

10  :* kiss 20  /:) 
raised  

eyebrow 
30  @-) hypnotized 40  :@) pig 

 

Table 2. Statistics of the Weblog Dataset. 

Dataset Article # Tagged # Percentage Tagged Len. Untagged L. 

Training 4,187,737 575,009 13.86% 269.77 chrs. 468.14 chrs. 

Testing 1,234,683 182,999 14.92% 281.42 chrs. 455.82 chrs. 

Total 5,422,420 764,788 14.10% 272.58 chrs. 465.37 chrs. 

 

Testing Set 

Figure 1. Emotion Lexicon Construction and Evaluation. 

Extraction 

Blog 
Articles 

Features 

Classifiers 
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Lexicon 
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Phase 2
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For each emotion word ewi, we may find several 
emotion senses with the corresponding collocation 
strength co by looking up the lexicon.  Three alter-
natives are proposed as follows to label a sentence 
S with an emotion: 

(a) Method 1 
(1)  Consider all senses of ewi as votes.  Label S 

with the emotion that receives the most votes. 
(2)  If more than two emotions get the same num-

ber of votes, then label S with the emotion that 
has the maximum co. 

(b) Method 2 

    Collect emotion senses from all ewi.  Label S 
with the emotion that has the maximum co. 

(c) Method 3 
The same as Method 1 except that each ewi v-
otes only one sense that has the maximum co. 

In past research, the approach used by Yang et 
al. (2006) was based on the Thayer’s model (1989), 
which divided emotions into 4 categories.  In sen-
timent analysis research, such as Read’s study 
(2006), a polarity classifier separated instances into 
positive and negative classes.  In our experiments, 
we not only adopt fine-grain classification, but also 
coarse-grain classification.  We first select 40 
emoticons as a category set, and also adopt the 
Thayer’s model to divide the emoticons into 4 
quadrants of the emotion space.  As shown in Fig-
ure 3, the top-right side collects the emotions that 
are more positive and energetic and the bottom-left 
side is more negative and silent.  A polarity classi-

fier uses the right side as positive and the left side 
as negative. 

6 Evaluation 

Table 3 shows the performance under various 
combinations of lexicons, emotion categories and 
classification methods.  “Hit #” stands for the 
number of correctly-answered instances. The base-
line represents the precision of predicting the ma-
jority category, such as “happy” or “positive”, as 
the answer.  The baseline method’s precision in-
creases as the number of emotion classes decreases.  
The upper bound recall indicates the upper limit on 
the fraction of the 307,751 instances solvable by 
the corresponding method and thus reflects the 
limitation of the method.  The closer a method’s 
actual recall is to the upper bound recall, the better 
the method.  For example, at most 40,855 instances 
(14.90%) can be answered using Method 1 in 
combination with Lexicon A.  But the actual recall 
is 4.55% only, meaning that Method 1’s recall is 
more than 10% behind its upper bound.  Methods 
which have a larger set of candidate answers have 
higher upper bound recalls, because the probability 
that the correct answer is in their set of candidate 
answers is greater. 

Experiment results show that all methods utiliz-
ing Lexicon A have performance figures lower 
than the baseline, so Lexicon A is not useful.  In 
contrast, Lexicon B, which provides a larger col-
lection of vocabularies and emotion senses, outper-
forms Lexicon A and the baseline.  Although 
Method 3 has the smallest candidate answer set 
and thus has the smallest upper bound recall, it 
outperforms the other two methods in most cases.  
Method 2 achieves better precisions when using 

哈哈哈哈哈哈哈哈 (ha1ha1) “hah hah”  

Sense 1. (laughing) – co: 25154.50 

e.g., 哈哈...  我應該要出運了~ 

        “hah hah…  I am getting lucky~” 

Sense 2. (big grin) – co: 2667.11 

e.g., 今天只背了單母音而已~哈哈  

        “I only memorized vowels today~ haha ” 

可惡可惡可惡可惡 (ke3wu4) “darn” 

Sense 1. (angry) – co: 2797.82 

e.g., 駭客在搞什麼...可惡  

        “What's the hacker doing... darn it ” 

Sense 2. (phbbbbt) – co: 619.24 

e.g., 可惡的外星人…  

        “Damn those aliens ” 

Figure 2. Some Example Words in a Lexicon. 

 

Arousal (energetic) 
 
 

               

                       
                                                                  Valence 
(negative)                                            (positive) 
 

        

       
 

(silent) 

unassigned:  

Figure 3. Emoticons on Thayer’s model. 
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Thayer’s emotion categories.  Method 1 treats the 
vote to every sense equally.  Hence, it loses some 
differentiation abilities.  Method 1 performs the 
best in the first case (Lexicon A, 40 classes). 

We can also apply machine learning to the data-
set to train a high-precision classification model.  
To experiment with this idea, we adopt LIBSVM 
(Fan et al., 2005) as the SVM kernel to deal with 
the binary polarity classification problem.  The 
SVM classifier chooses top k (k = 25, 50, 75, and 
100) emotion words as features.  Since the SVM 
classifier uses a small feature set, there are testing 
instances which do not contain any features seen 
previously by the SVM classifier.  To deal with 
this problem, we use the class prediction from 
Method 3 for any testing instances without any 
features that the SVM classifier can recognize.  In 
Table 4, the SVM classifier employing 25 features 
has the highest precision.  On the other hand, the 
SVM classifier employing 50 features has the 
highest F measure when used in conjunction with 
Method 3. 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

Our methods for building an emotional lexicon 
utilize emoticons from blog articles collaboratively 
contributed by bloggers.  Since thousands of blog 
articles are created everyday, we expect the set of 

emotional expressions to keep expanding.  In the 
experiments, the method of employing each emo-
tion word to vote only one emotion category 
achieves the best performance in both fine-grain 
and coarse-grain classification. 
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Table 3. Evaluation Results. 
Method 1 (M1) Method 2 (M2) Method 3 (M3) 

 Baseline 
Upp. R. Hit # Prec. Reca. Upp. R. Hit # Prec. Reca. Upp. R. Hit # Prec. Reca. 

Lexicon A 
40 classes 

8.04% 14.90% 14,009 4.86% 4.55% 14.90% 9,392 3.26% 3.05% 6.49% 13,929 4.83% 4.52% 

Lexicon A 
Thayer 

38.38% 48.70% 90,332 32.46% 29.35% 48.70% 64,689 23.25% 21.02% 35.94% 93,285 33.53% 30.31% 

Lexicon A 
Polarity 

63.49% 60.74% 150,946 54.25% 49.05% 60.74% 120,237 43.21% 39.07% 54.97% 153,292 55.09% 49.81% 

Lexicon B 
40 classes 

8.04% 73.18% 45,075 15.65% 14.65% 73.18% 43,637 15.15% 14.18% 27.89% 45,604 15.83% 14.81% 

Lexicon B 
Thayer 

38.38% 89.11% 104,094 37.40% 33.82% 89.11% 118,392 42.55% 38.47% 63.74% 110,904 39.86% 36.04% 

Lexicon B 
Polarity 

63.49% 91.12% 192,653 69.24% 62.60% 91.12% 188,434 67.72% 61.23% 81.92% 195,190 70.15% 63.42% 

Upp. R. – upper bound recall; Prec. – precision; Reca. – recall 

                          Table 4. SVM  Performance. 

Method Upp. R. Hit # Prec. Reca. F 

Lexicon B M3 81.92% 195,190 70.15% 63.42% 66.62% 

SVM 25 features 15.80% 38,651 79.49% 12.56% 21.69% 

SVM 50 features 26.27% 62,999 77.93% 20.47% 32.42% 

SVM 75 features 36.74% 84,638 74.86% 27.50% 40.23% 

SVM 100 features 45.49% 101,934 72.81% 33.12% 45.53% 

 (Svm-25 + M3) 90.41% 196,147 70.05% 63.73% 66.74% 

 (Svm-50 + M3) 90.41% 195,835 70.37% 63.64% 66.83% 

(Svm-75 + M3) 90.41% 195,229 70.16% 63.44% 66.63% 

 (Svm-100 + M3) 90.41% 195,054 70.01% 63.38% 66.53% 

                                F = 2×(Precision×Recall)/(Precision+Recall) 
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Abstract

For natural language understanding, it is es-
sential to reveal semantic relations between
words. To date, only the IS-A relation
has been publicly available. Toward deeper
natural language understanding, we semi-
automatically constructed the domain dic-
tionary that represents the domain relation
between Japanese fundamental words. This
is the first Japanese domain resource that is
fully available. Besides, our method does
not require a document collection, which is
indispensable for keyword extraction tech-
niques but is hard to obtain. As a task-based
evaluation, we performed blog categoriza-
tion. Also, we developed a technique for es-
timating the domain of unknown words.

1 Introduction

We constructed a lexical resource that represents the
domain relation among Japanese fundamental words
(JFWs), and we call it the domain dictionary.1 It
associates JFWs with domains in which they are typ-
ically used. For example,

���������
home run is

associated with the domain SPORTS2 . That is, we
aim to make explicit the horizontal relation between
words, the domain relation, while thesauri indicate
the vertical relation called IS-A.3

1In fact, there have been a few domain resources in Japanese
like Yoshimoto et al. (1997). But they are not publicly available.

2Domains are CAPITALIZED in this paper.
3The lack of the horizontal relationship is also known as the

“tennis problem” (Fellbaum, 1998, p.10).

2 Two Issues

You have to address two issues. One is what do-
mains to assume, and the other is how to associate
words with domains without document collections.

The former is paraphrased as how people cate-
gorize the real world, which is really a hard prob-
lem. In this study, we avoid being too involved in
the problem and adopt a simple domain system that
most people can agree on, which is as follows:

CULTURE

RECREATION

SPORTS

HEALTH

LIVING

DIET

TRANSPORTATION

EDUCATION

SCIENCE

BUSINESS

MEDIA

GOVERNMENT

It has been created based on web directories such
as Open Directory Project with some adjustments.
In addition, NODOMAIN was prepared for those
words that do not belong to any particular domain.

As for the latter issue, you might use keyword ex-
traction techniques; identifying words that represent
a domain from the document collection using statis-
tical measures like TF*IDF and matching between
extracted words and JFWs. However, you will find
that document collections of common domains such
as those assumed here are hard to obtain.4 Hence,
we had to develop a method that does not require
document collections. The next section details it.

4Initially, we tried collecting web pages in Yahoo! JAPAN.
However, we found that most of them were index pages with a
few text contents, from which you cannot extract reliable key-
words. Though we further tried following links in those index
pages to acquire enough texts, extracted words turned out to be
site-specific rather than domain-specific since many pages were
collected from a particular web site.
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Table 1: Examples of Keywords for each Domain

Domain Examples of Keywords
CULTURE ��� movie, ��� music
RECREATION ��� tourism, �
	 firework
SPORTS �� player, ��� baseball
HEALTH �� surgery, ��� diagnosis
LIVING �� childcare, �
� furniture
DIET � chopsticks, ��� lunch
TRANSPORTATION � station, �� road
EDUCATION �
 teacher, !�" arithmetic
SCIENCE #
$ research, %& theory
BUSINESS '( import, )
* market
MEDIA +, broadcast, -�. reporter
GOVERNMENT /0 judicatory, 1 tax

3 Domain Dictionary Construction

To identify which domain a JFW is associated with,
we use manually-prepared keywords for each do-
main rather than document collections. The con-
struction process is as follows: 1 Preparing key-
words for each domain (§3.1). 2 Associating JFWs
with domains (§3.2). 3 Reassociating JFWs with
NODOMAIN (§3.3). 4 Manual correction (§3.5).

3.1 Preparing Keywords for each Domain

About 20 keywords for each domain were collected
manually from words that appear most frequently in
the Web. Table 1 shows examples of the keywords.

3.2 Associating JFWs with Domains

A JFW is associated with a domain of the highest
Ad score. An Ad score of domain is calculated by
summing up the top five Ak scores of the domain.
Then, an Ak score, which is defined between a JFW
and a keyword of a domain, is a measure that shows
how strongly the JFW and the keyword are related
(Figure 1). Assuming that two words are related
if they cooccur more often than chance in a cor-
pus, we adopt the χ2 statistics to calculate an Ak

score and use web pages as a corpus. The number
of co-occurrences is approximated by the number of
search engine hits when the two words are used as
queries. Among various alternatives, the combina-
tion of the χ2 statistics and web pages is adopted
following Sasaki et al. (2006).

Based on Sasaki et al. (2006), Ak score between

JFWs JFW1 JFW2 JFW3 · · ·

DOMAIN1

kw1a kw1b · · ·

DOMAIN2

kw2a kw2b · · ·

· · ·

Ad

score

JFWm

kwna kwnb · · ·

DOMAINn

Ak scores

Figure 1: Associating JFWs with Domains

a JFW (jw) and a keyword (kw) is given as below.

Ak(jw, kw) =
n(ad − bc)2

(a + b)(c + d)(a + c)(b + d)

where n is the total number of Japanese web pages,

a = hits(jw & kw), b = hits(jw) − a,
c = hits(kw) − a, d = n − (a + b + c).

Note that hits(q) represents the number of search
engine hits when q is used as a query.

3.3 Reassociating JFWs with NODOMAIN

JFWs that do not belong to any particular domain,
i.e. whose highest Ad score is low should be re-
associated with NODOMAIN. Thus, a threshold for
determining if a JFW’s highest Ad score is low
is required. The threshold for a JFW (jw) needs
to be changed according to hits(jw); the greater
hits(jw) is, the higher the threshold should be.

To establish a function that takes jw and returns
the appropriate threshold for it, the following semi-
automatic process is required after all JFWs are as-
sociated with domains: (i) Sort all tuples of the form
< jw, hits(jw), the highest Ad of the jw > by
hits(jw).5 (ii) Segment the tuples. (iii) For each
segment, extract manually tuples whose jw should
be associated with one of the 12 domains and those
whose jw should be deemed as NODOMAIN. Note
that the former tuples usually have higher Ad scores
than the latter tuples. (iv) For each segment, identify
a threshold that distinguishes between the former tu-
ples and the latter tuples by their Ad scores. At this
point, pairs of the number of hits (represented by
each segment) and the appropriate threshold for it
are obtained. (v) Approximate the relation between

5Note that we acquire the number of search engine hits and
the Ad score for each jw in the process 2 .
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the number of hits and its threshold by a linear func-
tion using least-square method. Finally, this func-
tion indicates the appropriate threshold for each jw.

3.4 Performance of the Proposed Method

We applied the method to JFWs installed on JU-
MAN (Kurohashi et al., 1994), which are 26,658
words consisting of commonly used nouns and
verbs. As an evaluation, we sampled 380 pairs of
a JFW and its domain, and measured accuracy.6 As
a result, the proposed method attained the accuracy
of 81.3% (309/380).

3.5 Manual Correction

Our policy is that simpler is better. Thus, as one
of our guidelines for manual correction, we avoid
associating a JFW with multiple domains as far as
possible. JFWs to associate with multiple domains
are restricted to those that are EQUALLY relevant to
more than one domain.

4 Blog Categorization

As a task-based evaluation, we categorized blog ar-
ticles into the domains assumed here.

4.1 Categorization Method

(i) Extract JFWs from the article. (ii) Classify the
extracted JFWs into the domains using the domain
dictionary. (iii) Sort the domains by the number of
JFWs classified in descending order. (iv) Categorize
the article as the top domain. If the top domain is
NODOMAIN, the article is categorized as the second
domain under the condition below.

|W (2ND DOMAIN)| ÷ |W (NODOMAIN)| > 0.03

where |W (D)| is the number of JFWs classified into
the domain D.

4.2 Data

We prepared two blog collections; Bcontrolled and
Brandom. As Bcontrolled, 39 blog articles were
collected (3 articles for each domain including
NODOMAIN) by the following procedure: (i) Query
the Web using a keyword of the domain.7 (ii) From

6In the evaluation, one of the authors judged the correctness
of each pair.

7To collect articles that are categorized as NODOMAIN, we
used ��� diary as a query.

Table 2: Breakdown of Brandom

Domain #
CULTURE 4
RECREATION 1
SPORTS 3
HEALTH 1

Domain #
DIET 4
BUSINESS 12
NODOMAIN 5

the top of the search result, collect 3 articles that
meet the following conditions; there are enough text
contents in it, and people can confidently make a
judgment about which domain it is categorized as.
As Brandom, 30 articles were randomly sampled
from the Web. Table 2 shows its breakdown.

Note that we manually removed peripheral con-
tents like author profiles or banner advertisements
from the articles in both Bcontrolled and Brandom.

4.3 Result

We measured the accuracy of blog categorization.
As a result, the accuracy of 89.7% (35/39) was at-
tained in categorizing Bcontrolled, while Brandom

was categorized with 76.6% (23/30) accuracy.

5 Domain Estimation for Unknown Words

We developed an automatic way of estimating the
domain of unknown word (uw) using the dictionary.

5.1 Estimation Method

(i) Search the Web by using uw as a query. (ii) Re-
trieve the top 30 documents of the search result. (iii)
Categorize the documents as one of the domains by
the method described in §4.1. (iv) Sort the domains
by the number of documents in descending order.
(v) Associate uw with the top domain.

5.2 Experimental Condition

(i) Select 10 words from the domain dictionary for
each domain. (ii) For each word, estimate its domain
by the method in §5.1 after removing the word from
the dictionary so that the word is unknown.

5.3 Result

Table 3 shows the number of correctly domain-
estimated words (out of 10) for each domain.
Accordingly, the total accuracy is 67.5% (81/120).
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Table 3: # of Correctly Domain-estimated Words

Domain #
CULTURE 7
RECREATION 4
SPORTS 9
HEALTH 9
LIVING 3
DIET 7

Domain #
TRANSPORTATION 7
EDUCATION 9
SCIENCE 6
BUSINESS 9
MEDIA 2
GOVERNMENT 9

As for the poor accuracy for RECREATION, LIV-
ING, and MEDIA, we found that it was due to either
the ambiguous nature of the words of domain or a
characteristic of the estimation method. The former
brought about the poor accuracy for MEDIA. That
is, some words of MEDIA are often used in other
contexts. For example, ��� live coverage is often
used in the SPORTS context. On the other hand, the
method worked poorly for RECREATION and LIV-
ING for the latter reason; the method exploits the
Web. Namely, some words of the domains, such as���

tourism and ��� �	� � shampoo, are often
used in the web sites of companies (BUSINESS) that
provide services or goods related to RECREATION

or LIVING. As a result, the method tends to wrongly
associate those words with BUSINESS.

6 Related Work

HowNet (Dong and Dong, 2006) and WordNet pro-
vide domain information for Chinese and English,
but there has been no domain resource for Japanese
that are publicly available.8

Domain dictionary construction methods that
have been developed so far are all based on highly
structured lexical resources like LDOCE or Word-
Net (Guthrie et al., 1991; Agirre et al., 2001) and
hence not applicable to languages for which such
highly structured lexical resources are not available.

Accordingly, contributions of this study are
twofold: (i) We constructed the first Japanese
domain dictionary that is fully available. (ii)
We developed the domain dictionary construction
method that requires neither document collections
nor highly structured lexical resources.

8Some human-oriented dictionaries provide domain infor-
mation. However, domains they cover are all technical ones
rather than common domains such as those assumed here.

7 Conclusion

Toward deeper natural language understanding, we
constructed the first Japanese domain dictionary that
contains 26,658 JFWs. Our method requires nei-
ther document collections nor structured lexical re-
sources. The domain dictionary can satisfactorily
classify blog articles into the 12 domains assumed in
this study. Also, the dictionary can reliably estimate
the domain of unknown words except for words that
are ambiguous in terms of domains and those that
appear frequently in web sites of companies.

Among our future work is to deal with domain in-
formation of multiword expressions. For example,
��

fount and �� collection constitute

�� ��

tax deduction at source. Note that while

��

itself
belongs to NODOMAIN,


�� �� should be associ-
ated with GOVERNMENT.

Also, we will install the domain dictionary on JU-
MAN (Kurohashi et al., 1994) to make the domain
information fully and easily available.
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Abstract 

At least two kinds of relations exist among 
related words: taxonomical relations and 
thematic relations. Both relations identify 
related words useful to language under-
standing and generation, information re-
trieval, and so on. However, although 
words with taxonomical relations are easy 
to identify from linguistic resources such as 
dictionaries and thesauri, words with the-
matic relations are difficult to identify be-
cause they are rarely maintained in linguis-
tic resources. In this paper, we sought to 
extract thematically (non-taxonomically) 
related word sets among words in docu-
ments by employing case-marking particles 
derived from syntactic analysis. We then 
verified the usefulness of word sets with 
non-taxonomical relation that seems to be a 
thematic relation for information retrieval. 

1. Introduction 

Related word sets are useful linguistic resources 
for language understanding and generation, infor-
mation retrieval, and so on. In previous research on 
natural language processing, many methodologies 
for extracting various relations from corpora have 
been developed, such as the “is-a” relation (Hearst 
1992), “part-of” relation (Berland and Charniak 
1999), causal relation (Girju 2003), and entailment 
relation (Geffet and Dagan 2005).  

Related words can be used to support retrieval in 
order to lead users to high-quality information. 
One simple method is to provide additional words 
related to the key words users have input, such as 
an input support function within the Google search 

engine. What kind of relation between the key 
words that have been input and the additional word 
is effective for information retrieval? 

As for the relations among words, at least two 
kinds of relations exist: the taxonomical relation 
and the thematic relation. The former is a relation 
representing the physical resemblance among ob-
jects, which is typically a semantic relation such as 
a hierarchal, synonymic, or antonymic relation; 
the latter is a relation between objects through a 
thematic scene, such as “milk” and “cow” as recol-
lected in the scene “milking a cow,” and “milk” 
and “baby,” as recollected in the scene “giving 
baby milk,” which include causal relation and en-
tailment relation. Wisniewski and Bassok (1999) 
showed that both relations are important in recog-
nizing those objects. However, while taxonomical 
relations are comparatively easy to identify from 
linguistic resources such as dictionaries and 
thesauri, thematic relations are difficult to identify 
because they are rarely maintained in linguistic 
resources. 

In this paper, we sought to extract word sets 
with a thematic relation from documents by em-
ploying case-marking particles derived from syn-
tactic analysis. We then verified the usefulness of 
word sets with non-taxonomical relation that seems 
to be a thematic relation for information retrieval. 

2. Method 

In order to derive word sets that direct users to 
obtain information, we applied a method based on 
the Complementary Similarity Measure (CSM), 
which can determine a relation between two words 
in a corpus by estimating inclusive relations 
between two vectors representing each appearance 
pattern for each words (Yamamoto et al. 2005).  
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We first extracted word pairs having an inclu-
sive relation between the words by calculating the 
CSM values. Extracted word pairs are expressed 
by a tuple <wi, wj>, where CSM(Vi, Vj) is greater 
than CSM(Vj, Vi) when words wi and wj have each 
appearance pattern represented by each binary vec-
tor Vi and Vj. Then, we connected word pairs with 
CSM values greater than a certain threshold and 
constructed word sets. A feature of the CSM-based 
method is that it can extract not only pairs of re-
lated words but also sets of related words because 
it connects tuples consistently. 

Suppose we have <A, B>, <B, C>, <Z, B>, <C, 
D>, <C, E>, and <C, F> in the order of their CSM 
values, which are greater than the threshold. For 
example, let <B, C> be an initial word set {B, C}. 
First, we find the tuple with the greatest CSM 
value among the tuples in which the word C at the 
tail of the current word set is the left word, and 
connect the right word behind C. In this example, 
word “D” is connected to {B, C} because <C, D> 
has the greatest CSM value among the three tuples 
<C, D>, <C, E>, and <C, F>, making the current 
word set {B, C, D}. This process is repeated until 
no tuples exist. Next, we find the tuple with the 
greatest CSM value among the tuples in which the 
word B at the head of the current word set is the 
right word, and connect the left word before B. 
This process is repeated until no tuples exist. In 
this example, we obtain the word set {A, B, C, D}.  

Finally, we removed ones with a taxonomical 
relation by using thesaurus. The rest of the word 
sets have a non-taxonomical relation — including 
a thematic relation — among the words. We then 
extracted those word sets that do not agree with the 
thesaurus as word sets with a thematic relation. 

3. Experiment 

In our experiment, we used domain-specific Japa-
nese documents within the medical domain 
(225,402 sentences, 10,144 pages, 37MB) gathered 
from the Web pages of a medical school and the 
2005 Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) thesau-
rus 1 . Recently, there has been a study on query 
expansion with this thesaurus as domain informa-
tion (Friberg 2007). 

                                                 
1 The U.S. National Library of Medicine created, maintains, 

and provides the MeSH® thesaurus.  

We extracted word sets by utilizing inclusive re-
lations of the appearance pattern between words 
based on a modified/modifier relationship in 
documents. The Japanese language has case-
marking particles that indicate the semantic rela-
tion between two elements in a dependency rela-
tion. Then, we collected from documents depend-
ency relations matching the following five pat-
terns; “A <no (of)> B,” “P <wo (object)> V,” “Q 
<ga (subject)> V,” “R <ni (dative)> V,” and “S 
<ha (topic)> V,” where A, B, P, Q, R, and S are 
nouns, V is a verb, and <X> is a case-marking par-
ticle. From such collected dependency relations, 
we compiled the following types of experimental 
data; NN-data based on co-occurrence between 
nouns for each sentence, NV-data based on a de-
pendency relation between noun and verb for each 
case-marking particle <wo>, <ga>, <ni>, and <ha>, 
and SO-data based on a collocation between sub-
ject and object that depends on the same verb V 
as the subject. These data are represented with a 
binary vector which corresponds to the appearance 
pattern of a noun and these vectors are used as ar-
guments of CSM. 

We translated descriptors in the MeSH thesaurus 
into Japanese and used them as Japanese medical 
terms. The number of terms appearing in this ex-
periment is 2,557 among them. We constructed 
word sets consisting of these medical terms. Then, 
we chose 977 word sets consisting of three or more 
terms from them, and removed word sets with a 
taxonomical relation from them with the MeSH 
thesaurus in order to obtain the rest 847 word sets 
as word sets with a thematic relation. 

4. Verification 

In verifying the capability of our word sets to re-
trieve Web pages, we examined whether they 
could help limit the search results to more informa-
tive Web pages with Google as a search engine.  

We assume that addition of suitable key words 
to the query reduces the number of pages retrieved 
and the remaining pages are informative pages. 
Based on this assumption, we examined the de-
crease of the retrieved pages by additional key 
words and the contents of the retrieved pages in 
order to verify the availability of our word sets.  

Among 847 word sets, we used 294 word sets in 
which one of the terms is classified into one cate-
gory and the rest are classified into another. 
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ovary - spleen - palpation (NN) 
variation - cross reactions - outbreaks - secretion (Wo) 
bleeding - pyrexia - hematuria - consciousness disorder  

- vertigo - high blood pressure (Ga) 
space flight - insemination - immunity (Ni) 
cough - fetus  

- bronchiolitis obliterans organizing pneumonia (Ha) 
latency period - erythrocyte - hepatic cell (SO) 

Figure 1. Examples of word sets used to verify. 
Figure 1 shows examples of the word sets, 

where terms in a different category are underlined. 
In retrieving Web pages for verification, we in-

put the terms composed of these word sets into the 
search engine. We created three types of search 
terms from the word set we extracted. Suppose the 
extracted word set is {X1, ..., Xn, Y}, where Xi is 
classified into one category and Y is classified into 
another. The first type uses all terms except the one 
classified into a category different from the others: 
{X1, ..., Xn} removing Y. The second type uses all 
terms except the one in the same category as the 
rest: {X1, ..., Xk-1, Xk+1, ..., Xn} removing Xk from 
Type 1. In our experiment, we removed the term 
Xk with the highest or lowest frequency among Xi. 
The third type uses terms in Type 2 and Y: {X1, ..., 
Xk-1, Xk+1, ..., Xn, Y}. 

In other words, when we consider the terms in 
Type 2 as base key words, the terms in Type 1 are 
key words with the addition of one term having the 
highest or lowest frequency among the terms in the 
same category; i.e., the additional term has a fea-
ture related to frequency in the documents and is 
taxonomically related to other terms. The terms in 
Type 3 are key words with the addition of one term 
in a category different from those of the other 
component terms; i.e., the additional term seems to 
be thematically related — at least non-
taxonomically related — to other terms. 

First, we quantitatively compared the retrieval 
results. We used the estimated number of pages 
retrieved by Google’s search engine. Suppose that 
we first input Type 2 as key words into Google, 
did not satisfy the result extracted, and added one 
word to the previous key words. We then sought to 
determine whether to use Type 1 or Type 3 to ob-
tain more suitable results. The results are shown in 
Figures 2 and 3, which include the results for the 
highest frequency and the lowest frequency, re-
spectively. In these figures, the horizontal axis is 
the number of pages retrieved with Type 2 and the 
vertical axis is the number of pages retrieved when 
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Figure 2. Fluctuation of number of pages retrieved 
(with the high frequency term). 

NV Type of Data NN Wo Ga Ni Ha
Word sets for verification 175 43 23 13 26
Cases in which Type 3 
defeated Type 1 in retrieval 108 37 15 12 18

Table 1. Number of cases in which Type 3 de-
feated Type 1 with the high frequency term. 
a certain term is added to Type 2. The circles (•) 
show the retrieval results with additional key word 
related taxonomically (Type 1). The crosses (×) 
show the results with additional key word related 
non-taxonomically (Type 3). The diagonal line 
shows that adding one term to the base key words 
does not affect the number of Web pages retrieved. 

In Figure 2, most crosses fall further below the 
line. This graph indicates that when searching by 
Google, adding a search term related non-
taxonomically tends to make a bigger difference 
than adding a term related taxonomically and with 
high frequency. This means that adding a term re-
lated non-taxonomically to the other terms is cru-
cial to retrieving informative pages; that is, such 
terms are informative terms themselves. Table 1 
shows the number of cases in which term in differ-
ent category decreases the number of hit pages 
more than high frequency term. By this table, we 
found that most of the additional terms with high 
frequency contributed less than additional terms 
related non-taxonomically to decreasing the num-
ber of Web pages retrieved. This means that, in 
comparison to the high frequency terms, which 
might not be so informative in themselves, the 
terms in the other category — related non-
taxonomically — are effective for retrieving useful 
Web pages. 

In Figure 3, most circles fall further below the 
line, in contrast to Figure 2. This indicates that 
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Figure 3. Fluctuation of number of pages retrieved 
(with the low frequency term). 

NV Type of Data NN Wo Ga Ni Ha
Word sets for verification 175 43 23 13 26
Cases in which Type 3 
defeated Type 1 in retrieval 61 18 7 6 13

Table 2. Number of cases in which Type 3 de-
feated Type 1 with the low frequency term. 
adding a term related taxonomically and with low 
frequency tends to make a bigger difference than 
adding a term with high frequency. Certainly, addi-
tional terms with low frequency would be informa-
tive terms, even though they are related taxonomi-
cally, because they may be rare terms on the Web 
and therefore the number of pages containing the 
term would be small. Table 2 shows the number of 
cases in which term in different category decreases 
the number of hit pages more than low frequency 
term. In comparing these numbers, we found that 
the additional term with low frequency helped to 
reduce the number of Web pages retrieved, making 
no effort to determine the kind of relation the term 
had with the other terms. Thus, the terms with low 
frequencies are quantitatively effective when used 
for retrieval. However, if we compare the results 
retrieved with Type 1 search terms and Type 3 
search terms, it is clear that big differences exist 
between them.  

For example, consider “latency period - erythro-
cyte - hepatic cell” obtained from SO-data in Fig-
ure 1. “Latency period” is classified into a category 
different from the other terms and “hepatic cell” 
has the lowest frequency in this word set. When we 
used all the three terms, we obtained pages related 
to “malaria” at the top of the results and the title of 
the top page was “What is malaria?” in Japanese. 
With “latency period” and “erythrocyte,” we again 
obtained the same page at the top, although it was 

not at the top when we used “erythrocyte” and 
“hepatic cell” which have a taxonomical relation. 

Type3: With additional term in a different category Type1: With additional term in same category
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10000000 As we showed above, the terms with thematic 
relations with other search terms are effective at 
directing users to informative pages. Quantitatively, 
terms with a high frequency are not effective at 
reducing the number of pages retrieved; qualita-
tively, low frequency terms may not effective to 
direct users to informative pages. We will continue 
our research in order to extract terms in thematic 
relation more accurately and verify the usefulness 
of them more quantitatively and qualitatively. 

5. Conclusion 

We sought to extract word sets with a thematic 
relation from documents by employing case-
marking particles derived from syntactic analysis. 
We compared the results retrieved with terms re-
lated only taxonomically and the results retrieved 
with terms that included a term related non-
taxonomically to the other terms. As a result, we 
found adding term which is thematically related to 
terms that have already been input as key words is 
effective at retrieving informative pages.  
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Abstract 

This paper introduces conceptual frame-
work of an ontology for describing linguis-
tic services on network-based language in-
frastructures. The ontology defines a tax-
onomy of processing resources and the as-
sociated static language resources. It also 
develops a sub-ontology for abstract lin-
guistic objects such as expression, meaning, 
and description; these help define function-
alities of a linguistic service. The proposed 
ontology is expected to serve as a solid ba-
sis for the interoperability of technical ele-
ments in language infrastructures. 

1 Introduction 

Several types of linguistic services are currently 
available on the Web, including text translation 
and dictionary access. A variety of NLP tools is 
also available and public. In addition to these, a 
number of community-based language resources 
targeting particular domains of application have 
been developed, and some of them are ready for 
dissemination. A composite linguistic service tai-
lored to a particular user's requirements would be 
composable, if there were a language infrastructure 
on which elemental linguistic services, such as 
NLP tools, and associated language resources 
could be efficiently combined. Such an infrastruc-
ture should provide an efficient mechanism for 
creating workflows of composite services by 
means of authoring tools for the moment, and 
through an automated planning in the future. 

To this end, technical components in an infra-
structure must be properly described, and the se-

mantics of the descriptions should be defined 
based on a shared ontology.  

2 Architecture of a Language Infrastruc-
ture 

The linguistic service ontology described in this 
paper has not been intended for a particular lan-
guage infrastructure. However we expect that the 
ontology should be first introduced in an infra-
structure like the Language Grid 1 , because it, 
unlike other research-oriented infrastructures, tries 
to incorporate a wide range of NLP tools and 
community-based language resources (Ishida, 
2006) in order to be useful for a range of intercul-
tural collaboration activities. 

The fundamental technical components in the 
Language Grid could be: (a) external web-based 
services, (b) on-site NLP core functions, (c) static 
language resources, and (d) wrapper programs.  

Figure 1 depicts the general architecture of the 
infrastructure. The technical components listed 
above are deployed as shown in the figure.  

Computational nodes in the language grid are 
classified into the following two types as described 
in (Murakami et al., 2006). 

 A service node accommodates atomic linguistic 
services that provide functionalities of the NLP 
tool/system running on a node, or they can sim-
ply have a wrapper program that consults an ex-
ternal web-based linguistic service. 
 A core node maintains a repository of the known 
atomic linguistic services, and provides service 
discovery functionality to the possible us-
ers/applications. It also maintains a workflow re-

                                                 
1 Language Grid: http://langrid.nict.go.jp/ 
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pository for composite linguistic services, and is 
equipped with a workflow engine. 

Figure 1. Architecture of a Language Infrastructure. 
 

Given a technical architecture like this, the lin-
guistic service ontology will serve as a basis for 
composition of composite linguistic services, and 
efficient wrapper generation. The wrapper genera-
tion processes are unavoidable during incorpora-
tion of existing general linguistic services or dis-
semination of newly created community-based 
language resources. Tthe most important desidera-
tum for the ontology, therefore, is that it be able to 
specify the input/output constraints of a linguistic 
service properly. Such input/output specifications 
enable us to derive a taxonomy of linguistic service 
and the associated language resources.  

3 The Upper Ontology 

3.1 The top level 

We have developed the upper part of the service 
ontology so far, and have been working on detail-
ing some of its core parts. Figure 2 shows the top 
level of the proposed linguistic service ontology.  

Figure 2. The Top Level of the Ontology. 
 
The topmost class is NL_Resource, which is 

partitioned into ProcessingResource, and 
LanguageResource. Here, as in GATE (Cun-

ningham, 2002), processing resource refers to pro-
grammatic or algorithmic resources, while lan-
guage resource refers to data-only static resources 
such as lexicons or corpora. The innate relation 
between these two classes is: a processing resource 
can use language resources. This relationship is 
specifically introduced to properly define linguistic 
services that are intended to provide access func-
tions to language resources. 

As shown in the figure, LinguisticSer-
vice is provided by a processing resource, stress-
ing that any linguistic service is realized by a proc-
essing resource, even if its prominent functionality 
is accessing language resources in response to a 
user’s query. It also has the meta-information for 
advertising its non-functional descriptions. 

The fundamental classes for abstract linguistic 
objects, Expression, Meaning, and De-
scription and the innate relations among them 
are illustrated in Figure 3. These play roles in de-
fining functionalities of some types of processing 
resources and associated language resources. As 
shown in Fig. 3, an expression may denote a mean-
ing, and the meaning can be further described by a 
description, especially for human uses. 

Figure 3. Classes for Abstract Linguistic Objects. 
 

In addition to these, NLProcessedStatus 
and LinguisticAnnotation are important in 
the sense that NLP status represents the so-called 
IOPE (Input-Output-Precondition-Effect) parame-
ters of a linguistic processor, which is a subclass of 
the processing resource, and the data schema for 
the results of a linguistic analysis is defined by us-
ing the linguistic annotation class. 

3.2 Taxonomy of language resources 

The language resource class currently is partitioned 
into subclasses for Corpus and Dictionary. 
The immediate subclasses of the dictionary class 
are: (1) MonolingualDictionary, (2) Bi-
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lingualDictionary, (3) Multilingual-
Terminology, and (4) ConceptLexicon. 
The major instances of (1) and (2) are so-called 
machine-readable dictionaries (MRDs). Many of 
the community-based special language resources 
should fall into (3), including multilingual termi-
nology lists specialized for some application do-
mains. For subclass (4), we consider the computa-
tional concept lexicons, which can be modeled by 
a WordNet-like encoding framework (Hayashi and 
Ishida, 2006). 

3.3 Taxonomy of processing resources 

The top level of the processing resource class con-
sists of the following four subclasses, which take 
into account the input/output constraints of proc-
essing resources, as well as the language resources 
they utilize. 

 AbstractReader, AbstractWriter: 
These classes are introduced to describe compu-
tational processes that convert to-and-from non-
textual representation (e.g. speech) and textual 
representation (character strings). 
 LR_Accessor: This class is introduced to de-
scribe language resource access functionalities. It 
is first partitioned into CorpusAccessor and 
DictionaryAccessor, depending on the 
type of language resource it accesses. The input 
to a language resource accessor is a query 
(LR_AccessQuery, sub-class of Expres-
sion), and the output is a kind of ‘dictionary 
meaning’ (DictionaryMeaning), which is a 
sub-class of meaning class. The dictionary mean-
ing class is further divided into sub-classes by re-
ferring to the taxonomy of dictionary.  
 LinguisticProcessor: This class is further 
discussed in the next subsection. 

3.4 Linguistic processors 

The linguistic processor class is introduced to rep-
resent NLP tools/systems. Currently and tenta-
tively, the linguistic processor class is first parti-
tioned into Transformer and Analyzer. 

The transformer class is introduced to represent 
Paraphrasor and Translator; both rewrite 
the input linguistic expression into another expres-
sion while maintaining the original meaning. The 
only difference is the sameness of the input/output 
languages. We explicitly express the input/output 
language constraints in each class definition. 

 
Figure 4. Taxonomy of Linguistic Analyzer. 

 
Figure 4 shows the working taxonomy of the 

analyzer class. While it is not depicted in the figure, 
the input/output constraints of a linguistic analyzer 
are specified by the Expression class, while its 
precondition/effect parameters are defined by 
NLProcessedStatus class. The details are 
also not shown in this figure, these constraints are 
further restricted with respect to the taxonomy of 
the processing resource.  

We also assume that any linguistic analyzer ad-
ditively annotates some linguistic information to 
the input, as proposed by (Cunningham, 2002), 
(Klein and Potter, 2004). That is, an analyzer 
working at a certain linguistic level (or ‘depth’) 
adds the corresponding level of annotations to the 
input. In this sense, any natural language expres-
sion can have a layered/multiple linguistic annota-
tion. To make this happen, a linguistic service on-
tology has to appropriately define a sub-ontology 
for the linguistic annotations by itself or by incor-
porating some external standard, such as LAF (Ide 
and Romary, 2004). 

3.5 NLP status and the associated issues 

Figure 5 illustrates our working taxonomy of NLP 
processed status. Note that, in this figure, only the 
portion related to linguistic analyzer is detailed. 
Benefits from the NLP status class will be twofold: 
(1) as a part of the description of a linguistic ana-
lyzer, we assign corresponding instances of this 
class as its precondition/effect parameters, (2) any 
instance of the expression class can be concisely 
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‘tagged’ by instances of the NLP status class, ac-
cording to how ‘deeply’ the expression has been 
linguistically analyzed so far. Essentially, such in-
formation can be retrieved from the attached lin-
guistic annotations. In this sense, the NLP status 
class might be redundant. Tagging an instance of 
expression in that way, however, can be reason-
able: we can define the input/output constraints of 
a linguistic analyzer concisely with this device.  

 
Figure 5. Taxonomy of NLP Status. 

 
Each subclass in the taxonomy represents the 

type or level of a linguistic analysis, and the hier-
archy depicts the processing constraints among 
them. For example, if an expression has been 
parsed, it would already have been morphologi-
cally analyzed, because parsing usually requires 
the input to be morphologically analyzed before-
hand. The subsumption relations encoded in the 
taxonomy allow simple reasoning in possible com-
posite service composition processes. However 
note that the taxonomy is only preliminary. The 
arrangement of the subclasses within the hierarchy 
may end up being far different, depending on the 
languages considered, and the actual NLP tools, 
these are essentially idiosyncratic, that are at hand. 
For example, the notion of ‘chunk’ may be differ-
ent from language to language. Despite of these, if 
we go too far in this direction, constructing a tax-
onomy would be meaningless, and we would for-
feit reasonable generalities. 

4 Related Works 

Klein and Potter (2004) have once proposed an 
ontology for NLP services with OWL-S definitions. 
Their proposal however has not included detailed 
taxonomies either for language resources, or for 
abstract linguistic objects, as shown in this paper. 
Graça, et al. (2006) introduced a framework for 

integrating NLP tools with a client-server architec-
ture having a multi-layered repository. They also 
proposed a data model for encoding various types 
of linguistic information. However the model itself 
is not ontologized as proposed in this paper.  

5 Concluding Remarks 

Although the proposed ontology successfully de-
fined a number of first class objects and the innate 
relations among them, it must be further refined by 
looking at specific NLP tools/systems and the as-
sociated language resources. Furthermore, its ef-
fectiveness in composition of composite linguistic 
services or wrapper generation should be demon-
strated on a specific language infrastructure such 
as the Language Grid. 
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Abstract

The ability to detect similarity in conjunct
heads is potentially a useful tool in help-
ing to disambiguate coordination structures
- a difficult task for parsers. We propose a
distributional measure of similarity designed
for such a task. We then compare several dif-
ferent measures of word similarity by testing
whether they can empirically detect similar-
ity in the head nouns of noun phrase con-
juncts in the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) tree-
bank. We demonstrate that several measures
of word similarity can successfully detect
conjunct head similarity and suggest that the
measure proposed in this paper is the most
appropriate for this task.

1 Introduction

Some noun pairs are more likely to be conjoined
than others. Take the follow two alternate brack-
etings: 1. busloads of ((executives) and (their
spouses)) and 2. ((busloads of executives) and
(their spouses)). The two head nouns coordinated
in 1 are executives and spouses, and (incorrectly)
in 2: busloads and spouses. Clearly, the former
pair of head nouns is more likely and, for the pur-
pose of discrimination, a parsing model would ben-
efit if it could learn that executives and spouses
is a more likely combination than busloads and
spouses. If nouns co-occurring in coordination pat-
terns are often semantically similar, and if a simi-

∗ Now at the National Centre for Language Technology,
Dublin City University, Ireland.

larity measure could be defined so that, for exam-
ple: sim(executives, spouses) > sim(busloads, spouses)

then it is potentially useful for coordination disam-
biguation.

The idea that nouns co-occurring in conjunc-
tions tend to be semantically related has been noted
in (Riloff and Shepherd, 1997) and used effec-
tively to automatically cluster semantically similar
words (Roark and Charniak, 1998; Caraballo, 1999;
Widdows and Dorow, 2002). The tendency for con-
joined nouns to be semantically similar has also
been exploited for coordinate noun phrase disam-
biguation by Resnik (1999) who employed a mea-
sure of similarity based on WordNet to measure
which were the head nouns being conjoined in cer-
tain types of coordinate noun phrase.

In this paper we look at different measures of
word similarity in order to discover whether they can
detect empirically a tendency for conjoined nouns to
be more similar than nouns which co-occur but are
not conjoined. In Section 2 we introduce a measure
of word similarity based on word vectors and in Sec-
tion 3 we briefly describe some WordNet similarity
measures which, in addition to our word vector mea-
sure, will be tested in the experiments of Section 4.

2 Similarity based on Coordination
Co-occurrences

The potential usefulness of a similarity measure de-
pends on the particular application. An obvious
place to start, when looking at similarity functions
for measuring the type of semantic similarity com-
mon for coordinate nouns, is a similarity function
based on distributional similarity with context de-
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fined in terms of coordination patterns. Our mea-
sure of similarity is based on noun co-occurrence
information, extracted from conjunctions and lists.
We collected co-occurrence data on 82, 579 distinct
word types from the BNC and the WSJ treebank.

We extracted all noun pairs from the BNC which
occurred in a pattern of the form: noun cc noun1,
as well as lists of any number of nouns separated by
commas and ending in cc noun. Each noun in the list
is linked with every other noun in the list. Thus for
a list: n1, n2, and n3, there will be co-occurrences
between words n1 and n2, between n1 and n3 and
between n2 and n3. To the BNC data we added all
head noun pairs from the WSJ (sections 02 to 21)
that occurred together in a coordinate noun phrase.2

From the co-occurrence data we constructed word
vectors. Every dimension of a word vector repre-
sents another word type and the values of the com-
ponents of the vector, the term weights, are derived
from the coordinate word co-occurrence counts. We
used dampened co-occurrence counts, of the form:
1 + log(count), as the term weights for the word
vectors. To measure the similarity of two words, w1

and w2, we calculate the cosine of the angle between
the two word vectors, ~w1 and ~w2.

3 WordNet-Based Similarity Measures

We also examine the following measures of seman-
tic similarity which are WordNet-based.3 Wu and
Palmer (1994) propose a measure of similarity of
two concepts c1 and c2 based on the depth of con-
cepts in the WordNet hierarchy. Similarity is mea-
sured from the depth of the most specific node dom-
inating both c1 and c2, (their lowest common sub-
sumer), and normalised by the depths of c1 and
c2. In (Resnik, 1995) concepts in WordNet are
augmented by corpus statistics and an information-
theoretic measure of semantic similarity is calcu-
lated. Similarity of two concepts is measured

1It would be preferable to ensure that the pairs extracted are
unambiguously conjoined heads. We leave this to future work.

2We did not include coordinate head nouns from base noun
phrases (NPB) (i.e. noun phrases that do not dominate other
noun phrases) because the underspecified annotation of NPBs
in the WSJ means that the conjoined head nouns can not always
be easily identified.

3All of the WordNet-based similarity measure ex-
periments, as well as a random similarity measure,
were carried out with the WordNet::Similarity package,
http://search.cpan.org/dist/WordNet-Similarity.

by the information content of their lowest com-
mon subsumer in the is-a hierarchy of WordNet.
Both Jiang and Conrath (1997) and Lin (1998) pro-
pose extentions of Resnik’s measure. Leacock and
Chodorow (1998)’s measure takes into account the
path length between two concepts, which is scaled
by the depth of the hierarchy in which they re-
side. In (Hirst and St-Onge, 1998) similarity is
based on path length as well as the number of
changes in the direction in the path. In (Banerjee and
Pedersen, 2003) semantic relatedness between two
concepts is based on the number of shared words
in their WordNet definitions (glosses). The gloss
of a particular concept is extended to include the
glosses of other concepts to which it is related in the
WordNet hierarchy. Finally, Patwardhan and Peder-
son (2006) build on previous work on second-order
co-occurrence vectors (Schütze, 1998) by construct-
ing second-order co-occurrence vectors from Word-
Net glosses, where, as in (Banerjee and Pedersen,
2003), the gloss of a concept is extended so that it
includes the gloss of concepts to which it is directly
related in WordNet.

4 Experiments

We selected two sets of data from sections 00, 01,
22 and 24 of the WSJ treebank. The first consists
of all nouns pairs which make up the head words
of two conjuncts in coordinate noun phrases (again
not including coordinate NPBs). We found 601 such
coordinate noun pairs. The second data set consists
of 601 word pairs which were selected at random
from all head-modifier pairs where both head and
modifier words are nouns and are not coordinated.
We tested the 9 different measures of word similar-
ity just described on each data set in order to see if
a significant difference could be detected between
the similarity scores for the coordinate words sam-
ple and non-coordinate words sample.

Initially both the coordinate and non-coordinate
pair samples each contained 601 word pairs. How-
ever, before running the experiments we removed
all pairs where the words in the pair were identical.
This is because identical words occur more often in
coordinate head words than in other lexical depen-
dencies (there were 43 pairs with identical words in
the coordination set, compared to 3 such pairs in the
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SimTest ncoord xcoord SDcoord nnonCoord xnonCoord SDnonCoord 95% CI p-value
coordDistrib 503 0.11 0.13 485 0.06 0.09 [0.04 0.07] 0.000
(Resnik, 1995) 444 3.19 2.33 396 2.43 2.10 [0.46 1.06] 0.000
(Lin, 1998) 444 0.27 0.26 396 0.19 0.22 [0.04 0.11] 0.000
(Jiang and Conrath, 1997) 444 0.13 0.65 395 0.07 0.08 [-0.01 0.11] 0.083
(Wu and Palmer, 1994) 444 0.63 0.19 396 0.55 0.19 [0.06 0.11] 0.000
(Leacock and Chodorow, 1998) 444 1.72 0.51 396 1.52 0.47 [0.13 0.27] 0.000
(Hirst and St-Onge, 1998) 459 1.599 2.03 447 1.09 1.87 [0.25 0.76] 0.000
(Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003) 451 114.12 317.18 436 82.20 168.21 [-1.08 64.92] 0.058
(Patwardhan and Pedersen, 2006) 459 0.67 0.18 447 0.66 0.2 [-0.02 0.03] 0.545
random 483 0.89 0.17 447 0.88 0.18 [-0.02 0.02] 0.859

Table 1: Summary statistics for 9 different word similarity measures (plus one random measure):ncoord

and nnonCoord are the sample sizes for the coordinate and non-coordinate noun pairs samples, respectively;
xcoord, SDcoord and xnonCoord, SDnonCoord are the sample means and standard deviations for the two sets.
The 95% CI column shows the 95% confidence interval for the difference between the two sample means.
The p-value is for a Welch two sample two-sided t-test. coordDistrib is the measure introduced in Section 2.

non-coordination set). If we had not removed them,
a statistically significant difference between the sim-
ilarity scores of the pairs in the two sets could be
found simply by using a measure which, say, gave
one score for identical words and another (lower)
score for all non-identical word pairs.

Results for all similarity measure tests on the data
sets described above are displayed in Table 1. In one
final experiment we used a random measure of sim-
ilarity. For each experiment we produced two sam-
ples, one consisting of the similarity scores given by
the similarity measure for the coordinate noun pairs,
and another set of similarity scores generated for the
non-coordinate pairs. The sample sizes, means, and
standard deviations for each experiment are shown
in the table. Note that the variation in the sample
size is due to coverage: the different measures did
not produce a score for all word pairs. Also dis-
played in Table 1 are the results of statistical signif-
icance tests based on the Welsh two sample t-test.
A 95% confidence interval for the difference of the
sample means is shown along with the p-value.

5 Discussion

For all but three of the experiments (excluding the
random measure), the difference between the mean
similarity measures is statistically significant. Inter-
estingly, the three tests where no significant differ-
ence was measured between the scores on the co-
ordination set and the non-coordination set (Jiang
and Conrath, 1997; Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003;
Patwardhan and Pedersen, 2006) were the three
top scoring measures in (Patwardhan and Pedersen,

2006), where a subset of six of the above WordNet-
based experiments were compared and the measures
evaluated against human relatedness judgements and
in a word sense disambiguation task. In another
comparative study (Budanitsky and Hirst, 2002) of
five of the above WordNet-based measures, evalu-
ated as part of a real-word spelling correction sys-
tem, Jiang and Conrath (1997)’s similarity score per-
formed best. Although performing relatively well
under other evaluation criteria, these three measures
seem less suited to measuring the kind of similar-
ity occurring in coordinate noun pairs. One possi-
ble explanation for the unsuitability of the measures
of (Patwardhan and Pedersen, 2006) for the coordi-
nate similarity task could be based on how context
is defined when building context vectors. Context
for an instance of the the word w is taken to be the
words that surround w in the corpus within a given
number of positions, where the corpus is taken as all
the glosses in WordNet. Words that form part of col-
locations such as disk drives or task force would then
tend to have very similar contexts, and thus such
word pairs, from non-coordinate modifier-head re-
lations, could be given too high a similarity score.

Although the difference between the mean simi-
larity scores seems rather slight in all experiments,
it is worth noting that not all coordinate head
words are semantically related. To take a cou-
ple of examples from the coordinate word pair set:
work/harmony extracted from hard work and har-
mony, and power/clause extracted from executive
power and the appropriations clause. We would
not expect these word pairs to get a high similar-
ity score. On the other hand, it is also possible that
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some of the examples of non-coordinate dependen-
cies involve semantically similar words. For exam-
ple, nouns in lists are often semantically similar, and
we did not exclude nouns extracted from lists from
the non-coordinate test set.

Although not all coordinate noun pairs are se-
mantically similar, it seems clear, on inspection of
the two sets of data, that they are more likely to be
semantically similar than modifier-head word pairs,
and the tests carried out for most of the measures
of semantic similarity detect a significant difference
between the similarity scores assigned to coordinate
pairs and those assigned to non-coordinate pairs.

It is not possible to judge, based on the signifi-
cance tests alone, which might be the most useful
measure for the purpose of disambiguation. How-
ever, in terms of coverage, the distributional mea-
sure introduced in Section 2 clearly performs best4.
This measure of distributional similarity is perhaps
more suited to the task of coordination disambigua-
tion because it directly measures the type of simi-
larity that occurs between coordinate nouns. That
is, the distributional similarity measure presented in
Section 2 defines two words as similar if they occur
in coordination patterns with a similar set of words
and with similar distributions. Whether the words
are semantically similar becomes irrelevant. A mea-
sure of semantic similarity, on the other hand, might
find words similar which are quite unlikely to ap-
pear in coordination patterns. For example, Ceder-
berg and Widdows (2003) note that words appearing
in coordination patterns tend to be on the same onto-
logical level: ‘fruit and vegetables’ is quite likely to
occur, whereas ‘fruit and apples’ is an unlikely co-
occurrence. A WordNet-based measure of semantic
similarity, however, might give a high score to both
of the noun pairs.

In the future we intend to use the similarity mea-
sure outlined in Section 2 in a lexicalised parser to
help resolve coordinate noun phrase ambiguities.

Acknowledgements Thanks to the TCD Broad
Curriculum Fellowship and to the SFI Research
Grant 04/BR/CS370 for funding this research.
Thanks also to Pádraig Cunningham, Saturnino Luz
and Jennifer Foster for helpful discussions.

4Somewhat unsurprisingly given it is part trained on data
from the same domain.
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Abstract

Identification of transliterated names is a
particularly difficult task of Named Entity
Recognition (NER), especially in the Chi-
nese context. Of all possible variations of
transliterated named entities, the difference
between PRC and Taiwan is the most preva-
lent and most challenging. In this paper, we
introduce a novel approach to the automatic
extraction of diverging transliterations of
foreign named entities by bootstrapping co-
occurrence statistics from tagged and seg-
mented Chinese corpus. Preliminary experi-
ment yields promising results and shows its
potential in NLP applications.

1 Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is one of the most
difficult problems in NLP and Document Under-
standing. In the field of Chinese NER, several
approaches have been proposed to recognize per-
sonal names, date/time expressions, monetary and
percentage expressions. However, the discovery of
transliteration variations has not been well-studied
in Chinese NER. This is perhaps due to the fact
that the transliteration forms in a non-alphabetic lan-
guage such as Chinese are opaque and not easy to
compare. On the hand, there is often more than
one way to transliterate a foreign name. On the
other hand, dialectal difference as well as differ-
ent transliteration strategies often lead to the same
named entity to be transliterated differently in dif-
ferent Chinese speaking communities.

Corpus Example (Clinton) Frequency

XIN 克林頓 24382

CNA 克林頓 150

XIN 柯林頓 0

CNA 柯林頓 120842

Table 1: Distribution of two transliteration variants
for ”Clinton” in two sub-corpora

Of all possible variations, the cross-strait differ-
ence between PRC and Taiwan is the most prevalent
and most challenging.1The main reason may lie in
the lack of suitable corpus.

Even given some subcorpora of PRC and Taiwan
variants of Chinese, a simple contrastive approach is
still not possible. It is because: (1) some variants
might overlap and (2) there are more variants used
in each corpus due to citations or borrowing cross-
strait. Table 1 illustrates this phenomenon, where
CNA stands for Central News Agency in Taiwan,
XIN stands for Xinhua News Agency in PRC, re-
spectively.

With the availability of Chinese Gigaword Cor-
pus (CGC) and Word Sketch Engine (WSE) Tools
(Kilgarriff, 2004). We propose a novel approach
towards discovery of transliteration variants by uti-
lizing a full range of grammatical information aug-
mented with phonological analysis.

Existing literatures on processing of translitera-
tion concentrate on the identification of either the
transliterated term or the original term, given knowl-
edge of the other (e.g. (Virga and Khudanpur,

1For instance, we found at least 14 transliteration variants
for Lewinsky,such as 呂茵斯基，呂文絲基，呂茵斯，陸文斯基，陸茵斯基，
柳思基，陸雯絲姬，陸文斯基，呂茵斯基，露文斯基，李文斯基，露溫斯基，蘿恩斯

基，李雯斯基 and so on.
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2003)). These studies are typically either rule-based
or statistics-based, and specific to a language pair
with a fixed direction (e.g. (Wan and Verspoor,
1998; Jiang et al., 2007)). To the best of our knowl-
edge, ours is the first attempt to discover transliter-
ated NE’s without assuming prior knowledge of the
entities. In particular, we propose that transliteration
variants can be discovered by extracting and com-
paring terms from similar linguistic context based
on CGC and WSE tools. This proposal has great po-
tential of increasing robustness of future NER work
by enabling discovery of new and unknown translit-
erated NE’s.

Our study shows that resolution of transliterated
NE variations can be fully automated. This will have
strong and positive implications for cross-lingual
and multi-lingual informational retrieval.

2 Bootstrapping transliteration pairs

The current study is based on Chinese Gigaword
Corpus (CGC) (Graff el al., 2005), a large corpus
contains with 1.1 billion Chinese characters contain-
ing data from Central News Agency of Taiwan (ca.
700 million characters), Xinhua News Agency of
PRC (ca. 400 million characters). These two sub-
corpora represent news dispatches from roughly the
same period of time, i.e. 1990-2002. Hence the two
sub-corpora can be expected to have reasonably par-
allel contents for comparative studies.2

The premises of our proposal are that transliter-
ated NE’s are likely to collocate with other translit-
erated NE’s, and that collocates of a pair of translit-
eration variants may form contrasting pairs and are
potential variants. In particular, since the transliter-
ation variations that we are interested in are those
between PRC and Taiwan Mandarin, we will start
with known contrasting pairs of these two language
variants and mine potential variant pairs from their
collocates. These potential variant pairs are then
checked for their phonological similarity to deter-
mine whether they are true variants or not. In order
to effectively select collocates from specific gram-
matical constructions, the Chinese Word Sketch3 is
adopted. In particular, we use the Word Sketch dif-

2To facilitate processing, the complete CGC was segmented
and POS tagged using the Academia Sinica segmentation and
tagging system (Ma and Huang, 2006).

3http://wordsketch.ling.sinica.edu.tw

ference (WSDiff) function to pick the grammatical
contexts as well as contrasting pairs. It is important
to bear in mind that Chinese texts are composed of
Chinese characters, hence it is impossible to com-
pare a transliterated NE with the alphabetical form
in its original language. The following characteris-
tics of a transliterated NE’s in CGC are exploited to
allow discovery of transliteration variations without
referring to original NE.

• frequent co-occurrence of named entities
within certain syntagmatic relations – named
entities frequently co-occur in relations such as
AND or OR and this fact can be used to collect
and score mutual predictability.

• foreign named entities are typically transliter-
ated phonetically – transliterations of the same
name entity using different characters can be
matched by using simple heuristics to map their
phonological value.

• presence and co-occurrence of named entities
in a text is dependent on a text type – journalis-
tic style cumulates many foreign named entities
in close relations.

• many entities will occur in different domains
– famous person can be mentioned together
with someone from politician, musician, artist
or athlete. Thus allows us to make leaps from
one domain to another.

There are, however, several problems with the
phonological representation of foreign named enti-
ties in Chinese. Due to the nature of Chinese script,
NE transliterations can be realized very differently.
The following is a summary of several problems that
have to be taken into account:

• word ending: 阿拉法 vs.阿拉法特 ”Arafat” or 穆
巴拉 vs.穆巴拉克 ”Mubarak”. The final conso-
nant is not always transliterated. XIN translit-
erations tend to try to represent all phonemes
and often add vowels to a final consonant to
form a new syllable, whereas CNA transliter-
ation tends to be shorter and may simply leave
out a final consonant.

• gender dependent choice of characters: 萊絲莉
”Leslie” vs.萊斯利 ”Chris” or 克莉絲特 vs. 克莉斯
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特. Some occidental names are gender neutral.
However, the choice of characters in a personal
name in Chinese is often gender sensitive. So
these names are likely to be transliterated dif-
ferently depending on the gender of its referent.

• divergent representations caused by scope of
transliteration, e.g. both given and surname
vs. only surname: 大威廉絲 /維‧威廉絲 ”Venus
Williams”.

• difference in phonological interpretation: 賴夫
特 vs.拉夫特 ”Rafter” or康諾斯 vs.康那斯 ”Connors”.

• native vs. non-native pronunciation: 艾斯庫 德
vs. 伊斯庫德 ”Escudero” or 費德洛 vs. 費德勒

”Federer”.

2.1 Data collection
All data were collected from Chinese Gigaword Cor-
pus using Chinese Sketch Engine with WSDiff
function, which provides side-by-side syntagmatic
comparison of Word Sketches for two different
words. WSDiff query for wi and wj returns pat-
terns that are common for both words and also pat-
terns that are particular for each of them. Three data
sets are thus provided. We neglect the common pat-
terns set and concentrate only on the wordlists spe-
cific for each word.

2.2 Pairs extraction
Transliteration pairs are extracted from the two sets,
A and B, collected with WSDiff using default set
of seed pairs :

- for each seed pair in seeds retrieve WSDiff for
and/or relation, thus have pairs of word lists,
< Ai, Bi >

- for each word wii ∈ Ai find best matching
counterpart(s) wij ∈ Bi. Comparison is done
using simple phonological rules, viz. 2.3

- use newly extracted pairs as new seeds (original
seeds are stored as good pairs and not queried
any more)

- loop until there are no new pairs

Notice that even though substantial proportion of
borrowing among different communities, there is no

mixing in the local context of collocation, which
means, local collocation could be the most reliable
way to detect language variants with known variants.

2.3 Phonological comparison

All word forms are converted from Chinese script
into a phonological representation4 during the pairs
extraction phase and then these representations are
compared and similarity scores are given to all pair
candidates.

A lot of Chinese characters have multiple pro-
nunciations and thus multiple representations are de-
rived. In case of multiple pronunciations for certain
syllable, this syllable is commpared to its counter-
part from the other set. E.g. (葉 has three pronunci-
ations: yè, xié, shè. When comparing syllables such
as 裴[pei,fei] and 斐[fei], 裴 will be represented as
[fei]. In case of pairs such as 葉爾欽 [ye er qin] and
葉爾侵 [ye er qin], which have syllables with multi-
ple pronunciations and this multiple representations.
However, since these two potential variants share
the first two characters (out of three), they are con-
sidered as variants without superfluous phonological
checking.

Phonological representations of whole words are
then compared by Levenstein algorithm, which is
widely used to measure the similarity between two
strings. First, each syllable is split into initial and
final components: gao:g+ao. In case of syllables
without initials like er, an ’ is inserted before the
syllable, thus er:’+er.

Before we ran the Levenstein measure, we also
apply phonological corrections on each pair of can-
didate representations. Rules used for these cor-
rections are derived from phonological features of
Mandarin Chinese and extended with few rules
from observation of the data: (1) For Initials, (a):
voiced/voiceless stop contrasts are considered as
similar for initials: g:k, e.g. 高 [gao] (高爾) vs. 科
[ke] (科爾),d:t, b:p, (b): r:l瑞 [rui] (柯吉瑞夫)列 [lie]
(科濟列夫) is added to distinctive feature set based on
observation. (2). For Finals, (a): pair ei:ui is eval-
uated as equivalent.5 (b): oppositions of nasalised
final is evaluated as dissimilar.

4http://unicode.org/charts/unihan.html
5Pinyin representation of phonology of Mandarin Chinese

does not follow the phonological reality exactly: [ui] = [uei]
etc.
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2.4 Extraction algorithm

Our algorithm will potentially exhaust the whole
corpus, i.e. find most of the named entities that oc-
cur with at least few other names entities, but only
if seeds are chosen wisely and cover different do-
mains6. However, some domains might not over-
lap at all, that is, members of those domains never
appear in the corpus in relation and/or. And con-
currence of members within some domains might be
sparser than in other, e.g. politicians tend to be men-
tioned together more often than novelists. Nature of
the corpus also plays important role. It is likely to
retrieve more and/or related names from journal-
istic style. This is one of the reasons why we chose
Chinese Gigaword Corpus for this task.

3 Experiment and evaluation

We have tested our method on the Chinese Giga-
word Second Edition corpus with 11 manually se-
lected seeds Apart from the selection of the starter
seeds, the whole process is fully automatic. For this
task we have collected data from syntagmatic rela-
tion and/or, which contains words co-occurring
frequently with our seed words. When we make a
query for peoples names, it is expected that most of
the retrieved items will also be names, perhaps also
names of locations, organizations etc.

The whole experiment took 505 iterations in
which 494 pairs were extracted.

Our complete experiment with 11 pre-selected
transliteration pairs as seed took 505 iterations to
end. The iterations identified 494 effective transliter-
ation variant pairs (i.e. those which were not among
the seeds or pairs identified by earlier iteration.) All
the 494 candidate pairs were manually evaluated 445
of them are found to be actual contrast pairs, a pre-
cision of 90.01%. In addition, the number of new
transliteration pairs yielded is 4,045%, a very pro-
ductive yield for NE discovery.

Preliminary results show that this approach is
competitive against other approaches reported in
previous studies. Performances of our algorithms is
calculated in terms of precision rate with 90.01%.

6The term domain refers to politics,music,sport, film etc.

4 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we have shown that it is possible to
identify NE’s without having prior knowledge of
them. We also showed that, applying WSE to re-
strict grammatical context and saliency of colloca-
tion, we are able to effectively extract transliteration
variants in a language where transliteration is not
explicitly represented. We also show that a small
set of seeds is all it needs for the proposed method
to identify hundreds of transliteration variants. This
proposed method has important applications in in-
formation retrieval and data mining in Chinese data.

In the future, we will be experimenting with a dif-
ferent set of seeds in a different domain to test the
robustness of this approach, as well as to discover
transliteration variants in our fields. We will also be
focusing on more refined phonological analysis. In
addition, we would like to explore the possibility of
extending this proposal to other language pairs.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a supervised learn-
ing method for detecting a semantic rela-
tion between a given pair of named enti-
ties, which may be located in different sen-
tences. The method employs newly intro-
duced contextual features based on center-
ing theory as well as conventional syntac-
tic and word-based features. These features
are organized as a tree structure and are
fed into a boosting-based classification al-
gorithm. Experimental results show the pro-
posed method outperformed prior methods,
and increased precision and recall by 4.4%
and 6.7%.

1 Introduction

Statistical and machine learning NLP techniques are
now so advanced that named entity (NE) taggers are
in practical use. Researchers are now focusing on
extracting semantic relations between NEs, such as
“George Bush (person)” is “president (relation)” of
“the United States (location)”, because they provide
important information used in information retrieval,
question answering, and summarization.

We represent a semantic relation between two
NEs with a tuple [NE1, NE2, Relation Label]. Our
final goal is to extract tuples from a text. For exam-
ple, the tuple [George Bush (person), the U.S. (loca-
tion), president (Relation Label)] would be extracted
from the sentence “George Bush is the president of
the U.S.”. There are two tasks in extracting tuples
from text. One is detecting whether or not a given
pair of NEs are semantically related (relation detec-
tion), and the other is determining the relation label
(relation characterization).

In this paper, we address the task of relation de-
tection. So far, various supervised learning ap-
proaches have been explored in this field (Culotta
and Sorensen, 2004; Zelenko et al., 2003). They

use two kinds of features: syntactic ones and word-
based ones, for example, the path of the given pair of
NEs in the parse tree and the word n-gram between
NEs (Kambhatla, 2004).

These methods have two problems which we con-
sider in this paper. One is that they target only intra-
sentential relation detection in which NE pairs are
located in the same sentence, in spite of the fact that
about 35% of NE pairs with semantic relations are
inter-sentential (See Section 3.1). The other is that
the methods can not detect semantic relations cor-
rectly when NE pairs located in a parallel sentence
arise from a predication ellipsis. In the following
Japanese example1, the syntactic feature, which is
the path of two NEs in the dependency structure,
of the pair with a semantic relation (“Ken11” and
“Tokyo12”) is the same as the feature of the pair with
no semantic relation (“Ken11” and “New York14”).

(S-1) Ken11-wa Tokyo12-de, Tom13-wa
New York14-de umareta15.
(Ken11 was born15 in Tokyo12, Tom13 in
New York14.)

To solve the above problems, we propose a super-
vised learning method using contextual features.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the proposed method. We report the
results of our experiments in Section 3 and conclude
the paper in Section 4.

2 Relation Detection

The proposed method employs contextual features
based on centering theory (Grosz et al., 1983) as
well as conventional syntactic and word-based fea-
tures. These features are organized as a tree struc-
ture and are fed into a boosting-based classification
algorithm. The method consists of three parts: pre-
processing (POS tagging, NE tagging, and parsing),

1The numbers show correspondences of words between
Japanese and English.
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feature extraction (contextual, syntactic, and word-
based features), and classification.

In this section, we describe the underlying idea of
contextual features and how contextual features are
used for detecting semantic relations.

2.1 Contextual Features

When a pair of NEs with a semantic relation appears
in different sentences, the antecedent NE must be
contextually easily referred to in the sentence with
the following NE. In the following Japanese exam-
ple, the pair “Ken22” and “amerika32 (the U.S.)”
have a semantic relation “wataru33 (go)”, because
“Ken22” is contextually referred to in the sentence
with “amerika32” (In fact, the zero pronounφi

refers to “Ken22”). Meanwhile, the pair “Naomi25”
and “amerika32” has no semantic relation, because
the sentence with “amerika32” does not refer to
“Naomi25”.

(S-2) asu21, Ken22-wa Osaka23-o otozure24
Naomi25-to au26.
(Ken22 is going to visit24 Osaka23 to see26

Naomi25, tomorrow21.)

(S-3) sonogo31, (φi-ga) amerika32-ni watari33
Tom34-to ryoko35 suru.
(Then31, (hei) will go33 to the U.S.32 to travel35
with Tom34.)

Furthermore, when a pair of NEs with a seman-
tic relation appears in a parallel sentence arise from
predication ellipsis, the antecedent NE is contextu-
ally easily referred to in the phrase with the follow-
ing NE. In the example of “(S-1)”, the pair “Ken11”
and “Tokyo12” have a semantic relation “umareta15

(was born)”. Meanwhile, the pair “Ken11” and
“New York14” has no semantic relation.

Therefore, using whether the antecedent NE is re-
ferred to in the context with the following NE as fea-
tures of a given pair of NEs would improve relation
detection performance. In this paper, we use cen-
tering theory (Kameyama, 1986) to determine how
easily a noun phrase can be referred to in the follow-
ing context.

2.2 Centering Theory

Centering theory is an empirical sorting rule used to
identify the antecedents of (zero) pronouns. When
there is a (zero) pronoun in the text, noun phrases
that are in the previous context of the pronoun are
sorted in order of likelihood of being the antecedent.
The sorting algorithm has two steps. First, from the
beginning of the text until the pronoun appears, noun

Osaka23o
asu21, Naomi25others

ni
ga

Ken22wa

Osaka23o
asu21, Naomi25others

ni
ga

Ken22wa
Priority

Figure 1: Information Stacked According to Center-
ing Theory

phrases are stacked depending on case markers such
as particles. In the above example, noun phrases,
“asu21”, “Ken22”, “Osaka23” and “Naomi25”, which
are in the previous context of the zero pronounφi,
are stacked and then the information shown in Fig-
ure 1 is acquired. Second, the stacked information is
sorted by the following rules.

1. The priority of case markers is as follows: “wa
> ga> ni > o > others”

2. The priority of stack structure is as follows:
last-in first-out, in the same case marker

For example, Figure 1 is sorted by the above rules
and then the order, 1: “Ken22”, 2: “Osaka23”, 3:
“Naomi25”, 4: “asu21”, is assigned. In this way, us-
ing centering theory would show that the antecedent
of the zero pronounφi is “Ken22”.

2.3 Applying Centering Theory

When detecting a semantic relation between a given
pair of NEs, we use centering theory to determine
how easily the antecedent NE can be referred to in
the context with the following NE. Note that we do
not explicitly execute anaphora resolutions here.

Applied centering theory to relation detection is
as follows. First, from the beginning of the text until
the following NE appears, noun phrases are stacked
depending on case markers, and the stacked infor-
mation is sorted by the above rules (Section 2.2).
Then, if the top noun phrase in the sorted order is
identical to the antecedent NE, the antecedent NE is
”positive” when being referred to in the context with
the following NE.

When the pair of NEs, “Ken22” and “amerika32”,
is given in the above example, the noun phrases,
“asu21”, “Ken22”, “Osaka23” and “Naomi25”, which
are in the previous context of the following NE
“amerika32”, are stacked (Figure 1). Then they are
sorted by the above sorting rules and the order, 1:
“Ken22”, 2: “Osaka23”, 3: “Naomi25”, 4: “asu21”,
is acquired. Here, because the top noun phrase in
the sorted order is identical to the antecedent NE,
the antecedent NE “Ken22” is ”positive” when be-
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ameriamerikkaa32

wawa: Ken: Ken22 o: Osakao: Osaka23 others: Naomiothers: Naomi25

others: asuothers: asu21

Figure 2: Centering Structure

ing referred to in the context with the following NE
“amerika32”. Whether or not the antecedent NE is
referred to in the context with the following NE is
used as a feature. We call this feature Centering Top
(CT).

2.4 Using Stack Structure

The sorting algorithm using centering theory tends
to rank highly thoes words that easily become sub-
jects. However, for relation detection, it is necessary
to consider both NEs that easily become subjects,
such as person and organization, and NEs that do not
easily become subjects, such as location and time.

We use the stack described in Section 2.3 as a
structural feature for relation detection. We call this
feature Centering Structure (CS). For example, the
stacked information shown in Figure 1 is assumed
to be structure information, as shown in Figure 2.
The method of converting from a stack (Figure 1)
into a structure (Figure 2) is described as follows.
First, the following NE, “amerika32”, becomes the
root node because Figure 1 is stacked information
until the following NE appears. Then, the stacked
information is converted to Figure 2 depending on
the case markers. We use the path of the given pair
of NEs in the structure as a feature. For example,
“amerika32 → wa:Ken22”2 is used as the feature of
the given pair “Ken22” and “amerika32”.

2.5 Classification Algorithm

There are several structure-based learning algo-
rithms proposed so far (Collins and Duffy, 2001;
Suzuki et al., 2003; Kudo and Matsumoto, 2004).
The experiments tested Kudo and Matsumoto’s
boosting-based algorithm using sub trees as features,
which is implemented as the BACT system.

In relation detection, given a set of training exam-
ples each of which represents contextual, syntactic,
and word-based features of a pair of NEs as a tree
labeled as either having semantic relations or not,
the BACT system learns that a set of rules are ef-
fective in classifying. Then, given a test instance,
which represents contextual, syntactic, and word-

2“A → B” means A has a dependency relation to B.

Type % of pairs with semantic relations
(A) Intra-sentential 31.4% (3333 / 10626)
(B) Inter-sentential 0.8% (1777 / 225516)

(A)+(B) Total 2.2% (5110 / 236142)

Table 1: Percent of pairs with semantic relations in
annotated text

based features of a pair of NEs as a tree, the BACT
system classifies using a set of learned rules.

3 Experiments

We experimented with texts from Japanese newspa-
pers and weblogs to test the proposed method. The
following four models were compared:

1. WD : Pairs of NEs withinn words are detected
as pairs with semantic relation.

2. STR : Supervised learning method using syn-
tactic3 and word-based features, the path of the
pairs of NEs in the parse tree and the word n-
gram between pairs of NEs (Kambhatla, 2004)

3. STR-CT : STR with the centering top feature
explained in Section 2.3.

4. STR-CS: STR with the centering structure fea-
ture explained in Section 2.4.

3.1 Setting

We used 1451 texts from Japanese newspapers and
weblogs, whose semantic relations between person
and location had been annotated by humans for the
experiments4. There were 5110 pairs with seman-
tic relations out of 236,142 pairs in the annotated
text. We conducted ten-fold cross-validation over
236,142 pairs of NEs so that sets of pairs from a
single text were not divided into the training and test
sets.

We also divided pairs of NEs into two types: (A)
intra-sentential and (B) inter-sentential. The reason
for dividing them is so that syntactic structure fea-
tures would be effective in type (A) and contextual
features would be effective in type (B). Another rea-
son is that the percentage of pairs with semantic rela-
tions out of the total pairs in the annotated text differ
significantly between types, as shown in Table 1.

In the experiments, all features were automati-
cally acquired using a Japanese morphological and
dependency structure analyzer.

3There is no syntactic feature in inter-sentential.
4We are planning to evaluate the other pairs of NEs.
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(A)+(B) Total (A) Intra-sentential (B) Inter-sentential
Precision Recall Precision Recall Precsion Recall

WD10 43.0(2501/5819) 48.9(2501/5110) 48.1(2441/5075) 73.2(2441/3333) 8.0(60/744) 3.4(60/1777)
STR 69.3(2562/3696) 50.1(2562/5110) 75.6(2374/3141) 71.2(2374/3333) 33.9(188/555) 10.6(188/1777)

STR-CT 71.4(2764/3870) 54.1(2764/5110) 78.4(2519/3212) 75.6(2519/3333) 37.2(245/658) 13.8(245/1777)
STR-CS 73.7(2902/3935) 56.8(2902/5110) 80.1(2554/3187) 76.6(2554/3333) 46.5(348/748) 27.6(348/1777)

WD10: NE pairs that appear within 10 words are detected.

Table 2: Results for Relation Detection
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Figure 3: Recall-precision Curves: (A)+(B) total

3.2 Results

To improve relation detection performance, we in-
vestigated the effect of the proposed method using
contextual features. Table 2 shows results for Type
(A), Type (B), and (A)+(B). We also plotted recall-
precision curves5, altering threshold parameters, as
shown in Figure 3.

The comparison between STR and STR-CT and
between STR and STR-CS in Figure 3 indicates that
the proposed method effectively contributed to rela-
tion detection. In addition, the results for Type (A):
intra-sentential, and (B): inter-sentential, in Table
2 indicate that the proposed method contributed to
both Type (A), improving precision by about 4.5%
and recall by about 5.4% and Type (B), improving
precision by about 12.6% and recall by about 17.0%.

3.3 Error Analysis

Over 70% of the errors are covered by two major
problems left in relation detection.
Parallel sentence: The proposed method solves

problems, which result from when a parallel
sentence arises from predication ellipsis. How-
ever, there are several types of parallel sentence
that differ from the one we explained. (For ex-
ample, Ken and Tom was born in Osaka and
New York, respectively.)

5Precision = # of correctly detected pairs / # of detected pairs
Recall = # of correctly detected pairs / # of pairs with semantic
relations

Definite anaphora: Definite noun phrase, such as
“Shusho (the Prime Minister)” and “Shacho
(the President)”, can be anaphors. We should
consider them in centering theory, but it is dif-
ficult to find them in Japanese .

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a supervised learning
method using words, syntactic structures, and con-
textual features based on centering theory, to im-
prove both inter-sentential and inter-sentential rela-
tion detection. The experiments demonstrated that
the proposed method increased precision by 4.4%,
up to 73.7%, and increased recall by 6.7%, up to
56.8%, and thus contributed to relation detection.

In future work, we plan to solve the problems re-
lating to parallel sentence and definite anaphora, and
address the task of relation characterization.
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Abstract 

This paper describes a work in progress 
aiming at linking the two largest Italian 
lexical-semantic databases ItalWordNet and 
PAROLE-SIMPLE-CLIPS. The adopted 
linking methodology, the software tool 
devised and implemented for this purpose 
and the results of the first mapping phase 
regarding 1stOrderEntities are illustrated 
here.  

1 Introduction 

The mapping and the integration of lexical 
resources is today a main concern in the world of 
computational linguistics. In fact, during the past 
years, many linguistic resources were built whose 
bulk of linguistic information is often neither easily 
accessible nor entirely available, whereas their 
visibility and interoperability would be crucial for 
HLT applications. 

The resources here considered constitute the 
largest and extensively encoded Italian lexical 
semantic databases. Both were built at the CNR 
Institute of Computational Linguistics, in Pisa. 

The ItalWordNet lexical database (henceforth 
IWN) was first developed in the framework of 
EuroWordNet project and then enlarged and 
improved in the national project SI-TAL1. The 
theoretical model underlying this lexicon is based 
on the EuroWordNet lexical model (Vossen, 1998) 
which is, in its turn, inspired to the Princeton 
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). 

PAROLE-SIMPLE-CLIPS (PSC) is a four-level 
lexicon developed over three different projects: the 

                                                                                                                     
1 Integrated System for the Automatic Language Treatment. 

LE-PAROLE project for the morphological and 
syntactic layers, the LE-SIMPLE project for the 
semantic model and lexicon and the Italian project 
CLIPS2 for the phonological level and the 
extension of the lexical coverage. The theoretical 
model underlying this lexicon is based on the 
EAGLES recommendations, on the results of the 
EWN and ACQUILEX projects and on a revised 
version of Pustejovsky’s Generative Lexicon 
theory (Pustejovsky 1995). 

In spite of the different underlying principles and 
peculiarities characterizing the two lexical models, 
IWN and PSC lexicons also present many 
compatible aspects and the reciprocal 
enhancements that the linking of the resources 
would entail were illustrated in Roventini et al., 
(2002); Ruimy & Roventini (2005). This has 
prompted us to envisage the semi-automatic link of 
the two lexical databases, eventually merging the 
whole information into a common representation 
framework. The first step has been the mapping of 
the 1stOrderEntities which is described in the 
following. 

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 
the respective ontologies and their mapping are 
briefly illustrated, in section 3 the methodology 
followed to link these resources is described; in 
section 4 the software tool and its workings are 
explained; section 5 reports on the results of the 
complete mapping of the 1stOrderEntities. Future 
work is outlined in the conclusion.  

2 Mapping Ontology-based Lexical Resources 

In both lexicons, the backbone for lexical 
representation is provided by an ontology of 
semantic types.  

 
2 Corpora e Lessici dell'Italiano Parlato e Scritto. 
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The IWN Top Ontology (TO) (Roventini et al., 
2003), which slightly differs from the EWN TO3, 
consists in a hierarchical structure of 65 language-
independent Top Concepts (henceforth TCs) 
clustered in three categories distinguishing 1st 
OrderEntities, 2ndOrderEntities and 3rdOrder 
Entities. Their subclasses, hierarchically ordered by 
means of a subsumption relation, are also 
structured in terms of (disjunctive and non-
disjunctive) opposition relations. The IWN 
database is organized around the notion of synset, 
i.e. a set of synonyms. Each synset is ontologically 
classified on the basis of its hyperonym and 
connected to other synsets by means of a rich set of 
lexical-semantic relations. Synsets are in most 
cases cross-classified in terms of multiple, non 
disjoint TCs, e.g.: informatica (computer science): 
[Agentive, Purpose, Social, Unboundedevent]. The 
semantics of a word sense or synset variant is fully 
defined by its membership in a synset. 

The SIMPLE Ontology (SO)4, which consists of 
157 language-independent semantic types, is a 
multidimensional type system based on 
hierarchical and non-hierarchical conceptual 
relations. In the type system, multidimensionality is 
captured by qualia roles that define the distinctive 
properties of semantic types and differentiate their 
internal semantic constituency. The SO 
distinguishes therefore between simple (one-
dimensional) and unified (multi-dimensional) 
semantic types, the latter implementing the 
principle of orthogonal inheritance. In the PSC 
lexicon, the basic unit is the word sense, 
represented by a ‘semantic unit’ (henceforth, 
SemU). Each SemU is assigned one single semantic 
type (e.g.: informatica: [Domain]), which endows 
it with a structured set of semantic information.  

A primary phase in the process of mapping two 
ontology-based lexical resources clearly consisted 
in establishing correspondences between the 
conceptual classes of both ontologies, with a view 
to further matching their respective instances.  

The mapping will only be briefly outlined here 
for the 1stOrderEntity. More information can be 
found in (Ruimy & Roventini 2005; Ruimy, 2006). 

The IWN 1stOrderEntity class structures 
concrete entities (referred to by concrete nouns). Its 
main cross-classifying subclasses: Form, Origin, 
                                                           
3 A few changes were in fact necessary to allow the encoding 
of new syntactic categories.  
4 http://www.ilc.cnr.it/clips/Ontology.htm 

Composition and Function correspond to the four 
Qualia roles the SIMPLE model avails of to 
express orthogonal aspects of word meaning. Their 
respective subdivisions consist of (mainly) disjoint 
classes, e.g. Natural vs. Artifact. To each class 
corresponds, in most of the cases, a SIMPLE 
semantic type or a type hierarchy subsumed by the 
Concrete_entity top type. Some other IWN TCs, 
such as Comestible, Liquid, are instead mappable 
to SIMPLE distinctive features: e.g. Plus_Edible, 
Plus_Liquid, etc. 

3 Linking Methodology 

Mapping is performed on a semantic type-driven 
basis. A semantic type of the SIMPLE ontology is 
taken as starting point.  Considering the type’s 
SemUs along with their PoS and ‘isa’ relation, the 
IWN resource is explored in search of linking 
candidates with same PoS and whose ontological 
classification matches the correspondences established 
between the classes of both ontologies.  

A characteristic of this linking is that it involves 
lexical elements having a different status, i.e. 
semantic units and synsets. 

During the linking process, two different types 
of data are returned from each mapping run:  
1) A set of matched pairs of word senses, i.e. 
SemUs and synset variants with identical string, 
PoS and whose respective ontological classification 
perfectly matches. After human validation, these 
matched word senses are linked.  
2) A set of unmatched word senses, in spite of their 
identical string and PoS value. Matching failure is 
due to a mismatch of the ontological classification 
of word senses existing in both resources. Such 
mismatch may be originated by:  
a) an incomplete ontological information. As 
already explained, IWN synsets are cross-classified 
in terms of a combination of TCs; however, cases 
of synsets lacking some meaning component are 
not rare. The problem of incomplete ontological 
classification may often be overcome by relaxing 
the mapping constraints; yet, this solution can only 
be applied if the existing ontological label is 
informative enough. Far more problematic to deal 
with are those cases of incomplete or little 
informative ontological labels, e.g. 1stOrderEntities 
as different as medicinale, anello, vetrata 
(medicine, ring, picture window) and only 
classified as ‘Function’;   
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b) a different ontological information. Besides 
mere encoding errors, ontological classification 
discrepancy may be imputable to:  

i) a different but equally defensible meaning 
interpretation (e.g.: ala (aircraft wing) : [Part] vs. 
[Artifact Instrument Object]). Word senses falling 
into this category are clustered into numerically 
significant sets according to their semantic typing 
and then studied with a view to establishing further 
equivalences between ontological classes or to 
identify, in their classification schemes, descriptive 
elements lending themselves to be mapped.  

ii) a different level of specificity in the 
ontological classification, due either to the 
lexicographer’s subjectivity or to an objective 
difference of granularity of the ontologies. 

The problems in ii) may be bypassed by 
climbing up the ontological hierarchy, identifying 
the parent nodes and allowing them to be taken into 
account in the mapping process.  

Hyperonyms of matching candidates are taken 
into account during the linking process and play a 
particularly determinant role in the resolution of 
cases whereby matching fails due to a conflict of 
ontological classification. It is the case for sets of 
word senses displaying a different ontological 
classification but sharing the same hyperonym, e.g. 
collana, braccialetto (necklace, bracelet) typed as 
[Clothing] in PSC and as [Artifact Function] in 
IWN but sharing the hyperonym gioiello (jewel). 
Hyperonyms are also crucial for polysemous senses 
belonging to different semantic types in PSC but 
sharing the same ontological classification in IWN, 
e.g.: SemU1595viola (violet) [Plant] and 
SemU1596viola (violet) [Flower] vs. IWN: viola1 
(has_hyperonym pianta1 (plant)) and viola3 
(has_hyperonym fiore1 (flower)), both typed as 
[Group Plant]. 

4 The Linking Tool  

The LINKPSC_IWN software tool implemented to 
map the lexical units of both lexicons works in a 
semiautomatic way using the ontological 
classifications, the ‘isa’ relations and some 
semantic features of the two resources. Since the 
157 semantic types of the SO provide a more fine-
grained structure of the lexicon than the 65 top 
concepts of the IWN ontology, which reflect only 
fundamental distinctions, mapping is PSC  IWN 

oriented. The mapping process foresees the 
following steps: 
1) Selection of a PSC semantic type and definition 
of the loading criteria, i.e. either all its SemUs or 
only those bearing a given information;   

2) Selection of one or more mapping constraints on 
the basis of the correspondences established 
between the conceptual classes of both ontologies, 
in order to narrow the automatic mapping;  

3) Human validation of the automatic mapping and 
storage of the results; 

4) If necessary, relaxation/tuning of the mapping 
constraints and new processing of the input data.  

By human validation of the automatic mapping 
we also intend the manual selection of the 
semantically relevant word sense pair(s) from the 
set of possible matches automatically output for 
each SemU. A decision is taken after checking 
relevant information sources such as hyperonyms, 
SemU/synset glosses and the IWN-ILI link. 

Besides the mapping results, a list of unmatched 
word senses is provided which contains possible 
encoding errors  and polysemous senses of the 
considered SemUs (e.g., kiwi (fruit) which is 
discarded when mapping the ‘Animal’ class). Some 
of these word senses proceed from an extension of 
meaning, e.g. People-Human: pigmeo, troglodita 
(pygmy, troglodyte) or Animal-Human verme, 
leone (worm, lion) and are used with different 
levels of intentionality: either as a semantic surplus 
or as dead metaphors (Marinelli, 2006). 

More interestingly, the list of unmatched words 
also contains the IWN word senses whose synset’s 
ontological classification is incomplete or different 
w.r.t. the constraints imposed to the mapping run. 
Analyzing these data is therefore crucial to identify 
further mapping constraints. A list of PSC lexical 
units missing in IWN is also generated, which is 
important to appropriately assess the lexical 
intersection between the two resources. 

5 Results  

From a quantitative point of view three main issues 
are worth noting (cf. Table 1): first, the 
considerable percentage of linked senses with 
respect to the linkable ones (i.e. words with 
identical string and PoS value); second, the many 
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cases of multiple mappings; third, the extent of 
overlapping coverage. 
 

SemUs selected 27768  
Linkable senses 15193 54,71% 
Linked senses 10988 72,32% 

Multiple mappings 1125 10,23% 
Unmatched senses 4205 27,67% 

Table 1 summarizing data  
 

Multiple mappings depend on the more fine 
grained sense distinctions performed in IWN. The 
eventual merging of the two resources would make 
up for such discrepancy.  

During the linking process, many other 
possibilities of reciprocal improvement and 
enrichment were noticed by analyzing the lists of 
unmatched word-senses. All the inconsistencies are 
in fact recorded together with their differences in 
ontological classification, or in the polysemy 
treatment that the mapping evidenced. Some 
mapping failures have been observed due to a 
different approach to the treatment of polysemy in 
the two resources: for example, a single entry in 
PSC corresponding to two different IWN entries 
encoding very fined-grained nuances of sense, e.g.  
galeotto1 (galley rower) and galeotto2 (galley 
slave).  

Other mapping failures are due to cases of 
encoding inconsistency. For example, when a word 
sense from a multi-variant synset is linked to a 
SemU, all the other variants from the same synset 
should map to PSC entries sharing the same semantic 
type, yet in some cases it has been observed that 
SemUs corresponding to variants of the same synset 
do not share a common semantic type. 

All these encoding differences or inconsistencies 
were usefully put in the foreground by the linking 
process and are worthy of further in-depth analysis 
with a view to the merging, harmonization and 
interoperability of the two lexical resources. 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper the PSC-IWN linking of concrete 
entities, the methodology adopted, the tool 
implemented to this aim and the results obtained 

are described. On the basis of the encouraging 
results illustrated here, the linking process will be 
carried on by dealing with 3rdOrder Entities. Our 
attention will then be devoted to 2ndOrderEntities 
which, so far, have only been object of preliminary 
investigations on Speech act (Roventini 2006) and 
Feeling verbs. Because of their intrinsic 
complexity, the linking of 2ndOrderEntities is 
expected to be a far more challenging task. 
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Abstract

We apply pattern-based methods for collect-
ing hypernym relations from the web. We
compare our approach with hypernym ex-
traction from morphological clues and from
large text corpora. We show that the abun-
dance of available data on the web enables
obtaining good results with relatively unso-
phisticated techniques.

1 Introduction

WordNet is a key lexical resource for natural lan-
guage applications. However its coverage (currently
155k synsets for the English WordNet 2.0) is far
from complete. For languages other than English,
the available WordNets are considerably smaller,
like for Dutch with a 44k synset WordNet. Here, the
lack of coverage creates bigger problems. A man-
ual extension of the WordNets is costly. Currently,
there is a lot of interest in automatic techniques for
updating and extending taxonomies like WordNet.

Hearst (1992) was the first to apply fixed syn-
tactic patterns like such NP as NP for extracting
hypernym-hyponym pairs. Carballo (1999) built
noun hierarchies from evidence collected from con-
junctions. Pantel, Ravichandran and Hovy (2004)
learned syntactic patterns for identifying hypernym
relations and combined these with clusters built
from co-occurrence information. Recently, Snow,
Jurafsky and Ng (2005) generated tens of thousands
of hypernym patterns and combined these with noun
clusters to generate high-precision suggestions for
unknown noun insertion into WordNet (Snow et al.,
2006). The previously mentioned papers deal with

English. Little work has been done for other lan-
guages. IJzereef (2004) used fixed patterns to ex-
tract Dutch hypernyms from text and encyclopedias.
Van der Plas and Bouma (2005) employed noun dis-
tribution characteristics for extending the Dutch part
of EuroWordNet.

In earlier work, different techniques have been ap-
plied to large and very large text corpora. Today,
the web contains more data than the largest available
text corpus. For this reason, we are interested in em-
ploying the web for the extraction of hypernym re-
lations. We are especially curious about whether the
size of the web allows to achieve meaningful results
with basic extraction techniques.

In section two we introduce the task, hypernym
extraction. Section three presents the results of our
web extraction work as well as a comparison with
similar work with large text corpora. Section four
concludes the paper.

2 Task and Approach

We examine techniques for extending WordNets. In
this section we describe the relation we focus on,
introduce our evaluation approach and explain the
query format used for obtaining web results.

2.1 Task

We concentrate on a particular semantic relation:
hypernymy. One term is a hypernym of another if
its meaning both covers the meaning of the second
term and is broader. For example, furniture is a hy-
pernym of table. The opposite term for hypernym is
hyponym. So table is a hyponym of furniture. Hy-
pernymy is a transitive relation. If term A is a hyper-
nym of term B while term B is a hypernym of term
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C then term A is also a hypernym of term C.
In WordNets, hypernym relations are defined be-

tween senses of words (synsets). The Dutch Word-
Net (Vossen, 1998) contains 659,284 of such hy-
pernym noun pairs of which 100,268 are immedi-
ate links and 559,016 are inherited by transitivity.
More importantly, the resource contains hypernym
information for 45,979 different nouns. A test with
a Dutch newspaper text revealed that the WordNet
only covered about two-thirds of the noun lemmas
in the newspaper (among the missing words were
e-mail, euro and provider). Proper names pose an
even larger problem: the Dutch WordNet only con-
tains 1608 words that start with a capital character.

2.2 Collecting evidence

In order to find evidence for the existence of hyper-
nym relations between words, we search the web for
fixed patterns like H such as A, B and C. Following
Snow et al. (2006), we derive two types of evidence
from these patterns:

• H is a hypernym of A, B and C

• A, B and C are siblings of each other

Here, sibling refers to the relative position of the
words in the hypernymy tree. Two words are sib-
lings of each other if they share a parent.

We compute a hypernym evidence score S(h,w)
for each candidate hypernym h for word w. It is the
sum of the normalized evidence for the hypernymy
relation between h and w, and the evidence for sib-
ling relations between w and known hyponyms s of
h:

S(h,w) =
fhw∑
x fxw

+
∑

s

gsw∑
y gyw

where fhw is the frequency of patterns that predict
that h is a hypernym of w, gsw is the frequency of
patterns that predict that s is a sibling of w, and x

and y are arbitrary words from the WordNet. For
each word w, we select the candidate hypernym h

with the largest score S(h,w).
For each hyponym, we only consider evidence

for hypernyms and siblings. We have experimented
with different scoring schemes, for example by in-
cluding evidence from hypernyms of hypernyms and
remote siblings, but found this basic scoring scheme
to perform best.

2.3 Evaluation

We use the Dutch part of EuroWordNet (DWN)
(Vossen, 1998) for evaluation of our hypernym ex-
traction methods. Hypernym-hyponym pairs that are
present in the lexicon are assumed to be correct. In
order to have access to negative examples, we make
the same assumption as Snow et al. (2005): the hy-
pernymy relations in the WordNets are complete for
the terms that they contain. This means that if two
words are present in the lexicon without the target
relation being specified between them, then we as-
sume that this relation does not hold between them.
The presence of positive and negative examples al-
lows for an automatic evaluation in which precision,
recall and F values are computed.

We do not require our search method to find the
exact position of a target word in the hypernymy
tree. Instead, we are satisfied with any ancestor. In
order to rule out identification methods which sim-
ply return the top node of the hierarchy for all words,
we also measure the distance between the assigned
hypernym and the target word. The ideal distance is
one, which would occur if the suggested ancestor is
a parent. Grandparents are associated with distance
two and so on.

2.4 Composing web queries

In order to collect evidence for lexical relations, we
search the web for lexical patterns. When working
with a fixed corpus on disk, an exhaustive search can
be performed. For web search, however, this is not
possible. Instead, we rely on acquiring interesting
lexical patterns from text snippets returned for spe-
cific queries. The format of the queries has been
based on three considerations.

First, a general query like such as is insufficient
for obtaining much interesting information. Most
web search engines impose a limit on the number
of results returned from a query (for example 1000),
which limits the opportunities for assessing the per-
formance of such a general pattern. In order to ob-
tain useful information, the query needs to be more
specific. For the pattern such as, we have two op-
tions: adding the hypernym, which gives hypernym
such as, or adding the hyponym, which results in
such as hyponym.

Both extensions of the general pattern have their
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limitations. A pattern that includes the hypernym
may fail to generate enough useful information if the
hypernym has many hyponyms. And patterns with
hyponyms require more queries than patterns with
hypernyms (one per child rather than one per par-
ent). We chose to include hyponyms in the patterns.
This approach models the real world task in which
one is looking for the meaning of an unknown entity.

The final consideration regards which hyponyms
to use in the queries. Our focus is on evaluating the
approach via comparison with an existing WordNet.
Rather than submitting queries for all 45,979 nouns
in the lexical resource to the web search engine, we
will use a random sample of nouns.

3 Hypernym extraction

We describe our web extraction work and compare
the results with our earlier work with extraction from
a text corpus and hypernym prediction from mor-
phological information.

3.1 Earlier work

In earlier work (Tjong Kim Sang and Hofmann,
2007), we have applied different methods for ob-
taining hypernym candidates for words. First,
we extracted hypernyms from a large text corpus
(300Mwords) following the approach of Snow et
al. (2006). We collected 16728 different contexts
in which hypernym-hyponym pairs were found and
evaluated individual context patterns as well as a
combination which made use of Bayesian Logistic
Regression. We also examined a single pattern pre-
dicting only sibling relations: A en(and) B.

Additionally, we have applied a corpus-indepen-
dent morphological approach which takes advantage
of the fact that in Dutch, compound words often
have the head in the final position (like blackbird in
English). The head is a good hypernym candidate
for the compound and therefore long words which
end with a legal Dutch word often have this suffix as
hypernym (Sabou et al., 2005).

The results of the approaches can be found in Ta-
ble 1. The corpus approaches achieve reasonable
precision rates. The recall scores are low because
we attempt to retrieve a hypernym for all nouns in
the WordNet. Surprisingly enough the basic mor-
phological approach outperforms all corpus meth-

Method Prec. Recall F Dist.
corpus: N zoals N 0.22 0.0068 0.013 2.01
corpus: combined 0.36 0.020 0.038 2.86
corpus: N en N 0.31 0.14 0.19 1.98
morphological approach 0.54 0.33 0.41 1.19

Table 1: Performances measured in our earlier work
(Tjong Kim Sang and Hofmann, 2007) with a mor-
phological approach and patterns applied to a text
corpus (single hypernym pattern, combined hyper-
nym patterns and single conjunctive pattern). Pre-
dicting valid suffixes of words as their hypernyms,
outperforms the corpus approaches.

ods, both with respect to precision and recall.

3.2 Extraction from the web

For our web extraction work, we used the same in-
dividual extraction patterns as in the corpus work:
zoals (such as) and en (and), but not the com-
bined hypernym patterns because the expected per-
formance did not make up for the time complexity
involved. We added randomly selected candidate
hyponyms to the queries to improve the chance to
retrieve interesting information.

This approach worked well. As Table 2 shows, for
both patterns the recall score improved in compari-
son with the corpus experiments. Additionally, the
single web hypernym pattern zoals outperformed the
combination of corpus hypernym patterns with re-
spect to recall and distance. Again, the conjunctive
pattern outperformed the hypernym pattern. We as-
sume that the frequency of the two patterns plays an
important role (the frequency of pages with the con-
junctive pattern is five times the frequency of pages
with zoals).

Finally, we combined word-internal information
with the conjunctive pattern approach by adding the
morphological candidates to the web evidence be-
fore computing hypernym pair scores. This ap-
proach achieved the highest recall score at only
slight precision loss (Table 2).

3.3 Error analysis

We have inspected the output of the conjunctive web
extraction with word-internal information. For this
purpose we have selected the ten most frequent hy-
pernym pairs (Table 3), the ten least frequent and
the ten pairs exactly between these two groups. 40%
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Method Prec. Recall F Dist.
web: N zoals N 0.23 0.089 0.13 2.06
web: N en N 0.39 0.31 0.35 2.04
morphological approach 0.54 0.33 0.41 1.19
web: en + morphology 0.48 0.45 0.46 1.64

Table 2: Performances measured in the two web ex-
periments and a combination of the best web ap-
proach with the morphological approach. The con-
junctive web pattern N en N rates best, because of its
high frequency. The recall rate can be improved by
supplying the best web approach with word-internal
information.

of the pairs were correct, 47% incorrect and 13%
were plausible but contained relations that were not
present in the reference WordNet. In the center
group of ten pairs all errors are caused by the mor-
phological approach while all other errors originate
from the web extraction method.

4 Concluding remarks

The contributions of this paper are two-fold. First,
we show that the large quantity of available web data
allows basic patterns to perform better on hyper-
nym extraction than a combination of extraction pat-
terns applied to a large corpus. Second, we demon-
strate that the performance of web extraction can be
improved by combining its results with those of a
corpus-independent morphological approach.

The described approach is already being applied
in a project for extending the coverage of the Dutch
WordNet. However, we remain interested in obtain-
ing a better performance levels especially in higher
recall scores. There are some suggestions on how
we could achieve this. First, our present selection
method, which ignores all but the first hypernym
suggestion, is quite strict. We expect that the lower-
ranked hypernyms include a reasonable number of
correct candidates as well. Second, a combination
of web patterns most likely outperforms individual
patterns. Obtaining results for many different web
pattens will be a challenge given the restrictions on
the number of web queries we can currently use.
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Abstract

The paper presents an OWL ontology for
HPSG. The HPSG ontology is integrated
with an existing OWL ontology, GOLD, as a
community of practice extension. The basic
ideas are illustrated by visualizations of type
hierarchies for parts of speech.

1 Introduction

The paper presents an OWL ontology for HPSG
(Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar) (Sag et al.,
2003). OWL is the W3C Web Ontology Language
(http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL). An existing ontol-
ogy is used as a starting point: GOLD (Section 2)
is a general ontology for linguistic description. As
HPSG is a more specific linguistic theory, the HPSG
ontology (Section 3) is integrated inside GOLD as
a sub-ontology known as a community of practice
extension (Section 4).

2 GOLD: A General Ontology for
Linguistic Description

GOLD, a General Ontology for Linguistic Descrip-
tion (http://www.linguistics-ontology.org/) (Farrar
and Langendoen, 2003) is an OWL ontology that
aims to capture “the general knowledge of the field
that is usually possessed by a well trained linguist.
This includes knowledge that potentially forms the
basis of any theoretical framework. In particular,
GOLD captures the fundamentals of descriptive lin-
guistics. Examples of such knowledge are ‘a verb
is a part of speech’, ‘gender can be semantically
grounded’, or ‘linguistic expressions realize mor-
phemes’.” (Farrar and Lewis, 2005).

As far as possible GOLD uses language-neutral
and theory-neutral terminology. For instance, parts
of speech are subclasses of gold:GrammaticalUnit
as shown in Figure 1. As GOLD is language-neutral,
a wide range of parts of speech are included. For
example, both Preposition and Postposition are in-
cluded as subclasses of Adposition. The classes in
the OWLViz graphical visualization (on the right in
Figure 1) have been selected from the complete list
in the Asserted Hierarchy (on the left).

Originally GOLD was intended to be neutral
where linguistic theories had divergent views, but
a recent development is the idea of supporting dif-
ferent sub-communities as communities of practice
(Farrar and Lewis, 2005) within the GOLD frame-
work. A community of practice may focus on de-
veloping a consensus in a specific area, for example
in phonology or in Bantu languages. On the other
hand, communities of practice may focus on com-
peting theories, where each sub-community has its
own distinctive terminology and divergent concep-
tualization. In this case, the aim is to capture ex-
plicitly the relationship between the sub-community
view and the overall framework, in the form of a
Community Of Practice Extension (COPE) (Farrar
and Lewis, 2005). A COPE is a sub-ontology that
inherits from, and extends, the overall GOLD on-
tology. Sub-ontology classes are distinguished from
each other by different namespace prefixes, for ex-
ample gold:Noun and hpsg:noun.

3 An OWL Ontology for HPSG

HPSG OWL is an OWL ontology for HPSG that is
currently under development. As the aims of the first
version of the ontology are clarity and acceptability,
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Figure 1: Parts of speech in GOLD

it carefully follows the standard textbook version of
HPSG by Sag et al. (2003). This also means that the
first version is English-specific, as the core gram-
mars presented in the textbook are English-specific.

In HPSG OWL, parts of speech are subclasses of
hpsg:pos, as shown in Figure 2. As this version is
English-specific, it has prepositions (hpsg:prep) but
not postpositions. Parts of speech that have agree-
ment features (in English) form a distinct subclass
hpsg:agr-pos including hpsg:det (determiner) and
hpsg:verb. Within hpsg:agr-pos, hpsg:comp (com-
plementizer) and hpsg:noun form a further subclass
hpsg:nominal. This particular conceptualization of
the type hierarchy is specific to (Sag et al., 2003).

The Protégé-OWL (http://protege.stanford.edu)
ontology editor supports both visual construction
and visual editing of the hierarchy. For example, if
hpsg:adj had agreement features, it could be moved
under hpsg:agr-pos by a simple drag-and-drop (in

the Asserted Hierarchy pane on the left). Both the
visualization (in the OWLViz pane on the right) and
the underlying OWL statements (not shown) are au-
tomatically generated. The grammar writer does not
edit OWL statements directly.

This is a significant advantage of the new technol-
ogy over current grammar development tools. For
example, LKB (Copestake, 2002) can produce a vi-
sualization of the type hierarchy from the underlying
Type Definition Language (TDL) statements, but the
hierarchy can only be modified by textually editing
the TDL statements.

4 A Community of Practice Extension

HPSG COPE is a community of practice extension
that integrates the HPSG ontology within GOLD.
The COPE is an OWL ontology that imports both
the GOLD and the HPSG ontologies. Apart from
the import statements, the COPE consists entirely of
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Figure 2: Parts of speech in HPSG

rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf statements.
HPSG COPE defines HPSG classes as subclasses of
GOLD classes and HPSG properties as subproper-
ties of GOLD properties.

In the COPE, parts of speech in HPSG are sub-
sumed by appropriate parts of speech in GOLD,
as shown in Figure 3. In some cases this is
straightforward, for example hpsg:adj is mapped to
gold:Adjective. In other cases, the HPSG theory-
specific terminology differs significantly from the
theory-neutral terminology in GOLD. Some of
the mappings are based on definitions of the
HPSG terms given in a glossary in (Sag et al.,
2003), for example the mapping of hpsg:conj
(conjunction) to gold:CoordinatingConnective and
the mapping of hpsg:comp (complementizer) to
gold:SubordinatingConnective.

Properties in HPSG OWL are defined by HPSG
COPE as subproperties of GOLD properties. For ex-

ample, the HPSG OWL class hpsg:sign (Sag et al.,
2003) (p. 475) properties:

PHON type: list (a sequence of word forms)
SYN type: gram-cat (a grammatical category)
SEM type: sem-struc (a semantic structure)

are mapped to the GOLD class gold:LinguisticSign
properties:

hasForm Range: PhonologicalUnit
hasGrammar Range: GrammaticalUnit
hasMeaning Range: SemanticUnit

by the HPSG COPE rdfs:subPropertyOf definitions:
hpsg:PHON subproperty of gold:hasForm
hpsg:SYN subproperty of gold:hasGrammar
hpsg:SEM subproperty of gold:hasMeaning

5 Conclusion

The paper has described an initial version of an
OWL ontology for HPSG, together with an approach
to integrating it with GOLD as a community of prac-
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Figure 3: Parts of speech in the Community of Practice Extension

tice extension. Perhaps a rigorous foundation of
typed feature structures and a clear type hierarchy
makes HPSG more amenable to expression as an on-
tology than other linguistic theories.

Protégé-OWL supports visual development and
visual editing of the ontology. This is a significant
practical advantage over existing grammar develop-
ment tools. OWLViz provides graphical visualiza-
tions of any part of the ontology.

OWL DL (Description Logic) reasoners can be
run inside Protégé to check consistency and to do
cross-classification. One current research topic is
how to exploit reasoners to perform automatically
the kind of cross-classification that is widely used in
HPSG linguistic analyses.

Another current topic is how to implement HPSG
lexical rules and grammar rules in the ontology. An
interesting possibility is to use the W3C Semantic
Web Rule Language, SWRL (Wilcock, 2006).
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Abstract

This paper describes a fully automatic two-
stage machine learning architecture that
learns temporal relations between pairs of
events. The first stage learns the temporal
attributes of single event descriptions, such
as tense, grammatical aspect, and aspectual
class. These imperfect guesses, combined
with other linguistic features, are then used
in a second stage to classify the temporal re-
lationship between two events. We present
both an analysis of our new features and re-
sults on the TimeBank Corpus that is 3%
higher than previous work that used perfect
human tagged features.

1 Introduction

Temporal information encoded in textual descrip-
tions of events has been of interest since the early
days of natural language processing. Lately, it has
seen renewed interest as Question Answering, Infor-
mation Extraction and Summarization domains find
it critical in order to proceed beyond surface under-
standing. With the recent creation of the Timebank
Corpus (Pustejovsky et al., 2003), the utility of ma-
chine learning techniques can now be tested.

Recent work with the Timebank Corpus has re-
vealed that the six-class classification of temporal
relations is very difficult, even for human annotators.
The highest score reported on Timebank achieved
62.5% accuracy when using gold-standard features
as marked by humans (Mani et al., 2006). This pa-
per describes an approach using features extracted

automatically from raw text that not only dupli-
cates this performance, but surpasses its accuracy
by 3%. We do so through advanced linguistic fea-
tures and a surprising finding that using automatic
rather than hand-labeled tense and aspect knowledge
causes only a slight performance degradation.

We briefly describe current work on temporal or-
dering in section 2. Section 4 describes the first stage
of basic temporal extraction, followed by a full de-
scription of the second stage in 5. The evaluation
and results on Timebank then follow in section 6.

2 Previous Work

Mani et. al (2006) built a MaxEnt classifier that as-
signs each pair of events one of 6 relations from an
augmented Timebank corpus. Their classifier relies
on perfect features that were hand-tagged in the cor-
pus, including tense, aspect, modality, polarity and
event class. Pairwise agreement on tense and aspect
are also included. In a second study, they applied
rules of temporal transitivity to greatly expand the
corpus, providing different results on this enlarged
dataset. We could not duplicate their reported per-
formance on this enlarged data, and instead focus on
performing well on the Timebank data itself.

Lapata and Lascarides (2006) trained an event
classifier for inter-sentential events. They built a cor-
pus by saving sentences that contained two events,
one of which is triggered by a key time word (e.g.
after and before). Their learner was based on syntax
and clausal ordering features. Boguraev and Ando
(2005) evaluated machine learning on related tasks,
but not relevant to event-event classification.

Our work is most similar to Mani’s in that we are
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learning relations given event pairs, but our work ex-
tends their results both with new features and by us-
ing fully automatic linguistic features from raw text
that are not hand selected from a corpus.

3 Data

We used the Timebank Corpus (v1.1) for evaluation,
186 newswire documents with 3345 event pairs.
Solely for comparison with Mani, we add the 73
document Opinion Corpus (Mani et al., 2006) to cre-
ate a larger dataset called the OTC. We present both
Timebank and OTC results so future work can com-
pare against either. All results below are from 10-
fold cross validation.

4 Stage One: Learning Event Attributes

The task in Stage One is to learn the five tempo-
ral attributes associated with events as tagged in the
Timebank Corpus. (1) Tense and (2) grammatical
aspect are necessary in any approach to temporal
ordering as they define both temporal location and
structure of the event. (3) Modality and (4) polar-
ity indicate hypothetical or non-occuring situations,
and finally, (5) event class is the type of event (e.g.
process, state, etc.). The event class has 7 values in
Timebank, but we believe this paper’s approach is
compatible with other class divisions as well. The
range of values for each event attribute is as follows,
also found in (Pustejovsky et al., 2003):

tense none, present, past, future
aspect none, prog, perfect, prog perfect
class report, aspectual, state, I state

I action, perception, occurrence
modality none, to, should, would, could

can, might
polarity positive, negative

4.1 Machine Learning Classification

We used a machine learning approach to learn each
of the five event attributes. We implemented both
Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy classifiers, but
found Naive Bayes to perform as well or better than
Maximum Entropy. The results in this paper are
from Naive Bayes with Laplace smoothing.

The features we used on this stage include part of
speech tags (two before the event), lemmas of the
event words, WordNet synsets, and the appearance

tense POS-2-event, POS-1-event
POS-of-event, have word, be word

aspect POS-of-event, modal word, be word
class synset
modality none
polarity none

Figure 1: Features selected for learning each tempo-
ral attribute. POS-2 is two tokens before the event.

Timebank Corpus
tense aspect class

Baseline 52.21 84.34 54.21
Accuracy 88.28 94.24 75.2
Baseline (OTC) 48.52 86.68 59.39
Accuracy (OTC) 87.46 88.15 76.1

Figure 2: Stage One results on classification.

of auxiliaries and modals before the event. This lat-
ter set included all derivations of be and have auxil-
iaries, modal words (e.g. may, might, etc.), and the
presence/absence of not. We performed feature se-
lection on this list of features, learning a different set
of features for each of the five attributes. The list of
selected features for each is shown in figure 1.

Modality and polarity did not select any features
because their majority class baselines were so high
(98%) that learning these attributes does not provide
much utility. A deeper analysis of event interaction
would require a modal analysis, but it seems that a
newswire domain does not provide great variation
in modalities. Consequently, modality and polarity
are not used in Stage Two. Tense, aspect and class
are shown in figure 2 with majority class baselines.
Tense classification achieves 36% absolute improve-
ment, aspect 10% and class 21%. Performance on
the OTC set is similar, although aspect is not as
good. These guesses are then passed to Stage Two.

5 Stage Two: Event-Event Features

The task in this stage is to choose the temporal re-
lation between two events, given the pair of events.
We assume that the events have been extracted and
that there exists some relation between them; the
task is to choose the relation. The Timebank Corpus
uses relations that are based on Allen’s set of thir-
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teen (Allen, 1984). Six of the relations are inverses
of the other six, and so we condense the set to be-
fore, ibefore, includes, begins, ends and simultane-
ous. We map the thirteenth identity into simultane-
ous. One oddity is that Timebank includes both dur-
ing and included by relations, but during does not
appear in Timebank documentation. While we don’t
know how previous work handles this, we condense
during into included by (invert to includes).

5.1 Features
Event Specific: The five temporal attributes from
Stage One are used for each event in the pair, as well
as the event strings, lemmas and WordNet synsets.
Mani added two other features from these, indica-
tors if the events agree on tense and aspect. We add
a third, event class agreement. Further, to capture
the dependency between events in a discourse, we
create new bigram features of tense, aspect and class
(e.g. “present past” if the first event is in the present,
and the second past).

Part of Speech: For each event, we include the Penn
Treebank POS tag of the event, the tags for the two
tokens preceding, and one token following. We use
the Stanford Parser1 to extract them. We also extend
previous work and create bigram POS features of the
event and the token before it, as well as the bigram
POS of the first event and the second event.

Event-Event Syntactic Properties: A phrase P is
said to dominate another phrase Q if Q is a daugh-
ter node of P in the syntactic parse tree. We lever-
age the syntactic output of the parser to create the
dominance feature for intra-sentential events. It is
either on or off, depending on the two events’ syn-
tactic dominance. Lapata used a similar feature for
subordinate phrases and an indicator before for tex-
tual event ordering. We adopt these features and also
add a same-sentence indicator if the events appear in
the same sentence.

Prepositional Phrase: Since preposition heads are
often indicators of temporal class, we created a new
feature indicating when an event is part of a prepo-
sitional phrase. The feature’s values range over 34
English prepositions. Combined with event dom-
inance (above), these two features capture direct

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml

intra-sentential relationships. To our knowledge, we
are the first to use this feature in temporal ordering.

Temporal Discourse: Seeing tense as a type of
anaphora, it is a natural conclusion that the rela-
tionship between two events becomes stronger as
the textual distance draws closer. Because of this,
we adopted the view that intra-sentential events are
generated from a different distribution than inter-
sentential events. We therefore train two models
during learning, one for events in the same sen-
tence, and the other for events crossing sentence
boundaries. It essentially splits the data on the
same sentence feature. As we will see, this turned
out to be a very useful feature. It is called the split
approach in the next section.

Example (require, compromise):
“Their solution required a compromise...”
Features
(lemma1: require) (lemma2: compromise) (dominates: yes)

(tense-bigram: past-none) (aspect-bigram: none-none) (tense-

match: no) (aspect-match: yes) (before: yes) (same-sent: yes)

6 Evaluation and Results

All results are from a 10-fold cross validation us-
ing SVM (Chang and Lin, 2001). We also eval-
uated Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy. Naive
Bayes (NB) returned similar results to SVM and we
present feature selection results from NB to compare
the added value of our new features.

The input to Stage Two is a list of pairs of events;
the task is to classify each according to one of six
temporal relations. Four sets of results are shown
in figure 3. Mani, Mani+Lapata and All+New cor-
respond to performance on features as listed in the
figure. The three table columns indicate how a gold-
standard Stage One (Gold) compares against imper-
fect guesses (Auto) and the guesses with split distri-
butions (Auto-Split).

A clear improvement is seen in each row, indi-
cating that our new features provide significant im-
provement over previous work. A decrease in per-
formance is seen between columns gold and auto,
as expected, because imperfect data is introduced,
however, the drop is manageable. The auto-split dis-
tributions make significant gains for the Mani and
Lapata features, but less when all new features are
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Timebank Corpus Gold Auto Auto-Split
Baseline 37.22 37.22 46.58
Mani 50.97 50.19 53.42
Mani+Lapata 52.29 51.57 55.10
All+New 60.45 59.13 59.43

Mani stage one attributes, tense/aspect-match, event strings
Lapata dominance, before, lemma, synset
New prep-phrases, same-sent, class-match, POS uni/bigrams,

tense/aspect/class-bigrams

Figure 3: Incremental accuracy by adding features.

Same Sentence Diff Sentence
POS-1 Ev1 2.5% Tense Pair 1.6%
POS Bigram Ev1 3.5% Aspect Ev1 0.5%
Preposition Ev1 2.0% POS Bigram 0.2%
Tense Ev2 0.7% POS-1 Ev2 0.3%
Preposition Ev2 0.6% Word EV2 0.2%

Figure 4: Top 5 features as added in feature selection
w/ Naive Bayes, with their percentage improvement.

involved. The highest fully-automatic accuracy on
Timebank is 59.43%, a 4.3% gain from our new fea-
tures. We also report 67.57% gold and 65.48% auto-
split on the OTC dataset to compare against Mani’s
reported hand-tagged features of 62.5%, a gain of
3% with our automatic features.

7 Discussion

Previous work on OTC achieved classification accu-
racy of 62.5%, but this result was based on “perfect
data” from human annotators. A low number from
good data is at first disappointing, however, we show
that performance can be improved through more lin-
guistic features and by isolating the distinct tasks of
ordering inter-sentential and intra-sentential events.

Our new features show a clear improvement over
previous work. The features that capture dependen-
cies between the events, rather than isolated features
provide the greatest utility. Also, the impact of im-
perfect temporal data is surprisingly minimal. Us-
ing Stage One’s results instead of gold values hurts
performance by less than 1.4%. This suggests that
much of the value of the hand-coded information
can be achieved via automatic approaches. Stage
One’s event class shows room for improvement, yet

the negative impact on Event-Event relationships is
manageable. It is conceivable that more advanced
features would better classify the event class, but im-
provement on the event-event task would be slight.

Finally, it is important to note the difference in
classifying events in the same sentence vs. cross-
boundary. Splitting the 3345 pairs of corpus events
into two separate training sets makes our data more
sparse, but we still see a performance improvement
when using Mani/Lapata features. Figure 4 gives a
hint to the difference in distributions as the best fea-
tures of each task are very different. Intra-sentence
events rely on syntax cues (e.g. preposition phrases
and POS), while inter-sentence events use tense and
aspect. However, the differences are minimized as
more advanced features are added. The final row in
figure 3 shows minimal split improvement.

8 Conclusion

We have described a two-stage machine learning
approach to event-event temporal relation classifi-
cation. We have shown that imperfect event at-
tributes can be used effectively, that a range of event-
event dependency features provide added utility to a
classifier, and that events within the same sentence
have distinct characteristics from those across sen-
tence boundaries. This fully automatic raw text ap-
proach achieves a 3% improvement over previous
work based on perfect human tagged features.
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Abstract 

We describe an open-source toolkit for sta-
tistical machine translation whose novel 
contributions are (a) support for linguisti-
cally motivated factors, (b) confusion net-
work decoding, and (c) efficient data for-
mats for translation models and language 
models. In addition to the SMT decoder, 
the toolkit also includes a wide variety of 
tools for training, tuning and applying the 
system to many translation tasks.  

1 Motivation 

Phrase-based statistical machine translation 
(Koehn et al. 2003) has emerged as the dominant 
paradigm in machine translation research. How-
ever, until now, most work in this field has been 
carried out on proprietary and in-house research 
systems. This lack of openness has created a high 
barrier to entry for researchers as many of the 
components required have had to be duplicated. 
This has also hindered effective comparisons of the 
different elements of the systems. 

By providing a free and complete toolkit, we 
hope that this will stimulate the development of the 
field. For this system to be adopted by the commu-
nity, it must demonstrate performance that is com-
parable to the best available systems. Moses has 

shown that it achieves results comparable to the 
most competitive and widely used statistical ma-
chine translation systems in translation quality and 
run-time (Shen et al. 2006). It features all the ca-
pabilities of the closed sourced Pharaoh decoder 
(Koehn 2004). 

Apart from providing an open-source toolkit 
for SMT, a further motivation for Moses is to ex-
tend phrase-based translation with factors and con-
fusion network decoding. 

The current phrase-based approach to statisti-
cal machine translation is limited to the mapping of 
small text chunks without any explicit use of lin-
guistic information, be it morphological, syntactic, 
or semantic. These additional sources of informa-
tion have been shown to be valuable when inte-
grated into pre-processing or post-processing steps. 

Moses also integrates confusion network de-
coding, which allows the translation of ambiguous 
input. This enables, for instance, the tighter inte-
gration of speech recognition and machine transla-
tion. Instead of passing along the one-best output 
of the recognizer, a network of different word 
choices may be examined by the machine transla-
tion system. 

Efficient data structures in Moses for the 
memory-intensive translation model and language 
model allow the exploitation of much larger data 
resources with limited hardware. 
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2 Toolkit 

The toolkit is a complete out-of-the-box trans-
lation system for academic research. It consists of 
all the components needed to preprocess data, train 
the language models and the translation models. It 
also contains tools for tuning these models using 
minimum error rate training (Och 2003) and evalu-
ating the resulting translations using the BLEU 
score (Papineni et al. 2002).  

Moses uses standard external tools for some of 
the tasks to avoid duplication, such as GIZA++ 
(Och and Ney 2003) for word alignments and 
SRILM for language modeling.  Also, since these 
tasks are often CPU intensive, the toolkit has been 
designed to work with Sun Grid Engine parallel 
environment to increase throughput.  

In order to unify the experimental stages, a 
utility has been developed to run repeatable ex-
periments. This uses the tools contained in Moses 
and requires minimal changes to set up and cus-
tomize. 

The toolkit has been hosted and developed un-
der sourceforge.net since inception. Moses has an 
active research community and has reached over 
1000 downloads as of 1st March 2007.  

The main online presence is at  
http://www.statmt.org/moses/ 

where many sources of information about the 
project can be found. Moses was the subject of this 
year’s Johns Hopkins University Workshop on 
Machine Translation (Koehn et al. 2006). 

The decoder is the core component of Moses. 
To minimize the learning curve for many research-
ers, the decoder was developed as a drop-in re-
placement for Pharaoh, the popular phrase-based 
decoder. 

In order for the toolkit to be adopted by the 
community, and to make it easy for others to con-
tribute to the project, we kept to the following 
principles when developing the decoder: 

• Accessibility 
• Easy to Maintain 
• Flexibility 
• Easy for distributed team development 
• Portability 

It was developed in C++ for efficiency and fol-
lowed modular, object-oriented design. 

3 Factored Translation Model 

Non-factored SMT typically deals only with 
the surface form of words and has one phrase table, 
as shown in Figure 1. 

i am buying you a green cat

using phrase dictionary:

i
 am buying
you
a

green
cat

je
achète
vous
un

vert
chat

a une

je vous achète un chat vert

Translate:

 
In factored translation models, the surface 

forms may be augmented with different factors, 
such as POS tags or lemma. This creates a factored 
representation of each word, Figure 2.  

1 1 1 / sing /
                                 

je vous achet un chat
PRO PRO VB ART NN

je vous acheter un chat
st st st present masc masc

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

1 1 / 1 sing sing

i buy you a cat
PRO VB PRO ART NN

i tobuy you a cat
st st present st

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠  

 
Mapping of source phrases to target phrases 

may be decomposed into several steps. Decompo-
sition of the decoding process into various steps 
means that different factors can be modeled sepa-
rately. Modeling factors in isolation allows for 
flexibility in their application. It can also increase 
accuracy and reduce sparsity by minimizing the 
number dependencies for each step. 

For example, we can decompose translating 
from surface forms to surface forms and lemma, as 
shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 2. Factored translation 

Figure 1. Non-factored translation 
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Figure 3. Example of graph of decoding steps 

By allowing the graph to be user definable, we 
can experiment to find the optimum configuration 
for a given language pair and available data.  

The factors on the source sentence are consid-
ered fixed, therefore, there is no decoding step 
which create source factors from other source fac-
tors. However, Moses can have ambiguous input in 
the form of confusion networks. This input type 
has been used successfully for speech to text 
translation (Shen et al. 2006). 

Every factor on the target language can have its 
own language model. Since many factors, like 
lemmas and POS tags, are less sparse than surface 
forms, it is possible to create a higher order lan-
guage models for these factors. This may encour-
age more syntactically correct output. In Figure 3 
we apply two language models, indicated by the 
shaded arrows, one over the words and another 
over the lemmas. Moses is also able to integrate 
factored language models, such as those described 
in (Bilmes and Kirchhoff 2003) and (Axelrod 
2006). 

4 Confusion Network Decoding 

Machine translation input currently takes the 
form of simple sequences of words. However, 
there are increasing demands to integrate machine 
translation technology into larger information 
processing systems with upstream NLP/speech 
processing tools (such as named entity recognizers, 
speech recognizers, morphological analyzers, etc.). 
These upstream processes tend to generate multiple, 
erroneous hypotheses with varying confidence. 
Current MT systems are designed to process only 
one input hypothesis, making them vulnerable to 
errors in the input.  

In experiments with confusion networks, we 
have focused so far on the speech translation case, 
where the input is generated by a speech recog-
nizer. Namely, our goal is to improve performance 
of spoken language translation by better integrating 

speech recognition and machine translation models. 
Translation from speech input is considered more 
difficult than translation from text for several rea-
sons. Spoken language has many styles and genres, 
such as, formal read speech, unplanned speeches, 
interviews, spontaneous conversations; it produces 
less controlled language, presenting more relaxed 
syntax and spontaneous speech phenomena. Fi-
nally, translation of spoken language is prone to 
speech recognition errors, which can possibly cor-
rupt the syntax and the meaning of the input. 

There is also empirical evidence that better 
translations can be obtained from transcriptions of 
the speech recognizer which resulted in lower 
scores. This suggests that improvements can be 
achieved by applying machine translation on a 
large set of transcription hypotheses generated by 
the speech recognizers and by combining scores of 
acoustic models, language models, and translation 
models. 

Recently, approaches have been proposed for 
improving translation quality through the process-
ing of multiple input hypotheses. We have imple-
mented in Moses confusion network decoding as 
discussed in (Bertoldi and Federico 2005), and de-
veloped a simpler translation model and a more 
efficient implementation of the search algorithm. 
Remarkably, the confusion network decoder re-
sulted in an extension of the standard text decoder. 

5 Efficient Data Structures for Transla-
tion Model and Language Models 

With the availability of ever-increasing 
amounts of training data, it has become a challenge 
for machine translation systems to cope with the 
resulting strain on computational resources. Instead 
of simply buying larger machines with, say, 12 GB 
of main memory, the implementation of more effi-
cient data structures in Moses makes it possible to 
exploit larger data resources with limited hardware 
infrastructure. 

A phrase translation table easily takes up giga-
bytes of disk space, but for the translation of a sin-
gle sentence only a tiny fraction of this table is 
needed. Moses implements an efficient representa-
tion of the phrase translation table. Its key proper-
ties are a prefix tree structure for source words and 
on demand loading, i.e. only the fraction of the 
phrase table that is needed to translate a sentence is 
loaded into the working memory of the decoder. 
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For the Chinese-English NIST  task, the mem-
ory requirement of the phrase table is reduced from 
1.7 gigabytes to less than 20 mega bytes, with no 
loss in translation quality and speed (Zens and Ney 
2007). 

The other large data resource for statistical ma-
chine translation is the language model. Almost 
unlimited text resources can be collected from the 
Internet and used as training data for language 
modeling. This results in language models that are 
too large to easily fit into memory. 

The Moses system implements a data structure 
for language models that is more efficient than the 
canonical SRILM (Stolcke 2002) implementation 
used in most systems. The language model on disk 
is also converted into this binary format, resulting 
in a minimal loading time during start-up of the 
decoder.  

An even more compact representation of the 
language model is the result of the quantization of 
the word prediction and back-off probabilities of 
the language model. Instead of representing these 
probabilities with 4 byte or 8 byte floats, they are 
sorted into bins, resulting in (typically) 256 bins 
which can be referenced with a single 1 byte index. 
This quantized language model, albeit being less 
accurate, has only minimal impact on translation 
performance (Federico and Bertoldi 2006). 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper has presented a suite of open-source 
tools which we believe will be of value to the MT 
research community. 

We have also described a new SMT decoder 
which can incorporate some linguistic features in a 
consistent and flexible framework. This new direc-
tion in research opens up many possibilities and 
issues that require further research and experimen-
tation. Initial results show the potential benefit of 
factors for statistical machine translation, (Koehn 
et al. 2006) and (Koehn and Hoang 2007). 
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Abstract

Data sparseness is one of the factors that de-
grade statistical machine translation (SMT).
Existing work has shown that using morpho-
syntactic information is an effective solu-
tion to data sparseness. However, fewer ef-
forts have been made for Chinese-to-English
SMT with using English morpho-syntactic
analysis. We found that while English is
a language with less inflection, using En-
glish lemmas in training can significantly
improve the quality of word alignment that
leads to yield better translation performance.
We carried out comprehensive experiments
on multiple training data of varied sizes to
prove this. We also proposed a new effec-
tive linear interpolation method to integrate
multiple homologous features of translation
models.

1 Introduction

Raw parallel data need to be preprocessed in the
modern phrase-based SMT before they are aligned
by alignment algorithms, one of which is the well-
known tool, GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003), for
training IBM models (1-4). Morphological analy-
sis (MA) is used in data preprocessing, by which the
surface words of the raw data are converted into a
new format. This new format can be lemmas, stems,
parts-of-speech and morphemes or mixes of these.
One benefit of using MA is to ease data sparseness
that can reduce the translation quality significantly,
especially for tasks with small amounts of training
data.

Some published work has shown that apply-
ing morphological analysis improved the quality of

SMT (Lee, 2004; Goldwater and McClosky, 2005).
We found that all this earlier work involved exper-
iments conducted on translations from highly in-
flected languages, such as Czech, Arabic, and Span-
ish, to English. These researchers also provided de-
tailed descriptions of the effects of foreign language
morpho-syntactic analysis but presented no specific
results to show the effect of English morphologi-
cal analysis. To the best of our knowledge, there
have been no papers related to English morpholog-
ical analysis for Chinese-to-English (CE) transla-
tions even though the CE translation has been the
main track for many evaluation campaigns includ-
ing NIST MT, IWSLT and TC-STAR, where only
simple tokenization or lower-case capitalization has
been applied to English preprocessing. One possi-
ble reason why English morphological analysis has
been neglected may be that English is less inflected
to the extent that MA may not be effective. How-
ever, we found this assumption should not be taken-
for-granted.

We studied what effect English lemmatization had
on CE translation. Lemmatization is shallow mor-
phological analysis, which uses a lexical entry to re-
place inflected words. For example, the three words,
doing, did anddone, are replaced by one word,do.
They are all mapped to the same Chinese transla-
tions. As a result, it eases the problem with sparse
data, and retains word meanings unchanged. It is
not impossible to improve word alignment by using
English lemmatization.

We determined what effect lemmatization had in
experiments using data from the BTEC (Paul, 2006)
CSTAR track. We collected a relatively large cor-
pus of more than 678,000 sentences. We conducted
comprehensive evaluations and used multiple trans-
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lation metrics to evaluate the results. We found that
our approach of using lemmatization improved both
the word alignment and the quality of SMT with
a small amounts of training data, and, while much
work indicates that MA is useless in training large
amounts of data (Lee, 2004), our intensive exper-
iments proved that the chance to get a better MT
quality using lemmatization is higher than that with-
out it for large amounts of training data.

On the basis of successful use of lemmatization
translation, we propose a new linear interpolation
method by which we integrate the homologous fea-
tures of translation models of the lemmatization and
non-lemmatization system. We found the integrated
model improved all the components’ performance in
the translation.

2 Moses training for system with
lemmatization and without

We used Moses to carry out the expriments. Moses
is the state of the art decoder for SMT. It is an ex-
tension of Pharaoh (Koehn et al., 2003), and sup-
ports factor training and decoding. Our idea can
be easily implemented by Moses. We feed Moses
English words with two factors: surface word and
lemma. The only difference in training with lemma-
tization from that without is the alignment factor.
The former uses Chinese surface words and English
lemmas as the alignment factor, but the latter uses
Chinese surface words and English surface words.
Therefore, the lemmatized English is only used in
word alignment. All the other options of Moses are
same for both the lemmatization translation and non-
lemmatization translation.

We use the tool created by (Minnen et al., 2001) to
complete the morphological analysis of English. We
had to make an English part-of-speech (POS) tag-
ger that is compatible with the CLAWS-5 tagset to
use this tool. We use our in-house tagset and En-
glish tagged corpus to train a statistical POS tagger
by using the maximum entropy principle. Our tagset
contains over 200 POS tags, most of which are con-
sistent to the CLAWS-5. The tagger achieved 93.7%
accuracy for our test set.

We use the default features defined by Pharaoh
in the phrase-based log-linear models i.e., a target
language model, five translation models, and one

distance-based distortion model. The weighting pa-
rameters of these features were optimized in terms
of BLEU by the approach of minimum error rate
training (Och, 2003).

The data for training and test are from the
IWSLT06 CSTAR track that uses the Basic Travel
Expression Corpus (BTEC). The BTEC corpus are
relatively larger corpus for travel domain. We use
678,748 Chinese/English parallel sentences as the
training data in the experiments. The number of
words are about 3.9M and 4.4M for Chinese and En-
glish respectively. The number of unique words for
English is 28,709 before lemmatization and 24,635
after lemmatization. A 15%-20% reduction in vo-
cabulary is obtained by the lemmatization. The test
data are the one used in IWSLT06 evaluation. It
contains 500 Chinese sentences. The test data of
IWSLT05 are the development data for tuning the
weighting parameters. Multiple references are used
for computing the automatic metrics.

3 Experiments

3.1 Regular test

The purpose of the regular tests is to find what ef-
fect lemmatization has as the amount of training
data increases. We used the data from the IWSLT06
CSTAR track. We started with 50,000 (50 K) of
data, and gradually added more training data from
a 678 K corpus to this. We applied the methods
in Section 2 to train the non-lemmatized translation
and lemmatized translation systems. The results are
listed in Table 1. We use the alignment error rate
(AER) to measure the alignment performance, and
the two popular automatic metric, BLEU1 and ME-
TEOR2 to evaluate the translations. To measure the
word alignment, we manually aligned 100 parallel
sentences from the BTEC as the reference file. We
use the “sure” links and the “possible” links to de-
note the alignments. As shown in Table 1, we found
our approach improved word alignment uniformly
from small amounts to large amounts of training
data. The maximal AER reduction is up to 27.4%
for the 600K. However, we found some mixed trans-
lation results in terms of BLEU. The lemmatized

1http://domino.watson.ibm.com/library/CyberDig.nsf (key-
word=RC22176)

2http://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼alavie/METEOR
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Table 1: Translation results as increasing amount of training
data in IWSLT06 CSTAR track

System AER BLEU METEOR

50K nonlem 0.217 0.158 0.427
lemma 0.199 0.167 0.431

100K nonlem 0.178 0.182 0.457
lemma 0.177 0.188 0.463

300K nonlem 0.150 0.223 0.501
lemma 0.132 0.217 0.505

400K nonlem 0.136 0.231 0.509
lemma 0.102 0.224 0.507

500K nonlem 0.119 0.235 0.519
lemma 0.104 0.241 0.522

600K nonlem 0.095 0.238 0.535
lemma 0.069 0.248 0.536

Table 2: Statistical significance test in terms of BLEU:
sys1=non-lemma, sys2=lemma

Data size Diff(sys1-sys2)
50K -0.092 [-0.0176,-0.0012]
100K -0.006 [-0.0155,0.0039]
300K 0.0057 [-0.0046,0.0161]
400K 0.0074 [-0.0023,0.0174]
500K -0.0054 [-0.0139,0.0035]
600K -0.0103 [-0.0201,-0.0006]

translations did not outperform the non-lemmatized
ones uniformly. They did for small amounts of data,
i.e., 50 K and 100 K, and for large amounts, 500 K
and 600 K. However, they failed for 300 K and 400
K.

The translations were under the statistical signif-
icance test by using thebootStrap scripts3. The re-
sults giving the medians and confidence intervals are
shown in Table 2, where the numbers indicate the
median, the lower and higher boundary at 95% con-
fidence interval. we found thelemma systems were
confidently better than thenonlem systems for the
50K and 600K, but didn’t for other data sizes.

This experiments proved that our proposed ap-
proach improved the qualities of word alignments
that lead to the translation improvement for the 50K,
100K, 500K and 600K. In particular, our results
revealed large amounts of data of 500 K and 600

3http://projectile.is.cs.cmu.edu/research/public/tools/bootStrap
/tutorial.htm

Table 3: Competitive scores (BLEU) for non-lemmatization and
lemmatization using randomly extracted corpora

System 100K 300K 400K 600K total

lemma 10/11 5.5/11 6.5/11 5/7 27/40
nonlem 1/11 5.5/11 4.5/11 2/7 13/40

K was improved by the lemmatization while it has
been found impossible in most published results.
However, data of 300 K and 400 K worsen trans-
lations achieved by the lemmatization4. In what fol-
lows, we discuss a method of random sampling of
creating multiple corpora of varied sizes to see ro-
bustness of our approach and re-investigate the re-
sults of the 300K and 400K.

3.2 Random sampling test

In this section, we use a method of random extrac-
tion to generate new multiple training data for each
corpus of one definite size. The new data are ex-
tracted from the whole corpus of 678 K randomly.
We generate ten new corpora for 100 K, 300 K,
and 400 K data and six new corpora for the 678 K
data. Thus, we create eleven and seven corpora of
varied sizes if the corpora in the last experiments
are counted. We use the same method as in Sec-
tion 2 for each generated corpus to construct sys-
tems to compare non-lemmatization and lemmati-
zation. The systems are evaluated again using the
same test data. The results are listed in Table 3
and Figure 1. Table 3 shows the “scoreboard” of
non-lemmatized and lemmatized results in terms of
BLEU. If its score for thelemma system is higher
than that for thenonlem system, the former earns
one point; if equal, each earns 0.5; otherwise, the
nonlem earns one point. As we can see from the ta-
ble, the results for thelemma system are better than
those for thenonlem system for the 100K in 10 of
the total 11 corpora. Of the total 40 random corpora,
the lemma systems outperform thenonlem systems
in 27 times.

By analyzing the results from Tables 1 and 3, we
can arrive at some conclusions. Thelemma systems
outperform thenonlem for training corpora less than

4while the results was not confident by statistical signifi-
cance test, the medians of 300K and 400K were lowered by
the lemmatization
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Figure 1: Bleu scores for randomly extracted corpora

100 K. The BLEU score favors thelemma system
overwhelmingly for this size. When the amount of
training data is increased up to 600 K, thelemma
still beat thenonlem system in most tests while the
number of success by thenonlem system increases.
This random test, as a complement to the last ex-
periment, reveals that thelemma either performs the
same or better than thenonlem system for training
data of any size. Therefore, thelemma system is
slightly better than thenonlem in general.

Figure 1 illustrates the BLEU scores for the
“lemma(L)” and “nonlem(NL)” systems for ran-
domly extracted corpora. A higher number of points
is obtained by thelemma system than thenonlem for
each corpus.

4 Effect of linear interpolation of features

We generated translation models for lemmatization
translation and non-lemmatization translation. We
found some features of the translation models could
be added linearly. For example, phrase translation
modelp(e| f ) can be calculated as,

p(e| f ) = α1pl(e| f ) + α2pnl(e| f )

wherepl(e| f ) andpnl(e| f ) is the phrase translation
models corresponding to the lemmatization system
and non-lemma system.α1 + α2 = 1. αs can be
obtained by maximizing likelihood or BLEU scores
of a development data. But we used the same val-
ues for all theα. p(e| f ) is the phrase translation
model after linear interpolation. Besides the phrase
translation model, we used this approach to integrate

Table 4: Effect of linear interpolation

lemma nonlemma interpolation
open track 0.1938 0.1993 0.2054

the three other features: phrase inverse probability,
lexical probability, and lexical inverse probability.
We tested this integration using the open track of
IWSLT 2006, a small task track. The BLEU scores
are shown in Table 4. An improvement over both of
the systems were observed.

5 Conclusions

We proposed a new approach of using lemmatiza-
tion and linear interpolation of homologous features
in SMT. The principal idea is to use lemmatized En-
glish for the word alignment. Our approach was
proved effective for the BTEC Chinese to English
translation. It is significant in particular that we
have target language, English, as the lemmatized ob-
ject because it is less usual in SMT. Nevertheless,
we found our approach significantly improved word
alignment and qualities of translations.
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Abstract 

Event-based summarization extracts and 
organizes summary sentences in terms of 
the events that the sentences describe. In 
this work, we focus on semantic relations 
among event terms. By connecting terms 
with relations, we build up event term 
graph, upon which relevant terms are 
grouped into clusters. We assume that each 
cluster represents a topic of documents. 
Then two summarization strategies are 
investigated, i.e. selecting one term as the 
representative of each topic so as to cover 
all the topics, or selecting all terms in one 
most significant topic so as to highlight the 
relevant information related to this topic. 
The selected terms are then responsible to 
pick out the most appropriate sentences 
describing them. The evaluation of 
clustering-based summarization on DUC 
2001 document sets shows encouraging 
improvement over the well-known 
PageRank-based summarization. 

1 Introduction 

Event-based extractive summarization has emerged 
recently (Filatova and Hatzivassiloglou, 2004). It 
extracts and organizes summary sentences in terms 
of the events that sentences describe.  

We follow the common agreement that event 
can be formulated as “[Who] did [What] to [Whom] 
[When] and [Where]” and “did [What]” denotes 
the key element of an event, i.e. the action within 
the formulation. We approximately define the 
verbs and action nouns as the event terms which 
can characterize or partially characterize the event 
occurrences. 

Most existing event-based summarization 
approaches rely on the statistical features derived 
from documents and generally associated with 
single events, but they neglect the relations among 
events. However, events are commonly related 
with one another especially when the documents to 
be summarized are about the same or very similar 
topics. Li et al (2006) report that the improved 
performance can be achieved by taking into 
account of event distributional similarities, but it 
does not benefit much from semantic similarities. 
This motivated us to further investigate whether 
event-based summarization can take advantage of 
the semantic relations of event terms, and most 
importantly, how to make use of those relations. 
Our idea is grouping the terms connected by the 
relations into the clusters, which are assumed to 
represent some topics described in documents. 

In the past, various clustering approaches have 
been investigated in document summarization. 
Hatzivassiloglou et al (2001) apply clustering 
method to organize the highly similar paragraphs 
into tight clusters based on primitive or composite 
features. Then one paragraph per cluster is selected 
to form the summary by extraction or by 
reformulation. Zha (2002) uses spectral graph 
clustering algorithm to partition sentences into 
topical groups. Within each cluster, the saliency 
scores of terms and sentences are calculated using 
mutual reinforcement principal, which assigns high 
salience scores to the sentences that contain many 
terms with high salience scores. The sentences and 
key phrases are selected by their saliency scores to 
generate the summary. The similar work based on 
topic or event is also reported in (Guo and Stylios, 
2005).

The granularity of clustering units mentioned 
above is rather coarse, either sentence or paragraph. 
In this paper, we define event term as clustering 
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unit and implement a clustering algorithm based on 
semantic relations. We extract event terms from 
documents and construct the event term graph by 
linking terms with the relations. We then regard a 
group of closely related terms as a topic and make 
the following two alterative assumptions:  

(1) If we could find the most significant topic as 
the main topic of documents and select all terms in 
it, we could summarize the documents with this 
main topic.  

(2) If we could find all topics and pick out one 
term as the representative of each topic, we could 
obtain the condensed version of topics described in 
the documents.  

Based on these two assumptions, a set of cluster 
ranking, term selection and ranking and sentence 
extraction strategies are developed. The remainder 
of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
introduces the proposed extractive summarization 
approach based on event term clustering. Section 3 
presents experiments and evaluations. Finally, 
Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2 Summarization Based on Event Term 
Clustering 

2.1 Event Term Graph 

We introduce VerbOcean (Chklovski and Pantel, 
2004), a broad-coverage repository of semantic 
verb relations, into event-based summarization. 
Different from other thesaurus like WordNet, 
VerbOcean provides five types of semantic verb 
relations at finer level. This just fits in with our 
idea to introduce event term relations into 
summarization. Currently, only the stronger-than 
relation is explored. When two verbs are similar, 
one may denote a more intense, thorough, 
comprehensive or absolute action. In the case of 
change-of-state verbs, one may denote a more 
complete change. This is identified as the stronger-
than relation in (Timothy and Patrick, 2004). In 
this paper, only stronger-than is taken into account 
but we consider extending our future work with 
other applicable relations types.  

The event term graph connected by term 
semantic relations is defined formally as 

, where V is a set of event terms and E 
is a set of relation links connecting the event terms 
in V. The graph is directed if the semantic relation 
has the characteristic of the asymmetric. Otherwise, 

it is undirected. Figure 1 shows a sample of event 
term graph built from one DUC 2001 document set. 
It is a directed graph as the stronger-than relation 
in VerbOcean exhibits the conspicuous asymmetric 
characteristic. For example, “fight” means to 
attempt to harm by blows or with weapons, while 
“resist” means to keep from giving in. Therefore, a 
directed link from “fight” to “resist” is shown in 
the following Figure 1.  

),( EVG =

Relations link terms together and form the event 
term graph. Based upon it, term significance is 
evaluated and in turn sentence is judged whether to 
be extracted in the summary. 

 
Figure 1. Terms connected by semantic relations 

2.2 Event Term Clustering 

Note that in Figure 1, some linked event terms, 
such as “kill”, “rob”, “threaten” and “infect”, are 
semantically closely related. They may describe 
the same or similar topic somehow. In contrast, 
“toler”, “resist” and “fight” are clearly involved in 
another topic; although they are also reachable 
from “kill”. Based on this observation, a clustering 
algorithm is required to group the similar and 
related event terms into the cluster of the topic.  

In this work, event terms are clustered by the 
DBSCAN, a density-based clustering algorithm 
proposed in (Easter et al, 1996). The key idea 
behind it is that for each term of a cluster the 
neighborhood of a given radius has to contain at 
least a minimum number of terms, i.e. the density 
in the neighborhood has to exceed some threshold. 
By using this algorithm, we need to figure out 
appropriate values for two basic parameters, 
namely, Eps (denoting the searching radius from 
each term) and MinPts (denoting the minimum 
number of terms in the neighborhood of the term). 
We assign one semantic relation step to Eps since 
there is no clear distance concept in the event term 
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graph. The value of Eps is experimentally set in 
our experiments. We also make some modification 
on Easter’s DBSCAN in order to accommodate to 
our task.  

Figure 2 shows the seven term clusters 
generated by the modified DBSCAN clustering 
algorithm from the graph in Figure 1. We represent 
each cluster by the starting event term in bold font.  

fight
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consider

expect

announce

offer

list public

accept

honor

publish study

found

place

prepare

toler

pass

fear

threaten

kill

feel suffer
live

survive

undergo

ambush

rob
infect

endure

run

moverush

report

investigate

file

satisfy

please

manage

accept

Figure 2. Term clusters generated from Figure 1 

2.3 Cluster Ranking 

The significance of the cluster is calculated by  

∑ ∑∑
∈ ∈∈

=
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t
Ct
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i ii
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where  is the degree of the term t  in the term 
graph. C  is the set of term clusters obtained by the 
modified DBSCAN clustering algorithm and  is 
the ith one. Obviously, the significance of the 
cluster is calculated from global point of view, i.e. 
the sum of the degree of all terms in the same 
cluster is divided by the total degree of the terms in 
all clusters. 

td

iC

2.4 Term Selection  and Ranking 

Representative terms are selected according to the 
significance of the event terms calculated within 
each cluster (i.e. from local point of view) or in all 
clusters (i.e. from global point of view) by  

LOCAL:  or ∑
∈

=
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GLOBAL:  ∑ ∑
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Then two strategies are developed to select the 
representative terms from the clusters.  

(1) One Cluster All Terms (OCAT) selects all 
terms within the first rank cluster. The selected 

terms are then ranked according to their 
significance.  

(2) One Term All Cluster (OTAC) selects one 
most significant term from each cluster. Notice that 
because terms compete with each other within 
clusters, it is not surprising to see )()( 21 tsttst <  
even when , . To 
address this problem, the representative terms are 
ranked according to the significance of the clusters 
they belong to.  

)()( 21 csccsc > ),( 2211 ctct ∈∈

2.5 Sentence Evaluation and Extraction 

A representative event term may associate to more 
than one sentence. We extract only one of them as 
the description of the event. To this end, sentences 
are compared according to the significance of the 
terms in them. MAX compares the maximum 
significance scores, while SUM compares the sum 
of the significance scores. The sentence with either 
higher MAX or SUM wins the competition and is 
picked up as a candidate summary sentence. If the 
sentence in the first place has been selected by 
another term, the one in the second place is chosen. 
The ranks of these candidates are the same as the 
ranks of the terms they are selected for. Finally, 
candidate sentences are selected in the summary 
until the length limitation is reached. 

3 Experiments 

We evaluate the proposed approaches on DUC 
2001 corpus which contains 30 English document 
sets. There are 431 event terms on average in each 
document set. The automatic evaluation tool, 
ROUGE (Lin and Hovy, 2003), is run to evaluate 
the quality of the generated summaries (200 words 
in length). The tool presents three values including 
unigram-based ROUGE-1, bigram-based ROUGE-
2 and ROUGE-W which is based on longest 
common subsequence weighted by the length. 

Google’s PageRank (Page and Brin, 1998) is 
one of the most popular ranking algorithms. It is 
also graph-based and has been successfully applied 
in summarization. Table 1 lists the result of our 
implementation of PageRank based on event terms. 
We then compare it with the results of the event 
term clustering-based approaches illustrated in 
Table 2. 

 PageRank  
ROUGE-1 0.32749 
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ROUGE-2 0.05670 
ROUGE-W 0.11500 

Table 1. Evaluations of PageRank-based 
Summarization 

LOCAL+OTAC MAX SUM 
ROUGE-1 0.32771 0.33243
ROUGE-2 0.05334 0.05569
ROUGE-W 0.11633 0.11718

GLOBAL+OTAC MAX SUM 
ROUGE-1 0.32549 0.32966
ROUGE-2 0.05254 0.05257
ROUGE-W 0.11670 0.11641

LOCAL+OCAT MAX SUM 
ROUGE-1 0.33519 0.33397
ROUGE-2 0.05662 0.05869
ROUGE-W 0.11917 0.11849

GLOBAL+OCAT MAX SUM 
ROUGE-1 0.33568 0.33872
ROUGE-2 0.05506 0.05933
ROUGE-W 0.11795 0.12011

Table 2. Evaluations of Clustering-based  
Summarization 

The experiments show that both assumptions are 
reasonable. It is encouraging to find that our event 
term clustering-based approaches could outperform 
the PageRank-based approach. The results based 
on the second assumption are even better. This 
suggests indeed there is a main topic in a DUC 
2001 document set. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we put forward to apply clustering 
algorithm on the event term graph connected by 
semantic relations derived from external linguistic 
resource. The experiment results based on our two 
assumptions are encouraging. Event term 
clustering-based approaches perform better than 
PageRank-based approach. Current approaches 
simply utilize the degrees of event terms in the 
graph. In the future, we would like to further 
explore and integrate more information derived 
from documents in order to achieve more 
significant results using the event term clustering-
based approaches. 
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Abstract

We present an approach to MT between Tur-
kic languages and present results from an
implementation of a MT system from Turk-
men to Turkish. Our approach relies on am-
biguous lexical and morphological transfer
augmented with target side rule-based re-
pairs and rescoring with statistical language
models.

1 Introduction
Machine translation is certainly one of the tough-
est problems in natural language processing. It is
generally accepted however that machine transla-
tion between close or related languages is simpler
than full-fledged translation between languages that
differ substantially in morphological and syntactic
structure. In this paper, we present a machine trans-
lation system from Turkmen to Turkish, both of
which belong to the Turkic language family. Tur-
kic languages essentially exhibit the same charac-
teristics at the morphological and syntactic levels.
However, except for a few pairs, the languages are
not mutually intelligible owing to substantial diver-
gences in their lexicons possibly due to different re-
gional and historical influences. Such divergences
at the lexical level along with many but minor diver-
gences at morphological and syntactic levels make
the translation problem rather non-trivial. Our ap-
proach is based on essentially morphological pro-
cessing, and direct lexical and morphological trans-
fer, augmented with substantial multi-word process-
ing on the source language side and statistical pro-
cessing on the target side where data for statistical
language modelling is more readily available.

2 Related Work
Studies on machine translation between close
languages are generally concentrated around
certain Slavic languages (e.g., Czech→Slovak,
Czech→Polish, Czech→Lithuanian (Hajic et al.,
2003)) and languages spoken in the Iberian Penin-
sula (e.g., Spanish↔Catalan (Canals et al., 2000),
Spanish↔Galician (Corbi-Bellot et al., 2003) and
Spanish↔Portugese (Garrido-Alenda et al., 2003).
Most of these implementations use similar modules:
a morphological analyzer, a part-of-speech tagger,
a bilingual transfer dictionary and a morphological
generator. Except for the Czech→Lithuanian
system which uses a shallow parser, syntactic
parsing is not necessary in most cases because of
the similarities in word orders. Also, the lexical
semantic ambiguity is usually preserved so, none of
these systems has any module for handling the lex-
ical ambiguity. For Turkic languages, Hamzaoǧlu
(1993) has developed a system from Turkish to
Azerbaijani, and Altıntaş (2000) has developed a
system from Turkish to Crimean Tatar.

3 Turkic Languages
Turkic languages, spoken by more than 180 million
people, constitutes subfamily of Ural-Altaic lan-
guages and includes languages like Turkish, Azer-
baijani, Turkmen, Uzbek, Kyrghyz, Kazakh, Tatar,
Uyghur and many more. All Turkic languages have
very productive inflectional and derivational agglu-
tinative morphology. For example the Turkish word
evlerimizden has three inflectional morphemes at-
tached to a noun root ev (house), for the plural form
with second person plural possessive agreement and
ablative case:
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evlerimizden (from our houses)
ev+ler+imiz+den
ev+Noun+A3pl+P1sg+Abl

All Turkic languages exhibit SOV constituent or-
der but depending on discourse requirements, con-
stituents can be in any order without any substan-
tial formal constraints. Syntactic structures between
Turkic languages are more or less parallel though
there are interesting divergences due to mismatches
in multi-word or idiomatic constructions.

4 Approach
Our approach is based on a direct morphological
transfer with some local multi-word processing on
the source language side, and statistical disambigua-
tion on the target language side. The main steps of
our model are:

1. Source Language (SL) Morphological Analysis
2. SL Morphological Disambiguation
3. Multi-Word Unit (MWU) Recognizer
4. Morphological Transfer
5. Root Word Transfer
6. Statistical Disambiguation and Rescoring (SLM)
7. Sentence Level Rules (SLR)
8. Target Language (TL) Morphological Generator

Steps other than 3, 6 and 7 are the minimum
requirements for a direct morphological translation
model (henceforth, the baseline system). The MWU
Recognizer, SLM and SLR modules are additional
modules for the baseline system to improve the
translation quality.

Source language morphological analysis may pro-
duce multiple interpretation of a source word, and
usually, depending on the ambiguities brought about
by multiple possible segmentations into root and
suffixes, there may be different root words of pos-
sibly different parts-of-speech for the same word
form. Furthermore, each root word thus produced
may map to multiple target root words due to word
sense ambiguity. Hence, among all possible sen-
tences that can be generated with these ambigui-
ties, the most probable one is selected by using var-
ious types of SLMs that are trained on target lan-
guage corpora annotated with disambiguated roots
and morphological features.

MWU processing in Turkic languages involves
more than the usual lexicalized collocations and
involves detection of mostly unlexicalized intra-
word morphological patterns (Oflazer et al., 2004).

Source MWUs are recognized and marked during
source analysis and the root word transfer module
maps these either to target MWU patterns, or di-
rectly translates when there is a divergence.

Morphological transfer is implemented by a set of
rules hand-crafted using the contrastive knowledge
between the selected language pair.

Although the syntactic structures are very simi-
lar between Turkic languages, there are quite many
minor situations where target morphological fea-
tures marking features such as subject-verb agree-
ment have to be recovered when such features are
not present in the source. Furthermore, occasion-
ally certain phrases have to be rearranged. Finally, a
morphological generator produces the surface forms
of the lexical forms in the sentence.

5 Turkmen to Turkish MT System
The first implementation of our approach is from
Turkmen to Turkish. A general diagram of our MT
system is presented in Figure 1. The morphologi-
cal analysis on the Turkmen side is performed by
a two-level morphological analyzer developed using
Xerox finite state tools (Tantuğ et al., 2006). It takes
a Turkmen word and produces all possible morpho-
logical interpretations of that word. A simple ex-
periment on our test set indicates that the average
Turkmen word gets about 1.55 analyses. The multi-
word recognition module operates on the output of
the morphological analyzer and wherever applica-
ble, combines analyses of multiple tokens into a new
analysis with appropriate morphological features.
One side effect of multi-word processing is a small
reduction in morphological ambiguity, as when such
units are combined, the remaining morphological in-
terpretations for these tokens are deleted.

The actual transfer is carried out by transferring
the morphological structures and word roots from
the source language to the target language maintain-
ing any ambiguity in the process. These are imple-
mented with finite state transducers that are com-
piled from replace rules written in the Xerox regular
expression language.1 A very simple example of this
transfer is shown in Figure 2.2

1The current implementation employs 28 replace rules for
morphological feature transfer and 19 rules for sentence level
processing.

2+Pos:Positive polarity, +A3sg: 3rd person singular agree-
ment, +Inf1,+Inf2: infinitive markers, +P3sg, +Pnon: pos-
sessive agreement markers, +Nom,+Acc: Nominative and ac-
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Figure 1: Main blocks of the translation system

ösmegi
↓

Source Morphological Analysis
↓

ös+Verb+PosˆDB+Noun+Inf1+A3sg+P3sg+Nom
ös+Verb+PosˆDB+Noun+Inf1+A3sg+Pnon+Acc

↓
Source-to-Target Morphological Feature Transfer

↓
ös+Verb+PosˆDB+Noun+Inf2+A3sg+P3sg+Nom
ös+Verb+PosˆDB+Noun+Inf2+A3sg+Pnon+Acc

↓
Source-to-Target Root word Transfer

↓
ilerle+Verb+PosˆDB+Noun+Inf2+A3sg+P3sg+Nom
ilerle+Verb+PosˆDB+Noun+Inf2+A3sg+Pnon+Acc
büyü+Verb+PosˆDB+Noun+Inf2+A3sg+P3sg+Nom
büyü+Verb+PosˆDB+Noun+Inf2+A3sg+Pnon+Acc

↓
Target Morphological Generation

↓
ilerlemesi (the progress of (something))
ilerlemeyi (the progress (as direct object))

büyümesi (the growth of (something))
büyümeyi (the growth (as direct object))

Figure 2: Word transfer

In this example, once the morphological analy-
sis is produced, first we do a morphological feature
transfer mapping. In this case, the only interesting
mapping is the change of the infinitive marker. The
source root verb is then ambiguously mapped to two
verbs on the Turkish side. Finally, the Turkish sur-
face form is generated by the morphological gen-
erator. Note that all the morphological processing
details such as vowel harmony resolution (a mor-
phographemic process common to all Turkic lan-
guages though not in identical ways) are localized
to morphological generation.

Root word transfer is also based on a large trans-

cusative case markers.

ducer compiled from bilingual dictionaries which
contain many-to-many mappings. During mapping
this transducer takes into account the source root
word POS.3 In some rare cases, mapping the word
root is not sufficient to generate a legal Turkish lex-
ical structure, as sometimes a required feature on
the target side may not be explicitly available on the
source word to generate a proper word. In order to
produce the correct mapping in such cases, some ad-
ditional lexicalized rules look at a wider context and
infer any needed features.

While the output of morphological feature trans-
fer module is usually unambiguous, ambiguity arises
during the root word transfer phase. We attempt to
resolve this ambiguity on the target language side
using statistical language models. This however
presents additional difficulties as any statistical lan-
guage model for Turkish (and possibly other Turkic
languages) which is built by using the surface forms
suffers from data sparsity problems. This is due
to agglutinative morphology whereby a root word
may give rise to too many inflected forms (about a
hundred inflected forms for nouns and much more
for verbs; when productive derivations are consid-
ered these numbers grow substantially!). Therefore,
instead of building statistical language models on
full word forms, we work with morphologically an-
alyzed and disambiguated target language corpora.
For example, we use a language model that is only
based on the (disambiguated) root words to disam-
biguate ambiguous root words that arise from root

3Statistics on the test set indicate that on the average each
source language root word maps to about 2 target language root
words.
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word transfer. We also employ a language model
which is trained on the last set of inflectional fea-
tures of morphological parses (hence does not in-
volve any root words.)

Although word-by-word translation can produce
reasonably high quality translations, but in many
cases, it is also the source of many translation errors.
To alleviate the shortcomings of the word-by-word
translation approach, we resort to a series of rules
that operate across the whole sentence. Such rules
operate on the lexical and surface representation of
the output sentence. For example, when the source
language is missing a subject agreement marker on
a verb, this feature can not be transferred to the tar-
get language and the target language generator will
fail to generate the appropriate word. We use some
simple heuristics that try to recover the agreement
information from any overt pronominal subject in
nominative case, and that failing, set the agreement
to 3rd person singular. Some sentence level rules
require surface forms because this set of rules usu-
ally make orthographic changes affected by previous
word forms. In the following example, suitable vari-
ants of the clitics de and mi must be selected so that
vowel harmony with the previous token is preserved.

o de gördü mi? → o da gördü mü?
(did he see too?)

A wide-coverage Turkish morphological analyzer
(Oflazer, 1994) made available to be used in reverse
direction to generate the surface forms of the trans-
lations.

6 Results and Evaluation
We have tracked the progress of our changes to
our system using the BLEU metric (Papineni et al.,
2004), though it has serious drawbacks for aggluti-
native and free constituent order languages.

The performance of the baseline system (all steps
above, except 3, 6, and 7) and systems with ad-
ditional modules are given in Table 1 for a set of
254 Turkmen sentences with 2 reference translations
each. As seen in the table, each module contributes
to the performance of the baseline system. Further-
more, a manual investigation of the outputs indicates
that the actual quality of the translations is higher
than the one indicated by the BLEU score.4 The er-
rors mostly stem from the statical language models

4There are many translations which preserve the same mean-
ing with the references but get low BLEU scores.

not doing a good job at selecting the right root words
and/or the right morphological features.

System BLEU Score
Baseline 26.57
Baseline + MWU 28.45
Baseline + MWU + SLM 31.37
Baseline + MWU + SLM + SLR 33.34

Table 1: BLEU Scores

7 Conclusions
We have presented an MT system architecture be-
tween Turkic languages using morphological trans-
fer coupled with target side language modelling and
results from a Turkmen to Turkish system. The re-
sults are quite positive but there is quite some room
for improvement. Our current work involves im-
proving the quality of our current system as well as
expanding this approach to Azerbaijani and Uyghur.
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Abstract

The increasing complexity of summarization systems
makes it difficult to analyze exactly which mod-
ules make a difference in performance. We carried
out a principled comparison between the two most
commonly used schemes for assigning importance to
words in the context of query focused multi-document
summarization: raw frequency (word probability) and
log-likelihood ratio. We demonstrate that the advan-
tages of log-likelihood ratio come from its known dis-
tributional properties which allow for the identifica-
tion of a set of words that in its entirety defines the
aboutness of the input. We also find that LLR is more
suitable for query-focused summarization since, un-
like raw frequency, it is more sensitive to the integra-
tion of the information need defined by the user.

1 Introduction

Recently the task of multi-document summarization
in response to a complex user query has received
considerable attention. In generic summarization,
the summary is meant to give an overview of the
information in the documents. By contrast, when
the summary is produced in response to a user query
or topic (query-focused, topic-focused, or generally
focused summary), the topic/query determines what
information is appropriate for inclusion in the sum-
mary, making the task potentially more challenging.

In this paper we present an analytical study of two
questions regarding aspects of the topic-focused sce-
nario. First, two estimates of importance on words
have been used very successfully both in generic and
query-focused summarization: frequency (Luhn,
1958; Nenkova et al., 2006; Vanderwende et al.,
2006) and loglikelihood ratio (Lin and Hovy, 2000;
Conroy et al., 2006; Lacatusu et al., 2006). While
both schemes have proved to be suitable for sum-

marization, with generally better results from log-
likelihood ratio, no study has investigated in what
respects and by how much they differ. Second, there
are many little-understood aspects of the differences
between generic and query-focused summarization.
For example, we’d like to know if a particular word
weighting scheme is more suitable for focused sum-
marization than others. More significantly, previous
studies show that generic and focused systems per-
form very similarly to each other in query-focused
summarization (Nenkova, 2005) and it is of interest
to find out why.

To address these questions we examine the two
weighting schemes: raw frequency (or word proba-
bility estimated from the input), and log-likelihood
ratio (LLR) and two of its variants. These metrics
are used to assign importance to individual content
words in the input, as we discuss below.
Word probability R(w) = n

N
, where n is the num-

ber of times the word w appeared in the input and N

is the total number of words in the input.
Log-likelihood ratio (LLR) The likelihood ratio λ

(Manning and Schutze, 1999) uses a background
corpus to estimate the importance of a word and it
is proportional to the mutual information between
a word w and the input to be summarized; λ(w) is
defined as the ratio between the probability (under
a binomial distribution) of observing w in the input
and the background corpus assuming equal proba-
bility of occurrence of w in both and the probability
of the data assuming different probabilities for w in
the input and the background corpus.
LLR with cut-off (LLR(C)) A useful property
of the log-likelihood ratio is that the quantity
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−2 log(λ) is asymptotically well approximated by
χ2 distribution. A word appears in the input sig-
nificantly more often than in the background corpus
when −2 log(λ) > 10. Such words are called signa-
ture terms in Lin and Hovy (2000) who were the first
to introduce the log-likelihood weighting scheme for
summarization. Each descriptive word is assigned
an equal weight and the rest of the words have a
weight of zero:

R(w) = 1 if (−2 log(λ(w)) > 10), 0 otherwise.
This weighting scheme has been adopted in several
recent generic and topic-focused summarizers (Con-
roy et al., 2006; Lacatusu et al., 2006).
LLR(CQ) The above three weighting schemes as-
sign a weight to words regardless of the user query
and are most appropriate for generic summarization.
When a user query is available, it should inform
the summarizer to make the summary more focused.
In Conroy et al. (2006) such query sensititivity is
achieved by augmenting LLR(C) with all content
words from the user query, each assigned a weight
of 1 equal to the weight of words defined by LLR(C)
as topic words from the input to the summarizer.

2 Data

We used the data from the 2005 Document Under-
standing Conference (DUC) for our experiments.
The task is to produce a 250-word summary in re-
sponse to a topic defined by a user for a total of 50
topics with approximately 25 documents for each
marked as relevant by the topic creator. In com-
puting LLR, the remaining 49 topics were used as a
background corpus as is often done by DUC partic-
ipants. A sample topic (d301) shows the complexity
of the queries:

Identify and describe types of organized crime that

crosses borders or involves more than one country. Name

the countries involved. Also identify the perpetrators in-

volved with each type of crime, including both individuals

and organizations if possible.

3 The Experiment

In the summarizers we compare here, the various
weighting methods we describe above are used to
assign importance to individual content words in the
input. The weight or importance of a sentence S in

GENERIC FOCUSED

Frequency 0.11972 0.11795
(0.11168–0.12735) (0.11010–0.12521)

LLR 0.11223 0.11600
(0.10627–0.11873) (0.10915–0.12281)

LLR(C) 0.11949 0.12201
(0.11249–0.12724) (0.11507–0.12950)

LLR(CQ) not app 0.12546
(.11884–.13247)

Table 1: SU4 ROUGE recall (and 95% confidence
intervals) for runs on the entire input (GENERIC) and
on relevant sentences (FOCUSED).

the input is defined as

WeightR(S) =
∑

w∈S

R(w) (1)

where R(w) assigns a weight for each word w.
For GENERIC summarization, the top scoring sen-

tences in the input are taken to form a generic extrac-
tive summary. In the computation of sentence im-
portance, only nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs
are considered and a short list of light verbs are ex-
cluded: “has, was, have, are, will, were, do, been,
say, said, says”. For FOCUSED summarization, we
modify this algorithm merely by running the sen-
tence selection algorithm on only those sentences
in the input that are relevent to the user query. In
some previous DUC evaluations, relevant sentences
are explicitly marked by annotators and given to sys-
tems. In our version here, a sentence in the input is
considered relevant if it contains at least one word
from the user query.

For evaluation we use ROUGE (Lin, 2004) SU4
recall metric1, which was among the official auto-
matic evaluation metrics for DUC.

4 Results

The results are shown in Table 1. The focused sum-
marizer using LLR(CQ) is the best, and it signif-
icantly outperforms the focused summarizer based
on frequency. Also, LLR (using log-likelihood ra-
tio to assign weights to all words) perfroms signif-
icantly worse than LLR(C). We can observe some
trends even from the results for which there is no
significance. Both LLR and LLR(C) are sensitive to
the introduction of topic relevance, producing some-
what better summaries in the FOCUSED scenario

1-n 2 -x -m -2 4 -u -c 95 -r 1000 -f A -p 0.5 -t 0 -d
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compared to the GENERIC scenario. This is not the
case for the frequency summarizer, where using only
the relevant sentences has a negative impact.

4.1 Focused summarization: do we need query
expansion?

In the FOCUSED condition there was little (for LLR
weighting) or no (for frequency) improvement over
GENERIC. One possible explanation for the lack of
clear improvement in the FOCUSED setting is that
there are not enough relevant sentences, making it
impossible to get stable estimates of word impor-
tance. Alternatively, it could be the case that many
of the sentences are relevant, so estimates from the
relevant portion of the input are about the same as
those from the entire input.

To distinguish between these two hypotheses, we
conducted an oracle experiment. We modified the
FOCUSED condition by expanding the topic words
from the user query with all content words from any
of the human-written summaries for the topic. This
increases the number of relevant sentences for each
topic. No automatic method for query expansion can
be expected to give more accurate results, since the
content of the human summaries is a direct indica-
tion of what information in the input was important
and relevant and, moreover, the ROUGE evaluation
metric is based on direct n-gram comparison with
these human summaries.

Even under these conditions there was no signif-
icant improvement for the summarizers, each get-
ting better by 0.002: the frequency summarizer gets
R-SU4 of 0.12048 and the LLR(CQ) summarizer
achieves R-SU4 of 0.12717.

These results seem to suggest that considering the
content words in the user topic results in enough rel-
evant sentences. Indeed, Table 2 shows the mini-
mum, maximum and average percentage of relevant
sentences in the input (containing at least one con-
tent words from the user the query), both as defined
by the original query and by the oracle query ex-
pansion. It is clear from the table that, on aver-
age, over half of the input comprises sentences that
are relevant to the user topic. Oracle query expan-
sion makes the number of relevant sentences almost
equivalent to the input size and it is thus not sur-
prising that the corresponding results for content se-
lection are nearly identical to the query independent

Original query Oracle query expansion
Min 13% 52%
Average 57% 86%
Max 82% 98%

Table 2: Percentage of relevant sentences (contain-
ing words from the user query) in the input. The
oracle query expansion considers all content words
form human summaries of the input as query words.

runs of generic summaries for the entire input.
These numbers indictate that rather than finding

ways for query expansion, it might instead be more
important to find techniques for constraining the
query, determining which parts of the input are di-
rectly related to the user questions. Such techniques
have been described in the recent multi-strategy ap-
proach of Lacatusu et al. (2006) for example, where
one of the strategies breaks down the user topic
into smaller questions that are answered using ro-
bust question-answering techniques.

4.2 Why is log-likelihood ratio better than
frequency?

Frequency and log-likelihood ratio weighting for
content words produce similar results when applied
to rank all words in the input, while the cut-off
for topicality in LLR(C) does have a positive im-
pact on content selection. A closer look at the
two weighting schemes confirms that when cut-off
is not used, similar weighting of content words is
produced. The Spearman correlation coefficient be-
tween the weights for words assigned by the two
schemes is on average 0.64. At the same time, it is
likely that the weights of sentences are dominated
by only the top most highly weighted words. In
order to see to what extent the two schemes iden-
tify the same or different words as the most impor-
tant ones, we computed the overlap between the 250
most highly weighted words according to LLR and
frequency. The average overlap across the 50 sets
was quite large, 70%.

To illustrate the degree of overlap, we list below
are the most highly weighted words according to
each weighting scheme for our sample topic con-
cerning crimes across borders.
LLR drug, cocaine, traffickers, cartel, police, crime, en-

forcement, u.s., smuggling, trafficking, arrested, government,

seized, year, drugs, organised, heroin, criminal, cartels, last,
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official, country, law, border, kilos, arrest, more, mexican, laun-

dering, officials, money, accounts, charges, authorities, cor-

ruption, anti-drug, international, banks, operations, seizures,

federal, italian, smugglers, dealers, narcotics, criminals, tons,

most, planes, customs

Frequency drug, cocaine, officials, police, more, last, gov-

ernment, year, cartel, traffickers, u.s., other, drugs, enforce-

ment, crime, money, country, arrested, federal, most, now, traf-

ficking, seized, law, years, new, charges, smuggling, being, of-

ficial, organised, international, former, authorities, only, crimi-

nal, border, people, countries, state, world, trade, first, mexican,

many, accounts, according, bank, heroin, cartels

It becomes clear that the advantage of likelihood
ratio as a weighting scheme does not come from
major differences in overall weights it assigns to
words compared to frequency. It is the signifi-
cance cut-off for the likelihood ratio that leads to
noticeable improvement (see Table 1). When this
weighting scheme is augmented by adding a score
of 1 for content words that appear in the user topic,
the summaries improve even further (LLR(CQ)).
Half of the improvement can be attributed to the
cut-off (LLR(C)), and the other half to focusing
the summary using the information from the user
query (LLR(CQ)). The advantage of likelihood ra-
tio comes from its providing a principled criterion
for deciding which words are truly descriptive of the
input and which are not. Raw frequency provides no
such cut-off.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we examined two weighting schemes
for estimating word importance that have been suc-
cessfully used in current systems but have not to-
date been directly compared. Our analysis con-
firmed that log-likelihood ratio leads to better re-
sults, but not because it defines a more accurate as-
signment of importance than raw frequency. Rather,
its power comes from the use of a known distribution
that makes it possible to determine which words are
truly descriptive of the input. Only when such words
are viewed as equally important in defining the topic
does this weighting scheme show improved perfor-
mance. Using the significance cut-off and consider-
ing all words above it equally important is key.

Log-likelihood ratio summarizer is more sensitive
to topicality or relevance and produces summaries

that are better when it take the user request into ac-
count than when it does not. This is not the case for
a summarizer based on frequency.

At the same time it is noteworthy that the generic
summarizers perform about as well as their focused
counterparts. This may be related to our discovery
that on average 57% of the sentences in the doc-
ument are relevant and that ideal query expansion
leads to a situation in which almost all sentences
in the input become relevant. These facts could
be an unplanned side-effect from the way the test
topics were produced: annotators might have been
influenced by information in the input to be sum-
marizied when defining their topic. Such observa-
tions also suggest that a competitive generic summa-
rizer would be an appropriate baseline for the topic-
focused task in future DUCs. In addition, including
some irrelavant documents in the input might make
the task more challenging and allow more room for
advances in query expansion and other summary fo-
cusing techniques.
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Abstract

We propose a novel method to expand a
small existing translation dictionary to a
large translation dictionary using a pivot lan-
guage. Our method depends on the assump-
tion that it is possible to find a pivot lan-
guage for a given language pair on con-
dition that there are both a large transla-
tion dictionary from the source language
to the pivot language, and a large transla-
tion dictionary from the pivot language to
the destination language. Experiments that
expands the Indonesian-Japanese dictionary
using the English language as a pivot lan-
guage shows that the proposed method can
improve performance of a real CLIR system.

1 Introduction

Rich cross lingual resources including large trans-
lation dictionaries are necessary in order to realize
working cross-lingual NLP applications. However,
it is infeasible to build such resources for all lan-
guage pairs, because there are many languages in the
world. Actually, while rich resources are available
for several popular language pairs like the English
language and the Japanese language, poor resources
are only available for rest unfamiliar language pairs.

In order to resolve this situation, automatic con-
struction of translation dictionary is effective, but it
is quite difficult as widely known. We, therefore,
concentrate on the task of expanding a small existing
translation dictionary instead of it. Let us consider
three dictionaries: a small seed dictionary which
consists of headwords in the source language and
their translations in the destination language, a large
source-pivot dictionary which consists of headwords
in the source language and their translations in the

pivot language, and a large pivot-destination dictio-
nary which consists of headwords in the pivot lan-
guage and their translations in the destination lan-
guage. When these three dictionaries are given, ex-
panding the seed dictionary is to translate words in
the source language that meets two conditions: (1)
they are not contained in the seed dictionary, and (2)
they can be translated to the destination language
transitively referring both the source-pivot dictio-
nary and the pivot-destination dictionary.

Obviously, this task depends on two assumptions:
(a) the existence of the small seed dictionary, and
(b) the existence of the pivot language which meets
the condition that there are both a large source-
pivot dictionary and a large pivot-destination dic-
tionary. Because of the first assumption, it is true
that this task cannot be applied to a brand-new lan-
guage pair. However, the number of such brand-
new language pairs are decreasing while machine-
readable language resources are increasing. More-
over, The second assumption is valid for many lan-
guage pairs, when supposing the English language
as a pivot. From these point of view, we think that
the expansion task is more promising, although it de-
pends more assumptions than the construction task.

There are two different points among the expan-
sion task and the construction task. Previous re-
searches of the construction task can be classified
into two groups. The first group consists of re-
searches to construct a new translation dictionary for
a fresh language pair from existing translation dic-
tionaries or other language resources (Tanaka and
Umemura, 1994). In the first group, information of
the seed dictionary are not counted in them unlike
the expansion task, because it is assumed that there
is no seed dictionary for such fresh language pairs.
The second group consists of researches to translate
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Figure 1: Translation Procedure

novel words using both a large existing translation
dictionary and other linguistic resources like huge
parallel corpora (Tonoike et al., 2005). Because al-
most of novel words are nouns, these researches fo-
cus into the task of translating nouns. In the expan-
sion task, however, it is necessary to translate verbs
and adjectives as well as nouns, because a seed dic-
tionary will be so small that only basic words will be
contained in it if the target language pair is unfamil-
iar. We will discuss about this topic in Section 3.2.

The remainder of this paper is organised as fol-
lows: Section 2 describes the method to expand a
small seed dictionary. The experiments presented in
Section 3 shows that the proposed method can im-
prove performance of a real CLIR system. This pa-
per ends with concluding remarks in Section 4.

2 Method of Expanding Seed Dictionary

The proposed method roughly consists of two steps
shown in Figure 1. The first step is to generate a co-
occurrence vector on the destination language cor-
responding to an input word, using both the seed
dictionary and a monolingual corpus in the source
language. The second step is to list translation can-
didates up, referring both the source-pivot dictionary
and the pivot-destination dictionary, and to calculate
their co-occurrence vectors based on a monolingual
corpus in the destination.

The seed dictionary is used to convert a co-
occurrence vector in the source language into a
vector in the destination language. In this paper,
f(wi, wj) represents a co-occurrence frequency of
a word wi and a word wj for all languages. A co-
occurrence vector v(xs) of a word xs in the source
is:

v(xs) = (f(xs, x1), . . . , f(xs, xn)), (1)

where xi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is a headword of the
seed dictionary D. A co-occurrence vector v(xs),
whose each element is corresponding to a word in

the source, is converted into a vector vt(xs), whose
each element is corresponding to a word in the des-
tination, referring the dictionary D:

vt(xs) = (ft(xs, z1), . . . , ft(xs, zm)), (2)

where zj(j = 1, 2, . . . ,m) is a translation word
which appears in the dictionary D. The function
ft(xs, zk), which assigns a co-occurrence degree be-
tween a word xs and a word zj in the destination
based on a co-occurrence vector of a word xs in the
source, is defined as follows:

ft(xs, zj) =
n∑

i=1

f(xs, xi) · δ(xi, zj). (3)

where δ(xi, zj) is equal to one when a word zj is in-
cluded in a translation word set D(xi), which con-
sists of translation words of a word xi, and zero oth-
erwise.

A set of description sentences Ys in the pivot
are obtained referring the source-pivot dictionary
for a word xs. After that, a description sentence
ys ∈ Ys in the pivot is converted to a set of de-
scription sentences Zs in the destination referring
the pivot-destination dictionary. A co-occurrence
vector against a candidate description sentence zs =
z1
sz2

s · · · zl
s, which is an instance of Zs, is calculated

by this equation:

u(zs) =

(
l∑

k=1

f(zk
s , z1) , . . . ,

l∑
k=1

f(zk
s , zm)

)
(4)

Finally, the candidate zs which meets a certain
condition is selected as an output. Two conditions
are examined in this paper: (1) selecting top-n can-
didates from sorted ones according to each similarity
score, and (2) selecting candidates whose similarity
scores are greater than a certain threshold. In this pa-
per, cosine distance s(vt(xs),u(zs)) between a vec-
tor based on an input word xs and a vector based on
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a candidate zs is used as the similarity score between
them.

3 Experiments

In this section, we present the experiments of the
proposed method that the Indonesian language, the
English language and the Japanese language are
adopted as the source language, the pivot language
and the destination language respectively.

3.1 Experimental Data

The proposed method depends on three translation
dictionaries and two monolingual corpora as de-
scribed in Section 2.

Mainichi Newspaper Corpus (1993–1995), which
contains 3.5M sentences consist of 140M words, is
used as the Japanese corpus. When measuring simi-
larity between words using co-occurrence vectors, it
is common that a corpus in the source language for
the similar domain to one of the corpus in the source
language is more suitable than one for a different do-
main. Unfortunately, because we could not find such
corpus, the articles which were downloaded from
the Indonesian Newspaper WEB sites1 are used as
the Indonesian corpus. It contains 1.3M sentences,
which are tokenized into 10M words.

An online Indonesian-Japanese dictionary2 con-
tains 10,172 headwords, however, only 6,577 head-
words of them appear in the Indonesian corpus. We
divide them into two sets: the first set which con-
sists of 6,077 entries is used as the seed dictionary,
and the second set which consists of 500 entries is
used to evaluate translation performance. Moreover,
an online Indonesian-English dictionary3, and an
English-Japanese dictionary(Michibata, 2002) are
also used as the source-pivot dictionary and the
pivot-destination dictionary.

3.2 Evaluation of Translation Performance

As described in Section 2, two conditions of select-
ing output words among candidates are examined.
Table 1 shows their performances and the baseline,

1http://www.kompas.com/,
http://www.tempointeraktif.com/

2http://m1.ryu.titech.ac.jp/∼indonesia/
todai/dokumen/kamusjpina.pdf

3http://nlp.aia.bppt.go.id/kebi

that is the translation performance when all candi-
dates are selected as output words. It is revealed that
the condition of selecting top-n candidates outper-
forms the another condition and the baseline. The
maximum Fβ=1 value of 52.5% is achieved when
selecting top-3 candidates as output words.

Table 2 shows that the lexical distribution of head-
words contained in the seed dictionary are quite sim-
ilar to the lexical distribution of headwords con-
tained in the source-pivot dictionary. This obser-
vation means that it is necessary to translate verbs
and adjectives as well as nouns, when expanding this
seed dictionary. Table 3 shows translation perfor-
mances against nouns, verbs and adjectives, when
selecting top-3 candidates as output words. The pro-
posed method can be regarded likely because it is
effective to verbs and adjectives as well as to nouns,
whereas the baseline precision of verbs is consider-
ably lower than the others.

3.3 CLIR Performance Improved by
Expanded Dictionary

In this section, performance impact is presented
when the dictionary expanded by the proposed
method is adopted to the real CLIR system proposed
in (Purwarianti et al., 2007).

NTCIR3 Web Retrieval Task(Eguchi et al., 2003)
provides the evaluation dataset and defines the eval-
uation metric. The evaluation metric consists of four
MAP values: PC, PL, RC and RL. They are cor-
responding to assessment types respectively. The
dataset consists 100GB Japanese WEB documents
and 47 queries of Japanese topics. The Indonesian
queries, which are manually translated from them,
are used as inputs of the experiment systems. The
number of unique words which occur in the queries
is 301, and the number of unique words which are
not contained in the Indonesian-Japanese dictionary
is 106 (35%). It is reduced to 78 (26%), while the
existing dictionary that contains 10,172 entries is ex-
panded to the dictionary containing 20,457 entries
with the proposed method.

Table 4 shows the MAP values achieved by both
the baseline systems using the existing dictionary
and ones using the expanded dictionary. The for-
mer three systems use existing dictionaries, and the
latter three systems use the expanded one. The 3rd
system translates keywords transitively using both
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Table 1: Comparison between Conditions of Selecting Output Words

Selecting top-n candidates Selecting plausible candidates Baseline
n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 5 n = 10 x = 0.1 x = 0.16 x = 0.2 x = 0.3

Prec. 55.4% 49.9% 46.2% 40.0% 32.2% 20.8% 23.6% 25.8% 33.0% 18.9%
Rec. 40.9% 52.6% 60.7% 67.4% 74.8% 65.3% 50.1% 40.0% 16.9% 82.5%
Fβ=1 47.1% 51.2% 52.5% 50.2% 45.0% 31.6% 32.1% 31.4% 22.4% 30.8%

Table 2: Lexical Classification of Headwords
Indonesian- Indonesian-
Japanese English

# of nouns 4085 (57.4%) 15718 (53.5%)
# of verbs 1910 (26.8%) 9600 (32.7%)
# of adjectives 795 (11.2%) 3390 (11.5%)
# of other words 330 (4.6%) 682 (2.3%)
Total 7120 (100%) 29390 (100%)

Table 3: Performance for Nouns, Verbs and Adjectives
Noun Verb Adjective

n = 3 Baseline n = 3 Baseline n = 3 Baseline
Prec. 49.1% 21.8% 41.0% 14.7% 46.9% 26.7%
Rec. 65.6% 80.6% 52.3% 84.1% 59.4% 88.4%
Fβ=1 56.2% 34.3% 46.0% 25.0% 52.4% 41.0%

Table 4: CLIR Performance
PC PL RC RL

(1) Existing Indonesian-Japanese dictionary 0.044 0.044 0.037 0.037
(2) Existing Indonesian-Japanese dictionary and Japanese proper name dictionary 0.054 0.052 0.047 0.045
(3) Indonesian-English-Japanese transitive translation with statistic filtering 0.078 0.072 0.055 0.053
(4) Expanded Indonesian-Japanese dictionary 0.061 0.059 0.046 0.046
(5) Expanded Indonesian-Japanese dictionary with Japanese proper name dictionary 0.066 0.063 0.049 0.049
(6) Expanded Indonesian-Japanese dictionary with Japanese proper name dictionary and

statistic filtering
0.074 0.072 0.059 0.058

the source-pivot dictionary and the pivot-destination
dictionary, and the others translate keywords using
either the existing source-destination dictionary or
the expanded one. The 3rd system and the 6th sys-
tem try to eliminate unnecessary translations based
statistic measures calculated from retrieved docu-
ments. These measures are effective as shown in
(Purwarianti et al., 2007), but, consume a high run-
time computational cost to reduce enormous transla-
tion candidates statistically. It is revealed that CLIR
systems using the expanded dictionary outperform
ones using the existing dictionary without statistic
filtering. And more, it shows that ones using the ex-
panded dictionary without statistic filtering achieve
near performance to the 3rd system without paying
a high run-time computational cost. Once it is paid,
the 6th system achieves almost same score of the 3rd
system. These observation leads that we can con-
clude that our proposed method to expand dictionary
is valuable to a real CLIR system.

4 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, a novel method of expanding a small
existing translation dictionary to a large translation
dictionary using a pivot language is proposed. Our
method uses information obtained from a small ex-

isting translation dictionary from the source lan-
guage to the destination language effectively. Exper-
iments that expands the Indonesian-Japanese dictio-
nary using the English language as a pivot language
shows that the proposed method can improve perfor-
mance of a real CLIR system.
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Abstract

We present a formalization of dependency
labeling with Integer Linear Programming.
We focus on the integration of subcatego-
rization into the decision making process,
where the various subcategorization frames
of a verb compete with each other. A maxi-
mum entropy model provides the weights for
ILP optimization.

1 Introduction

Machine learning classifiers are widely used, al-
though they lack one crucial model property: they
can’t adhere to prescriptive knowledge. Take gram-
matical role (GR) labeling, which is a kind of (shal-
low) dependency labeling, as an example: chunk-
verb-pairs are classified according to a GR (cf.
(Buchholz, 1999)). The trials are independent of
each other, thus, local decisions are taken such that
e.g. a unique GR of a verb might (erroneously) get
multiply instantiated etc. Moreover, if there are al-
ternative subcategorization frames of a verb, they
must not be confused by mixing up GR from dif-
ferent frames to a non-existent one. Often, a subse-
quent filter is used to repair such inconsistent solu-
tions. But usually there are alternative solutions, so
the demand for an optimal repair arises.

We apply the optimization method Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) to (shallow) dependency label-
ing in order to generate a globally optimized con-
sistent dependency labeling for a given sentence.
A maximum entropy classifier, trained on vectors
with morphological, syntactic and positional infor-
mation automatically derived from the TIGER tree-
bank (German), supplies probability vectors that are
used as weights in the optimization process. Thus,
the probabilities of the classifier do not any longer
provide (as usually) the solution (i.e. by picking out
the most probable candidate), but count as proba-
bilistic suggestions to a - globally consistent - solu-

tion. More formally, the dependency labeling prob-
lem is: given a sentence with (i) verbs,

���
, (ii) NP

and PP chunks1 , ��� , label all pairs (
����� �	��
�� ����� �	� ) with a dependency relation (including a

class for the null assignment) such that all chunks
get attached and for each verb exactly one subcate-
gorization frame is instantiated.

2 Integer Linear Programming

Integer Linear Programming is the name of a class
of constraint satisfaction algorithms which are re-
stricted to a numerical representation of the problem
to be solved. The objective is to optimize (e.g. max-
imize) a linear equation called the objective function
(a) in Fig. 1) given a set of constraints (b) in Fig. 1):� 
���������� �������� � � !�"�$# 
��&%(' �"���*)( � � +) ' #,�$#
- 
 ��. �/���*) �,.10 � 0 )( � � �) ��. #,�$#

23
465% 7

8:9
; - . �

Figure 1: ILP Specification

where, <=%?> �� � � ��"@ and
� �  � � :� #

are variables,' �A � � ' # ,
- . and ��. �B � � �,. # are constants.

For dependency labeling we have:
�C#

are binary
class variables that indicate the (non-) assignment of
a chunk D to a dependency relation E of a subcat
frame � of a verb F . Thus, three indices are needed:EHGJILK . If such an indicator variable EMGJILK is set to
1 in the course of the maximization task, then the
dependency label E between these chunks is said to
hold, otherwise ( ENGJI:K�%PO ) it doesn’t hold. ' �� � � ' #
from Fig.1 are interpreted as weights that represent
the impact of an assignment.

3 Dependency Labeling with ILP

Given the chunks �	��Q (NP, PP and verbs) of a sen-
tence, each pair �	��QR�S�	��Q is formed. It can

1Note that we use base chunks instead of heads.
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� % � ������ .
� ������
�	� .�
� �������� ����� . � (1)

� % � ������ .
� ������
� �! "� ����# . � (2)

� % � ���	$%�� K
� �&�'�� I �

(*)!+ G-,/.103254 )�6 287 � E GJI:K (3)

9 % � ���'�� .
� �&�'��
��� .�
� �� ��: � � �<; . � (4)

������� � ) � ) � ) 9
(5)

Figure 2: Objective Function

stand in one of eight dependency relations, includ-
ing a pseudo relation representing the null class.
We consider the most important dependency labels:
subject ( = ), direct object ( > ), indirect object (? ),
clausal complement ( � ), prepositional complement
( @ ), attributive (NP or PP) attachment ( � ) and ad-
junct ( # ). Although coarse-grained, this set allows
us to capture all functional dependencies and to con-
struct a dependency tree for every sentence in the
corpus2 . Technically, indicator variables are used
to represent attachment decisions. Together with a
weight, they form the addend of the objective func-
tion. In the case of attributive modifiers or adjuncts
(the non-governable labels), the indicator variables
correspond to triples. There are two labels of this
type: � . � represents that chunk A modifies chunk< and # . � represents that chunk A is in an adjunct
relation to chunk < . �

and
�

are defined as the
weighted sum of such pairs (cf. Eq. 1 and Eq 2.
from Fig. 2), the weights (e.g. ����� � ) stem from the
statistical model.

For subcategorized labels, we have quadruples,
consisting of a label name E , a frame index � ,
a verb F and a chunk D (also verb chunks are al-
lowed as a D ): E GJI:K . We define

�
to be the

weighted sum of all label instantiations of all verbs
(and their subcat frames), see Eq. 3 in Fig. 2.
The subscript B I is a list of pairs, where each

2Note that we are not interested in dependencies beyond the
(base) chunk level

pair consists of a label and a subcat frame index.
This way, B I represents all subcat frames of a
verb F . For example, B of “to believe” could be:CED = � >GF �GD > � >GF �GD = �IH F �GD � �JH F �KD = �JL F �KD ? �IL FJM . There
are three frames, the first one requires a = and a > .

Consider the sentence “He believes these stories”.
We have NPO =

C
believes M and QSR Q =

C
He, believes,

stories M . Assume B � to be the B of “to believe” as
defined above. Then, e.g. T 0 �VU % > represents the
assignment of “stories” as the filler of the subject
relation T of the second subcat frame of “believes”.

To get a dependency tree, every chunk must find
a head (chunk), except the root verb. We define a
root verb A as a verb that stands in the relation

9 . �
to all other verbs < . 9 (cf. Eq.4 from Fig.2) is the
weighted sum of all null assignment decisions. It is
part of the maximization task and thus has an impact
(a weight). The objective function is defined as the
sum of equations 1 to 4 (Eq.5 from Fig.2).

So far, our formalization was devoted to the maxi-
mization task, i.e. which chunks are in a dependency
relation, what is the label and what is the impact.
Without any further (co-occurrence) restrictions, ev-
ery pair of chunks would get related with every la-
bel. In order to assure a valid linguistic model, con-
straints have to be formulated.

4 Basic Global Constraints

Every chunk A from QSR ( W%XQYR Q ) must find a head,
that is, be bound either as an attribute, adjunct or a
verb complement. This requires all indicator vari-
ables with A as the dependent (second index) to sum
up to exactly 1.

� ���Z�� K � K � )
� ���'�� . # . � )

� �&�'�� I �
(*)!+ G-,/.10 2 E GJI � % > � (6)

[ A$�O]\^A 5 _ QSR _

A verb is attached to any other verb either as a
clausal object � (of some verb frame � ) or as

9
(null

class) indicating that there is no dependency relation
between them.

9 . � ) �
(a`b+ G-,/.10 � � G . � % > � [ < � A � <cW%XA�
 � O]\�< � A 5 _ NSO _

(7)
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This does not exclude that a verb gets attached to
several verbs as a � . We capture this by constraint 8:� �&���� . �

(a`b+ G-,/.10 � � G . � 5 > � [ A��O \^A 5 _ N O _
(8)

Another (complementary) constraint is that a depen-
dency label E of a verb must have at most one filler.
We first introduce a indicator variable E GJI :

EHG�I% � ����$%�� K EHGJI:K (9)

In order to serve as an indicator of whether a labelE (of a frame � of a verb F ) is active or inactive, we
restrict E GJI to be at most 1:EHGJI 5 > � [ F � � � E �,O \ F 5 _ NPO _ � D E � �&F�� B I (10)

To illustrate this by the example previously given:
the subject of the second verb frame of “to believe”
is defined as T 0 � % = 0 �"� ) = 0 �VU (with T 0 � 5 > ).
Either = 0 �"� % > or = 0 �VU % > or both are zero, but if
one of them is set to one, then T 0 � = 1. Moreover,
as we show in the next section, the selection of the
label indicator variable of a frame enforces the frame
to be selected as well3.

5 Subcategorization as a Global Constraint

The problem with the selection among multiple sub-
cat frames is to guarantee a valid distribution of
chunks to verb frames. We don’t want to have chunkD � be labeled according to verb frame � � and chunkD 0 according to verb frame � 0 . Any valid attachment
must be coherent (address one verb frame) and com-
plete (select all of its labels).

We introduce an indicator variable � GJI with frame
and verb indices. Since exactly one frame of a verb
has to be active at the end, we restrict:

��� 2�G � � � GJIH% > � [ FC� O]\ F 5 _ N O _
(11)

( 	
� I is the number of subcat frames of verb F )
However, we would like to couple a verb’s ( F )

frame ( � ) to the frame’s label set and restrict it to
be active (i.e. set to one) only if all of its labels
are active. To achieve this, we require equivalence,

3There are more constraints, e.g. that no two chunks can be
attached to each other symmetrically (being chunk and modifier
of each other at the same time). We won’t introduce them here.

namely that selecting any label of a frame is equiv-
alent to selecting the frame. As defined in equation
10, a label is active, if the label indicator variable
( EHGJI ) is set to one. Equivalence is represented by
identity, we thus get (cf. constraint 12):
� GJIH% EHGJI � [ F � � � E � O \ F 5 _ NSO _ � D E � �&F�� B I (12)

If any E GJI is set to one (zero), then � G�I is set to one
(zero) and all other ENG�I of the same subcat frame
are forced to be one (completeness). Constraint 11
ensures that exactly one subcat frame � GJI can be ac-
tive (coherence).

6 Maximum Entropy and ILP Weights

A maximum entropy approach was used to induce
a probability model that serves as the basis for the
ILP weights. The model was trained on the TIGER
treebank (Brants et al., 2002) with feature vectors
stemming from the following set of features: the
part of speech tags of the two candidate chunks, the
distance between them in chunks, the number of in-
tervening verbs, the number of intervening punctu-
ation marks, person, case and number features, the
chunks, the direction of the dependency relation (left
or right) and a passive/active voice flag.

The output of the maxent model is for each pair of
chunks a probability vector, where each entry repre-
sents the probability that the two chunks are related
by a particular label ( = � >  � � 

including
9

).

7 Empirical Results

A 80% training set (32,000 sentences) resulted in
about 700,000 vectors, each vector representing ei-
ther a proper dependency labeling of two chunks, or
a null class pairing. The accuracy of the maximum
entropy classifier was 87.46%. Since candidate pairs
are generated with only a few restrictions, most pair-
ings are null class labelings. They form the majority
class and thus get a strong bias. If we evaluate the
dependency labels, therefore, the results drop appre-
ciably. The maxent precision then is 62.73% (recall
is 85.76%, f-measure is 72.46 %).

Our first experiment was devoted to find out how
good our ILP approach was given that the correct
subcat frame was pre-selected by an oracle. Only
the decision which pairs are labeled with which de-
pendency label was left to ILP (also the selection
and assignment of the non subcategorized labels).
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There are 8000 sentence with 36,509 labels in the
test set; ILP retrieved 37,173; 31,680 were correct.
Overall precision is 85.23%, recall is 86.77%, the
f-measure is 85.99% (F������� in Fig. 3).

F������� F K���	 �

Prec Rec F-Mea Prec Rec F-Mea= 91.4 86.1 88.7 90.3 80.9 85.4> 90.4 83.3 86.7 81.4 73.3 77.2? 88.5 76.9 82.3 75.8 55.5 64.1@ 79.3 73.7 76.4 77.8 40.9 55.6� 98.6 94.1 96.3 91.4 86.7 89.1

# 76.7 75.6 76.1 74.5 72.3 73.4

� 75.7 76.9 76.3 74.1 74.2 74.2

Figure 3: Pre-selected versus Competing Frames

The results of the governable labels ( = down to� ) are good, except PP complements ( @ ) with a f-
measure of 76.4%. The errors made with �
������� : the
wrong chunks are deemed to stand in a dependency
relation or the wrong label (e.g. = instead of > )
was chosen for an otherwise valid pair. This is not a
problem of ILP, but one of the statistical model - the
weights do not discriminate well. Improvements of
the statistical model will push ILP’s precision.

Clearly, performance drops if we remove the sub-
cat frame oracle letting all subcat frames of a verb
compete with each other (F K���	 � , Fig.3). How close
can F K���	 � come to the oracle setting F������ . The
overall precision of the F K���	 � setting is 81.8%, re-
call is 85.8% and the f-measure is 83.7% (f-measure
of F������� was 85.9%). This is not too far away.

We have also evaluated how good our model is at
finding the correct subcat frame (as a whole). First
some statistics: In the test set are 23 different sub-
cat frames (types) with 16,137 occurrences (token).
15,239 out of these are cases where the underlying
verb has more than one subcat frame (only here do
we have a selection problem). The precision was
71.5%, i.e. the correct subcat frame was selected in
10,896 out of 15,239 cases.

8 Related Work

ILP has been applied to various NLP problems in-
cluding semantic role labeling (Punyakanok et al.,
2004), which is similar to dependency labeling: both
can benefit from verb specific information. Actually,
(Punyakanok et al., 2004) take into account to some

extent verb specific information. They disallow ar-
gument types a verb does not “subcategorize for” by
setting an occurrence constraint. However, they do
not impose co-occurrence restrictions as we do (al-
lowing for competing subcat frames).

None of the approaches to grammatical role label-
ing tries to scale up to dependency labeling. More-
over, they suffer from the problem of inconsistent
classifier output (e.g. (Buchholz, 1999)). A com-
parison of the empirical results is difficult, since e.g.
the number and type of grammatical/dependency re-
lations differ (the same is true wrt. German depen-
dency parsers, e.g (Foth et al., 2005)). However, our
model seeks to integrate the (probabilistic) output of
such systems and - in the best case - boosts the re-
sults, or at least turn it into a consistent solution.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

We have introduced a model for shallow depen-
dency labeling where data-driven and theory-driven
aspects are combined in a principled way. A clas-
sifier provides empirically justified weights, linguis-
tic theory contributes well-motivated global restric-
tions, both are combined under the regiment of opti-
mization. The empirical results of our approach are
promising. However, we have made idealized as-
sumptions (small inventory of dependency relations
and treebank derived chunks) that clearly must be
replaced by a realistic setting in our future work.
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Abstract

Dependency structures do not have the infor-
mation of phrase categories in phrase struc-
ture grammar. Thus, dependency parsing
relies heavily on the lexical information of
words. This paper discusses our investiga-
tion into the effectiveness of lexicalization
in dependency parsing. Specifically, by re-
stricting the degree of lexicalization in the
training phase of a parser, we examine the
change in the accuracy of dependency re-
lations. Experimental results indicate that
minimal or low lexicalization is sufficient
for parsing accuracy.

1 Introduction

In recent years, many accurate phrase-structure
parsers have been developed (e.g., (Collins, 1999;
Charniak, 2000)). Since one of the characteristics of
these parsers is the use of lexical information in the
tagged corpus, they are called “lexicalized parsers”.
Unlexicalized parsers, on the other hand, achieved
accuracies almost equivalent to those of lexicalized
parsers (Klein and Manning, 2003; Matsuzaki et al.,
2005; Petrov et al., 2006). Accordingly, we can
say that the state-of-the-art lexicalized parsers are
mainly based on unlexical (grammatical) informa-
tion due to the sparse data problem. Bikel also in-
dicated that Collins’ parser can use bilexical depen-
dencies only 1.49% of the time; the rest of the time,
it backs off to condition one word on just phrasal and
part-of-speech categories (Bikel, 2004).

This paper describes our investigation into the ef-
fectiveness of lexicalization in dependency parsing

instead of phrase-structure parsing. Usual depen-
dency parsing cannot utilize phrase categories, and
thus relies on word information like parts of speech
and lexicalized words. Therefore, we want to know
the performance of dependency parsers that have
minimal or low lexicalization.

Dependency trees have been used in a variety of
NLP applications, such as relation extraction (Cu-
lotta and Sorensen, 2004) and machine translation
(Ding and Palmer, 2005). For such applications, a
fast, efficient and accurate dependency parser is re-
quired to obtain dependency trees from a large cor-
pus. From this point of view, minimally lexicalized
parsers have advantages over fully lexicalized ones
in parsing speed and memory consumption.

We examined the change in performance of de-
pendency parsing by varying the degree of lexical-
ization. The degree of lexicalization is specified by
giving a list of words to be lexicalized, which appear
in a training corpus. For minimal lexicalization, we
used a short list that consists of only high-frequency
words, and for maximal lexicalization, the whole list
was used. Consequently, minimally or low lexical-
ization is sufficient for dependency accuracy.

2 Related Work

Klein and Manning presented an unlexicalized
PCFG parser that eliminated all the lexicalized pa-
rameters (Klein and Manning, 2003). They manu-
ally split category tags from a linguistic view. This
corresponds to determining the degree of lexicaliza-
tion by hand. Their parser achieved an F1 of 85.7%
for section 23 of the Penn Treebank. Matsuzaki et al.
and Petrov et al. proposed an automatic approach to
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Dependency accuracy (DA) Proportions of words, except
punctuation marks, that are assigned the correct heads.

Root accuracy (RA) Proportions of root words that are cor-
rectly detected.

Complete rate (CR) Proportions of sentences whose depen-
dency structures are completely correct.

Table 1: Evaluation criteria.

splitting tags (Matsuzaki et al., 2005; Petrov et al.,
2006). In particular, Petrov et al. reported an F1 of
90.2%, which is equivalent to that of state-of-the-art
lexicalized parsers.

Dependency parsing has been actively studied in
recent years (Yamada and Matsumoto, 2003; Nivre
and Scholz, 2004; Isozaki et al., 2004; McDon-
ald et al., 2005; McDonald and Pereira, 2006;
Corston-Oliver et al., 2006). For instance, Nivre
and Scholz presented a deterministic dependency
parser trained by memory-based learning (Nivre and
Scholz, 2004). McDonald et al. proposed an on-
line large-margin method for training dependency
parsers (McDonald et al., 2005). All of them per-
formed experiments using section 23 of the Penn
Treebank. Table 2 summarizes their dependency ac-
curacies based on three evaluation criteria shown in
Table 1. These parsers believed in the generalization
ability of machine learners and did not pay attention
to the issue of lexicalization.

3 Minimally Lexicalized Dependency
Parsing

We present a simple method for changing the de-
gree of lexicalization in dependency parsing. This
method restricts the use of lexicalized words, so it is
the opposite to tag splitting in phrase-structure pars-
ing. In the remainder of this section, we first de-
scribe a base dependency parser and then report ex-
perimental results.

3.1 Base Dependency Parser

We built a parser based on the deterministic algo-
rithm of Nivre and Scholz (Nivre and Scholz, 2004)
as a base dependency parser. We adopted this algo-
rithm because of its linear-time complexity.

In the algorithm, parsing states are represented by
triples 〈S, I,A〉, where S is the stack that keeps the
words being under consideration, I is the list of re-

DA RA CR
(Yamada and Matsumoto, 2003) 90.3 91.6 38.4

(Nivre and Scholz, 2004) 87.3 84.3 30.4
(Isozaki et al., 2004) 91.2 95.7 40.7

(McDonald et al., 2005) 90.9 94.2 37.5
(McDonald and Pereira, 2006) 91.5 N/A 42.1
(Corston-Oliver et al., 2006) 90.8 93.7 37.6

Our Base Parser 90.9 92.6 39.2

Table 2: Comparison of parser performance.

maining input words, and A is the list of determined
dependencies. Given an input word sequence, W ,
the parser is first initialized to the triple 〈nil,W, φ〉1.
The parser estimates a dependency relation between
two words (the top elements of stacks S and I). The
algorithm iterates until the list I is empty. There are
four possible operations for a parsing state (where t
is the word on top of S, n is the next input word in
I , and w is any word):

Left In a state 〈t|S, n|I,A〉, if there is no depen-
dency relation (t → w) in A, add the new de-
pendency relation (t → n) into A and pop S
(remove t), giving the state 〈S, n|I,A ∪ (t →
n)〉.

Right In a state 〈t|S, n|I,A〉, if there is no depen-
dency relation (n → w) in A, add the new de-
pendency relation (n → t) into A and push n
onto S, giving the state 〈n|t|S, I,A∪(n → t)〉.

Reduce In a state 〈t|S, I,A〉, if there is a depen-
dency relation (t → w) in A, pop S, giving the
state 〈S, I,A〉.

Shift In a state 〈S, n|I,A〉, push n onto S, giving
the state 〈n|S, I,A〉.

In this work, we used Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) to predict the operation given a parsing
state. Since SVMs are binary classifiers, we used the
pair-wise method to extend them in order to classify
our four-class task.

The features of a node are the word’s lemma,
the POS/chunk tag and the information of its child
node(s). The lemma is obtained from the word form
using a lemmatizer, except for numbers, which are
replaced by “〈num〉”. The context features are the
two preceding nodes of node t (and t itself), the two
succeeding nodes of node n (and n itself), and their

1We use “nil” to denote an empty list and a|A to denote a
list with head a and tail A.
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Figure 1: Dependency accuracies on the WSJ while
changing the degree of lexicalization.

child nodes (lemmas and POS tags). The distance
between nodes n and t is also used as a feature.

We trained our models on sections 2-21 of the
WSJ portion of the Penn Treebank. We used sec-
tion 23 as the test set. Since the original treebank is
based on phrase structure, we converted the treebank
to dependencies using the head rules provided by
Yamada 2. During the training phase, we used intact
POS and chunk tags3. During the testing phase, we
used automatically assigned POS and chunk tags by
Tsuruoka’s tagger4(Tsuruoka and Tsujii, 2005) and
YamCha chunker5(Kudo and Matsumoto, 2001).
We used an SVMs package, TinySVM6,and trained
the SVMs classifiers using a third-order polynomial
kernel. The other parameters are set to default.

The last row in Table 2 shows the accuracies of
our base dependency parser.

3.2 Degree of Lexicalization vs. Performance

The degree of lexicalization is specified by giving
a list of words to be lexicalized, which appear in
a training corpus. For minimal lexicalization, we
used a short list that consists of only high-frequency
words, and for maximal lexicalization, the whole list
was used.

To conduct the experiments efficiently, we trained
2http://www.jaist.ac.jp/˜h-yamada/
3In a preliminary experiment, we tried to use automatically

assigned POS and chunk tags, but we did not detect significant
difference in performance.

4http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/˜tsuruoka/postagger/
5http://chasen.org/˜taku-ku/software/yamcha/
6http://chasen.org/˜taku-ku/software/TinySVM/
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Figure 2: Dependency accuracies on the Brown Cor-
pus while changing the degree of lexicalization.

our models using the first 10,000 sentences in sec-
tions 2-21 of the WSJ portion of the Penn Treebank.
We used section 24, which is usually used as the
development set, to measure the change in perfor-
mance based on the degree of lexicalization.

We counted word (lemma) frequencies in the
training corpus and made a word list in descending
order of their frequencies. The resultant list con-
sists of 13,729 words, and the most frequent word is
“the”, which occurs 13,252 times, as shown in Table
3. We define the degree of lexicalization as a thresh-
old of the word list. If, for example, this threshold is
set to 1,000, the top 1,000 most frequently occurring
words are lexicalized.

We evaluated dependency accuracies while
changing the threshold of lexicalization. Figure 1
shows the result. The dotted line (88.23%) repre-
sents the dependency accuracy of the maximal lex-
icalization, that is, using the whole word list. We
can see that the decrease in accuracy is less than
1% at the minimal lexicalization (degree=100) and
the accuracy of more than 3,000 degree slightly ex-
ceeds that of the maximal lexicalization. The best
accuracy (88.34%) was achieved at 4,500 degree and
significantly outperformed the accuracy (88.23%) of
the maximal lexicalization (McNemar’s test; p =
0.017 < 0.05). These results indicate that maximal
lexicalization is not so effective for obtaining accu-
rate dependency relations.

We also applied the same trained models to the
Brown Corpus as an experiment of parser adapta-
tion. We first split the Brown Corpus portion of
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rank word freq. rank word freq.
1 the 13,252 1,000 watch 29

2 , 12,858
...

...
...

...
...

... 2,000 healthvest 12

100 week 261
...

...
...

...
...

... 3,000 whoop 7

500 estate 64
...

...
...

...
...

...

Table 3: Word list.

the Penn Treebank into training and testing parts in
the same way as (Roark and Bacchiani, 2003). We
further extracted 2,425 sentences at regular intervals
from the training part and used them to measure the
change in performance while varying the degree of
lexicalization. Figure 2 shows the result. The dot-
ted line (84.75%) represents the accuracy of maxi-
mal lexicalization. The resultant curve is similar to
that of the WSJ experiment7. We can say that our
claim is true even if the testing corpus is outside the
domain.

3.3 Discussion
We have presented a minimally or lowly lexical-
ized dependency parser. Its dependency accuracy is
close or almost equivalent to that of fully lexicalized
parsers, despite the lexicalization restriction. Fur-
thermore, the restriction reduces the time and space
complexity. The minimally lexicalized parser (de-
gree=100) took 12m46s to parse the WSJ develop-
ment set and required 111 MB memory. These are
36% of time and 45% of memory reduction, com-
pared to the fully lexicalized one.

The experimental results imply that training cor-
pora are too small to demonstrate the full potential
of lexicalization. We should consider unsupervised
or semi-supervised ways to make lexicalized parsers
more effective and accurate.
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Abstract

In the world of non-proprietary NLP soft-
ware the standard, and perhaps the best,
HMM-based POS tagger is TnT (Brants,
2000). We argue here that some of the crit-
icism aimed at HMM performance on lan-
guages with rich morphology should more
properly be directed at TnT’s peculiar li-
cense, free but not open source, since it is
those details of the implementation which
are hidden from the user that hold the key
for improved POS tagging across a wider
variety of languages. We present HunPos1,
a free and open source (LGPL-licensed) al-
ternative, which can be tuned by the user to
fully utilize the potential of HMM architec-
tures, offering performance comparable to
more complex models, but preserving the
ease and speed of the training and tagging
process.

0 Introduction

Even without a formal survey it is clear that
TnT (Brants, 2000) is used widely in research
labs throughout the world: Google Scholar shows
over 400 citations. For research purposes TnT is
freely available, but only in executable form (closed
source). Its greatest advantage is its speed, impor-
tant both for a fast tuning cycle and when dealing
with large corpora, especially when the POS tag-
ger is but one component in a larger information re-
trieval, information extraction, or question answer-

1http://mokk.bme.hu/resources/hunpos/

ing system. Though taggers based on dependency
networks (Toutanova et al., 2003), SVM (Giménez
and Màrquez, 2003), MaxEnt (Ratnaparkhi, 1996),
CRF (Smith et al., 2005), and other methods may
reach slightly better results, their train/test cycle is
orders of magnitude longer.

A ubiquitous problem in HMM tagging originates
from the standard way of calculating lexical prob-
abilities by means of a lexicon generated during
training. In highly inflecting languages considerably
more unseen words will be present in the test data
than in more isolating languages, which largely ac-
counts for the drop in the performance ofn-gram
taggers when moving away from English. To mit-
igate the effect one needs a morphological dictio-
nary (Hajič et al., 2001) or a morphological analyzer
(Hakkani-Tür et al., 2000), but if the implementation
source is closed there is no handy way to incorporate
morphological knowledge in the tagger.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 1
we present our own system, HunPos, while in Sec-
tion 2 we describe some of the implementation de-
tails of TnT that we believe influence the perfor-
mance of a HMM based tagging system. We eval-
uate the system and compare it to TnT on a variety
of tasks in Section 3. We don’t necessarily consider
HunPos to be significantly better than TnT, but we
argue that we could reach better results,and so could
others coming after us, because the system is open
to explore all kinds of fine-tuning strategies. Some
concluding remarks close the paper in Section 4.
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1 Main features of HunPos

HunPos has been implemented in OCaml, a high-
level language which supports a succinct, well-
maintainable coding style. OCaml has a high-
performance native-code compiler (Doligez et al.,
2004) that can produce a C library with the speed
of a C/C++ implementation.

On the whole HunPos is a straightforward trigram
system estimating the probabilities

argmax
t1...tT

P (tT+1|tT )
T∏

i=1

P (ti|ti−1, ti−2)P (wi|ti−1, ti)

for a given sequence of wordsw1 . . . wT (the addi-
tional tagst

−1, t0, andtT+1 are for sentence bound-
ary markers). Notice that unlike traditional HMM
models, we estimate emission/lexicon probabilities
based on the current tag and the previous tag as well.
As we shall see in the next Section, using tag bi-
grams to condition the emissions can lead to as much
as 10% reduction in the error rate. (In fact, HunPos
can handle a context window of any size, but on the
limited training sets available to us increasing this
parameter beyond 2 gives no further improvement.)

As for contextualized lexical probabilities, our ex-
tension is very similar to Banko and Moore (2004)
who use P (wi|ti−1, ti, ti+1) lexical probabilities
and found, on the Penn Treebank, that “incorporat-
ing more context into an HMM when estimating lex-
ical probabilities improved accuracy from 95.87% to
96.59%”. One difficulty with their approach, noted
by Banko and Moore (2004), is the treatment of un-
seen words: their method requires a full dictionary
that lists what tags are possible for each word. To
be sure, for isolating languages such information is
generally available from machine readable dictio-
naries which are often large enough to make the out
of vocabulary problem negligible. But in our situ-
ation this amounts to idealized morphological ana-
lyzers (MA) that have their stem list extended so as
to have no OOV on the test set.

The strong side of TnT is its suffix guessing algo-
rithm that is triggered by unseen words. From the
training set TnT builds a trie from the endings of
words appearing less thann times in the corpus, and
memorizes the tag distribution for each suffix.2 A

2The parametern cannot be externally set — it is docu-
mented as 10 but we believe it to be higher.

clear advantage of this approach is the probabilis-
tic weighting of each label, however, under default
settings the algorithm proposes a lot more possible
tags than a morphological analyzer would. To facil-
itate the use of MA, HunPos has hooks to work with
a morphological analyzer (lexicon), which might
still leave some OOV items. As we shall see in
Section 3, the key issue is that for unseen words
the HMM search space may be narrowed down to
the alternatives proposed by this module, which not
only speeds up search but also very significantly
improves precision. That is, for unseen words the
MA will generate the possible labels, to which the
weights are assigned by the suffix guessing algo-
rithm.

2 Inside TnT

Here we describe, following the lead of (Jurish,
2003), some non-trivial features of TnT sometimes
only hinted at in the user guide, but clearly evident
from its behavior on real and experimentally ad-
justed corpora. For the most part, these features are
clever hacks, and it is unfortunate that neither Brants
(2000) nor the standard HMM textbooks mention
them, especially as they often yield more signifi-
cant error reduction than the move from HMM to
other architectures. Naturally, these features are also
available in HunPos.

2.1 Cardinals

For the following regular expressions TnT learns the
tag distribution of the training corpus separately to
give more reliable estimates for open class items like
numbers unseen during training:

ˆ[0-9]+$
ˆ[0-9]+\.$
ˆ[0-9.,:-]+[0-9]+$
ˆ[0-9]+[a-zA-Z]{1,3}$

(The regexps are only inferred – we haven’t at-
tempted to trace the execution.) After this, at test
time, if the word is not found in the lexicon (nu-
merals are added to the lexicon like all other items)
TnT checks whether the unseen word matches some
of the regexps, and uses the distribution learned for
this regexp to guess the tag.
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2.2 Upper- and lowercase

The case of individual words may carry relevant in-
formation for tagging, so it is well worth preserving
the uppercase feature for items seen as such in train-
ing. For unseen words TnT builds two suffix tries:
if the word begins with uppercase one trie is used,
for lowercase words the other trie is applied. The
undocumented trick is to try to lookup the word in
sentence initial position from the training lexicon in
its lowercase variant, which contributes noticeably
to the better performance of the system.

3 Evaluation

English For the English evaluation we used the
WSJ data from Penn Treebank II. We extracted sen-
tences from the parse trees. We split data into train-
ing and test set in the standard way (Table 1).

Set Sect’ns Sent. Tokens Unseen
Train 0-18 38,219 912,344 0
Test 22-24 5,462 129,654 2.81%

Table 1: Data set splits used for English

As Table 2 shows HunPos achieves performance
comparable to TnT for English. The increase in the
emission order clearly improves this performance.

seen unseen overall
TnT 96.77% 85.91% 96.46%
HunPos 1 96.76% 86.90% 96.49%
HunPos 2 96.88% 86.13% 96.58%

Table 2: WSJ tagging accuracy, HunPos with first
and second order emission/lexicon probabilities

If we follow Banko and Moore (2004) and con-
struct a full (no OOV) morphological lexicon from
the tagged version of the test corpus, we obtain
96.95% precision where theirs was 96.59%. For
words seen, precision improves by an entirely neg-
ligible 0.01%, but for unseen words it improves by
10%, from 86.13% to 98.82%. This surprising result
arises from the fact that there are a plenty of unam-
biguous tokens (especially the proper names that are
usually unseen) in the test corpus.

What this shows is not just that morphology mat-
ters (this is actually not that visible for English), but

that the difference between systems can only be ap-
preciated once the small (and scantily documented)
tricks are factored out. The reason why Banko and
Moore (2004) get less than HunPos is not because
their system is inherently worse, but rather because
it lacks the engineering hacks built into TnT and
HunPos.

Hungarian We evaluated the different models
by tenfold cross-validation on the Szeged Corpus
(Csendes et al., 2004), with the relevant data in pre-
sented Table 3.

Set Sent. Tokens Unseens OOV
Train 63,075 1,044,914 0 N.A
Test 7,008 116,101 9.59% 5.64%

Table 3: Data set splits used for Hungarian.

Note that the proportion of unseen words, nearly
10%, is more than three times higher than in En-
glish. Most of these words were covered by the mor-
phological analyzer (Trón et al., 2006) but still 28%
of unseen words were only guessed. However, this
is just 2.86% of the whole corpus, in the magnitude
similar to English.

morph lex order seen unseen overall

no
1 98.34% 88.96% 97.27%
2 98.58% 87.97% 97.40%

yes
1 98.32% 96.01% 98.03%
2 98.56% 95.96% 98.24%

Table 4: Tagging accuracy for Hungarian of HunPos
with and without morphological lexicon and with
first and second order emission/lexicon probabili-
ties.

On the same corpus TnT had 97.42% and Halácsy
et al. (2006) reached 98.17% with a MaxEnt tag-
ger that used the TnT output as a feature. HunPos
gets as good performancein one minute as this Max-
Ent model which took three hours to go through the
train/test cycle.

4 Concluding remarks

Though there can be little doubt that the ruling sys-
tem of bakeoffs actively encourages a degree of one-
upmanship, our paper and our software are not of-
fered in a competitive spirit. As we said at the out-
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set, we don’t necessarily believe HunPos to be in any
way better than TnT, and certainly the main ideas
have been pioneered by DeRose (1988), Church
(1988), and others long before this generation of
HMM work. But to improve the results beyond what
a basic HMM can achieve one needs to tune the sys-
tem, and progress can only be made if the experi-
ments are end to end replicable.

There is no doubt many other systems could be
tweaked further and improve on our results – what
matters is that anybody could now also tweak Hun-
Pos without any restriction to improve the state of
the art. Such tweaking can bring surprising results,
e.g. the conclusion, strongly supported by the results
presented here, that HMM tagging is actually quite
competitive with, and orders of magnitude faster
than, the current generation of learning algorithms
including SVM and MaxEnt. No matter how good
TnT was to begin with, the closed source has hin-
dered its progress to the point that inherently clum-
sier, but better tweakable algorithms could overtake
HMMs, a situation that HunPos has now hopefully
changed at least for languages with more complex
morphologies.
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Abstract

In this paper we present several extensions of
MARIE1, a freely availableN -gram-based sta-
tistical machine translation (SMT) decoder. The
extensions mainly consist of the ability to ac-
cept and generate word graphs and the intro-
duction of two newN -gram models in the log-
linear combination of feature functions the de-
coder implements. Additionally, the decoder is
enhanced with a caching strategy that reduces
the number ofN -gram calls improving the over-
all search efficiency. Experiments are carried out
over the Eurpoean Parliament Spanish-English
translation task.

1 Introduction

Research on SMT has been strongly boosted in the last
few years, partially thanks to the relatively easy develop-
ment of systems with enough competence as to achieve
rather competitive results. In parallel, tools and tech-
niques have grown in complexity, which makes it diffi-
cult to carry out state-of-the-art research without sharing
some of this toolkits. Without aiming at being exhaus-
tive, GIZA++2, SRILM3 and PHARAOH4 are probably
the best known examples.

We introduce the recent extensions made to anN -
gram-based SMT decoder (Crego et al., 2005), which al-
lowed us to tackle several translation issues (such as re-
ordering, rescoring, modeling, etc.) successfully improv-
ing accuracy, as well as efficiency results.

As far as SMT can be seen as a double-sided prob-
lem (modeling and search), the decoder emerges as a key
component, core module of any SMT system. Mainly,

1http://gps-tsc.upc.es/soft/soft/marie
2http://www.fjoch.com/GIZA++.html
3http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/
4http://www.isi.edu/publications/licensed-sw/pharaoh/

any technique aiming at dealing with a translation prob-
lem needs for a decoder extension to be implemented.
Particularly, the reordering problem can be more effi-
ciently (and accurate) addressed when tightly coupled
with decoding. In general, the competence of a decoder
to make use of the maximum of information in the global
search is directly connected with the likeliness of suc-
cessfully improving translations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
and briefly review the previous work on decoding with
special attention toN -gram-based decoding. Section 3
describes the extended log-linear combination of feature
functions after introduced the two new models. Section
4 details the particularities of the input and output word
graph extensions. Experiments are reported on section 5.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 6.

2 Related Work

The decoding problem in SMT is expressed by the next
maximization: argmaxtI

1
∈τ P (tI

1
|sJ

1
), wheresJ

1
is the

source sentence to translate andtI
1

is a possible transla-
tion of the setτ , which contains all the sentences of the
language oftI

1
.

Given that the full search over the whole set of tar-
get language sentences is impracticable (τ is an infinite
set), the translation sentence is usually built incremen-
tally, composing partial translations of the source sen-
tence, which are selected out of a limited number of trans-
lation candidates (translation units).

The first SMT decoders wereword-based. Hence,
working with translation candidates of single source
words. Later appeared thephrase-baseddecoders,
which use translation candidates composed of sequences
of source and target words (outperforming the word-
based decoders by introducing the word context). In the
last few yearssyntax-baseddecoders have emerged aim-
ing at dealing with pair of languages with different syn-
tactical structures for which the word context introduced
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Figure 1:Generative process. Phrase-based (left) andN -gram-based (right) approaches.

in phrase-based decoders is not sufficient to cope with
long reorderings.

Like standard phrase-based decoders, MARIE em-
ploys translation units composed of sequences of source
and target words. In contrast, the translation con-
text is differently taken into account. Whereas phrase-
based decoders employ translation units uncontextual-
ized, MARIE takes the translation unit context into ac-
count by estimating the translation model as a standard
N -gram language model (N -gram-baseddecoder).

Figure 1 shows that both approaches follow the same
generative process, but they differ on the structure of
translation units. In the example, the units’s1#t1’ and
’s2 s3#t2t3’ of the N -gram-based approach are used
considering that both appear sequentially. This fact can
be understood as using a longer unit that includes both
(longer units are drawn in grey).

MARIE follows the maximum entropy framework,
where we can define a translation hypothesist given a
source sentences, as the target sentence maximizing a
log-linear combination of feature functions:

t̂I
1

= arg max
tI

1

{

M
∑

m=1

λmhm(sJ

1
, tI

1
)

}

(1)

whereλm corresponds to the weighting coefficients of
the log-linear combination, and the feature functions
hm(s, t) to a logarithmic scaling of the probabilities of
each model. See (Mariño et al., 2006) for further details
on theN -gram-based approach to SMT.

3 N-gram Feature Functions

Two language models (LM) are introduced in equation 1,
aiming at helping the decoder to find the right transla-
tions. Both are estimated as standardN -gram LM.

3.1 Target-sideN -gram LM

The first additionalN -gram LM is destinated to be ap-
plied over the target sentence (tagged) words. Hence,
as the original target LM (computed over raw words),
it is also used to score the fluency of target sentences,
but aiming at achieving generalization power through us-
ing a more generalized language (such as a language of

Part-of-Speech tags) instead of the one composed of raw
words. Part-Of-Speech tags have successfully been used
in several previous experiments. however, any other tag
can be applied.

Several sequences of target tags may apply to any given
translation unit (which are passed to the decoder before it
starts the search). For instance, regarding a translation
unit with the english word ’general’ in its target side, if
POS tags were used as target tagged tags, there would ex-
ist at least two different tag options:nounandadjective.

In the search, multiple hypotheses are generated con-
cerning different target tagged sides (sequences of tags)
of a single translation unit. Therefore, on the one side, the
overall search is extended towards seeking the sequence
of target tags that better fits the sequence of target raw
words. On the other side, this extension is hurting the
overall efficiency of the decoder as additional hypotheses
appear in the search stacks while not additional transla-
tion hypotheses are being tested (only differently tagged).

This extended feature may be used toghether with a
limitation of the number of target tagged hypotheses per
translation unit. The use of a limited number of these
hypotheses implies a balance between accuracy and effi-
ciency.

3.2 Source-sideN -gram LM

The secondN -gram LM is applied over the input sen-
tence tagged words. Obviously, this model only makes
sense when reordering is applied over the source words
in order to monotonize the source and target word order.
In such a case, the tagged LM is learnt over the training
set with reordered source words.

Hence, the new model is employed as a reordering
model. It scores a given source-side reordering hypoth-
esis according to the reorderings made in the training
sentences (from which the tagged LM is estimated). As
for the previous extension, source tagged words are used
instead of raw words in order to achieve generalization
power.

Additional hypotheses regarding the same translation
unit are not generated in the search as all input sentences
are uniquely tagged.

Figure 2 illustrates the use of a source POS-taggedN -
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gram LM. The probability of the sequence ’PRN VRB
NAME ADJ’ is greater than the probability of the se-
quence ’PRN VRB ADJ NAME’ for a model estimated
over the training set with reordered source words (with
english words following the spanish word order).

Figure 2:Source POS-taggedN -gram LM.

3.3 CachingN -grams

The use of severalN -gram LM’s implies a reduction in
efficiency in contrast to other models that can be imple-
mented by means of a single lookup table (one access per
probability call). The special characteristics of Ngram
LM’s introduce additional memory access to account for
backoff probabilities and lower Ngrams fallings.

Many N -gram calls are requested repeatedly, produc-
ing multiple calls of an entry. A simple strategy to reduce
additional access consists of keeping a record (cache) for
those Ngram entries already requested. A drawback for
the use of a cache consists of the additional memory ac-
cess derived of the cache maintenance (adding new and
checking for existing entries).

Figure 3:Memory access derived of anN -gram call.

Figure 3 illustrates this situation. The call for a3-gram
probability (requesting for the probability of the sequence
of tokens ’a b c’) may need for up to6 memory access,
while under a phrase-based translation model the final
probability would always be reached after the first mem-
ory access. The additional access in theN -gram-based
approach are used to provide lowerN -gram and backoff
probabilities in those cases that upperN -gram probabili-
ties do not exist.

4 Word Graphs

Word graphs are successfully used in SMT for several ap-
plications. Basically, with the objective of reducing the
redundancy ofN -best lists, which very often convey se-
rious combinatorial explosion problems.

A word graph is here described as a directed acyclic
graph G = (V, E) with one root noden0 ∈ V .
Edges are labeled with tokens (words or translation units)
and optionally with accumulated scores. We will use
(ns(ne

′′t′′ s)), to denote an edge starting at nodens and
ending at nodene, with token t and scores. The file
format of word graphs coincides with the graph file for-
mat recognized by the CARMEL5 finite state automata
toolkit.

4.1 Input Graph

We can mainly find two applications for which word
graphs are used as input of an SMT system: the recog-
nition output of an automatic speech recognition (ASR)
system; and a reordering graph, consisting of a subset of
the whole word permutations of a given input sentence.

In our case we are using the input graph as areorder-
ing graph. The decoder introduces reordering (distortion
of source words order) by allowing only for the distor-
tion encoded in the input graph. Though, the graph is
only allowed to encode permutations of the input words.
In other words, any path in the graph must start at node
n0, finish at nodenN (wherenN is a unique ending node)
and cover all the input words (tokenst) in whatever order,
without repetitions.

An additional feature function (distortion model) is in-
troduced in the log-linear combination of equation 1:

pdistortion(uk) ≈

kI
∏

i=k1

p(ni|ni−1) (2)

whereuk refers to thekth partial translation unit covering
the source positions[k1, ..., kI ]. p(ni|ni−1) corresponds
to the edge scores encoded in the edge(ns(ne

′′t′′ s)),
whereni = ne andni−1 = ns.

One of the decoding first steps consists of building
(for each input sentence) the set of translation units to be
used in the search. When the search is extended with re-
ordering abilities the set must be also extended with those
translation units that cover any sequence of input words
following any of the word orders encoded in the input
graph. The extension of the units set is specially relevant
when translation units are built from the tranining set with
reordered source words.

Given the example of figure 2, if the translation unit
’ translations perfect # traducciones perfectas’ is avail-
able, the decoder should not discard it, as it provides
a right translation. Notwithstanding that its source side
does not follow the original word order of the input sen-
tence.

4.2 Output Graph

The goal of using an output graph is to allow for further
rescoring work. That is, to work with alternative transla-

5http://www.isi.edu/licensed-sw/carmel/
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tions to the single1-best. Therefore, our proposed output
graph has some peculiarities that make it different to the
previously sketched intput graph.

The structure of edges remains the same, but obvi-
ously, paths are not forced to consist of permutations of
the same tokens (as far as we are interested into multiple
translation hypotheses), and there may also exist paths
which do not reach the ending nodenN . These latter
paths are not useful in rescoring tasks, but allowed in or-
der to facilitate the study of the search graph. However,
a very easy and efficient algorithm (O(n), beingn the
search size) can be used in order to discard them, before
rescoring work. Additionally, given that partial model
costs are needed in rescoring work, our decoder allows
to output the individual model costs computed for each
translation unit (tokent). Costs are encoded within the
tokens, as in the next example:

(0 (1 "o#or{1.5,0.9,0.6,0.2}" 6))

where the tokent is now composed of the translation unit
’o#or’, followed by (four) model costs.

Multiple translation hypotheses can only be extracted
if hypotheses recombinations are carefully saved. As in
(Koehn, 2004), the decoder takes a record of any recom-
bined hypothesis, allowing for a rigorousN -best genera-
tion. Model costs are referred to the current unit while the
global scores is accumulated. Notice also that translation
units (not words) are now used as tokens.

5 Experiments

Experiments are carried out for a Spanish-to-English
translation task using the EPPS data set, corresponding
to session transcriptions of the European Parliament.

Eff. base +tpos +reor +spos

Beam size= 50
w/o cache 1, 820 2, 170 2, 970 3, 260
w/ cache −50 −110 −190 −210
Beam size= 100
w/o cache 2, 900 4, 350 5, 960 6, 520
w/ cache −175 −410 −625 −640

Table 1:Translation efficiency results.

Table 1 shows translation efficiency results (mea-
sured in seconds) given two different beam search sizes.
w/cacheandw/o cacheindicate whether the decoder em-
ploys (or not) the cache technique (section 3.3). Sev-
eral system configuration have been tested: a baseline
monotonous system using a4-gram translation LM and
a 5-gram target LM (base), extended with a target POS-
tagged5-gram LM (+tpos), further extended by allow-
ing for reordering (+reor), and finally using a source-side
POS-tagged5-gram LM (+spos).

As it can be seen, the cache technique improves the ef-
ficiency of the search in terms of decoding time. Time
results are further decreased (reduced time is shown for
thew/ cachesetting) by using moreN -gram LM and al-
lowing for a larger search graph (increasing the beam size
and introducing distortion).

Further details on the previous experiment can be
seen in (Crego and Mariño, 2006b; Crego and Mariño,
2006a), where additionally, the input word graph and ex-
tendedN -gram tagged LM’s are successfully used to im-
prove accuracy at a very low computational cost.

Several publications can also be found in bibliography
which show the use of output graphs in rescoring tasks
allowing for clear accuracy improvements.

6 Conclusions

We have presented several extensions to MARIE, a freely
availableN -gram-based decoder. The extensions consist
of accepting and generating word graphs, and introducing
two N -gram LM’s over source and target tagged words.
Additionally, a caching technique is applied over theN -
gram LM’s.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present a hybrid method for
word segmentation and POS tagging. The
target languages are those in which word
boundaries are ambiguous, such as Chinese
and Japanese. In the method, word-based
and character-based processing is combined,
and word segmentation and POS tagging are
conducted simultaneously. Experimental re-
sults on multiple corpora show that the inte-
grated method has high accuracy.

1 Introduction

Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is an important task
in natural language processing, and is often neces-
sary for other processing such as syntactic parsing.
English POS tagging can be handled as a sequential
labeling problem, and has been extensively studied.
However, in Chinese and Japanese, words are not
separated by spaces, and word boundaries must be
identified before or during POS tagging. Therefore,
POS tagging cannot be conducted without word seg-
mentation, and how to combine these two processing
is an important issue. A large problem in word seg-
mentation and POS tagging is the existence of un-
known words. Unknown words are defined as words
that are not in the system’s word dictionary. It is dif-
ficult to determine the word boundaries and the POS
tags of unknown words, and unknown words often
cause errors in these processing.

In this paper, we study a hybrid method for Chi-
nese and Japanese word segmentation and POS tag-
ging, in which word-based and character-based pro-
cessing is combined, and word segmentation and
POS tagging are conducted simultaneously. In the
method, word-based processing is used to handle
known words, and character-based processing is
used to handle unknown words. Furthermore, infor-
mation of word boundaries and POS tags are used
at the same time with this method. The following
sections describe the hybrid method and results of
experiments on Chinese and Japanese corpora.

2 Hybrid Method for Word Segmentation
and POS Tagging

Many methods have been studied for Chinese and
Japanese word segmentation, which include word-
based methods and character-based methods. Nak-
agawa (2004) studied a method which combines a
word-based method and a character-based method.
Given an input sentence in the method, a lattice is
constructed first using a word dictionary, which con-
sists of word-level nodes for all the known words in
the sentence. These nodes have POS tags. Then,
character-level nodes for all the characters in the
sentence are added into the lattice (Figure 1). These
nodes have position-of-character (POC) tags which
indicate word-internal positions of the characters
(Xue, 2003). There are four POC tags,B, I, E
andS, each of which respectively indicates the be-
ginning of a word, the middle of a word, the end
of a word, and a single character word. In the
method, the word-level nodes are used to identify
known words, and the character-level nodes are used
to identify unknown words, because generally word-
level information is precise and appropriate for pro-
cessing known words, and character-level informa-
tion is robust and appropriate for processing un-
known words. Extended hidden Markov models are
used to choose the best path among all the possible
candidates in the lattice, and the correct path is indi-
cated by the thick lines in Figure 1. The POS tags
and the POC tags are treated equally in the method.
Thus, the word-level nodes and the character-level
nodes are processed uniformly, and known words
and unknown words are identified simultaneously.
In the method, POS tags of known words as well as
word boundaries are identified, but POS tags of un-
known words are not identified. Therefore, we ex-
tend the method in order to conduct unknown word
POS tagging too:
Hybrid Method

The method uses subdivided POC-tags in or-
der to identify not only the positions of charac-
ters but also the parts-of-speech of the compos-
ing words (Figure 2, A). In the method, POS
tagging of unknown words is conducted at the
same time as word segmentation and POS tag-
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Figure 1: Word Segmentation and Known Word POS Tagging using Word and Character-based Processing

ging of known words, and information of parts-
of-speech of unknown words can be used for
word segmentation.

There are also two other methods capable of con-
ducting unknown word POS tagging (Ng and Low,
2004):
Word-based Post-Processing Method

This method receives results of word segmen-
tation and known word POS tagging, and pre-
dicts POS tags of unknown words using words
as units (Figure 2, B). This approach is the
same as the approach widely used in English
POS tagging. In the method, the process of
unknown word POS tagging is separated from
word segmentation and known word POS tag-
ging, and information of parts-of-speech of un-
known words cannot be used for word segmen-
tation. In later experiments, maximum entropy
models were used deterministically to predict
POS tags of unknown words. As features for
predicting the POS tag of an unknown wordw,
we used the preceding and the succeeding two
words ofw and their POS tags, the prefixes and
the suffixes of up to two characters ofw, the
character types contained inw, and the length
of w.

Character-based Post-Processing Method
This method is similar to the word-based post-
processing method, but in this method, POS
tags of unknown words are predicted using
characters as units (Figure 2, C). In the method,
POS tags of unknown words are predicted us-
ing exactly the same probabilistic models as
the hybrid method, but word boundaries and
POS tags of known words are fixed in the post-
processing step.

Ng and Low (2004) studied Chinese word seg-
mentation and POS tagging. They compared sev-
eral approaches, and showed that character-based
approaches had higher accuracy than word-based
approaches, and that conducting word segmentation
and POS tagging all at once performed better than

conducting these processing separately. Our hy-
brid method is similar to their character-based all-at-
once approach. However, in their experiments, only
word-based and character-based methods were ex-
amined. In our experiments, the combined method
of word-based and character-based processing was
examined. Furthermore, although their experiments
were conducted with only Chinese data, we con-
ducted experiments with Chinese and Japanese data,
and confirmed that the hybrid method performed
well on the Japanese data as well as the Chinese
data.

3 Experiments

We used five word-segmented and POS-tagged cor-
pora; the Penn Chinese Treebank corpus 2.0 (CTB),
a part of the PFR corpus (PFR), the EDR cor-
pus (EDR), the Kyoto University corpus version
2 (KUC) and the RWCP corpus (RWC). The first
two were Chinese (C) corpora, and the rest were
Japanese (J) corpora, and they were split into train-
ing and test data. The dictionary distributed with
JUMAN version 3.61 (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1998)
was used as a word dictionary in the experiments
with the KUC corpus, and word dictionaries were
constructed from all the words in the training data in
the experiments with other corpora. Table 1 summa-
rizes statistical information of the corpora: the lan-
guage, the number of POS tags, the sizes of training
and test data, and the splitting methods of them1. We
used the following scoring measures to evaluate per-
formance of word segmentation and POS tagging:
R : Recall (The ratio of the number of correctly

segmented/POS-tagged words in system’s out-
put to the number of words in test data),

P : Precision (The ratio of the number of correctly
segmented/POS-tagged words in system’s out-
put to the number of words in system’s output),

1The unknown word rate for word segmentation is not equal
to the unknown word rate for POS tagging in general, since
the word forms of some words in the test data may exist in the
word dictionary but the POS tags of them may not exist. Such
words are regarded as known words in word segmentation, but
as unknown words in POS tagging.
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Figure 2: Three Methods for Word Segmentation and POS Tagging

F : F-measure (F = 2×R× P/(R + P )),
Runknown : Recall for unknown words,
Rknown : Recall for known words.

Table 2 shows the results2. In the table,Word-
based Post-Proc., Char.-based Post-Proc.andHy-
brid Method respectively indicate results obtained
with the word-based post-processing method, the
character-based post-processing method, and the hy-
brid method. Two types of performance were mea-
sured: performance of word segmentation alone,
and performance of both word segmentation and
POS tagging. We first compare performance of
both word segmentation and POS tagging. The
F-measures of the hybrid method were highest on
all the corpora. This result agrees with the ob-
servation by Ng and Low (2004) that higher accu-
racy was obtained by conducting word segmenta-
tion and POS tagging at the same time than by con-
ducting these processing separately. Comparing the
word-based and the character-based post-processing
methods, the F-measures of the latter were higher
on the Chinese corpora as reported by Ng and
Low (2004), but the F-measures of the former were
slightly higher on the Japanese corpora. The same
tendency existed in the recalls for known words;
the recalls of the character-based post-processing
method were highest on the Chinese corpora, but

2The recalls for known words of the word-based and the
character-based post-processing methods differ, though the
POS tags of known words are identified in the first common
step. This is because known words are sometimes identified as
unknown words in the first step and their POS tags are predicted
in the post-processing step.

those of the word-based method were highest on
the Japanese corpora, except on the EDR corpus.
Thus, the character-based method was not always
better than the word-based method as reported by Ng
and Low (2004) when the methods were used with
the word and character-based combined approach on
Japanese corpora. We next compare performance of
word segmentation alone. The F-measures of the hy-
brid method were again highest in all the corpora,
and the performance of word segmentation was im-
proved by the integrated processing of word seg-
mentation and POS tagging. The precisions of the
hybrid method were highest with statistical signifi-
cance on four of the five corpora. In all the corpora,
the recalls for unknown words of the hybrid method
were highest, but the recalls for known words were
lowest.

Comparing our results with previous work is not
easy since experimental settings are not the same.
It was reported that the original combined method
of word-based and character-based processing had
high overall accuracy (F-measures) in Chinese word
segmentation, compared with the state-of-the-art
methods (Nakagawa, 2004). Kudo et al. (2004) stud-
ied Japanese word segmentation and POS tagging
using conditional random fields (CRFs) and rule-
based unknown word processing. They conducted
experiments with the KUC corpus, and achieved F-
measure of 0.9896 in word segmentation, which is
better than ours (0.9847). Some features we did
not used, such as base forms and conjugated forms
of words, and hierarchical POS tags, were used in
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Corpus Number Number of Words (Unknown Word Rate for Segmentation/Tagging)
(Lang.) of POS [partition in the corpus]

Tags Training Test
CTB 34 84,937 7,980 (0.0764 / 0.0939)
(C) [sec. 1–270] [sec. 271–300]
PFR 41 304,125 370,627 (0.0667 / 0.0749)
(C) [Jan. 1–Jan. 9] [Jan. 10–Jan. 19]

EDR 15 2,550,532 1,280,057 (0.0176 / 0.0189)
(J) [id = 4n + 0, id = 4n + 1] [id = 4n + 2]

KUC 40 198,514 31,302 (0.0440 / 0.0517)
(J) [Jan. 1–Jan. 8] [Jan. 9]

RWC 66 487,333 190,571 (0.0513 / 0.0587)
(J) [1–10,000th sentences] [10,001–14,000th sentences]

Table 1: Statistical Information of Corpora

Corpus Scoring Word Segmentation Word Segmentation & POS Tagging
(Lang.) Measure Word-based Char.-based Hybrid Word-based Char.-based Hybrid

Post-Proc. Post-Proc. Method Post-Proc. Post-Proc. Method
R 0.9625 0.9625 0.9639 0.8922 0.8935 0.8944

CTB P 0.9408 0.9408 0.9519* 0.8721 0.8733 0.8832
(C) F 0.9516 0.9516 0.9578 0.8821 0.8833 0.8887

Runknown 0.6492 0.6492 0.7148 0.4219 0.4312 0.4713
Rknown 0.9885 0.9885 0.9845 0.9409 0.9414 0.9382
R 0.9503 0.9503 0.9516 0.8967 0.8997 0.9024*

PFR P 0.9419 0.9419 0.9485* 0.8888 0.8917 0.8996*
(C) F 0.9461 0.9461 0.9500 0.8928 0.8957 0.9010

Runknown 0.6063 0.6063 0.6674 0.3845 0.3980 0.4487
Rknown 0.9749 0.9749 0.9719 0.9382 0.9403 0.9392
R 0.9525 0.9525 0.9525 0.9358 0.9356 0.9357

EDR P 0.9505 0.9505 0.9513* 0.9337 0.9335 0.9346
(J) F 0.9515 0.9515 0.9519 0.9347 0.9345 0.9351

Runknown 0.4454 0.4454 0.4630 0.4186 0.4103 0.4296
Rknown 0.9616 0.9616 0.9612 0.9457 0.9457 0.9454
R 0.9857 0.9857 0.9850 0.9572 0.9567 0.9574

KUC P 0.9835 0.9835 0.9843 0.9551 0.9546 0.9566
(J) F 0.9846 0.9846 0.9847 0.9562 0.9557 0.9570

Runknown 0.9237 0.9237 0.9302 0.6724 0.6774 0.6879
Rknown 0.9885 0.9885 0.9876 0.9727 0.9719 0.9721
R 0.9574 0.9574 0.9592 0.9225 0.9220 0.9255*

RWC P 0.9533 0.9533 0.9577* 0.9186 0.9181 0.9241*
(J) F 0.9553 0.9553 0.9585 0.9205 0.9201 0.9248

Runknown 0.6650 0.6650 0.7214 0.4941 0.4875 0.5467
Rknown 0.9732 0.9732 0.9720 0.9492 0.9491 0.9491

(Statistical significance tests were performed forR andP , and * indicates significance atp < 0.05)

Table 2: Performance of Word Segmentation and POS Tagging

their study, and it may be a reason of the differ-
ence. Although, in our experiments, extended hid-
den Markov models were used to find the best so-
lution, the performance will be further improved by
using CRFs instead, which can easily incorporate a
wide variety of features.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied a hybrid method in which
word-based and character-based processing is com-
bined, and word segmentation and POS tagging are
conducted simultaneously. We compared its perfor-
mance of word segmentation and POS tagging with
other methods in which POS tagging is conducted
as a separated post-processing. Experimental results
on multiple corpora showed that the hybrid method
had high accuracy in Chinese and Japanese.
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Abstract 

This paper describes our work on build-
ing Part-of-Speech (POS) tagger for 
Bengali. We have use Hidden Markov 
Model (HMM) and Maximum Entropy 
(ME) based stochastic taggers. Bengali is 
a morphologically rich language and our 
taggers make use of morphological and 
contextual information of the words.  
Since only a small labeled training set is 
available (45,000 words), simple stochas-
tic approach does not yield very good re-
sults. In this work, we have studied the 
effect of using a morphological analyzer 
to improve the performance of the tagger. 
We find that the use of morphology helps 
improve the accuracy of the tagger espe-
cially when less amount of tagged cor-
pora are available. 

1 Introduction 

Part-of-Speech (POS) taggers for natural lan-
guage texts have been developed using linguistic 
rules, stochastic models as well as a combination 
of both (hybrid taggers). Stochastic models (Cut-
ting et al., 1992; Dermatas et al., 1995; Brants, 
2000) have been widely used in POS tagging for 
simplicity and language independence of the 
models. Among stochastic models, bi-gram and 
tri-gram Hidden Markov Model (HMM) are 
quite popular. Development of a high accuracy 
stochastic tagger requires a large amount of an-
notated text. Stochastic taggers with more than 
95% word-level accuracy have been developed 
for English, German and other European Lan-
guages, for which large labeled data is available. 
Our aim here is to develop a stochastic POS tag-
ger for Bengali but we are limited by lack of a 
large annotated corpus for Bengali. Simple 
HMM models do not achieve high accuracy 
when the training set is small. In such cases, ad-

ditional information may be coded into the 
HMM model to achieve higher accuracy (Cutting 
et al., 1992). The semi-supervised model de-
scribed in Cutting et al. (1992), makes use of 
both labeled training text and some amount of 
unlabeled text. Incorporating a diverse set of 
overlapping features in a HMM-based tagger is 
difficult and complicates the smoothing typically 
used for such taggers. In contrast, methods based 
on Maximum Entropy (Ratnaparkhi, 1996), 
Conditional Random Field (Shrivastav, 2006) 
etc. can deal with diverse, overlapping features. 

1.1 Previous Work on Indian Language 
POS Tagging 

Although some work has been done on POS tag-
ging of different Indian languages, the systems 
are still in their infancy due to resource poverty. 
Very little work has been done previously on 
POS tagging of Bengali. Bengali is the main 
language spoken in Bangladesh, the second most 
commonly spoken language in India, and the 
fourth most commonly spoken language in the 
world. Ray et al. (2003) describes a morphology-
based disambiguation for Hindi POS tagging. 
System using a decision tree based learning algo-
rithm (CN2) has been developed for statistical 
Hindi POS tagging (Singh et al., 2006). A rea-
sonably good accuracy POS tagger for Hindi has 
been developed using Maximum Entropy 
Markov Model (Dalal et al., 2007). The system 
uses linguistic suffix and POS categories of a 
word along with other contextual features. 

2 Our Approach 

The problem of POS tagging can be formally 
stated as follows. Given a sequence of words w1 
… wn, we want to find the corresponding se-
quence of tags t1 … tn, drawn from a set of tags T. 
We use a tagset of 40 tags1. In this work, we ex-
plore supervised and semi-supervised bi-gram 

                                                 
1 http://www.mla.iitkgp.ernet.in/Tag.html 
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HMM and a ME based model. The bi-gram as-
sumption states that the POS-tag of a word de-
pends on the current word and the POS tag of the 
previous word. An ME model estimates the prob-
abilities based on the imposed constraints. Such 
constraints are derived from the training data, 
maintaining some relationship between features 
and outcomes. The most probable tag sequence 
for a given word sequence satisfies equation (1) 
and (2) respectively for HMM and ME model: 

1

1
... 1,

( | ) ( | )arg max i i i i
t tn i n

S P w t P t t −

=

= ∏      (1) 

1 1

1,

( ... | ... ) ( | )n n i i

i n

p t t w w p t h
=

= ∏       (2) 

Here, hi is the context for word wi. Since the ba-
sic bigram model of HMM as well as the equiva-
lent ME models do not yield satisfactory accu-
racy, we wish to explore whether other available 
resources like a morphological analyzer can be 
used appropriately for better accuracy.  

2.1 HMM and ME based Taggers 

Three taggers have been implemented based on 
bigram HMM and ME model. The first tagger 
(we shall call it HMM-S) makes use of the su-
pervised HMM model parameters, whereas the 
second tagger (we shall call it HMM-SS) uses 
the semi supervised model parameters. The third 
tagger uses ME based model to find the most 
probable tag sequence for a given sequence of 
words.  

 
In order to further improve the tagging accuracy, 
we use a Morphological Analyzer (MA) and in-
tegrate morphological information with the mod-
els. We assume that the POS-tag of a word w can 
take values from the set TMA(w), where TMA(w) is 
computed by the Morphological Analyzer. Note 
that the size of TMA(w) is much smaller than T. 
Thus, we have a restricted choice of tags as well 
as tag sequences for a given sentence. Since the 
correct tag t for w is always in TMA(w) (assuming 
that the morphological analyzer is complete), it is 
always possible to find out the correct tag se-
quence for a sentence even after applying the 
morphological restriction. Due to a much re-
duced set of possibilities, this model is expected 
to perform better for both the HMM (HMM-S 
and HMM-SS) and ME models even when only a 
small amount of labeled training text is available. 
We shall call these new models HMM-S+MA, 
HMM-SS+ MA and ME+MA.  
 

Our MA has high accuracy and coverage but it 
still has some missing words and a few errors. 
For the purpose of these experiments we have 
made sure that all words of the test set are pre-
sent in the root dictionary that an MA uses. 
 
While MA helps us to restrict the possible choice 
of tags for a given word, one can also use suffix 
information (i.e., the sequence of last few charac-
ters of a word) to further improve the models. 
For HMM models, suffix information has been 
used during smoothing of emission probabilities, 
whereas for ME models, suffix information is 
used as another type of feature. We shall denote 
the models with suffix information with a ‘+suf’ 
marker. Thus, we have – HMM-S+suf, HMM-
S+suf+MA, HMM-SS+suf etc. 

2.1.1 Unknown Word Hypothesis in HMM 

The transition probabilities are estimated by lin-
ear interpolation of unigrams and bigrams. For 
the estimation of emission probabilities add-one 
smoothing or suffix information is used for the 
unknown words. If the word is unknown to the 
morphological analyzer, we assume that the 
POS-tag of that word belongs to any of the open 
class grammatical categories (all classes of 
Noun, Verb, Adjective, Adverb and Interjection). 

2.1.2 Features of the ME Model 

Experiments were carried out to find out the 
most suitable binary valued features for the POS 
tagging in the ME model. The main features for 
the POS tagging task have been identified based 
on the different possible combination of the 
available word and tag context. The features also 
include prefix and suffix up to length four. We 
considered different combinations from the fol-
lowing set for obtaining the best feature set for 
the POS tagging task with the data we have. 
 

{ }11 2 2 1 2, , , , , , , 4, 4ii i i i i iF w w w w w t t pre suf+− − + − −= ≤ ≤  
 

Forty different experiments were conducted tak-
ing several combinations from set ‘F’ to identify 
the best suited feature set for the POS tagging 
task. From our empirical analysis we found that 
the combination of contextual features (current 
word and previous tag), prefixes and suffixes of 
length ≤ 4 gives the best performance for the ME 
model. It is interesting to note that the inclusion 
of prefix and suffix for all words gives better 
result instead of using only for rare words as is 
described in Ratnaparkhi (1996). This can be 
explained by the fact that due to small amount of 
annotated data, a significant number of instances 
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are not found for most of the word of the 
language vocabulary.   

3 Experiments 

We have a total of 12 models as described in 
subsection 2.1 under different stochastic tagging 
schemes. The same training text has been used to 
estimate the parameters for all the models. The 
model parameters for supervised HMM and ME 
models are estimated from the annotated text 
corpus. For semi-supervised learning, the HMM 
learned through supervised training is considered 
as the initial model. Further, a larger unlabelled 
training data has been used to re-estimate the 
model parameters of the semi-supervised HMM. 
The experiments were conducted with three dif-
ferent sizes (10K, 20K and 40K words) of the 
training data to understand the relative perform-
ance of the models as we keep on increasing the 
size of the annotated data.   

3.1 Training Data 

The training data includes manually annotated 
3625 sentences (approximately 40,000 words) 
for both supervised HMM and ME model. A 
fixed set of 11,000 unlabeled sentences (ap-
proximately 100,000 words) taken from CIIL 
corpus 2  are used to re-estimate the model pa-
rameter during semi-supervised learning. It has 
been observed that the corpus ambiguity (mean 
number of possible tags for each word) in the 
training text is 1.77 which is much larger com-
pared to the European languages (Dermatas et 
al., 1995).  

3.2 Test Data 

All the models have been tested on a set of ran-
domly drawn 400 sentences (5000 words) dis-
joint from the training corpus. It has been noted 
that 14% words in the open testing text are un-
known with respect to the training set, which is 
also a little higher compared to the European 
languages (Dermatas et al., 1995) 

3.3 Results 

We define the tagging accuracy as the ratio of 
the correctly tagged words to the total number of 
words. Table 1 summarizes the final accuracies 
achieved by different learning methods with the 
varying size of the training data. Note that the 
baseline model (i.e., the tag probabilities depends 

                                                 
2 A part of the EMILE/CIIL corpus developed at Cen-
tral Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL), Mysore. 

only on the current word) has an accuracy of 
76.8%.  
 

Accuracy Method 
10K 20K 40K 

HMM-S 57.53 70.61 77.29 
HMM-S+suf 75.12 79.76 83.85 
HMM-S+MA 82.39 84.06 86.64 

HMM-S+suf+MA 84.73 87.35 88.75 
HMM-SS 63.40 70.67 77.16 

HMM-SS+suf 75.08 79.31 83.76 
HMM-SS+MA 83.04 84.47 86.41 

HMM-SS+suf+MA 84.41 87.16 87.95 
ME 74.37 79.50 84.56 

ME+suf 77.38 82.63 86.78 
ME+MA 82.34 84.97 87.38 

ME+suf+MA 84.13 87.07 88.41 
Table 1: Tagging accuracies (in %) of different 
models with 10K, 20K and 40K training data. 

3.4 Observations 

We find that in both the HMM based models 
(HMM-S and HMM-SS), the use of suffix in-
formation as well as the use of a morphological 
analyzer improves the accuracy of POS tagging 
with respect to the base models. The use of MA 
gives better results than the use of suffix infor-
mation. When we use both suffix information as 
well as MA, the results is even better. 
 
HMM-SS does better than HMM-S when very 
little tagged data is available, for example, when 
we use 10K training corpus. However, the accu-
racy of the semi-supervised HMM models are 
slightly poorer than that of the supervised HMM 
models for moderate size training data and use of 
suffix information. This discrepancy arises due 
to the over-fitting of the supervised models in the 
case of small training data; the problem is allevi-
ated with the increase in the annotated data. 
 
As we have noted already the use of MA and/or 
suffix information improves the accuracy of the 
POS tagger. But what is significant to note is that 
the percentage of improvement is higher when 
the amount of training data is less. The HMM-
S+suf model gives an improvement of around 
18%, 9% and 6% over the HMM-S model for 
10K, 20K and 40K training data respectively. 
Similar trends are observed in the case of the 
semi-supervised HMM and the ME models. The 
use of morphological restriction (HMM-S+MA) 
gives an improvement of 25%, 14% and 9% re-
spectively over the HMM-S in case of 10K, 20K 
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and 40K training data. As the improvement due 
to MA decreases with increasing data, it might 
be concluded that the use of morphological re-
striction may not improve the accuracy when a 
large amount of training data is available. From 
our empirical observations we found that both 
suffix and morphological restriction (HMM-
S+suf+MA) gives an improvement of 27%, 17% 
and 12% over the HMM-S model respectively 
for the three different sizes of training data. 
 
The Maximum Entropy model does better than 
the HMM models for smaller training data. But 
with higher amount of training data the perform-
ance of the HMM and ME model are compara-
ble. Here also we observe that suffix information 
and MA have positive effect, and the effect is 
higher with poor resources.  
 
Furthermore, in order to estimate the relative per-
formance of the models, experiments were car-
ried out with two existing taggers: TnT (Brants, 
2000) and ACOPOST3. The accuracy achieved 
using TnT are 87.44% and 87.36% respectively 
with bigram and trigram model for 40K training 
data. The accuracy with ACOPOST is 86.3%.  
This reflects that the higher order Markov mod-
els do not work well under the current experi-
mental setup.  

3.5 Assessment of Error Types 

Table 2 shows the top five confusion classes for 
HMM-S+MA model. The most common types of 
errors are the confusion between proper noun 
and common noun and the confusion between 
adjective and common noun. This results from 
the fact that most of the proper nouns can be 
used as common nouns and most of the adjec-
tives can be used as common nouns in Bengali.  
 

Actual 
Class 

(frequency) 

Predicted 
Class 

% of total 
errors 

% of 
class 

errors 
NP(251) NN 21.03 43.82 
JJ(311) NN 5.16 8.68 

NN(1483) JJ 4.78 1.68 
DTA(100) PP 2.87 15.0 
NN(1483) VN 2.29 0.81 

Table 2: Five most common types of errors  
Almost all the confusions are wrong assignment 
due to less number of instances in the training 
corpora, including errors due to long distance 
phenomena. 

                                                 
3 http://maxent.sourceforge.net 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper we have described an approach for 
automatic stochastic tagging of natural language 
text for Bengali. The models described here are 
very simple and efficient for automatic tagging 
even when the amount of available annotated 
text is small. The models have a much higher 
accuracy than the naïve baseline model. How-
ever, the performance of the current system is 
not as good as that of the contemporary POS-
taggers available for English and other European 
languages. The best performance is achieved for 
the supervised learning model along with suffix 
information and morphological restriction on the 
possible grammatical categories of a word. In 
fact, the use of MA in any of the models dis-
cussed above enhances the performance of the 
POS tagger significantly. We conclude that the 
use of morphological features is especially help-
ful to develop a reasonable POS tagger when 
tagged resources are limited.  
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Abstract

The amount of documents directly published
by end users is increasing along with the
growth of Web 2.0. Such documents of-
ten contain spoken-style expressions, which
are difficult to analyze using conventional
parsers. This paper presents dependency
parsing whose goal is to analyze Japanese
semi-spoken expressions. One characteris-
tic of our method is that it can parse self-
dependent (independent) segments using se-
quential labeling.

1 Introduction

Dependency parsing is a way of structurally ana-
lyzing a sentence from the viewpoint of modifica-
tion. In Japanese, relationships of modification be-
tween phrasal units called bunsetsu segments are an-
alyzed. A number of studies have focused on parsing
of Japanese as well as of other languages. Popular
parsers are CaboCha (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2002)
and KNP (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994), which were
developed to analyze formal written language ex-
pressions such as that in newspaper articles.

Generally, the syntactic structure of a sentence
is represented as a tree, and parsing is carried out
by maximizing the likelihood of the tree (Charniak,
2000; Uchimoto et al., 1999). Units that do not
modify any other units, such as fillers, are difficult
to place in the tree structure. Conventional parsers
have forced such independent units to modify other
units.

Documents published by end users (e.g., blogs)
are increasing on the Internet along with the growth

of Web 2.0. Such documents do not use controlled
written language and contain fillers and emoticons.
This implies that analyzing such documents is diffi-
cult for conventional parsers.

This paper presents a new method of Japanese
dependency parsing that utilizes sequential labeling
based on conditional random fields (CRFs) in or-
der to analyze semi-spoken language. Concretely,
sequential labeling assigns each segment a depen-
dency label that indicates its relative position of de-
pendency. If the label set includes self-dependency,
the fillers and emoticons would be analyzed as seg-
ments depending on themselves. Therefore, since it
is not necessary for the parsing result to be a tree,
our method is suitable for semi-spoken language.

2 Methods

Japanese dependency parsing for written language
is based on the following principles. Our method re-
laxes the first principle to allow self-dependent seg-
ments (c.f. Section 2.3).

1. Dependency moves from left to right.
2. Dependencies do not cross each other.
3. Each segment, except for the top of the parsed

tree, modifies at most one other segment.

2.1 Dependency Parsing Using Cascaded
Chunking (CaboCha)

Our method is based on the cascaded chunking
method (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2002) proposed as
the CaboCha parser 1. CaboCha is a sort of shift-
reduce parser and determines whether or not a seg-
ment depends on the next segment by using an

1http://www.chasen.org/˜taku/software/cabocha/
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SVM-based classifier. To analyze long-distance de-
pendencies, CaboCha shortens the sentence by re-
moving segments for which dependencies are al-
ready determined and which no other segments de-
pend on. CaboCha constructs a tree structure by re-
peating the above process.

2.2 Sequential Labeling

Sequential labeling is a process that assigns each
unit of an input sequence an appropriate label (or
tag). In natural language processing, it is applied
to, for example, English part-of-speech tagging and
named entity recognition. Hidden Markov models
or conditional random fields (Lafferty et al., 2001)
are used for labeling. In this paper, we use linear-
chain CRFs.

In sequential labeling, training data developers
can design labels with no restrictions.

2.3 Cascaded Chunking Using Sequential
Labeling

The method proposed in this paper is a generaliza-
tion of CaboCha. Our method considers not only
the next segment, but also the following N segments
to determine dependencies. This area, including the
considered segment, is called the window, and N is
called the window size. The parser assigns each seg-
ment a dependency label that indicates where the
segment depends on the segments in the window.
The flow is summarized as follows:

1. Extract features from segments such as the
part-of-speech of the headword in a segment
(c.f. Section 3.1).

2. Carry out sequential labeling using the above
features.

3. Determine the actual dependency by interpret-
ing the labels.

4. Shorten the sentence by deleting segments for
which the dependency is already determined
and that other segments have never depended
on.

5. If only one segment remains, then finish the
process. If not, return to Step 1.

An example of dependency parsing for written
language is shown in Figure 1 (a).

In Steps 1 and 2, dependency labels are supplied
to each segment in a way similar to that used by

Label Description
— Segment depends on a segment outside of win-

dow.
0Q Self-dependency
1D Segment depends on next segment.
2D Segment depends on segment after next.
-1O Segment is top of parsed tree.

Table 1: Label List Used by Sequential Labeling
(Window Size: 2)

other sequential labeling methods. However, our
sequential labeling has the following characteristics
since this task is dependency parsing.

• The labels indicate relative positions of the de-
pendent segment from the current segment (Ta-
ble 1). Therefore, the number of labels changes
according to the window size. Long-distance de-
pendencies can be parsed by one labeling process
if we set a large window size. However, growth
of label variety causes data sparseness problems.

• One possible label is that of self-dependency
(noted as ‘0Q’ in this paper). This is assigned
to independent segments in a tree.

• Also possible are two special labels. Label ‘-1O’
denotes a segment that is the top of the parsed
tree. Label ‘—’ denotes a segment that depends
on a segment outside of the window. When the
window size is two, the segment depends on a
segment that is over two segments ahead.

• The label for the current segment is determined
based on all features in the window and on the
label of the previous segment.

In Step 4, segments, which no other segments de-
pend on, are removed in a way similar to that used
by CaboCha. The principle that dependencies do
not cross each other is applied in this step. For ex-
ample, if a segment depends on a segment after the
next, the next segment cannot be modified by other
segments. Therefore, it can be removed. Similarly,
since the ‘—’ label indicates that the segment de-
pends on a segment after N segments, all interme-
diate segments can be removed if they do not have
‘—’ labels.

The sentence is shortened by iteration of the
above steps. The parsing finishes when only one
segment remains in the sentence (this is the segment
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(a) Written Language

--- 2D 1D 1D -1O

2D 1D -1O

Output

Input

Label

Label

kare wa
(he)

kanojo no
(her)

atatakai
(warm)

magokoro ni
(heart)

kando-shita.
(be moved)

(He was moved by her warm heart.)

Seg. No. 1 2 3 4 5

kare wa
(he)

kanojo no
(her)

atatakai
(warm)

magokoro ni
(heart)

kando-shita.
(be moved)

(b) Semi-spoken Language

Input Uuuum, kyo wa
(today)

...... choshi
(condition)

yokatta desu.
(be good)

0Q --- 0Q 1D -1O

1D -1O

(Uuuum, my condition .... was good today.)

Seg. No. 1 2 3 4 5

Label

Label

Uuuum, kyo wa
(today)

...... choshi
(condition)

yokatta desu.
(be good)

Output

1st
Labeling

2nd
Labeling

Figure 1: Examples of Dependency Parsing (Window Size: 2)

Corpus Type # of Sentences # of Segments
Kyoto Training 24,283 234,685

Test 9,284 89,874
Blog Training 18,163 106,177

Test 8,950 53,228

Table 2: Corpus Size

at the top of the parsed tree). In the example in Fig-
ure 1 (a), the process finishes in two iterations.

In a sentence containing fillers, the self-
dependency labels are assigned by sequential label-
ing, as shown in Figure 1 (b), and are parsed as in-
dependent segments. Therefore, our method is suit-
able for parsing semi-spoken language that contains
independent segments.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Settings

Corpora In our experiments, we used two cor-
pora. One is the Kyoto Text Corpus 4.0 2, which is
a collection of newspaper articles with segment and
dependency annotations. The other is a blog cor-
pus, which is a collection of blog articles taken as
semi-spoken language. The blog corpus is manually
annotated in a way similar to that used for the Kyoto
text corpus. The sizes of the corpora are shown in
Table 2.

Training We used CRF++ 3, a linear-chain CRF
training tool, with eleven features per segment. All

2http://nlp.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/nl-resource/corpus.html
3http://www.chasen.org/˜taku/software/CRF++/

of these are static features (proper to each segment)
such as surface forms, parts-of-speech, inflections
of a content headword and a functional headword
in a segment. These are parts of a feature set that
many papers have referenced (Uchimoto et al., 1999;
Kudo and Matsumoto, 2002).

Evaluation Metrics Dependency accuracy and
sentence accuracy were used as evaluation metrics.
Sentence accuracy is the proportion of total sen-
tences in which all dependencies in the sentence
are accurately labeled. In Japanese, the last seg-
ment of most sentences is the top of the parsed trees,
and many papers exclude this last segment from the
accuracy calculation. We, in contrast, include the
last one because some of the last segments are self-
dependent.

3.2 Accuracy of Dependency Parsing

Dependency parsing was carried out by combining
training and test corpora. We used a window size
of three. We also used CaboCha as a reference for
the set of sentences trained only with the Kyoto cor-
pus because it is designed for written language. The
results are shown in Table 3.

CaboCha had better accuracies for the Kyoto test
corpus. One reason might be that our method man-
ually combined features and used parts of com-
binations, while CaboCha automatically finds the
best combinations by using second-order polyno-
mial kernels.

For the blog test corpus, the proposed method
using the Kyoto+Blog model had the best depen-
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Test Corpus Method Training Corpus Dependency Accuracy Sentence Accuracy
(Model)

Kyoto Proposed Method Kyoto 89.87% (80766 / 89874) 48.12% (4467 / 9284)
(Written Language) (Window Size: 3) Kyoto + Blog 89.76% (80670 / 89874) 47.63% (4422 / 9284)

CaboCha Kyoto 92.03% (82714 / 89874) 55.36% (5140 / 9284)
Blog Proposed Method Kyoto 77.19% (41083 / 53226) 41.41% (3706 / 8950)

(Semi-spoken Language) (Window Size: 3) Kyoto + Blog 84.59% (45022 / 53226) 52.72% (4718 / 8950)
CaboCha Kyoto 77.44% (41220 / 53226) 43.45% (3889 / 8950)

Table 3: Dependency and Sentence Accuracies among Methods/Corpora
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Figure 2: Dependency Accuracy and Number of
Features According to Window Size (The Kyoto
Text Corpus was used for training and testing.)

dency accuracy result at 84.59%. This result was
influenced not only by the training corpus that con-
tains the blog corpus but also by the effect of self-
dependent segments. The blog test corpus contains
3,089 self-dependent segments, and 2,326 of them
(75.30%) were accurately parsed. This represents
a dependency accuracy improvement of over 60%
compared with the Kyoto model.

Our method is effective in parsing blogs be-
cause fillers and emoticons can be parsed as self-
dependent segments.

3.3 Accuracy According to Window Size

Another characteristic of our method is that all de-
pendencies, including long-distance ones, can be
parsed by one labeling process if the window cov-
ers the entire sentence. To analyze this characteris-
tic, we evaluated dependency accuracies in various
window sizes. The results are shown in Figure 2.

The number of features used for labeling in-
creases exponentially as window size increases.
However, dependency accuracy was saturated after a

window size of two, and the best accuracy was when
the window size was four. This phenomenon implies
a data sparseness problem.

4 Conclusion

We presented a new dependency parsing method us-
ing sequential labeling for the semi-spoken language
that frequently appears in Web documents. Sequen-
tial labeling can supply segments with flexible la-
bels, so our method can parse independent words
as self-dependent segments. This characteristic af-
fects robust parsing when sentences contain fillers
and emoticons.

The other characteristics of our method are us-
ing CRFs and that long dependencies are parsed in
one labeling process. SVM-based parsers that have
the same characteristics can be constructed if we in-
troduce multi-class classifiers. Further comparisons
with SVM-based parsers are future work.
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